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10.0 INMPORTANCE AND UICERTAINTY ANALYSIS

10.1 INTRODUCTION

A significant element of the information developed during a iPRA*.*is the
identification of those components that provide a significant contribution to
the likelihood of potential fuel damage. A methodology for identifying'. these
important components has been developed and documented (Vesely et al*. 1983).
The first part of this chapter will describe the application of these
importance factors to the N Reactor PMA.

In the process of developing the component-failure rate data base, many
approximations and assumptions were made in estimating the probability of
infrequently occurring events. Using a methodology developed in the Reactor
Safety Study (NRC 1975), the error bounds in the dominant sequences caused by
the uncertainty were estimated. The results are reported in Section 10.3.

10.2 IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS

Importance analysis is done to estimate the contribution that a parti-
cular component failure or "event" makes to the frequency of an accident

_sequence and to the total accident frequency. Importance factors are
determined based on the frequency of the failure and the number of times it
appears in the cutsets of a sequence. The importance analysis was performed
as follows:

If Cj, the frequency of an individual cutset, is calculated as:

L
C.- I I qi (1)

jl

.where:

I - Initiator frequency
qi - Probability of an event i

- Number of events in cutset J,

then the total frequency Fs of an accident sequence is:

M
Fs ( j~j C (2)

where:

M - Number of cutsets in sequence S.
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The Fussell-Vesely importance factor (Henley and Kumamoto 1981) for an
individual event is calculated as:

N N
N Ck(a) k ck(a)

FV( k F (3)

ji-

where:

Ck (a) - Cutset containing event
N - Total number of cutsets containing event

Fs - Defined in equation 2.

Thus, if event, a, appears in every cutset (m - n), then the importance
factor for that element would be 1.00. If a appears in no cutsets, the
importance value is 0.

The component importance analysis for the N Reactor is complicated by the
accident-sequence end states developed during the accident-sequence analysis.
These end states describe different equipment failure paths that the reactor
goes through as it reaches a configuration where fuel damage may occur. End
states also define, to a certain extent, how much of the reactor core can be
potentially damaged. This is different from commercial reactor PRAs where
there is a single core-damage end state in a Level I study. Accordingly, the
following discussion will address both the overall importance factors,
developed for the dominant-accident sequences, and the importance factor for
each bin.

As shown by the above examples, an element that appears in every cutset
in one sequence may have an importance of 1.00. In another sequence, it may
not appear at all and thus have an importance of 0. If the frequencies of
these two sequences vary by orders of magnitude, it can be seen that a
component that is important in one sequence may be relatively less important
than a component that is of modest importance in several other sequences.

A direct comparison of importance factors across sequences would not take
into account the difference between sequence frequencies. Therefore, the
importance factors are weighted as follows.

To determine an "overall" importance factor (FVT) for event a, the
following equation was developed:

P
I FVk (a) Fsk

FVT (a) k . (4)I• Fsm
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The numerator is the sum of the product of importance factors for event
a (FVk (a)) times the frequency of the related sequence Fsk, andl:Psi!s the
number of sequences in which event a appears. The denominator isIthe total
accident sequence frequency. (Q is the total number of accident sequence.i)

A "bin-weighted" importance factor (FVB) also was developed:

R
I•• FV (a) Fsm (a)

FVB m-1 F. (5)
F sp

p-i

The numerator is the sum of the product of importance factors for event
a (FVm (a)) times the frequency of the related sequence FSM, and R is the

c'number of sequences in which event a appears in the bin.

The denominator is the bin frequency (S is the number of sequences
assigned to Bin B).

ec Finally, an overall "percent contribution" PT (a) was established for

each event a. This was calculated as follows:

)•' FVT (a)

U FPT (Y) _ x 100.0 (6)

q=1

'-.where FVT (a) is the overall importance factor for event a, and the denomi-
nator is the sum of calculated importance factors for all events.

A similar bin percent of contribution PB (a) was calculated:

FVY (a)
FYBP8 (a). • w FVB(r) x 1O0.0. (7)

r-1

The numerator, FVB (a), is the bin-weighted importance factor, and the
denominator is the sum of all importance factors in that bin.

The percent contribution is calculated for comparison purposes only and
does not provide a measure of risk reduction.
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S 
I Fsp 
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pal 
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A similar bin percent of contribution Pa (0) was calculated: 

FYS (a) 
W 
I FVa(r) 

r-l 

x 100.0. (7) 

The numerator, FVa (a), is the bin-weighted importance factor, and the 
denominator is the sum of all importance factors in that bin. 

The percent contribution is calculated for comparison purposes only and 
does not provide a measure of risk reduction. 
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10.2.1 Overall Importaice Factors

These overall importance factors were developed as described above.
Table 10-1 lists and defines the component event codes. Table 10-2 lists
these importance factors and their percentage contribution in descending
order. It is important to note that the initiating events are the dominant
cause of direct PCS failures. Thus, PCS component failures are not as evident
in Table 10-2 as are component failures of other systems.

Note that elements ending in "MOD" are actually groups of multiple
independent events summed to form what is termed a module. This is done to
simplify the trees without sacrificing any information. The technique for
doing this involves separating out portions of the original trees and forming
"subtrees" or modules and solving these to determine their probability. The
modules are then inserted as basic events back into the "pruned" version of
the original tree. This process is performed automatically by the computer
workstation software as the module elements are identified by the analyst,
ensuring that the solution to the trees remains the same. If necessary,
modules can be expanded and the tree restored to its original form.

The first 32 elements, as shown in Figure 10-1, contributing more than
99 percent of the total importance-factor sum, will be discussed in detail
below.

Of these 32 elements, 9 are associated with ECCS and contribute
67 percent of the total. The single most dominant element is a "MOD", a
collection of failures of the ECCS inlet riser valves (AOO4MOD). This element I
contributes 37.4 percent of the total. Four elements (AAGV4CMA, AAGV3CMA,

N.. AO69MOD, and AAG4-1-A) represent failures of the V-3 and V-4 valves. They
make up 19 percent of the total. One element (XOP3H33V) is associated with
an operator error in the ECCS actuation system. It contributes 4.8 percent
of the total. The remaining three elements (ADPHLI-G, XOO3MOD, and XO15MOD)
represent HLDPs failing to run and failures in the diesel-pump start circuits.
They contribute 5.5 percent to the total.

The PCS has 4 elements in the top 32. These elements contribute
3.5 percent to the total importance. The first (GSW2H33Q) is an operator
error, neglecting to bypass the ECCS initiation switch as the primary loop
cools down after a scram. This will eventually result in a spurious ECCS
initiation. This element contributes 1.4 percent of the total. The next
element (GAG2531A) represents a failure of one of the HPI injection valves.
This failure is only important during small LOCA-initiated events, due to the
increased makeup requirements. It contributes 1.1 percent of the total
importance factor. The next element (GOO3MOD) accounts for failures in the
primary/secondary pressure control system. It makes up 0.8 percent of the
total. The last PCS element, G121CMOD, represents a failure of the pony
motor start circuit on the primary coolant pumps. The pony motors are used
as a backup power supply for these pumps in the event that steam is lost to
the drive turbines. These contribute 0.23 percent.

The SCS has one element in the set (E990MOD), making up 18.3 percent of
the total. This element accounts for the loss of thermal flywheel, or a set
of component failures that would cause a loss of nuclear steam. The result
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Table 10-1. Descriptions of Basic Events. (sheet 1 of 2)

A069HOD
A122MOD
AAG4-1-A
AAGV3CMA
AOPHLI-G
ADPLLI-G
AOPLL3-G
AOP2H33V
AOPHLDPQ
ASLEVEL3
ATT510-A
ATT5022A
ATT5221A
AXV6201C
C160MOD
CCV3031B
COB3161A
COTO01IA
CFNORIFE
COPPMP3Q
COPSBUSQ
DCBO1K1P
DHRIO03P
DHR2003P
DHR2030P
DHR2703P
DOPBALDQ

>" E990MOD
FlIOMOD
FCBHPASK
FOPHPIPU
GOO3MOD
G039/OD
G121CMOD
GAG2531A
GSW2H33Q
HZZBUSAP,

JBT153BK
KDPFSD1G
KOPHRP3Q
KOPSERWQ
KSW116XO
L253MOD
MOPLP13Q
MOPSBUSQ
N1O8MOD
N123MOD
NAG1081A
XOO3MOD

V3-1 failures
Silo fails or return valve fails
V3-8 fails to open on demand
Common cause failure of A side of V3s to open on demand
HLDP 1 fails to run
LLDP I fails to run
LLDP 3 fails to run
Operator fails reset bypass switch 2H33 after scam and manual ECCS
Operator fails to throttle HLDP, 5 min
After 85.5 minutes - 1 source of water
JWV-510 fails to open
JWV-502-2 fails to open
JWV-552-1 fails to open
RWSV-620-1 fails to remain open
GSCS pump 3 fails to start
GSCS pump 3 GCSV-303-1 fails to close
RWS GCSV-316-1R fails to open
GSCS dump GCDV-I-IR fails to open
GSCS dump flow orifice plugs
Operator fails to start GSCS pump 3
Operator fails to switch to powered bus
Circuit breaker IKI fails to trip
Multiple rod and ball hopper failure
Multiple rod and ball hopper failure
Multiple rod and ball hopper failure
Multiple rod and ball hopper failure
Operator fails to initiate manual ball drop on demand
Failure to preserve thermal flywheel after scram
HPAO fluid coupling fails (HPIP #1)
HPAS A bus breaker fails (HPIP #3)
Mis-calibration: HPIP OP instrumentation
Primary system pressure control except N103
Cell #3 fails on primary side except G094, G104, G169
No start signal to pony motor #3 except J200
Valve IWV-253-1 FTO, 2.0 x 101 cm (8 in.) PCS makeup valve
Inadvertent trip to ECS from failure to bypass 2H33 after scram
BPA and 230ky HANF loop power fail 1/(23yr*4400FP.h/yr) =

9.88 x 10-0
Loss of power fron, 153-N battery B
FSDP 1 fails to start
Local operator fails to start RWS-2 pump 3
Operator fails to start service water pumps
Service water pumps start switch fail
LPFWP 3 fails to start
Operator fails to start LPI pump 3 when required
Operator fails to switch to powered bus for AHR pump #3
Loss of service air cool/sep
Loss of backup industrial air via service air X-tie
CASV-108-1 fails to open on demand
Start circuit components for HLOP #1
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Table 10-1. Descriptions of Basic Events. (sheet 1 of 2) 

V3-1 failures 
Silo fails or return valve fails 
V3-8 fails to open on demand 
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Multiple rod and ball hopper failure 
Multiple rod and ball hopper failure 
Operator fails to initiate manual ball drop on demand 
Failure to preserve thermal flywheel after scram 
HPAO fluid coupling fails (HPIP #1) 
HPAS A bus breaker fails (HPIP #3) 
His-calibration: HPIP OP instrumentation 
Primary system pressure control except NI03 
Cell #3 fails on primary side except G094, GI04, G169 
No start signal to pony motor #3 except J200 
Valve IWV-253-1 FTO, 2.0 x 101 cm (S in.) PCS makeup valve 
Inadvertent trip to ECS from failure to bypass 2H33 after scram 
BPA and 230kV HANF loop power fail 1/(23yr*4400FP.h/yr) = 

9.S8 x 10-6 . 
Loss of power fron. 153-N battery B 
FSDP 1 fails to start 
Local operator fails to start RWS-2 pump 3 
Operator fails to start service water pumps 
Service water pumps start switch fail 
LPFWP 3 fails to start 
Operator fails to start LPI pump 3 when required 
Operator fails to switch to powered bus for AHR pump #3 
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Table 10-1. Descriptions of Basic Events. (sheet 2 of 2)
4

XOIS0MOD Start component for HLDP #2
XO38MOD Start component for LLDP #2
XOP3H33V Operator fails to restore 3H33 after startup

I

Table 10-2. Importance Factors for Dominant Events.
(sheet 1 of 2)

Contribution CumulativeEvent Importance percent

1. AOO4MOD 5.27 E-01 37.43 37.429
2. E99OMOD 2.58 E-01 18.31 55.736
3. AAGV4CMA 1.81 E-01 12.84 68.577
4. ADPHL1-G 7.18 E-02 5.10 73.675
5. AAGV3CMA 7.05 E-02 5.0 78.685
6. XOP3H33V 6.75 E-02 4.80 83.482
7. MOPLPI3Q 2.01 E-02 1.43 84.907
8. GSW2H33V 1.92 E-02 1.37 86.274
9. FOPHPIPU 1.92 E-02 1.37 87.640

10. FCBHASK 1.85 E-02 1.32 88.956
11. AO69MOD 1.53 E-02 1.09 90.041
12. GAG2531A 1.53 E-02 1.08 91.126
13. CCV3031B 1.22 E-02 0.87 91.991
14. F110MOD 1.14 E-02 0.81 92.801
15. GOO3MOD 1.11 E-02 0.79 93.590
16. COPPMP3Q 1.01 E-02 0.72 94.305

-- 17. N1O8MOD 9.89 E-03 0.70 95.008
18. CDB3161A 6.90 E-03 0.49 95.498

-1 19. CDTOO1A 6.90 E-03 0.49 95.989
20. AAG4-1-A 4.35 E-03 0.31 96.298
21. DCB01K1P 4.29 E-03 0.30 96.603
22. DCBO2K1P 4.29 E-03 0.30 96.908
23. DOPBALDQ 4.29 E-03 0.30 97.212
24. L253MOD 3.35 E-03 0.24 97.450
25. N123MO 3.22 E-03 0.23 97.679
26. G121CMOD 3.21 E-03 0.23 97.907
27. KDPFSD1G 3.16 E-03 0.22 98.132
28. KOPHRP3Q 3.15 E-03 0.22 98.356
29. XOO3MOD 2.79 E-03 0.20 98.554
30. XO15MOD 2.79 E-03 0.20 98.752
31. NAG1081A 2.50 E-03 0.18 98.929
32. HZZBUSAP 2.46 E-03 0.17 99.104
33. ASLEVEL3 1.49 E-03 0.11 99.210
34. C160MOD 1.41 E-03 0.10 99.309
35. G039/MOD 1.29 E-03 0.09 99.401
36. AXV6201C 1.22 E-03 0.09 99.488
37. ATTS521A 1.04 E-03 0.07 99.562
38. CFNORIFE 1.03 E-03 0.07 99.635
39. JBT153BK 9.62 E-04 0.07 99.703
40. XO38MOD 6.56 E-04 0.05 99.750

I
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Table 10-1. Descriptions of Basic Events. (sheet 2 of 2)' 
~-~-------------~ 

X015MOD Start component for HlOP '2 ~ 
X038MOO Start component for LLOP 12 
XOP3H33V Operator fails to restore 3H33 after startup 

Table 10-2. Importance Factors for Dom;nant Events. 
(sheet 1 of 2) 

Event Importance Contr;but;on Cumulative 
(%) percent 

1. A004MOD 5.27 E-Ol 37.43 37.429 
2. E990MOO 2.58 E-Ol 18.31 55.736 
3. AAGV4CMA 1.81 E-Ol 12.84 68.577 
4. ADPHll-G 7.18 E-02 5.10 73.675 
5. AAGV3CMA 7.05 £-02 5.0: 78.685 
6. XOP3H33V 6.75 E-02 4.80 83.482 

,-.' 7. HOPLPI3Q 2.01 E-02 1.43 84.907 
8. GSW2H33V 1. 92 E-02 1.37 86.274 
9. FOPHPIPU 1.92 E-02 1.37 87.640 

10. FCBHASK 1.85 E-02 1.32 88.956 . 
11. A069MOD 1.53 E-02 1.09 90.041 
12. GAG2531A 1. 53 E-02 1.08 91.126 
13. CCV3031B 1.22 E-02 0.87 91.991 
14. FI10HOD 1.14 E-02 0.81 92.801 

.... 15. G003MOD 1.11 E-02 0.79 93.590 
, " 16. COPPMP3Q 1.01 E-02 0.72 94.305 

17. N108MOO 9.89 E-03 0.70 95.008 
18. CoB3161A 6.90 E-03 0.49 95.498 
19. CoTOOIIA 6.90 E-03 0.49 95.989 
20. AAG4~1-A 4.35 E-03 0.31 96.298 
21. OCBOIKIP 4.29 E-03 0.30 96.603 

""" '.' 
22. DCB02KlP 4.29 E-03 0.30 96.908 
23. DOPBAlDQ 4.29 E-03 0.30 97.212 
24. L253HOD 3.35 E-03 0.24 97.450 
25. NI23MOD 3.22 £-03 0.23 97.679 
26. G121CMOD 3.21 E-03 0.23 97.907 
27. KOPFSOIG 3.16 E-03 0.22 98.132 
28. KOPHRP3Q 3.15 E-03 0.22 98.356 
29. X003MOD 2.79 E-03 0.20 98.554 
30. X015MOO 2.79 E-03 0.20 98.752 
31. NAGI081A 2.50 E-03 0.18 98.929 
32. HIIBUSAP 2.46 E-03 0.17 99.104 
33. ASLEVEl3 1.49 E-03 0.11 99.210 
34. C160MOD 1.41 E-03 0.10 99.309 
35. G039/MOO 1.29 E-03 0.09 99.401 
36. AXV6201C 1. 22 E-03 0.09 99.488 
37. ATT5521A 1.04 E-03 0.07 99.562 
38. CFNORIFE 1.03 E-03 0.07 99.635 
39. JBT153BK 9.62 E-04 0.07 99.703 
40. X038MOO 6.56 E-04 0.05 99.750 
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Table 10-2. Importance Factors for Dominant

I Events. (sheet 2 of 2)

Event Importance Contribution Cumulative
p() percent

41. ADPLLI-G 6.51 E-04 0.05 99.796
42. MOPSBUSQ 6.29 E-04 0.04 99.841
43. A122HOD 4.43 E-04 0.03 99.872
44. AOPHLDPQ 2.77 E-04 0.02 99.892
45. ADPLL3-G 2.62 E-04 0.02 99.910
46. ATT5O22A 2.54 E-04 0.02 99.928
47. DHR2O30P 2.36 E-04 0.02 99.945
48. COPSBUSQ 1.79 E-04 0.01 99.958
49. DHRIO03P 1.74 E-04 0.01 99.970
50. OHR2703P 1.50 E-04 0.01 99.981
51. AOP2H33V 9.97 E-05 0.01 99.988
52. DHR2003P 9.64 E-05 0.01 99.995
53. ATTS10-A 7.29 E-05 0.01 100.000

would be a loss of motive power to the onsite (B Bus) TG,
--the electrically-powered components, and a loss of motive

coolant turbine-driven pumps.

falling half of
power to the primary.

The HPI has three elements in the set. The first, FOPHPIPU, is an
operator error, a mis-calibration of the HPI pressure-sensing instrumentation.
It contributes 1.4 percent to the total. The next, FCBHPBSK, represents

"failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 1.3 percent.
-_The last HPI failure, FiOfOD, is a failure of the pump fluid couplers.

It contributes 0.8 percent.

Filtered water, one of the support water systems, has one element in
-the top 32, contributing 0.2 percent of the total. This element (L253MOD)
7is a failure of the backup filtered-water pump to start. This would be

required on a loss of one of the busses to replace one of the two normally
running pumps.

Two other support systems, the air system and offsite power, have
elemnents in the top 32. The air-system failure, NIOSMOD, is a loss of cooling
of the service-air compressor resulting in the loss of the compressor. This
failure, in conjunction with a loss of one of the two instrument air
compressors, will result in an eventual failure of the primary/secondary
system. It contributes 0.7 percenit of the total. N123NOD, the next air
system failure, is a loss of backup instrument air via a failure of the
service air/instrument air cross tie. It contributes 0.2 percent to the
total. The last air-system event is also related to the service air
backup--a failure to open of the service air/instrument air boundary valve
(NAG1081A). This event contributes 0.2 percent.

The major problem caused by an offsite power loss (HZZBUSAP) will be to
fail two of the HPIPs. This will result in a PCS failure during a small
LOCA-initiated event due to the increased makeup requirements. This element
contributes 0.2 percent of the total.
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Table 10-2. Importlnce Factors for Dominant 
Events. (sheet 2 of 2) 

Event Importance Contribution Cumulative 
(~) percent 

41. AOPlLl-G 6.51 £-04 0.05 99.796 
42. MOPSBUSQ 6.29 £-04 0.04 99.841 
43. Al 22MOD 4.43 E-04 0.03 99.872 
44. AOPHlOPQ 2.77 £-04 0.02 99.892 
45. ADPll3-G 2.62 E-04 0.02 . 99.910 
46. ATT5022A 2.54 E-04 0.02 99.928 
47. OHR2030P 2.36 £-04 0.02 99.945 
48. COPSBUSQ 1.79 E-04 0.01 99.958 
49. DHRlO03P 1. 74 E-04 0.01 99.970 
50. OHR2703P 1. 50 E-04 0.01 99.981 
51. AOP2H33V 9.97 E-05 0.01 99.988 
52. DHR2003P 9.64 E-05 0.01 99.995 

, ..... , 53. ATT510-A 1.29 E-05 0.01 100.000 .. -. 

would be a loss of motive power to the onsite (B Bus) TG, fa111ng half of 
__ the electrically-powered components, and a loss of motive power to the primary. 

coolant turbine-driven pumps. 

TheHPI has three elements in the set. The first, FOPHPIPU, is an 
operator error, a mis-calibration of the HPI pressure-sensing instrumentation. 

" It contributes 1.4 percent to the total. The next, . FCBHPBSK, represents 
, 'failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 1.3 percent. 
--.The last HPI failure, FIIOMOO, is a failure of the pump fluid couplers. 

It contributes 0.8 percent. 

/" Filtered water, one of the support water systems, has one element in 
. the top 32, contributing 0.2 percent of the total. This element (L253MOD) 
~is a failure of the backup filtered-water pump to start. This would be 

required on a loss of one of the busses to replace one of the two normally 
running pumps. 

Two other support systems, the air system and offsite power, have 
eleiRents in the top 32. The air-system failure, N108MOO, is a loss of cooling 
of the service-air compressor resulting in the loss of the compressor. This 
failure, in conjunction with a loss of one of the two instrument air 
compressors, will result in an eventual failure of the primary/secondary 
system. It contributes 0.7 percent of the total •. N123MOD, the next air 

. system failure, is a loss of backup instrument air via a failure of the 
service air/instrument air cross tie. It contributes 0.2 percent to the 
total. The last air-system event is also related to the service air 
backup--a failure to open of the service air/instrument air boundary valve 
(NAGI081A). This event contributes 0.2 percent. 

The major problem caused by an offsite power loss (HZZauSAP) will be to 
fail two of the HPIPs. This will result in a PCS failure during a small 
LOCA-initiated event due to the increased makeup requirements. This element 
contributes 0.2 percent of the total. 
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The scram system has three elements in the top 32, contributing
0.9 percent tc the total. They are failures of the main scram breakers
(DCBO1K1P and DCBO2KIP) and a failure of the operator to manually drop the
balls after a failure of the HCR system (DOPBALDQ). These three elements
individually contribute 0.3 percent each. The operator error was screened
with a probability of one.

The GSCS contributes 2.6 percent to the total with four elements, and
the FSDP failures (similar to the ECCS HLDPs) contribute 0.44 percent.

It is clear from the above that failures of the ECCS components dominate
these sequences. In the next five sections, the contributions to the various
bins will be discussed.

10.2.2 Sin W Importance Analysis (Bin Frequency--3.4 x 10-5,
Bin Contribution To Total Frequency--52.3 percent)

Bin W is dominated by Sequence T4, which represents 73.2 percent of
this bin. Sequence S4 contributes 22.5 percent, Sequence L2 contributes
2.7 percent, Sequence T6 contributes 1.2 percent, Sequence S6 contributes
0.4 percent, and Sequence L4 contributes 0.05 percent. The significant
components for this bin are shown on Figure 10-2. Table 10-3 lists all

-- components ordered in decreasing importance. Sequences that have end states
in this bin represent failures of the primary/secondary cooling systems, an
ECCS inlet-riser flow failure, success of the ECCS for at least 2 h., and
successful GSCS operation. Sequence T4 has the highest accident-sequence
frequency of all sequences.

The most significant event in this bin is the PCS secondary system
.-- failure module (E99OMOD), which represents failures that would cause loss-

of-thermal flywheel. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause
-.- the eventual loss of the primary/secondary system and will result in a

requirement to go to ECCS in the transient and small LOCA-initiated sequences,
This event represents 61.7 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors.

.This module is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors.
The individual elements would be of lesser importance.

The next most significant event is failure to bypass the ECCS trip input
signals after continued successful operation of the PCS during transient and
small LOCA-initiated sequences. During normal cooldown, the PCS pressure and
flows will reach the ECCS trip setpoints, causing a spurious trip to ECCS if
the bypass switch has not been set. This event contributes 5.3 percent of
the total importance. This event has been recovered and the importance
factor reflects the recovery from the frequency of the cutsets only.

The HP! contributes the next two elements. The first, FOPHPIPU, is an
operator error, a mis-calibration of the HP! pressure-sensing instrumentation.
It contributes 5.3 percent to the total. The next, FCBHASK, represents
failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 4.7 percent.

The next two events have nearly equal importance factors. Both cause
failure of the primary/secondary cooling system. The first event, NiOBMOD,
is a failure of the service air cooler/separator, resulting in eventual
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The scram system has three elements in the top 32, contributing 
0.9 percent t~ the total. They are failures of the main scram breakers 
(OCBOIKIP and OCB02KIP) and a failure of the operator to manually drop the 
balls after a failure of the HeR system (DOPBALOQ). These three elements 
individually contribute 0.3 percent each. The operator error was screened 
with a probability of one. . 

The GSCS contributes 2.6 percent to the total with four elements, and 
the FSOP failures (similar to the ECCS HLOPs) contribute 0.44 percent. 

It is clear from the above that failures of the ECCS components dominate 
these sequences. In the next five sections, the contributions to the various 
bins will be discussed. 

10.2.2 Bin W Importance Analysis (Bin Frequency--3.4 x 10-5, 
Bin Contribution To Total Frequency--52.3 percent) 

Bin W is dominated by Sequence T4, which represents 73.2 percent of 
this bin. Sequence S4 contributes 22.5 percent, Sequence L2 contributes 
2.7 percent, Sequence T6 contributes 1.2 percent, Sequence S6 contributes 
0.4 percent, and Sequence L4 contributes 0.05 percent. The significant 
components for this bin are shown on Figure 10-2. Table 10-3 lists all 

_~,components ordered in decreasing importance. Sequences that have end states 
in this bin represent failures of the primary/secondary cooling systems, an 
ECCS inlet-riser flow failure, success of the ECCS for at least 2 h., and 
successful GSCS operation. Sequence T4 has the highest accident-sequence 

,. frequency of all sequences. 

The most significant event in this bin is the PCS secondary system 
~ __ failure module (E990MOO), which represents failures that would cause loss

of-thermal flywheel. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause 
--the eventual loss of the primary/secondary system and will result in a 

requirement to go to ECCS in the transient and small lOCA-inttiated sequences~ 
. This event represents 61.7 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. 
~This.mo~u~e is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors . 
. The lndlvldual elements would be of lesser importance. 

The next most significant event is failure to bypass the ECCS trip input 
signals after continued successful operation of the PCS during transient and 
small LOCA-initiated sequences. During normal cool down , the PCS pressure and 
flows will reach the ECCS trip setpoints, causing a spurious trip to ECCS if 
the bypass switch has not been set. This event contributes 5.3 percent of 
the total importance. This event has been recovered and the importance 
factor reflects the recovery from the frequency of the cutsets only. 

The HPI contributes the next two elements. The first, FOPHPIPU, is an 
operator error, a mis-calibration of the HPI pressure-sensing instrumentation. 
It contributes 5.3 percent to the total. The next, FCBHASK, represents 
failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 4.7 percent. 

The next two events have nearly equal importance factors. Both cause 
failure of the primary/secondary cooling system. The first event, NI0SMOD, 
1s a failure of the service air cooler/separator, resulting in eventual 
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I
Table 10-3. Importance Factors for

Dominant Events in Bin W.

Bin-weighted Contribution
Event importance (%)

factor

1. E990MOD 2.44 E-01 61.73
2. GSW2H33Q 2.11 E-02 5.33
3. FOPHPIPU 2.11 E-02 5.33
4. FCBHPASK 1.87 E-02 4.73
5. N1O8MOD 1.57 E-02 3.98
6. GAG2531A 1.53 E-02 3.87
7. FI1OHOD 1.27 E-02 3.23
8. ADPHLI-G 1.08 E-02 2.72
9. GOO3MOD 1.06 E-02 2.68

10. L253MOD 5.84 E-03 1.48
11. N123MOD 5.47 E-03 1.39
12. NAGlO81A 4.10 E-03 1."4
13. G121CMOD 3.56 E-03 0.90
14. HZZBUSAP 2.37 E-03 0.60
15. JBT153BK 1.82 E-03 0.46
16. G039/MOD 1.81 E-03 0.46
17. ASLEVEL3 1.15 E-04 0.03
18. ADPLL3-G 4.65 E-05 0.01
19. ADPLL]-G 4.65 E-05 0.01
20. AXV6201C 3.63 E-05 0.01
21. A122MOD 2.23 E-05 0.01
22. AAGV4CHA 6.95 E-06 0.00
23. X015MOD 2.78 E-06 0.00
24. XOO3MOD 2.78 E-06 0.00

I

failure of the service-air compressor and subsequent failure of the service
,:air system and loss of backup to the instrument air system. This failure

always is associated with a complete or partial failure of the instrument air
system. The module is made up of seven basic events and the importance
reflects this summary. The second (GAG2531A) is loss of makeup caused by
either makeup valve to the PCS failing to open as required. Both valves are
required during small LOCA-initiated sequences because of the increased
makeup requirements. These events contribute 4.0 percent and 3.9 percent,
respectively.

The last HPI failure, FlIONOD, is a failure of the pump fluid couplers.
It contributes 3.2 percent.

The next event (ADPHL1-G) is associated with a long-term failure (between
2 and 24 h after scram) of the ECCS. It is a failure of a HLDP to continue
running. Due to the way the sequences are developed, this event is only
important in the sequences L4, T6, and S6. It contributes 2.7 percent to
the total importance factor.

The next element (GOO3MOD) accounts for failures in the primary/
secondary pressure control system. It makes up 2.7 percent of the total.
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Table 10-3. Importance Factors for 
Dominant Events in Bin W .. 

Bin-weighted Contribution Event importance (%) factor 

1. E990MOD 2.44 E-Ol 61.73 
z. GSW2H33Q 2.11 E-02 5.33 
3. FOPHPIPU 2.11 E-02 5.33 
4. FCBHPASK 1.87 E-02 4.73 
5. NIOSMOD 1.57 E-02 3.98 
6. GAG2531A 1.53 E-02 3.87 
7. FllOMOD 1.27 E-02 3.23 
8. ADPHLl-G 1.08 E-02 2.72 
9. G003MOD 1.06 E-02 2.68 

10. l253MOD 5.84 E-03 1.48 
II. N123MOD 5.47 E-03 1.39 

',·0 12. NAGI081A 4.10 E-03 1.~4 
13. G121CMOD 3.56 E-03 0.90 
14. HZZBUSAP 2.37 E-03 0.60 
IS. JBT153BK 1.82 E-03 0.46 
16. G039/MOD 1.81 E-03 0.46 
17. ASlEVEL3 1.15 E-04 0.03 
18. ADPLL3-G 4.65 E-05 0.01 
19. ADPLLl-G 4.65 E-05 0.01 
20. AXV6201C 3.63 E-05 0.01 
21. A122MOD 2.23 E-05 0.01 

• 4,,<,. 22 . AAGV4CMA 6.95 E-06 0.00 
23. X015MOD 2.78 E-06 0.00 
24 • X003MOD 2.78 E-06 0.00 

. failure of the service-air compressor and subsequent failure of the service 
,~air system and loss of backup to the instrument air system. This failure 

always 1s associated with a complete or partial failure of the instrument air 
system. The module is made up of seven basic events and the importance 
reflects this summary. The second (GAG2531A) is loss of makeup caused by 
either makeup valve to the pes railing to open as required. Both valves are 
required during small LOeA-initiated sequences because of the increased 
makeup requirements. These events contribute 4.0 percent and 3.9 percent, 
respectively. 

The last HPI failure, FllOMOD, is a failure of the pump fluid couplers. 
It contributes 3.2 percent. 

The next event (ADPHLI-G) ;s associated with a long-term failure (between 
2 and 24 h after scram) of the EeeS. It is a failure of a HLDP to continue 
running. Due to the way the sequences are developed, this event is only 
important in the sequences L4, T6, and S6. It contributes 2.7 percent to 
the total importance factor. 

, The next element (G003MOO) accounts for failures in the primary/ 
secondary pressure control system. It makes up 2.7 percent of the total. 
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Event 10 (L253NOD) is a failure of a backup LPFW pump to start. It is
required to start because one of the two operating pumps has failed directly 4
or through a support system failure. This event will cause an eventual
failure of the secondary system. The module is made up of four events and
dominated by the human error to fail to start the standby pump. It
contributes 1.5 percent to the total importance factor.

The remaining five events of measurable significance to this bin are
support system failures affecting the operation of the primary/secondary.
They are as follows:

" Loss of instrument air backup via the service air tie (N123HOD)

* Failure of the service air/instrument air boundary valve to open
(NAG108A)

" Pony motor fails to start (G121CMOD)

, * Failure of offsite power to A Bus (HZZBUSAP).

All of these events require other failures for them to affect the
primary/secondary cooling system with the exception of the loss of offsite
power. The power loss can fail the PCS directly during small LOCA sequences
by failing two HPIPs or indirectly during transient sequences by causing a
loss of two of three air compressors. These events contribute 1.4 percent,
1.0 percent, 0.9 percent, and 0.6 percent, respectively, to the bin
importance. 4

The remaining events affecting this bin have much smaller importance
factors. Those discussed represent more than 99 percent.

10.2.3 Bin X Importance Analysis (Bin Frequency--2.0 x 10-7,
Bin Contribution To Total Frequency--0.3 percent)

Sequences with end states in this bin represent failures of the primary/
secondary cooling system and an inlet-riser flow failure but otherwise
successful ECCS initiation and operation. In addition, the GSCS has failed
so that the only cooling being provided to the core is from the ECCS.
Contributors to Bin X are sequences S5 (58 percent), T5 (22 percent), TIA
(12.5 percent), S]A (7.4 percent), and L3 (0.04 percent). The significant
components for this bin are shown alphabetically in Figure 10-3. Table 10-4
lists components in decreasing importance.

The most significant event in this bin is the PCS secondary system
failure module (E99OHOD), which represents failures that would cause loss of
thermal flywheel. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the
eventual loss of the primary/secondary system and will result in a requirement
to go to ECCS in the transient and small LOCA-initiated sequences. This event
represents 25.7 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. This module
is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The
individual elements would be of lesser importance.
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Event 10 (l253MOO) is a failure of a backup lPFW pump to start. It is 
required to start because one of the two operating pumps has faUed directly 
or through a support system failure. This event will cause an eventual 
failure of the secondary system. The module is made up of four events and 
dominated by the human error to fail to start the standby pump. It 
contributes 1.5 percent to the total importance factor. 

The remaining five events of measurable significance to this bin are 
support system failures affecting the operation of the primary/secondary. 
They are as follows: 

• Loss of instrument air backup via the service air tie (N123MOO) 

• Failure of the service air/instrument air boundary valve to open 
(NAGI08IA) 

• Pony motor fai 15' to start (GI2fCMOD) 

• Failure of offsite power to A Bus (HZZBUSAP). 

All of these events require other failures for them to affect the 
primary/secondary cooling system with the exception of the loss of offsite 
power. The power loss can fail the PCS directly during small LOCA sequences 
by failing two HPIPs or indirectly during transient sequences by causing a 
loss of two of three air compressors. These events contribute 1.4 percent, 
1.0 percent, 0.9 percent, and 0.6 percent, respectively, to ,the bi~ 
importance. 

:...... The remaining events affecting this bin have much smaller importance 
factors. Those discussed represent more than 99 percent. 

10.2.3 Bin X Importance Analysis (Bin frequency--2.0 x 10-7, 
Bin Contr1buti~n To Total Frequency--0.3 percent) 

:~ Sequences with end states in this bin represent failures of the primary/ 
secondary cooling system and an inlet-riser flow failure but otherwise 
successful ECCS initiation and operation. In addition, the GSCS has failed 
so that the only cooling being provided to the core is from the EeCS. 
Contributors to Bin X are sequences S5 (58 percent), T5 (22 percent), TIA 
(12.5 percent), SIA (7.4 pl!rcent), and L3 (0.04 percent). The significant 
components for this bin are shown alphabetically in Figure 10-3. Table 10-4 
lists components in decreasing importance. 

The most significant event in this bin is the PCS secondary system 
failure module (E990MOO), which represents failures that would cause loss of 
thermal flywheel. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the 
eventual loss of the primary/secondary system and will result in a requirement 
to go to ECCS in the transient and small lOCA-initiated sequences. This event 
represents 25.7 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. This module 
is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The 
individual elements would be of lesser importance. f 
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Table 10-4. Importance Factors for
Dominant Events in Bin X.

Bin-weighted Contribution
Event importance (M)

factor

1. E990MOD 6.36 E-01 25.71
2. COPPt4P3Q 4.36 E-01 17.61
3. MOPLP13Q 4.36 E-01 17.61
4. CCV3o31B 2.65 E-01 10.73
5. CDTOO11A 1.47 E-01 5.93
6. COB3161A 1.47 E-01 5.93
7. KDPFSD1G 7.00 E-02 2.83
8. KOPHRP3Q 6.54 E-02 2.64
9. FCBHPASK 4.49 E-02 1.82

10. FI1OMOD 4.07 E-02 1.65
11. GOO3MOD 3.88 E-02 1.57
12. N10I8OD 3.65 E-02 1.48
13. C160MOD 3.14 E-02 1.27
14. HZZBUSAP 2.88 E-02 1.17
15. CFNORIFE 2.40 E-02 0.97
16. G121CMOD 7.47 E-03 0.30
17. COPSBUSQ 7.14 E-03 0.29
18. GSW2H33Q 5.50 E-03 0.22
19. FOPHPIPU 5.50 E-03 0.22
20. GAG2532A 6.60 E-04 0.03
21. GAG2531A 6.60 E-04 0.03
22. NAG1O81A 5.26 E-04 0.02

I

The next two events in this bin are operator errors. They involve
failures to start standby pumps when electrical buses fail to supply power.
The pumps involved are the GSCS pump 3 (COPPMP3Q) and LPI pump 3 (MOPLIPI3Q).
Both human errors were screened at a probability of one, which has a
significant influence on the importance factors. Their respective
contributions to the total bin importance factors are 17.6 percent each.

Events 4, 5, and 6 are component failures
(CCV3031B) failures of the GSCS pump discharge
the pump.ceases operation) and failures of the
and injection (CDB3161A) valves to open. They
5.9 percent, and 5.9 percent, respectively.

of the GSCS. They are
check valves to close (after
once-through dump (CDTOOIIA)
contribute 10.7 percent,

Event CCV3031B is due to conservative assumptions about the operation of
the GSCS pumps. There is a motor operated valve (NOV) in series with the
check valve. If power is removed from the pump, the NOV should close,
requiring both this failure and the check-valve failure to obtain a diversion
path. It is conservatively assumed that power is not removed from the
nonoperating pump.
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Table 10-4. Importance Factors for 
Dominant Events in Bin X. 

Bin-weighted Contribution Event importance (S) factor 

1. E990MOD 6.36 E-Ol 25.71 
2. COPPMP3Q 4.36 E-Ol 17 .61 
3. MOPLPI3Q 4.36 E-OI 17 .61 
4. CCV303lB 2.65 [-01 10.73 
5. COTOOllA 1.47 E-Ol 5.93 
6. COB3161A 1.47 E-Ol 5.93 
7. KDPFSDIG 7.00 E-02 2.83 
8. KOPHRP3Q 6.54 E-02 2.64 
9. FCBHPASK 4.49 E-02 . 1.82 

10. FllOMOD 4.07 E-02 1.65 
11. G003MOO 3.88 E-02 1.57 

C' 12. NI08MOO 3.65 E-02 1.48 
13. C160MOD 3.14 E-02 1.27 

,:.. ... 

14. HZZBUSAP 2.88 E-02 1.17 
15. CFNORIFE 2.40 E-02 0.97 
16. G121CMOD 7.47 E-03 0.30 
17. COPSBUSQ 7.14 E-03 0.29 
18. GSW2H33Q 5.50 E-03 0.22 
19. FOPHPIPU 5.50 E-03 0.22 
20. GAG2532A 6.60 £-04 0.03 
21. GAG2531A 6.60 £-04 0.03 

-. ...... 22. NAGI081A 5.26 E-04 0.02 

The next two events in this bin are operator errors. They involve 
failures to start standby pumps when electrical buses fail to supply power. 
The pumps involved are the GSCS pump 3 (COPPMP3Q) and LPI pump 3 (MOPlIPI3Q) . 

. ~ Both human errors were screened at a probabil ity of one, which has a 
significant influence on the importance factors. Their respective 
contributions to the total bin importance factors are 17.6 percent each. 

Events 4, 5, and 6 are component failures of the GSCS. They are 
(CCV3031B) failures of the GSCS pump discharge check valves to close (after 
the pump. ceases operation) and failures of the once-through dump (COT001IA) 
and injection (CDB3161A) valves to open. They contribute 10.7 percent, 
5.9 percent, and 5.9 percent, respectively. 

Event CCV3031B is due to conservative assumptions about the operation of 
the GSCS pumps. There is a motor operated valve (HOV) in series with the 
check valve. If power is removed from the pump, the HOV should close, 
requiring both this failure and the check-valve failure to obtain a diversion 
path. It is conservatively assumed that power is not removed from the 
nonoperating pump. 
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Events 7 and 8 are failures of the GSCS caused by the FSDPs (KDPFSD1G)
failing to corntinue to run (2.8 percent) and a failure of the operator to
start the backup RWS-2 pump (KOPHRP3Q), contributing 2.6 percent.

Events 9 and 10 are failures of the HP!. The first, FCBHPBSK, represents
failures of the pump A and 8 Bus breakers. This event makes up 1.8 percent.
The other HP! failure, Fi1OMOD, is a failure of the pump fluid couplers. It
contributes 1.7 percent.

Events 11 and 16 are failures of the PCS. The first is GOO3MOD, which
accounts for failures in the primary/secondary pressure control system. It
contributes 1.6 percent. The other PCS element is G121CMOD, representing a
failure of the pony motor start circuit on the primary coolant pumps. The
pony motors are used as a backup power supply for these pumps in the event
that steam is lost to the drive turbines. They contribute 0.30 percent.

Events 12 and 14 are failures of the air system (NI081OD) and offsite
power (HZZBUSAP). The air-system failure is a loss of cooling to the service-

_ air compressor, resulting in the loss of the compressor. This failure, in
conjunction with a loss of one of the two instrument air compressors, will
result in an eventual failure of the primary/secondary system. It contributes
1.5 percent. of the total. The major problem caused by an offsite power loss
(HZZBUSAP) will be to fail two of the HPIPs. This will result in a PCS
failure during a small LOCA-initilted event, due to the increased makeup
requirements. This element contributes 1.2 percent.

Event 13 (C16HOMOD) is a failure of the backup GSCS pump and makes up
* 1.3 percent of the total importance value. Event 15 (CFNORIFE) represents

plugging of the GSCS dump flow-line orifice. It contributes 1.0 percent.

These elements make up more than 99 percent of the overall importance
value.

10.2.4 Bin Y Importance Analysis (Bin Frequency--2.7 x 10-,
Bin Contribution To Total Frequency--42.3 percent)

Sequences with end states in this bin represent failures of the primary/
secondary system and ECCS. The GSCS is successful and there are no inlet-
riser flow failures. Bin Y is dominated by sequence T8 (a major contributor
to th. overall fuel-damage frequency) with lesser contributions from SS and
L6. The significant components for this bin are alphabetically shown on
Figure 10-4, and Table 10-5 lists components in order of decreasing
importance.

Events 1 and 3 in this bin are common-mode failures of the reactor outlet
(V-4) and inlet (V-3) valves (AAGV4CMA and AAG3CMA). If a sufficient number
of these valves fail to open, there will be insufficient cooling to the
fuel. These elements contribute 34.4 percent and 13.4 percent, respectively,
to the bin importance factor. The difference in the factors reflects the
ability to recover from the V-3 valve failures.

The second event in this bin is the PCS secondary system failure module
(E99OMOD), which represents failures that would cause loss-of-thermal
flywheel. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the eventual
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Events 7 and 8 are failures of the GSeS caused by the FSDPs (KDPFSDIG) 
failing to co~tinue to run (2.8 percent) and a failure of the operator to 
start the backup RWS-2 pump (KOPHRP3Q); contributing 2.6 percent. 

Events 9 and 10 are failures of the HPJ. The first, FeBHPBSK, represents 
failures of the pump A and 8 Bus breakers. This event makes up 1.8 percent. 
The other HPI failure, FI10MOD, is a failure of the pump fluid couplers. It 
con~ributes \.7 percent. 

Events 11 and 16 are failures of the pes. The first 1s G003MOD, which 
accounts for failures in the primary/secondary pressure control system. It 
contributes 1.6 percent. The other pes element is GI21eMOD, representing a 
failure of the pony motor start circuit on the primary coolant pumps. The 
pony motors are used asa backup power supply for these pumps in the event 
that steam is lost to the drive turbines. They contribute 0.30 percent. 

Events 12 and 14 are failures of the air system (NI0SMOD) and offsite 
power (HZZBUSAP). The air-system failure is a loss of cooling to the service-

~ air compressor, resulting in the loss of the compressor. This failure, in 
conjunction with a loss of one of the two instrument air compressors, will 
result in an eventual failure of the primary/secondary system. It contributes 
1.5 percent. of the total. The major problem caused by an offsitepower loss 
(HZZBUSAP) will be to fail two of the HPIPs. This will result in a pes 
failure during a small LOeA-initilted event, due to the increased makeup 
requirements. This element contributes 1.2 percent. 

Event 13 (eI60MOD) is a failure of the backup GSeS pump and makes up 
1.3 percent of the total importance value. Event 15 (eFNORIFE) represents 

, plugging of the Gses dump flow-line orifice. It contributes 1.0 percent. 

These elements make up more than 99 percent of the overall importance 
value. 

10.2.4 Bin Y Importance Analysis (Bin Frequency--2.7 x 10-5, 
Bin Contribution To Total FrequencY--42.3 percent) 

Sequences with end states in this bin represent failures of the primary/ 
secondary system and EeeS. The GSCS is successful and there are no in1et
riser flow failures. Bin Y is dominated by sequence T8 (a major contributor 
to th3 overall fuel-damage frequGncyr with lesser contributions from S8 and 
L6. The significant components for this bin are alphabetically shown on 
Figure 10-4, and Table 10-5 lists components in order of decreasing 
importance. 

E¥ents 1 and 3 in this bin are common-mode failures of the reactor outlet 
(V-4) and inlet (V-3) valves (AAGV4CMA and AAG3CMA). If a sufficient number 
of these valves fail to open, there will be insufficient cooling to the 
fuel. These elements contribute 34.4 percent and 13.4 percent, respectively, 
to the bin importance factor. The difference 1n the factors reflects the 
ability to recover from the V-3 valve failures. 

The second event 1n this bin is the pes secondary system failure module 
(E990MOD), which represents failures that would cause10ss-of-therma1 
flywheel. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the eventual 
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Table 10-5. Importance Factors for
Dominant Events in Bin Y.

Bin-weighted Contribution
Event importance M

factor

1. AAGV4CMA 4.24 E-01 34.39
2. E990M00 2.32 E-01 18.82
3. AAGV3CMA 1.65 E-01 13.43
4. XOP3H33V 1.58 E-01 12.87
5. ADPHLI-G 9.05 E-02 7.35
6. A069HOD 3.59 E-02 2.91
7. FOPHPIPU 1.83 E-02 1.49
8. GSW2H33Q 1.83 E-02 1.49
9. GAG2531A 1.71 E-02 1.39

10. FCBHPASK 1.50 E-02 1.22
11. AAG4-1-A 1.02 E-02 0.83
12. GOO3HOO 9.27 E-03 0.75
13. F1lOMOD 6.90 E-03 0.56
14. XOO3MOD 6.55 E-03 0.53
15. XO1SHOD 6.55 E-03 0.53
16. ASLEVEL3 2.99 E-03 0.24
17. AXV6201C 2.71 E-03 0.22
18. G121CHOD 2.55 E-03 0.21
19. ATTS521A 2.45 E-03 0.20
20. XO381OD 1.55 E-03 0.13
21. ADPLL1-G 1.27 E-03 0.10
22. A122HOD 9.44 E-04 0.08
23. G039/NOD 8.01 E-04 0.07
24. AOPHLDPQ 6.54 E-04 0.05
25. ATT5022A 5.99 E-04 0.05
26. NAG0l81A 4.05 E-04 0.03
27. ADPLL3-G 3.56 E-04 0.03
28. HZZBUSAP 1.79 E-04 0.01
29. ATT510-A 1.72 E-04 0.01

loss of the primary/secondary system and result in a requirement to go to
ECCS in the transient and small LOCA-initiated sequences. This event
represents 18.8 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. This module
is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The
individual elements would be of lesser importance.

The fourth significant event (XOP3H33V) is an operator error, a failure
to reset the ECCS pressure signal-bypass switch (3H33V) after startup. This
eliminates the high/low ECCS pressure trip. This event contributes
12.9 percent to the total bin importance factor.

Event 5 (ADPHLI-G) is a failure of the HLOPs to continue to operate,
contributing 7.5 percent to the total bin importance factor.
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Table 10-5. Importance Factors for 
DoMinant Events in Bin Y. 

Bin-weighted Contribution Event importance (I) factor 

1. AAGV4CMA 4.24 E-OI 34.39 
2. E990MOO 2.32 E-Ol 18.82 
3. AAGV3CMA 1.65 E-Ol 13.43 
4. XOP3H33V 1.58 E-Ol 12.87 
5. ADPHLl-G 9.05 £-02 7.35 
6. A069MOD 3.59 £-02 2.91 
7. FOPHPIPU 1.83 £-02 1.49 
8. GSW2H33Q 1.83 £-02 1.49 
9. GAG2531A 1. 71 £-02 1.39 

10. FCBHPASK 1.50 £-02 1.22 
11. AAG4-1-A 1.02 £-02 0.83 

#'" , 12. G003MOO 9.27 £-03 0.75 
, 

-'" 

~ 

13. FllOMOD 6.90 £-03 0.56 
14. X003MOD 6.55 £-03 0.53 
15. X015MOD 6.55 £-03 0.53 
16. ASlEVEl3 2.99 £-03 0.24 
17. AXV620lC 2.71 £-03 0.22 
18. G121CMOD 2.55 £-03 0.21 
19. ATT5521A 2.45 £-03 0.20 
20. X038MOD 1. 55 £-03 0.13 
21. ADPlll-G 1.27 £-03 0.10 
22. Al 22MOD 9.44 £-04 0.08 
23. G039/MOD 8.01 £-04 0.07 
24. AOPHlDPQ 6.54 E-04 0.05 
25. ATT5022A 5.99 £-04 0.05 
26. NAGI081A 4.05 £-04 0.03 
27. ADPll3-G 3.56 £-04 0.03 
28. HZZBUSAP 1. 79 £-04 0.01 
29. ATTSIO-A 1. 72 £-04 0.01 

loss of the primary/secondary system and result in a rlquireMent to go to 
£ees in the transient and small lOCA-initiated sequences. This event 
represents 18.8 percent of th! bin-weighted importance factors. This module 
is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The 
individual elements would be of lesser importance. 

,he fourth significant event (XOP3H33V) is an operator Irror. a failure 
to reset the EeeS pressure signal-bypass switch (3H33V) aftlr startup. This 
eliminates the high/low EeeS pressure trip. This Ivent contribute, 
12.9 percent to the total bin importance factor. 

[vent 5 (ADPHlI-G) is a failure of the HlOPs to continue to operatl, 
contributing 7.5 percent to the total bfn importance factor. 
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The sixth significant event (AO69MOD) is an ECCS failure, a module that
sums the failures of the V-3 valves. It contributes 2.9 percent to the
total bin importance.

Events 7, 10, and 13 are failures of the HPI. The first, FOPHPIPU, is
an operator error, a mis-calibration of the HP! pressure-sensing instrumen-
tation. It contributes 1.5 percent to the total. The second, FCBHPBSK,
represents failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up
1.2 percent. The other HPI failure, FlIOMOD, is a failure of the pump fluid
couplers. It contributes 0.6 percent.

The eighth significant event (GSW2H33Q) is the failure to bypass the
automatic ECCS initiation signals after successful operation of the primary/
secondary cooling system. It contributes 1.5 percent to the total bin
importance.

Event 9 (GAG2531A) is the failure of both the primary system makeup
valves. It contributes 1.4 percent of the total bin importance factor.

Event 11 (AAG4-1-A) represents failures of the ECCS V-4 valves to open.
They contribute 0.83 percent.

Event 12 (GOO3MOD) is a failure to maintain PCS pressure control, which
will fail PCS and require an ECCS initiation. This module summarizes seven
basic events. It contributes 0.75 percent to the total bin importance
factor.

Events 14 and 15 (XOO3MOD and XO15MOD) are modules that sum the failures 4
associated with the start circuits of the diesel-driven pumps. They
contribute 0.53 percent each to the total bin importance factor.

The last event to be discussed, AXV6201C, represents the failure of a
block valve in the ECCS supply line to remain open. It contributes
0.22 percent.

These elements make up 99 percent of the overall bin importance factor.

10.2.5 Bin Z Importance Analysis (Bin Frequency--4.4 x 10-7,
Bin Contribution To Total Frequency--O.69 percent)

Bin Z represents either a prompt, complete failure of all heat removal
from the reactor core or a failure to scram the reactor.

Bin Z is dominated by sequences TIO, S9, S1O, and T9 with minor contribu-
tions from sequences LO and L7. Sequences T1O, $10, and L8 are failures to
scram. The remainhing three sequences are failures of all available decay heat
removal systems. Figure 10-5 alphabetically shows the significant components
for this bin, and Table 10-6 lists components in order of decreasing
Importance.
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The sixth significant event (A069MOO) is an ECCS failure, a module that 4 
sums the failures of the V-3 valves. It contributes 2.9 percent to the 
total bin importance. 

Events 7, 10, and 13 are failures of the HPI. The first, FOPHPIPU, is 
an operator error, a mis-calibration of the HPI pressure-sensing instrumen
tation. It contributes 1.5 percent to the total. The second, FCBHPBSK, 
represents failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 
1.2 percent. The other HPI failure, FIIOMOD, is a failure of the pump fluid 
couplers. It contributes 0.6 percent. 

The eighth significant event (GSW2H33Q) is the failure to bypass the 
automatic ECCS initiat10n signals after successful operation of the primary/ 
secondary cooling system. It contributes 1.5 percent to the total bin 
importance. 

Event 9 (GAG2531A) is the failure of both the primary system makeup 
valves. It contributes 1.4 percent of the total bin importance factor. 

Event 11 (AAG4-1-A) represents failures of the ECCS V-4 valves to open. 
They contribute 0.83 percent. 

Event 12 (G003MOO) is a failure to maintain PCS pressure control, which 
will fail PCS and require an ECCS initiation. This module summarizes seven 
basic Events. It contributes 0.75 percent to the total bin importance 
factor. 

Events 14 and 15 (X003MOD and XOI5MOD) are modules that sum the failures 
associated with the start circuits of the diesel-driven pumps. They 
contribute 0.53 percent each to the total bin importance factor. 

The last event to be discussed, AXV6201C, represents the failure of a 
block valve in the ECCS supply line to remain open. It contributes 
0.22 percent. 

These elements make up 99 percent of the overall bin importance factor. 

10.2.5 lin Z I.portance Analysts (Itn Frequency--4.4 x 10-7• 
11n Contribution To Total FrequencY·-O.&1 percent) 

Bin Z represents eithlr a prompt, compllte failurl of all heat removal 
from the reactor core or a failure to scram thl reactor. 

Bin Z il dominated bYlequencls TIO, S9, S10, and T9 with minor contr1bu
t ionl fro .. sequance, La and L7 • Sequence, no, S10, and La Ire fanures to 
scrallt. The r.ma;ntttg three sequence, are failut'I' of all available decay heat 
rlMOval sYlte.,. Figure 10·5 alphabetically showl the significant components 
for this bin, and Table 10-6 lists components in order of decreaSing 
iMportance. 
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Table 10-6. Importance Factors for
Dominant Events in Bin Z.

Bin-weighted Contribution
Event importance

factor

1. DCBO1K1P 6.21 E-01 27.69
2. DOPBALDQ 6.21 E-01 27.69
3. E990MOD 2.24 E-01 9.99
4. AAGV4CMA 1.19 E-01 5.31
5. COPPNP3Q 1.17 E-01 5.22
6. MOPLP13Q 1.17 E-01 5.22
7. CCV3031B 7.37 E-02 3.28
8. MAGV3CI4A 4.56 E-02 2.03
9. CDB3161A 4.49 E-02 2.00

10. CDTOO11A 4.49 E-02 2.00
11. XOP3H33V 3.77 E-02 1.68
12. DHR2030P 3.42 E-02 1.52
13. DHRIO03P 2.52 E-02 1.12
14. DHR2703P 2.17 E-02 0.97
15. ADPHLI-G 2.03 E-02 0.90
16. FCBHASK 1.41 E-02 0.63
17. DHR2003P 1.40 E-02 0.62
18. F110MOD 9.86 E-03 0.44
19. C160MOD 9.09 E-03 0.41
20. CFNORIFE 7.06 E-03 0.31
21. AO69MOD 6.89 E-03 0.31
22. AAG4-1-A 2.19 E-03 0.10
23. G121CNOD 2.07 E-03 0.09
24. FOPHPIPU 2.02 E-03 0.09
25. GSW2H33Q 2.02 E-03 0.09
26. NAGlOS8A 1.31 E-03 0.06
27. XOO3MOD 1.08 E-03 0.05
28. XO15MOD 1.08 E-03 0.05

77. 29. GOO3MOD 8.77 E-04 0.04
30. AXV6201C 5.57 E-04 0.02
31. A122MOD 3.42 E-04 0.02
32. ASLEVEL3 3.42 E-04 0.02
33. ATT5S21A 2.95 E-04 0.01
34. COPSBUSQ 1.27 E-04 0.01
35. KDPFSDIG 4.81 E-05 0.00
36. KDPFSID2G 4.81 E-05 0.00
37. KOPHRP3Q 4.81 E-05 0.00
38. L2534OD 2.92 E-05 0.00
39. N108MOD 2.79 E-05 0.00
40. HZZBUSAP 1.81 E-06 0.00

The dominant two elements are failures of the main scram breaker's,
represented by DCBO1KIP, and a failure of the operator to manually drop the
balls after a failure of the HCR system (DOPBALDQ). These two elements
individually contribute 27.7 percent each. The operator error was screened
with a probability of one.
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Table 10-6. Importance Factors for 
Dominant Events in Bin Z. 

Bin-weighted Contribution Event importance 
(~) factor 

1. DCBOIKIP 6.21 E-OI 27.69 
2. OOPBAlDQ 6.21 E-Ol 27.69 
3. E990MOD 2.24 E-01 9.99 
4. AAGV4CMA 1.19 E-Ol 5.31 
5. COPPMPlQ 1.17 E-Ol 5.22 
6. MOPlPIlQ . 1.17 E-Ol 5.22 
7. CCV3031B 7.37 E-02 3.28 
8. AAGVlCMA 4.56 E-02 2.03 
9. CDB3161A 4.49 E-02 2.00 

10. COTOOIIA 4.49 E-02 2.00 
11. XOP3H33V 3.71 E-02 1.68 
12. DHR20JOP 3.42 E-02 1.52 
13. DHRI003P 2.52 E-02 1.12 
14. DHR2703P 2.17 E-02 0.91 
15. ADPHLl-G 2.03 £-02 0.90 
16. FCBHASK 1.41 E-02 0.63 
17. DHR2003P 1.40 E-02 0.62 
18. FlI0MOD 9.86 E-03 0.44 
19. C160MOD 9.09 E-03 0.41 
20. CFNORIFE 7.06 E-03 0.31 
21. A069MOD 6.89 E-03 O.ll 
22. AAG4-1-A 2.19 E-03 0.10 
23. G121CMOD 2.07 E-03 0.09 
24. FOPHPIPU 2.02 E-03 0.09 
25. GSW2H33Q 2.02 E-03 0.09 
26. NAGIOSIA 1.31 E-03 0.06 
21. X003MOD LOS E-03 0.05 
28. X015MOD 1.08 E-03 0.05 
29. G003MOD 8.17 E-04 0.04 
30. AXV6201C 5.51 E-04 0.02 
31. A122MOD 3.42 E-04 0.02 
32. ASlEVEl3 3.42 E-04 0.02 
33. ATT5521A 2.95 E-04 0.01 
34. COPSBUSQ 1.27 E-04 0.01 
35. KDPFSDIG 4.81 E-05 0.00 
36. KDPFSID2G 4.81 E-05 0.00 
37. KOPHRP3Q 4.81 E-05 0.00 
38. l253~D 2.92 E-05 0.00 
39. NI08MOD 2.79 E-05 0.00 
40. HZZBUSAP I.S1 E-06 0.00 

The dominant two elements are failures of the main scram breakers, 
represented by DCBOIKlP, and a failure of the operator to manually drop the 
balls after a failure of the HCR system (OOPBALDQ). These two elements 
individually contribute 27.7 percent each. The operator error was screened 
with a probability of one. 
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The third event in this bin is the PCS secondary system failure module
(E990OD), which represents failures that would cause loss-of-thermalflywheel.
As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the eventual loss of the
primary/secondary system, and it will result in a requirement to go to ECCS
in the transient and small LOCA-initiated sequences. This event represents
10.0 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. This module is the sum
of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The individual
elements would be of lesser importance.

Events 4 and 8 in this bin are common-mode failures of the reactor
outlet (V-4) and inlet (V-3) valves (AAGV4CMA and AAG3CMA). If a sufficient
number of these valves fail to open, there will be insufficient cooling to
the fuel. These elements contribute 5.3 percent and 2.0 percent,
respectively, to the bin importance factor. The difference in the factors
reflects the ability to recover from the V-3 valve failures.

Events 5 and 6 in this bin are operator errors. They involve failures
to start standby pumps when electrical buses fail to supply power. The
pumps involved are the GSCS pump 3 (COPPMP3Q) and LPI pump 3 (NOPLIPI3Q).
Both human errors were screened at a probability of one, which has a
significant influence on the importance factors. Their respective
contributions to the total bin importance factors are 5.2 percent each.

Events 7, 9, and 10 are component failures of the GSCS. They are
(CCV3031B) failures of the GSCS pump discharge check valves to close (after
the pump ceases operation) and failures of the once-through dump (CDTOOIlA)
and injection (CDB3161A) valves to open. They contribute 3.3 percent for
event 7 and 2.0 percent for events 9 and 10, respectively.

The 11th significant event (XOP3H33V) is an operator error, a failure to
reset the ECCS pressure signal-bypass switch (3H33V) after startup. This
eliminates the high/low ECCS pressure trip. This event contributes

.1.7 percent to the total bin importance factor.

The control-rod configuration is such that, depending on which columns
,,,of control rods fail to insert, different ball hoppers are required to
'function in order to mitigate the failure. This variation was represented

by several basic events in the model. Four of this type of event (DHR203OP,
DHRIO03P, DHR2703P, and DHR2003P) appear as the 12th, 13th, 14th, and 17th
importance factors. They contribute 1.5 percent, 1.1 percent, 1.0 percent,
and 0.62 percent of the total bin frequency. The differences result from the
failure probabilities depending on the number of ball hopper failures. The
events include the signals to the various number of ball hoppers.

Event 15 (ADPHLI-G) is a failure of the HLDPs to continue to operate,
contributing 7.5 percent to the total bin importance factor.

Events 16 and 18 are failures of the HPI. The first, FCBHASK, represents
failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 0.63 percent.
The other HPI failure, FIIOHOD, is a failure of the pump fluid couplers. It
contributes 0.44 percent.

Event 19 (C160MOD) is a failure of the backup GSCS pump. It makes up
0.41 percent of the total importance value. Event 20 (CFNORIFE) represents
plugging of the GSCS dump flow-line orifice. It contributes 0.31 percent.
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The third event in this bin is the PCS secondary system failure module 
(E990MOD), which represents failures that would cause loss-of-thermalflywheel. 
As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the eventual loss of the 
primary/secondary system, and 1t will result in a requirement to go to EeeS 
in the transient and small LOeA-initiated sequences. This event represents 
10.0 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. This module is the sum 
of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The individual 
elements would be of lesser importance. 

Events 4 and 8 in this bin are common-mode failures of the reactor 
outlet (V-4) and inlet (V-3) valves (AAGV4eMA and AAG3eMA). If a sufficient 
number of these valves fail to open, there will be insufficient cooling to 
the fuel. These elements contribute 5.l percent and 2.0 percent, 
respectively, to the bin importance factor. The difference in the factors 
reflects the ability to recover from the V-l valve failures. 

Events 5 and 6 in this bin are operator errors. They involve failures 
to start standby pumps when electrical buses fail to supply power. The 

.. ~ pumps involved are the GSeS pump l (COPPMP3Q) and LPJ p!!mp 3 (MOPLIPJ3Q). 
Both human errors were screened at a probability of one, which has I 

, significant influence on the importance factors. Their respective 
contributions to the total bin importance factors are 5.2 percent each. 

Events 7, 9, and 10 are component failures of the Gses. They are 
- (CCV3031B) failures of the GSCS pump discharge check valves to close (after 

the pump ceases operation) and failures of the once-through dump (eOrOOIIA) 
and injection (COB3161A) valves to open. They contribute 3.3 percent for 
event 7 and 2.0 percent for events 9 and 10, respectivelY • 

. , ...... The 11th significant event (XOP3H33V) is an operator error, a failure. to 
__ . reset the EeeS pressure signal-bypass switch (3H33V) after startup. This 

eliminates the high/low EeeS pressure trip. This event contributes 
-".1.7 percent to the total bin importance factor. 

The control-rod configuration is such that, depending on which columns 
~of control rods fail to insert, different ball hoppers are required to 
'function in order to mitigate the faHure. This variation was represented 

by several basic events in the model. Four of this type of event (DHR2030P, 
OHRI003P, DHR2703P, and OHR2003P) appear as the 12th, 13th, 14th, and 17th 
1 mportance factors. They contr.i bute 1. 5 percent, 1.1 percent, 1. 0 percent, 
and 0.62 percent of the total b~n frequency. The differences result from the 
failure probabilities depending on the number of ball hopper failures. The 
events include the Signals to the various number of ball hoppers; 

Event 15 (ADPHLI-G) is a failure of the HLOPs to continue to operate, 
contributing 7.5 percent to the total bin importance factor. 

Events 16 and 18 are failures of the HPJ. The first, FeBHASK, represents 
failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 0.63 percent. 
The other HPJ failure, Fl10MOD, 1s a failure of the pump fluid couplers. It 
contributes 0:44 percent. 

Event 19 (eI60MOO) is a failure of the backup GSCS pump. It makes up 
0.41 percent of the total importance value. Event 20 (CFNORIFE) represents 
plugging of the GSeS dump flow-line orifice. It contributes 0.31 percent. 
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These 20 elements represent 99 percent of the total importance factors
for this tin.

10.2.6 Bin Zi Importance Analysis (Bin Frequency--4.4 x 10-4,
Bin Contribution To Total Frequency--0.68 percent)

Sequences with end states in this bin represent delayed (between 2 and
24 h after beginning the initiating event) failures of all heat removal
systems of the reactor.

Bin ZI is dominated by sequences S3, T3, SI, TI, and sequences from the
fire and flood analysis. The significant components for this bin are
alphabetically shown in Figure 10-6, and Table 10-7 lists all components
ordered, in decreasing importance. The major contribution comes from failures
in the secondary system, followed by ECCS and the primary/secondary support
systems, and the GSCS. The following discussion will be in that order,
regardless of the ranking of the importance factors.

The most significant event in this bin is the PCS secondary system
failure module (E990MOD), representing failures that would cause loss-of-
thermal flywheel. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the
eventual loss of the primary/secondary system and result in a requirement to
go to ECCS in the transient and small LOCA-initiated sequences. This event
represents 22.7 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. This module
is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The
individual elements would be of lesser importance.

The principal ECCS failure contribution is a failure of the HLOPs to
continue to run (ADPHL1-G). This event contributes 22.2 percent of the
overall bin importance.

Event 3 is a contribution from a support system. It is a failure to
start the standby LPIP after a pump failure (fOPLPI3Q). This event was
screened with a probability of one, which contributes to its importance
rating.

Events 4-7 are all failures of the GSCS. They are (CCV3031B) failures
of the GSCS pump discharge check valves to close after the pump ceases
operation, failures to start the standby pump when electrical buses fail to
supply power (COPPMP3Q), failures of the injection (CDB3161A) valves to
open, and failures of the once-through dump valves (CDTOOIIA). They
contribute 8.8 percent, 6.4 percent, 5.0 percent, and 5.0 percent,
respectively.

Events 8 and 9 are failures of the GSCS. They are caused by a failure
of the uperator to start the backup RWS-2 pump (KOPHRP3Q), contributing
2.4 percent, and a failure of the FSDPs (KDPFSD1G) to continue to run
(2.4 percent).

Events 10, 11, and 19 are failures of the HPI. The first, FCBHPASK,
represents failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up
1.7 percent. The next HP! failure, FliOMOD, is a failure of the pump fluid
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These 20 elements represent 99 percent of the total importance factors 
for this tin. 

10.2.6 Bin ZI Importance Analysis (Bin FrequencY--4.4 x 10-4• 
Bin Contribution To Total frequency--0.68 percent) 

Sequences with end states in this bin represent delayed (between 2 and 
24 h after beginning the initiating event) failures of all heat removal 
systems of the reactor. 

Bin ZI is dominated by sequences 53, T3, 51, Tl, and sequences from the 
fire and flood analysis. The significant components for this bin are 
alphabetically shown in Figure 10-6, and Table 10-7 lists all components 
ordered in decreasing importance. The major contribution comes from failures 
in the secondary system, followed by ECCSand the primary/secondary support 
systems, and the GSCS. The following discussion will be in that order, 
regardless of the ranking of the importance factors. 

The most significant event in this bin is th~ PCS secondary system 
failure module (E990MOO), represen~ing failures that would cause loss-of
thermal flywheel •. As stated in Section 10.2, this failure would cause the 
eventual loss of the primary/secondary system and result 1n a requirement to 
go to ECCS in the transient and small LOCA-initiated sequences. This event 
represents 22.7 percent of the bin-weighted importance factors. This module 
is the sum of 12 basic events, including recoverable human errors. The 
individual elements would be of lesser importance. . 

The principal ECCS failure contribution is a failure of the HLDPs to 
continue to run (ADPHLI-G). This event contributes 22.2 percent of the 
overall bin importance. 

Event 3 is a contribution from a s~pport system. It is a failure to 
start the standby LPIP after a pump faflure (MOPLPI3Q). This event was 
screened with a probability of one, which contributes to its importance 
."ating. 

[vents 4-7 are all failures of the GSCS. They are (CCV3031B) failures 
of the GSCS pump discharge check valves to close after the pump ceases 
operation, failures to start the standby pump when electrical buses fail to 
supply power (COPPMP3Q)~ failures of the injection (CDB3161A) valves to 
open, and failures of the once-through dump valves (CDTOOIIA). They 
contribute 8.8 percent, 6.4 percent, 5.0 percent, and 5.0 percent, 
respectively. 

Events 8 and 9 are failures of the GSCS. They are caused by a failure 
of the uperator to start the backup RWS-Z pump (KOPHRP3Q), contributing 
2.4 percent, and a failure of the FSDPs (KDPFSOIG) to continue to run 
(2.4 percent). 

Events 10, 11, and 19 are failures of the HPI.The first, FCBHPASK, 
represents failures of the pump A and B Bus breakers. This event makes up 
1.7 percent. The next HPI failure, Fl10MOD, is a failure of the pump fluid 
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Table 10-7. Importance Factors for
Dominant Events in Bin ZI.

Bin-weighted Contribution
Event importance )

factor

I1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

E990MOD
ADPHL1-G
MOPHPI3Q
CCV3031B
COPPMP3Q
CDB3161A
CDTOO1IA
KOPHRP3Q
KDPFSD1G
FCBHPASK
F11OOD
N10814OD
GOO3MOD
C160OD
HZZBUSAP
CFNORIFE
MOPSBUSQ
GSW2H33Q
FOPHPIPU
M123OD
L253OD
G121CHOD
AAGV4CMA
NAGlO81A
ASLEVEL3
COPSBUSQ
AOP2H33V
ADPLLI-G
ADPLL3-G
AOO4MOD
AAGV3CMA
AXV6201C
XOP3H33V
A122MOD
JBT153BK
A069OD
G039/MOD
GAG2532A

6.71
6.56
4.27
2.59
1.89
1.46
1.46
7.03
7.00
5.09
3.81
3.68
3.56
2.97
2.50
2.15
1.50
9.97
9.73
8.43
6.89
5.45
5.32
4.07
3.76
3.72
2.37
2.06
2.06
1.31
1.22
1.22
1.17
6.77
2.57
9.51
3.02
1.64

E-01
E-01
E-01
E-01
E-01
E-01
E-01
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-02
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-04
E-04
E-05
E-05
E-05

22.70
22.20
14.43
8.75
6.38
4.95
4.95
2.38
2.37
1.72
1.29
1.24
1.21
1.00
0.85
0.73
0.51
0.34
0.33
0.29
0.23
0.18
0.18
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

couplers. It contributes 1.3 percent. The last, FOPHPIPU, is an operator
error, a mis-calibration of the HPI pressure-sensing instrumentation. It
contributes 0.33 percent to the total.

Events 12, 15, and 20 are a failure of the air system support system
(N108MOD), a loss of offsite power (HZZBUSAP), and a failure of the service
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Table 10-1. Importance Factors for 
Dominant Events in Bin II. 

Bin-weighted Contribution Event importance (I) factor 

1. E990MOD 6.11 E-Ol 22.70 
2. I\OPHll-G 6.56 E-Ol 22.20 
3. MOPHPI3Q 4.27 E-Ol 14.43 
4. CCV30318 2.59 E-Ol 8.75 
5. COPPMP3Q 1.89 E-Ol 6.38 
6. CDB3161A 1.46 E-Ol 4.95 
7. CDTOOllA 1.46 E-Ol 4.95 
8. KOPHRP3Q 7.03 £-02 2.38 
9. KOPFSOIG 7.00 E-02 2.37 

10. FCBHPASK 5.09 E-02 1.72 
11. FllOMOD 3.81 E-02 1.29 
12. NI0BMOD 3.68 £-02 1.24 
13. G003MOD 3.56 E-02 1.21 
14. C160MOD 2.97 E-02 1.00 
15. HZZ8USAP 2.50 £-02 0.85 
16. CFNORIFE 2.15 £-02 0.73 
17. MOPSBUSQ 1.50 E-02 0.51 
IS. GSW2H33Q 9.97 E-03 0.34 
19. FOPHPIPU 9.73 E-03 0.33 
20. N123MOD 8.43 E-03 0.29 
21. L253MOO 6.S9 E-03 0.23 
22 • G121CMOO 5.45 E-03 0.18 
23. AAGV4CMA 5.32 E-03 O.lS 
24. NAGIOSIA 4.07 E-03 0.14 
25. ASLEVEL3 3.16 E-03 0.13 
26. COPS8USQ 3.72 E-03 0.13 
27. AOP2H33V 2.37 £-03 0.08 
2S. ADPLll-G 2.06 £-03 0.07 
29. ADPll3-G 2.06 E-03 0.07 
30. A004MOD 1.31 E-03 0.04 
31. AAGV3CMA 1.22 E-03 0.04, 
32. AXV6201C 1. 22 £-03 0.04 
33. XOP3H33V 1.17 E-03 0.04 
34. A122MOO 6.77 E-04 0.02 
35. JBT153BK 2.57 E-04 0.01 
36. A069MOD 9.51 E-05 0.00 
37. G039/MOD 3.02 E-Os 0.00 
38. GAG2532A 1.64 E-05 0.00 

couplers. It contributes 1.3 percent. The last. FOPHPIPU. is an operator 
error, a mis-calibration of the HPJ pressure-sensing instrumentation. It 
contributes 0.33 percent to the total. 

Events 12, 15, and 20 are a failure of the air system support system 
(N108MOD), a loss of offsite power (HIIBUSAP), and a failure of the service 
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air/instrument air crosstie (N123M0i). The air-system failure is a loss of
cooling to the service-air compressor, resulting in the loss of the
compressor. This failure, in conjunction with a loss of one of the two
instrument air compressors, will resilt in an eventual failure of the primary/
secondary system. It contributes 1.2 percent of the total. The major
problem caused by an offsite power loss (HZZBUSAP) will be to fail two of the
HPIPs. This will result in a PCS failure during a small LOCA-initiated
event due to the increased makeup requirements. This element contributes
0.85 percent. The last air system failure, N123MOD, is a loss of backup
instrument air via a failure of the service air/instrument air cross tie.
It contributes 0.29 percent to the total.

Events 13, 18, and 22 are failures of the PCS. The first event is
GOO3MOD, which accounts for failures in the primary/secondary pressure control
system. It contributes 1.2 percent. The eighteenth significant event
(GSW2H33Q) is the failure to bypass the automatic ECCS initiation signals
after successful operation of the primary/secondary cooling system. It
contributes 0.34 percent to the total bin importance. The last PCS element
is GI21CMOD, which represents a failure of the pony motor start circuit on the
primary coolant pumps. The pony motors are used as a backup power supply
for these pumps in the event that steam is lost to the drive turbines. They
contribute 0.18 percent.

Event 14 (C160MOD) is a failure of the backup GSCS pump. It makes up
.. 1.0 percent of the total importance value. Event 16 (CFNORIFE) represents

plugging of the GSCS dump flow-line orifice. It contributes 0.73 percent.

Event 17 (MOPSBUSQ) is an operator failure to start the backup AHR system
pump. It contributes 0.51 percent.

Event 20 (L253MOD) represents a set of failures of the backup LPFW pump
to start. It contributes 0.23 percent.

The 22 events discussed here represent 99 percent of the overall bin
importance.

10.2.7 Importance Factors for Initiating Events

The initiating events and their overall importance factors were discussed
in Section 9.3. Therefore, the discussion in this section will be with
respect to the five bins. Descriptions of the initiators appeared in
Chapter 4.0 and their affect on systems and sequences are described in
Chapter 9.0. The importance factors by bins are alphabetically displayed in
Figure 10-7, and the percentage contribution, by bin, is given in Table 10-8.

10.3 UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The Level 1 PRA estimates the frequency of five accident sequence end
states and relates specific equipment and operational features to those
frequencies. However, the complete risk-significant characterization of the
N Reactor requires a description of the uncertainties inherent in these
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air/instrument air crosst1e (NI23MOO). The air-system failure is. a loss of 
cooling to the service-air compressor, resulting 1n the loss of the 
compressor. Th1s failure, inconjunct10n with a loss of one of the two 
instrument air compressors, will res~lt in an eventual failure of the primary/ 
secondary system. It contributes 1.2 percent of the total. The major 
problem caused by an offs1te power loss (HZZBUSAP) will be to fail two of the 
HPIPs. This will result in a PCS failure during a small LOCA-initiated 
event due to the increased makeup requirements. This element contributes 
0.85 percent. The last air system failure, NI23MOD, is a loss of backup 
instrument air via a failure of the service air/instrument air cross tie. 
It contributes 0.29 percent to the total. 

Events 13, 18, and 22 are failures of the PCS. The first event is 
G003MOD, which accounts for failures in the primary/secondary pressure control 
system. It contributes 1.2 percent. The eighteenth significant event 
(GSW2H33Q) is the failure to bypass the automatic ECCS initiation Signals 
after successful operation of ,the primary/secondary cooling system. It 
contributes 0.34 percent to the total bin importance. The last PCS element 

~ is G121CMOD, which represents a failure of the pony motor start circuit on the 
',-' primary coolant pumps. The pony motors are used as a backup power supply 

for these pumps in the event that steam is lost to the drive turbines. They 
contribute 0.18 percent. 

Event 14 (C160MOD) is a failure of the backup GSCS pump. It makes up 
-" 1.0 percent of the total importance value. Event 16 (CFNORIFE) represents 

plugging of the GSCS dump flow-line orifice. It contributes 0.73 percent. 

. " 

Event 17 (MOPSBUSQ) is an operator failure to start the backup AHR system 
pump. It contributes 0.51 percent . 

Event 20 (L253MOD) represents a set of failures of the backup LPFW pump 
--to start. It contributes 0.23 percent. 

The 22 events discussed here represent 99 percent of the overall bin 
importance. 

10.2.7 Importance Factors for Initiating Events 

The initiating events and their overall importance factors were discussed 
in Section 9.3. Therefore, the d~scussion in this section will be with 
respect to the five bins. Descriptions of the initiators appeared in 
Chapter 4.0 and their affect on systems and sequences are described in 
Chapter 9.0. The importance factors by bins are alphabetically displayed in 
Figure 10-7, and the percentage contribution, by bin, is given in Table 10-8. 

10.3 UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

The Level 1 PRA estimates the frequency of five accident sequence end 
states and relates specific eqUipment and operational features to those 
frequencies. However, the complete risk-significant characterization of the 
N Reactor requires a description of the uncertainties inherent in these 
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Reference NWme Bin W Bin X Bin Y Bin Z Bin Z1designator

IE-10 Loss of PCS pressure control 3.84 E-0l 1.93 E-02 4.57 E-01 6.39 E-03 3.17 E-02

Small LOCA Small LOCA 2.31 E-O1 6.56 E-01 2.42 E-01 9.56 E-02 5.76 E-01

IE-1i Bailey control system power 1.16 E-01 2.92 E-03 1.35 E-01 1.57 E-03 4.78 E-03
failure

IE-4 Reactor trip 1.32 E-01 5.66 E-02 5.92 E-02 1.16 E-06 8.57 E-05

IE-2 Loss of HPI 4.09 E-02 -- 4.01 E-02 2.90 E-04 9.11 E-04

Large LOCA Large LOCA 2.74 E-02 3.50 E-04 2.95 E-02 5.41 E-04 2.88 E-04

IE-130-3 Electrical dc failures - 2.50 E-02 6.13 E-02 1.56 E-02 1.58 E-02 7.84 E-02
J200 and J200AC

IE-13C Electrical B Bus failures 2.57 E-02 6.78 E-02 9.90 E-03 9.79 E-03 6.32 E-02

IE-130-6 Electrical dc failures - 7.40 E-03 3.90 E-02 -- 6.48 E-03 3.39 E-02
J450 and J450AC

ATVS Event ATUS event ...... 6.51 E-01 --

IE-12B GSCS complete loss -- 7.50 E-02 -- 8.27 E-03 9.41 E-02

IE-IB Loss of flow to a cell 4.53 E-03 6.11 E-03 3.04 E-03 1.96 E-03 5.45 E-03

IE-13E-2 Air system failures - N103 1.87 E-03 5.54 E-03 1.27 E-03 1.42 E-03 4.33 E-03

IE-13B Electrical A Bus failures 1.04 E-05 .... 5.06 E-04 1.59 E-03

IE-9 Main steam system initiators ...... 4.34 E-04 --

A1liS - Anticipated transient without scram.
GSCS - Graphite and shield cooling system.
HPI - High-pressure injection system.
LOCA - Loss-of-coolant accident.
PKS - Primary cooling system.
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N~. Bin N Bin X Bin Y Bin Z Bin Z1 designator 

1E-10 loss of pes pressure control 3.84 £-01 1.93 £-02 4.57 E-01 6.39 E-03 3.17 [-02 

. Su11 lOCA Slaall lOCA 2.31 E-Ol 6.56 £-01 2.42 E-Ol 9.56 E-02 5.76 E-Ol 

IE-ll Batley control system power 1.16 E-Ol 2.92 E-03 1.35 £-01 1.57 E-03 4.78 E-03 .... ., 
failure a" -CD 

1E-4 Reactor trip 1.32 E-Ol 5.66 E-02 5.92 £-02 1.16 E-06 8.57 [-05 .... 
0 

1£-2 loss of HPI 4.09 E-02 4.01 E-02 2.90 E-04 9.11 [-04 
I 

CD 

large lOCA large lOC', 2.74 E-02 3.50 E-04 2.95 E-02 5.41 £-04 2.88 E-04 - I 
~ 

n 
• 

1E-13D-3 Electrical dc failures - 2.50 E-02 6.13 E-02 1.56 £-02 1.58 E-02 7.84 £-02 - '" ,... 
." 

J200 and J200Ae -- • I 

0 0 ,... 
W 

I 1E-13C Electrical B Bus failures 2.57 E-02 6.78 E-02 9.90 E-03 9.79 £-03 6.32 [-02 0 N 
N ., 

N .... -IE-130-6 Electrical dc failures - 7.40 £-03 3.90 £-02 6.48 E-03 3.39 [-02 !I :0 
J450 and J450Ae '0 

'" 0 < ., 
ATVS Event AlMS event 

,... 
0 6.51 E-01 IV 

~ 
n 

1E-12B Gses complete loss 7.50 E-02 8.27 E-03 9.41 [-02 CD 

IE-IB loss of flow to a cell 4.53 E-03 6.11 £-03 3.04 E-03 1.96 £-03 5.45 [-03 ~ 
CD -1E-13E-2 Air systeM failures - HI03 1.87 £-03 5.54 E-03 1.27 £-03 1.42 £-03 4.33 E-03 ~ . 

1E-13B Electrical A Bus failures 1.04 £-05 5.06 £-04 1.59 £-03 
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estimates. No statistical estimate of frequency or of probability can be
absolutely certain. An identification of uncertainty bands or spreads allows
results to be used in a realistic manner.

Two basic types of uncertainty have been addressed in this analysis.
These are modeling and physics uncertainties and statistical uncertainties in
input data.

Modeling and physics uncertainties do exist and have been treated in
this study by means of conservative assumptions. These result from a lack
of detailed knowledge of the specific behavior of systems and components in
specified situations. Where such lack of knowledge exists, conservative
assumptions were made to bound the response estimates. The assumptions are
documented in Section 5.0 of this document. The impact of these assumptions
is to produce a conservative, but unquantified, bias in the estimate of
accident sequence damage frequency. That is, the true value of the best
estimate of frequency is less than that reported, but the magnitude is
unknown. Two specific areas, modeling fuel damage states and system models,
are highlighted below.

Uncertainties in input data produce statistical "spreads" about the
expected values for frequencies of fuel damage. This uncertainty is described
in detail in Section 10.3.2.

10.3.1 Specific Biases

In this study, five accident sequence states were defined (Section 4.0).
These states were related to specific systems operating or failing to operate
within certain time frames. No analyses were performed to determine the

-- detailed effect on the fuel when these systems fail to operate in the defined
time frames. This will be determined in the Level 2/3 analysis. In the
meantime, it places a biased uncertainty on the fuel-damage states. These
states are conservatively treated on the basis of time and fuel-damage propa-
gation.

Single fuel rod failures were reviewed, but not included, in the analysis
for the following reasons. Thermal hydraulic analyses indicate that more than
99 percent blockage is required to cause fuel damage. The blockage would
have to occur, and the flow-sensing element fail, to produce a single rod
failure. The probability is extremely small for this sequence and, more
importantly, the radiological impact is trivial and has no impact on risk
estimates. This assumption does not produce a-conservative bias but, rather,
produces negligible uncertainty.

The success criteria for most of the water support systems were based on
the technical specifications that require a pump running on each electrical
bus. In many instances, it would appear that the two,-pump flow is not
required, and the criteria presents a conservative biased uncertainty.

Another conservative model bias uncertainty is the frequency of a LOCA,
in particular, the large LOCA frequency where valve failures dominate. The
nature of valve leakage failures is that most would be terminated as a
transient or small LOCA before advancing to a large LOCA. However, they are
treated consistently and conservatively as large LOCAs.
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The evaluation of the riser failure sums the potential failures in all
16 risers. Any one of the failures could cause a riser failure--but to
include all 16 risers is a conservative bias.

10.3.2 Uncertainties in Input Data

An analysis of uncertainties from input data was undertaken to assess
their impact upon the accident sequence and damage bin frequencies. As
described in Section 6.0, a significant effort was made to estimate component
failure rates directly from plant maintenance records. These data, supple-
mented with generic data, comprise the N Reactor PRA event data base. Use
of plant-specific data is advantageous because it minimizes tolerance uncer-
tainties. Tolerance uncertainties are uncertainties in generic data due to
the range of operational and maintenance conditions and hardware used to
estimate failure rates for component types.

Results of the uncertainty analyses will be reported in the Level 2/3
":Report.

10.3.3 Component Dependencies

Dependencies between systems were explicitly modeled and dependencies
within a system were modeled to the extent supported by data and by
engineering judgement. However, dependent component failures that may not

Sbe apparent from the plant data could account for a moderate bias that tends
ý-to nonconservatively predict the fuel damage states. In the Monte Carlo
.,,,.analysis of uncertainties, an artificial dependency was introduced due to

independent component failure rates being simultaneously extracted from a
-single distribution. This conservative impact should more than counter any

small, but neglected, real dependency.
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11.0 ENGINEERING INSIGHTS

This chapter briefly describes important engineering insights obtained
about the N Reactor and its systems through the completion of this PRA.
Potential improvements that could decrease the accident sequence frequency are
discussed in this section.

The insights and recommendations discussed below have only been evaluated
from the point of view of decreasing accident sequence frequency. Additional
engineering analysis should be performed to confirm the necessity and cost
effectiveness of the insights and related recommendations. Completion of the
Level 2/3 portion of this PRA will allow quantification of the risk reduction
associated with each recommendation.

An important conclusion of this study is that there is no single element
that dominates the results. Rather, there are a number of components that
make small contributions to the overall accident sequence frequency. This

ý.ndemonstrates the soundness of N Reactor design and shows the benefits of the
redundant features of the facility.

This chapter is organized on a system-by-system basis. The individual
items in each section are listed in decreasing order of importance.
(Chapter 10 provides a detailed discussion of individual component importance
factors.) Although reduction in overall sequence frequency is given for each
event discussed below, these reductions cannot simply be summed for cumulative
effects. This is due to synergistic effects among the components. However,
the effects of making more than one improvement could be calculated.

_11.1 EMERGENCY CGRE COOLING SYSTEM

This section discusses three critical failures that can occur in the
ECCS. Because ECCS is the emergency mitigating system and nearly all the
accident sequences (except failure of the reactor trip system) involve some

-,.failure of the ECCS, failures within this system are very important to the
total accident sequence frequency.

11.1.1 Single Emergency Core Cooling System
Inlet Riser Failure

The failure of any one of the 16 ECCS inlet risers is the most frequent
failure of the ECCS and affects one-sixteenth of the reactor core. Three
kinds of failures are included for each riser. These are as follows:

* Failure of the CV-2R check valve to open on demand

* Failure of the V-1 valve to remain open

* Failure to restore the V-1 valve to its open position following test
or maintenance.
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All of these are single component failures of a portion of the ECCS.
The failura of a V-1 valve to remain open contributes 60 percent to this 4
group of failures, the failure of a CV-2R to open on demand contributes
30 percent, and the failure to restore a V-1 to its proper position prior to
reactor operation contributes 10 percent.

The reliability of the V-1 and the CV-2R is critical to the success of
the ECCS. Equipment Maintenance Standards require yearly testing of the
CV-2Rs and V-is. A potential improvement is an internal inspection of the
V-1 and CV-2R valves made on a periodic basis as part of a preventive mainte-
nance effort to avoid catastrophic failure of these valves.

The Chapter 10 importance analysis indicates that if the effect of this
group of failures were eliminated, the overall accident sequence frequency
would decrease 53 percent. This decrease is for accident sequences that
involve up to one-sixteenth of the reactor core.

,N 11.1.2 Common-Node Failure of V-3s or V-4s

The common-mode failure of a bank of either V-3s or V-4s are the next
most frequent ECCS failures. Failure of these valves to open can affect the
whole core.

The frequency for these failures is based on historical data. During
past EMS testing, there were instances where multiple valve failures occurred.
It was determined these failures were due to problems with the air supply to
the controllers of these valves. On loss of the A and B high-pressure air I
compressors, the A and B bank of compressed air cylinders will depressurize
to unacceptable levels. This requires reliance on the local compressed air
cylinders as the primary motive power for the V-3s and V-4s, even though they
were intended to be backup air sources. More recently, better reliability of
these valves has been demonstrated by increasing the operating pressure of the
high-pressure air system. No other common mode failures of these valves have
been identified.

Engineering improvements on the high-pressure air system that supports
these valves would increase the reliability of the ECCS. The Chapter 10
importance analysis indicates that if the effect of this group of failures
were eliminated, the overall accident sequence frequency would decrease
!8 percent. This decrease is for sequences that can affect up to 100 percent
of the reactor core.

11.1.3 Failure of the High-Lift Diesel Pumps to Run

The combination of two of three HLDPs failing to continue to run is an
important failure of ECCS. This failure occurs in all sequences involving
failure of ECCS.

The frequency for these failures is based on plant-specific component
failures. N Reactor diesel start and run failures tend to differ from the
rest of the industry. Typically, run failures are of a lower frequency than
start failures. However, the reverse is true at N Reactor. This may be
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The diesel run failures, which are only a little higher than commercial
reactors, are a result of the way the diesels are tested and do not neces-
sarily represent a deficiency. However, longer run times after scram and
during testing may improve the performance of the diesels.

The Chapter 10.0 importance analysis shows that elimination of diesel run
failures would decrease the overall accident sequence frequency by
7.2 percent.

11.1.4 Failure to Remove Emergency Core Cooling System
Initiated Signal Bypass

CC When N Reactor goes through startup, the pressure actuation signal for
"ECCS is normally bypassed. Procedures require the operator to remove the
bypass after the reactor pressure becomes higher than the trip point.
Failure to do this has been modeled in the ECCS fault tree. This event

-appears in bins Y, Z, and ZI. Its importance decreases in the order of the
bins. There is a visual alarm and a check-off of that alarm on the shift
check list. A further potential improvement would be the addition of an
audible alarm that would not reset until the bypass was removed.

The Chapter 10 importance analysis shows that elimination of this
failure would decrease the overall accident sequence frequency by 6.7 percent

-- This failure would affect up to 100 percent of the reactor core.

:11.2 PRIMARY/SECONDARY COOLING SYSTEM

Six critical failures that can occur in the primary/secondary cooling
system or in one of its support systems are discussed in this section. The
primary/secondary cooling system, the normal operating system, also performs
a mitigating function. This means that accident sequences that are initiated
in the operating system can affect the ability of that system to mitigate
off-normal conditions. Five of six of the following failures are accident
sequence initiators that also-degrade the primary/secondary cooling system.

11.2.1 Loss of Primary Coolant System Pressure Control

Loss of PCS pressure control is an important initiator for several
sequences. It is particularly important because it not only initiates
an accident, but it also fails the entire primary/secondary cooling system.
Loss of PCS pressure control is also an important failure of the mitigating
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system in accident sequences that are initiated by other failures. The
following are two different types of pressure control failures.

1. Spurious pressurizer spray actuation.

2. Failure of the pressurizer isolation valves to remain open.

It has been concluded from recently performed analysis that if a
pressurizer spray actuation occurs, the ECCS trip setpoints would not be
reached until at least 6 min after the transient begins. If the Isolation
valves fail closed, the pressurizer would be isolated from the system. Of
the two kinds of failures, the spurious spray actuation is more easily
recoverable because there are motor operated control valves operable from
the control room that can be used to block the spray path.

Sufficient analysis has not been performed to accurately determine the
PCS response and time frame available to perform appropriate recovery actions.
Both spurious activation and inadvertent isolation should be analyzed in
sufficient detail to provide information adequate to develop an emergency
response procedure and to determine a new recovery factor.

The Chapter 10 importance analysis shows that if the effects of this
failure were eliminated, the overall accident sequence frequency would
decrease by 40 percent.

11.2.2 Steam Generator Cell Pressure Relief Valves 4
Failure of the SG pressure relief valves to close after spurious actu-

ation contributes about 95 percent of the small LOCA initiator frequency. The
small LOCA initiator is a major contributor to bins X and ZI.

The frequency for SG pressure relief valve failure is based on plant-
specific data. These events have occurred during reactor operation and
reactor shutdown. From the incidents that have occurred, it is difficult to
determine how quickly this failure could be recovered. However, the addition
of motor-operated block valves would be beneficial. These valves would
normally be open but available to block relief valves that fail to close or
remain closed.

The Chapter 10 importance analysis shows that if the effects of this
failure were eliminated, the overall accident frequency would decrease by
23 percent.

11.2.3 Loss-of-Thermal Flywheel

Loss-of-thermal flywheel following a reactor scram is the next most
important failure of the mitigating system. This is the failure of the PCS
to continue to supply reactor steam to the PCP drive turbines and to the
onsite TG while the boilers are being ramped up. This leads to loss of B Bus
and a loss of the primary motive power for the PCPs. When combined with
certain A Bus failures or key PCS failures, this failure results in loss of
the PCS.
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One of the effects of the DAs initiated by a scram is to preserve thermal
flywheel. These actions include:

* Reduction of primary pump speed for the five operating PCP drive
turbines

* Opening of all five SG primary coolant bypass valves for each in-
service cell

* Closing of dump condenser outlet valves for all eight dump
condensers in service.

All combinations of failures that would fail the steam supply to the
TG and the PCP-OTs have not been determined. Conservative assumptions were
made for this study.

The primary purpose of the DAs is to reduce primary loop shrinkage and
increase makeup, and more analysis is needed to determine the effect of these

Actions on thermal flywheel. Analysis to determine the minimum requirements
for DAs to support preservation of thermal flywheel would be helpful. Using
this information, analysis could help determine the following.

1. Determine what recovery actions can be initiated to mitigate these

failures.

2. Determine methods to build more redundancy into the system.

Because the loss-of-thermal flywheel leads to loss of B Bus, there are
:-,,other failures that appear in conjunction with this event in the dominant

cutsets. These associated failures are in the GSCS and appear in sequences
---where the loss-of-thermal flywheel fails the PCS and the ECCS fails for other

reasons.

The Chapter 10 importance analysis show that if the effect of this
failure were eliminated, the overall accident sequence frequency would

-:decrease by 18 percent.

11.2.4 Bailey Control System

Loss of Bailey control system power is an important initiator for
several accident sequences. It is a particularly significant failure because
it not only initiates an accident, but it also fails the PCS, which is a
mitigating system.

The PCS fails by loss of the PCS control instrumentation, which is
powered by an UPS (the Bailey Control Power System) from two separate
electrical panels. These panels do not power redundant loads, and single
component failures exist within the system. These include:

* Circuit breaker CB3-65 spuriously opens

* Transfer switch 5K65 fails mid-position

* EA panel fuse or bus fails
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* CR panel fuse or bus fails.

These components have low hourly failure frequencies. However, these
failures become important initiators when that frequency is multiplied by the
number of operating hours in a year.

Loss of power to PCS instrumentation would lock the controllers at mid-
scale and fail certain key PCS indications. The transients following such a
failure would be severe, and recovery from this failure has never been
analyzed.

The following actions would lead to a better understanding of the event
and provide the potential for its elimination. First, a thermodynamic
analysis of the transient following this kind of failure should be performed
to' determine its character and severity. The second action is to determine
what recovery actions can be initiated to mitigate the transient. A study
of the character of the transient will aid in understanding what recovery
actions are possible. A third action is applicable if recovery is not very
effective or likely, the modification of the Bailey Control Power system to
rid it of single component failures. This could involve the addition of a
redundant instrument panel similar to the MAX-I system that powers the SCS.

The Chapter 10 importance analysis shows that if the effects of this
failure were eliminated, the overall accident sequence frequency would
decrease by 12 percent.

11.2.5 Failure to the Bypass Emergency Core Cooling System 4
An inadvertent trip to ECCS, caused by a failure to actuate the master

ECCS bypass switch after a scram, will cause the loss of the primary/secondary
cooling system. Recovery of this switch before all the necessary ECCS trip
signals cause ECCS to activate was included.

Decreasing pressure, temperatures, and flow in the primary loop after a
scram will eventually trip the ECCS if the trip signals are not bypassed.
At N Reactor, ECCS is only actuated as a last resort, and a return to the
normal cooling systems after ECCS has been actuated is not easily
accomplished.

One possible improvenknt is the modification of the scram Master
Checklist (MCL) to specify a minimum time after scram for accomplishing the
ECCS bypass. It is also recommended that operators be trained to recognize
and respond to this potential failure.

The Chapter 10 importance analysis shows that if the effects of this
failure were to be eliminated, the overall accident sequence frequency would
decrease by 1.9 percent.

11.2.6 Instrument Air System Discharge Valve

An important single component failure of the instrument air system is
the CASV-103-11. Failure of the instrument air system results in failure of
the primary/secondary system.
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The CASV-103-11 valve is a manual block valve in the instrument air
line from the 134-N Building that houses the air compressors to the majority
of the other buildings. This valve could cause a failure of the instrument
air system to all buildings except 105-N if mispositioned or if it failed to
remain in its normally open position.

The installation of a parallel redundant valve in this line would
improve the reliability of this system.

11.2.7 Air System Compressor Cooling Valves

An important common-mode failure of all the instrument and service air
compressors was identified. This failure is the loss of dc power to the air
system compressor cooling valves. This failure was an important initiating
event that not only initiated an accident sequence but that also failed the
primary/secondary cooling system as well.

Each air compressor has a solenoid operated cooling valve that will fail
closed on loss of dc power. Loss of cooling fails the compressors and that

-in turn fails the air system. This means that the loss of dc power to the
184-N building will fail the PCS.

-* A simple remedy is that the solenoid valves on the air system be rewired
to fail open on loss of dc power. If the effects of this failure were
eliminated, the overall accident sequence frequency would decrease by about
1 percent.

11.3 GRAPHITE AND SHIELD COOLING SYSTEM

The following section discusses three failures of the GSCS that con-
-tribute to the total fuel damage frequency. The GSCS not only backs up ECCS

after 2 h, but it also reduces by a significant margin the amount of fuel
damage that occurs if it continues functioning in the first 2 h. This

ý.•reduction in the amount of fuel damage is not indicated by the total accident
sequence frequency. Therefore, the following failures, while not necessarily
significant fuel damage contributors, strongly affect the ultimate quantity
of core damage and associated fission product release.

11.3.1 Graphite and Shield Cooling System Pump
Discharge Check Valves

The failure of the GSCS pump discharge valve is an important failure of
the graphite system. This failure appears in every sequence in which the
GSCS acts as a mitigating system.

It was discovered that if one GSCS pump discharge check valve falls to
close after GSCS once-through flow was initiated, the flow to the GSCS would
be diverted through the recirculation pumps around the reactor core. This
would fail the once-through mode. Because GSCS once-through is not actuated
until the normal GSCS recirculation mode has failed, this results in a total
GSCS failure.
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New procedures and training could increase the likelihood of an operator
action to prevent system failure. In the case of a GSCS once-through
actuation, the pumps should be stopped and their associated discharge valves
verified closed. Another possible solution is modification of the pump
discharge valves. Because the pumps and the pump discharge valves are powered
from the same electrical power source, this failure could be prevented if the
discharge valves would close on loss of power.

If the effects of this failure were eliminated, the accident sequence
frequency would decrease by about 1 percent. However, as previously stated,
the GSCS is also very important for its ability to reduce the amount of fuel
damage. This means improvements to the GSCS not only reduce the overall
accident sequence frequency, but they can also decrease the consequences of
a fuel damage accident.

11.3.2 Graphite and Shield Cooling System
Bypass Line Diversion

An important single component failure of the GSCS is the failure of the
.. in-cell recirculation valve to remain closed. This valve is located between

the inlet and outlet GSCS headers in the win-cell recirculation" line. It is
• "used only during reactor shutdown when the GSCS is not used for cooling the

reactor. This line and valve are of sufficient size to divert enough GSCS
cooling flow from the reactor to fail both modes of GSCS cooling.

As a result of a recommendation made by the PRA group, this valve is
required to be verified closed prior to reactor startup and its breaker 4
locked in the open, or deenergized, state.

11.3.3 Graphite and Shield Cooling System
-- Supply and Dump Valves

Another important failure of the GSCS is failure of the once-through
dump or supply valves to open on demand. These failures appeared in all
sequences in which the GSCS failed to perform its function.

The GSCS is a recirculating demineralized water system backed up by a
once-through cooling mode supplied by high-pressure raw water. When the
once-through mode is actuated, two sets of two valves open to supply raw
water backup and to dump the GSCS flow to the drain. One supply valve and
one dump valve opening correctly are sufficient for success of the once-
through mode. Because these valves must operate on demand, they are very
important to the success of the GSCS cooling.

If a redundant supply valve and dump valve were added, the success
criteria would be one of three instead of one of two, with a coincidental
decrease in overall failure frequency.

If the effects of this failure were eliminated, the overall accident
sequence frequency would decrease by about 0.5 percent. However, as noted
earlier, the GSCS is also very important for its ability to reduce the amount
of core damage.
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11.4 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM

The analysis of the reactor trip system RTS performed for the Level 1
PRA of N Reactor provided several engineering insights. The following are the
most significant.

11.4.1 Reactor Trip System Timers

The ball-backup-to-slow-rod safety circuit has two 1.5-s timers. These
timers provide the final trip input to the ball hopper trip coils when
horizontal control rods fail to insert on a reactor scram. Fault tree
analysis identified these timers as having single failure potential for this
safety circuit. The timers were wired in parallel so that if either timer
failed to time out or trip, the ball-backup-to-slow-rod safety circuit would
fail to function.

As a result of this discovery, design modifications were made. The
t'timers were rewired to provide the trip function from sither relay.

....,11.4.2 Ball System Dependency

The dependency of the ball drop safety circuit on the rod scram safety
circuit was discovered in the analysis of the RTS. After review with
N Reactor system engineers, it was agreed that although the simultaneous
failure of both rod scram safety circuit (RSSC) breakers was remote, a

"correction was necessary to ensure independent trip of these two safety
.,systems. The final design incorporated new, redundant trip circuits to the
'ball drop safety circuit. These circuits have the same trip input functions
--as the RSSC and are completely independent of the RSSC breakers.

11.5 CONCLUSION

The insights discussed reflect some of the knowledge gained by performing
the N Reactor PRA. Some beneficial changes already have been made to the
plant. These insights, with the appropriate modifications identified, could
improve the operation of N Reactor in the future.
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12.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE N REACTOR
LEVEL 1 PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT

12.1 BACKGROUND

One of the recommendations of the 1982 Triennial Review of the UNC
Nuclear Industries Nuclear Safety Review.System (see Appendix, Report of
Three-Year Review of UNC Nuclear Industries Nuclear Safety Review System,
H. J. Kouts and M. C. Leverett 1982) was that a PRA should be performed on
the N Reactor, the only large, water-cooled, graphite-moderated reactor in
operation in the United States. As a result of this and other recommen-
dations, and the need to evaluate safety considerations associated with
extending the reactor design life, a Level 1 PRA was undertaken for N Reactor
in 1986.

In April 1986, an accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power station in the
U.S.S.R resulted in severe core damage and a large fission product release
to the atmosphere. The reactor involved was also a graphite-moderated,
water-cooled, pressure-tube reactor although of significantly different
design than the N Reactor. As a result of that accident, the N Reactor was
evaluated by a number of investigating teams under the direction of the DOE.
While all reviewers agreed that the Chernobyl scenario could not occur at

-- the N Reactor, these investigations resulted in the definition of a number
of safety upgrades. One of these was to accelerate the Level I PRA and to
extend the study to a full-scope, or Level 3, PRA, with treatment of external
events such as fires, floods, and earthquakes.

A Level 1 PRA is a thorough study of plant systems and components and
their interrelationships. The product of a Level 1 PRA is the identification

-of the dominant component failure combinations that may lead to fuel damage
and their frequencies. The Level 1 study provides insights useful for
assessing the safety of the reactor and it can identify and rank potential
safety enhancements.

A Level 2 PRA analyzes the physical processes occurring during an
accident. Also, the response of the confinement system is determined, and the
time and mode of confinement failure, as well as potential inventories of
radionuclides released to the environment, are predicted.

A Level 3 PRA analyzes the transport of radionuclides through the
environment. It can assess the public health or economic consequences of an
accident, as well.

12.2 OBJECTIVES

The N Reactor Level 1 PRA successfully completed four primary objectives:

" Development of plant logic models for use in analyzing safety and
reliability issues

" Identification of plant features that are the most important
contributors to the N Reactor fuel-damage frequency
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* Identification of dominant N Reactor accident sequences and their
.frequencies for input into the Level _2/3 PRA and external events4

* Establishment of a Westinghouse Hanford team with demonstrated
expertise in performing risk and reliability analyses.

12.3 SCOPE

The dominant accident sequences that could lead to fuel damage and their
frequencies from internal events such as equipment failures, operator and
maintenance errors, and internal fire and flooding were determined.

Because N Reactor is unique in its design and operation, the applica-
bility and relevance of previous analyses from commercial LWR PRAs was
limited. Accordingly, a more thorough plant familiarization and functional
analysis was required than is normally done for current commercial LWR PRAs.

Initiating events were identified through a review of plant event reports
and a functional analysis of the plant.

Component failure rates were established using a variety of plant data
sources. Where required by lack of site-specific data, generic data bases
were employed with careful consideration of N Reactor's unique features and
conditions.

A thorough evaluation of common-cause events was performed. Because of
their potential significance as common causes, an analysis of the effects of
internal fires and floods was performed. Other external events will be
studied as a part of the Level 2/3 analysis now being performed.

12.4 IMPLEMENTATION AND REVIEW

Science Applications International Corporation was selected to provide
training and assistance in using state-of-the-art PRA methodology. From the
onset, the intent was to ensure the maximum possible use of the PMA by the
plant staff in gaining engineering insights. There was extensive involvement
of the N Reactor operations, engineering analysis, safety, and training
staffs.

The plant system models were developed and quantified using micro-
computer software provided by SAIC. The approach involved developing a
Westinghouse Hanford team skilled in using PMA techniques to maintain the
models for use in analyzing future N Reactor safety and *reliability issues.
Inherent in this approach is the abilityjto routinely evaluate plant modifi-
cations, proposed procedural changes (i.e., technical specifications),
abnormal events, and safety issues affecting the plant.

Several formal review cycles of the program were implemented. These
included:

*Independent review of the methodology and results by SNI as a part
of the Level 2/3 PMA Program
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models for use in analyzing future N Reactor safety and 'reliability issues. 
Inherent in this approach is the ability-to routinely evaluate plant modifi
cations, proposed procedural changes (i.e., technical specifications), 
abnormal events, and safety issues affecting the plant. 

Several formal review cycles of the program were implemented. lhese 
included: 

• Independent review of the methodology and results by SNL as a part 
of the level 2/3 PRA Program 
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" Formal review and approval of the system descriptions, success
criteria, and fault trees by the plant system engineers and nuclear
safety

" Peer review of the program methodology and results by a panel of
outside PRA experts chaired by P.R. Davis of PRO Consulting

" Independent review of the methodology and results by Westinghouse
Hanford nuclear safety.

12.5 RESULTS

The N Reactor is not directly comparable to a commercial LWR as it has
many unique design features and mitigating safety systems. Level 1 PRAs of
commercial LWRs generally estimate the total core melt frequency based on the
assumption that incipient core melt will progress to total core melt in all
cases. The N Reactor core and mitigating system designs provide significant
barriers to the progression of fuel damage both in time and percentage of core
involvement. Consequently, a variety of potential accident end states (or
bins) were identified, depending on which systems have failed and the time of
failure. As a result, it is difficult to directly compare the results of
commercial reactor PRAs and the N Reactor PRA.

As a result of the multiple mitigating systems design, six end states or
bins related to specific systems operating or failing to operate within

.,-certain time frames were established. These end states or bins include:

* Bin OK: Indicates no fuel damage has occurred

* Bin W: Primary/Secondary system has failed, and a flow blockage
has occurred in a single ECCS riser, affecting one-
sixteenth of the core

* Bin X: Same as Bin W but with the GSCS also failed

* Bin Y: PCS and ECCS have failed, but GSCS continues to operate

• Bin Z: Complete, immediate failure (within 2 h of the initiating
event) of PCS, ECCS, and GSCS or a failure to scram the
reactor when needed. This will effect the whole core

• Bin ZI: Complete failure of PCS, ECCS, and GSCS more than 2 h
after the initiating event.

Bins Z and ZI are most closely analogous to the end states used by
commercial reactor PRAs. A comparison of the N Reactor PRA results with
selected commercial PRAs (without external events) is illustrated in
Figure 9-7 (see Chapter 9.0). The figure displays the sum of the frequencies
of all N Reactor bips and the frequency of each bin. As can be seen, the
total of 6.41 x 100/yr, which includes bins that reflect only partial core
damage, is on the same order as fyll core damage from other PRAs. The
frequencies for bins Z (4.4 x 10'/yr) and ZI (2.9 x 10 l/yr), which reflect
end states similar to commercial LWR PRA results, are significantly less than
all but one of the commercial results.
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• Formal review and approval of the system descriptions, success 
criteria, and fault trees by the plant system engineers and nuclear 
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failure. As a result, it is difficult to directly compare the results of 
. commercial reactor PRAs and the N Reactor PRA. 

As a result of the multiple mitigating systems design, six end states or 
bins related to specific systems operating or failing to operate within 
certain time frames were established. These end states or bins include: 

• Bin OK: Indicates no fuel damage has occurred 

• Bin W: 

• Bin X: 

• Bin Y: 

Primary/Secondary system has failed, and a flow blockage 
has occurred in a single ECCS riser, affecting one
sixteenth of the core 

Same as Bin W but with the GSCS also failed 

PCS and EeCS have failed, but GSCS continues to operate 

• Bin Z: Complete, immediate failure (within 2 h of the initiating 
event) of pes, ECCS, and GSCS or a failure to scram the 
reactor when needed. This will effect the whole core 

• Bin ZI: Complete failure of PCS, ECCS, and GSCS more than 2 h 
after the initiating event. 

Bins Z and ZI are most closely analogous to the end states used by 
commercial reactor PRAse A comparison of the N Reactor PRA results with 
selected commercial PRAs (without external events) is illustrated in 
Figure 9-7 (see Chapter 9.0). The figure displays the sum of the frequencies 
of all N Reactor bigs and the frequency of each bin. As can be seen, the 
total of 6.41 x 10- /yr, which includes bins that reflect only partial core 
damage, is on the same order as full core damage from other PRAse The 
frequencies for bins Z (4.4 x 10-7/yr) and ZI (2.9 x 10-6/yr), which reflect 
end states similar to commercial lWR PRA results, are significantly less than 
all but one of the commercial results. 
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In addition to a determination of the frequencies of accidents that may
result ir fuel damage, the results of the Level 1 analysis include:

" Identification of plant-specific initiating events and their
frequencies

" A plant-specific data base, reflecting N Reactor component failure

rates

" An evaluation of aging effects on active components

" Descriptions of the dominant accident sequences and their fre-
quencies (see Table 12-1)-

" A description of an importance and uncertainty analysis of the,
results

" An interpretation of the results and a description of engineering
insights revealed as a result of the analysis.

12.6 CONCLUSIONS

The engineering conclusions drawn from this study are discussed below.
One of the benefits of conducting a PRA is increased understanding of how the
reactor systems, components, and human operators interact, establishilng
insight into the importance of various component failures and operator
actions.

The insights described below have been evaluated primarily for the
purpose of decreasing accident sequence frequency. Completion of the
Level 2/3 portion of this PRA will allow quantification of the overall risk
reduction associated with potential reactor improvements.

-12.6.1 General Conclusions

The general conclusions reached by the Level 1 study include the
fnllowing:

" Accident sequences at N Reactor that may result in fuel daiage are
no more likely than those found in commercial LWRs

" There is no single dominant source or cause of the various accident
sequences

" Component failure rates at N Reactor are similar to those found at
other facilities in the nuclear industry

" The plant is operated and maintained such that effects of plant
aging are limited.
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One of the benefits of conducting a PRA is increased understanding of how the 
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Table 12-1. Dominant Accident:i: Sequences,

No
).

Sequence title Sequence Occurrence
No. (frequency/yr)

Total
Bin frequency-,

W 38.2

Y 30.9

W 11.9

1. Failure of primary/secondary system,
inlet riser flow blockage

2. Failure of primary/secondary and ECCS
within 2 h of initiator

3. Small LOCA, ECCS successful, inlet
riser flow blockage

4. Small LOCA, ECCS fails within 2 h
5. Small LOCA, failure of primary/

secondary system, ECCS, GSCS
6. Large LOCA, ECCS successful, inlet

riser flow blockage
7. Large LOCA, ECCS fails within 2 h
8 Primary/secondary fails within 2 h,ECCS successful for at least 2 h,

then fails, GSCS fails
9. Primary/secondary fails within 2 h,

ECCS successful, GSCS successful for
at least 2 h, then fails, inlet riser

-- flow blocked
10. Primary/secondary and ECCS operate

for at least 2 h each and then fail-
GSCS also fails

1. Failure of reactivity control system
:-- (ATWS sequence)

12. Small LOCA, primary/secondary and
-. " ECCS operate for at least 2h each

,and then fail--GSCS also fails
13. Uncontrolled fire in 182N Basement--

damages high-lift diesels, fog spray
diesels, and high-pressure injection
pumps

14. Small LOCA, primary/secondary fails
within 2 h, ECCS successful for at
least 2 h, then fails--inlet riser
flow blockage

15. Small LOCA, primary/secondary fails
within 2 h, ECCS successful for at
least 2 h, then fails--inlet riser
flow blockage

T4

TS

S4

S8
S3

L2

L6
T3

T6

TI

TIO

S1

Fire and
flood

S6

S5

2.5 E-05,

2.0 E-05

7.6 E-06

6.6 E-06
1.4 E-06

9.1 E-07

8.0 E-07
7.6 E-07

4.0 E-07

3.7 E-07

2.9 E-07

1.7 E-07

1.6 E-07

1.3 E-07

1.14 E-07

Y
zi
w
Y
zi
I'

10.3

2.1

1.4

1.25
1.18

0.63

Z1 0.58

Z 0.45

Zi 0.26

ZI 0.25

x

X

0.20

0.18

ECCS - Emergency core cooling system.
GSCS - Graphite and shield cooling system.
LOCA - Loss-of-coolant accident.
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Table 12-1. Dominant Accidentsjquences. 

Sequence Occurrence 
Sequence t14:1e No. (frequency/yr) iin 

1.' Failure of primary/secondary system, T4 2.5 E-05'- V 
inlet riser flow blockage 

2. Failure of primary/secondary and ECCS T8 2.0 E-05 Y 30.9 
within 2 h of initiator 

3. Small LOCA, EeeS successful, inlet S4 7.6 E-06 V 11.9 
riser flow blockage 

4. Small LOCA, EeeS fails within 2 h S8 6.6 E-06 Y 10.3 
5. Small LOCA, failure of primary/ S3 1.4 E-06 Z1 2.1 

secondary system, EeeS, GSeS 
6 .. Large LOCA, EeeS successful, inlet L2 9.1 E-07 V 1.4 

riser flow blockage 
7. Large LOeA, EeeS fails within 2 h L6 8.0 E-07 Y 1.25 
~ Primary/secondary fails within 2 h, T3 -:.6 E-07 ZI 1.18 

EeeS successful for at least 2 h, 
,. ... , then fails, GSCS fails 
9. Primary/secondary fails within 2 h, T6 4.0 E-07 W 0.63 

EeeS successful, GSeS successful for 
at least 2 h, then fails, inlet riser 
flow blocked 
Primary/secondary and EeeS operate n 3.7 E-07 Z1 0.58 
for at least 2 h each and then fai1-
GSeS also fails 
Failure of reactivity control system no 2.9 E-07 Z 0.45 
(ATVS sequence) 

12. Small LOeA, primary/secondary and SI 1. 7 E-07 Z1 0.26 
EeeS operate for at least 2h each 

. and then fail--GSeS also fails 
13. Uncontrolled fire in 182N Basement-- Fire and 1~6 E-07 Z1 0.25 

damages high-lift diesel s, fog spray flood 
...,... diesels, and high-pressure injection 

pumps 
14. Small LOeA, primary/secondary fails 56 1.3 E-07 V 0.20 

within 2 h, Eees successful for at 
least 2 h, then fails--inlet riser 
f1 ow blockage 

15. Small LOeA, primary/secondary fails S5 1.14 E-07 X 0.18 
within 2 h, EeeS successful for at 
least 2 h, then fails--inlet riser 
flow blockage 

EeeS • Emergency core cooling system. 
G5eS • Graphite and shield cooling system. 
LoeA • Loss-of-coo1ant accident. 
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12.6.2 Specific Conclusions

Even though there is no single dominant source or cause for the various
accident sequence, improvements could be made in different areas of the
plant. These potential improvements are discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
A list of events that have a meaningful impact on the overall core damage
frequency are given in Table 12-2.

Table 12-2. Items Important to Accident Sequence Frequency.

Item Event

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Single ECCS inlet riser failure
Common mode failure of V-3s or V-4s
High-lift diesel pump failure to run
Failure to remove ECCS signal bypass
Loss of PCS pressure control
Steam generator cell pressure relief valves
Loss of "thermal flywheel" to supply post-scram reactor
steam to the on-site TG
Loss of PCS controller power supply
Instrument air system manual discharge valve failure
Failure of air system compressor cooling valves
Failure of GSCS pump discharge check valve
GSCS bypass line diversion
GSCS supply and dump valves failure to open on demand
RTS timers
Ball system dependency on the RTS

I
ECCS
GSCS
PCS
RTS
TG

:m

Emergency core cooling system.
Graphite and shield cooling system.
Primary coolant system.
Reactor trip system.
Turbine generator.

The fact that no single event or failure dominates the importance
analysis demonstrates the sound design of N Reactor. The redundant features
and style of operation are significant contributors to the relatively low
accident sequence frequency determined in this study.

I
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12.&.2 Specific Conclusions 

Even though there is no single dominant source or cause for the various 
accident sequence, improvements could be made in different areas of the 
plant. These potential improvements are discussed in detail in Chapter 11. 
A list of events that have a meaningful impact on the overall core damage 
frequency are given in Table 12-2. 

Table 12-2. Items Important to Accident Sequence Frequency. 

Item Event 

1. Single ECCS inlet ri~er failure 
2. Common mode failure of V-3s or V-4s 
3. High-lift diesel pump failure to run 
4. Failure to remove ECCS signal bypass 
5. loss of PCS pressure control 
6. Steam generator cell pressure relief valves 
7. Loss of "thermal flywheel" to supply post-scram reactor 

steam to the on-site TG 
8. loss of PCS controller power supply 
9. Instrument air system manual discharge valve failure 

10. Failure of air system compressor coo11ngva1ves 
11. Failure of GSCS pump discharge check valve 
12. GSCS bypass line diversion 
13. GSCS supply and dump valves failure to open on demand 
14. RTS timers 
15. Ball system dependency on the RTS 

Eecs • Emergency core cooling system. 
GSCS - Graphite and shield cooling system. 
PCS - Primary coolant system. 
RTS • Reactor trip system. 
TG • Turbine generator. 

The fact that no single event or failure dominates the importance 
analysis demonstrates the sound design of N Reactor. The redundant features 
and style of operation are significant contributors to the relatively low 
accident sequence frequency determined in this study. 
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13.0 GLOSSARY

ABBREVIATIONS. ACRONYMS, AND INITIALISMS

AHR
ASEP
ATWS
BBSS
BNL
BPA
CAFTA
CE
CRW
CY
DA
DC
DCCP

tb DNB
DOE
DOE-RL
DT
DW
DWT
ECCS
EMSEPRI

' EPS

ERG
ERW

. ESFAS
FFTF
FSDP
FW
FW
FWT
FWS
FY
GSCS
HCR
HEPA
HLOP
HP
HPFW
HPFWP
HPI
HPIP
HPRW
HRA
HVAC
IA
IREP
LANL
LER

after heat removal
Accident Sequence Evaluation Program
anticipated transients without scram
ball-backup safety system
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Bonneville Power Administration
computer-aided fault-tree analysis
combustion engineering
circulating raw water
calendar year
discontinuous action
dump condenser
dump condenser coolant pump
depa.ture from nucleate boiling
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Department of Energy-Richland Operations Office
drive turbine
demineralized water
demineralized water tank
emergency core cooling system
equipment maintenance standard
Electric Power Research Institute
electric power system
emergency response guidelines
emergency raw water
engineered safety feature actuation system
Fast Flux Test Facility
fog-spray diesel pump
Foster-Wheeler
filtered water
filtered water tank
filtered water system
fiscal year
graphite and shield cooling system
horizontal control rod
high-efficiency particulate air
high-lift diesel pump
horsepower
high-pressure filtered water
high-pressure filtered water pump
high-pressure injection system
high-pressure injection pump
high-pressure raw water (RWS-2)
Human Reliability Analysis
heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning
instrument air
Interim Reliability Evaluation Program
Los Alamos National Laboratory
license event report
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13.0 GLOSSARY 

ABBREVIATIONS. ACRONYMS. AND INITIAlISHS 

AHR 
ASEP 
ATWS 
BBSS 
BNL 
BPA 
CAFTA 
CE 
CRW 
CV 
DA 
DC 
DCCP 

;. .... JDNB 
DOE 

::. DOE-RL 
01 
OW 

__ DWT 
ECCS 
EMS 
EPRI 

~:", EPS 
,'., ERG .... ERW 
. ___ ESfAS 

FFTf 
-FSDP 

FW 
FW 

....... FWT 

. FWS 
FY 
GSCS 
HCR 
HEPA 
HLDP 
HP 
HPFW 
HPFWP 
HPI 
HPIP 
HPRW 
HRA 
HVAC 
IA 
IREP 
LANL 
LER 

after heat removal 
Accident Sequence Evaluation Program 
anticipated transients without scram 
ball-backup safety system 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Bonneville Power Administration 
computer-aided fault-tree analysis 
combustion engineering 
circulating raw water 
calendar year 
discontinuous action 
dump condenser 
dump condenser coolant pump 
depaLture from nucleate boiling 
u.s. Department of Energy 
U.S. Department of Energy-Richland Operations Office 
drive turbine " 
demineralized water 
demineralized water tank 
emergency core cooling system 
equipment maintenance standard 
Electric Power Research Institute 
electric power system 
emergency response guidelines 
emergency raw water 
engineered safety feature actuation system 
Fast Flux Test facility 
fog-spray diesel pump 
Foster-Wheeler 
filtered water 
filtered water tank 
filtered water system 
fiscal year 
graphite and shield cooling system 
horizontal control rod 
high-efficiency particulate air 
high-lift diesel pump 
horsepower 
high-pressure filtered water 
high-presscre filtered water pump 
high-pressure injection system 
high-pressure injectio~ pump 
high-pressure raw water (RWS-Z) 
Human Rel1abl1 ity Analysis 
heating, ventila~ion, and air-conditioning 
instrument air 
Interim Reliability Evaluation Program 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
license event report 
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13.0 GLOSSARY (cont)

ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND INITIALISNS
4

A-

LLDP
LOCA
LPFW
LPFWP
LPI
LPIP
LPRW
LWR
MCC
MCL
MSH
NOV
NUSAR
OD
PCP
PCS
PRA
PSB
PSF
PWR
RCS
RSSC
RTS
RWS
SAIC
SCS
SG
SLMU
SNL
SNM
Supply System
TF
TG
TMI
UNC
UO
UPS
WA
Westinghouse Hanford

low-lift diesel pump
loss-of-coolant accident
low-pressure filtered water
low-pressure filtered water pump
low-pressure injection system
low-pressure injection pump
low-pressure raw water (RWS-1)
light-water reactor
motor control center
master checklist
main steam header
motor-operated valve
N Reactor Safety Analysis Report
outer diameter
primary coolant pump
primary coolant system
Probabilistic Risk Assessment
plant service boiler
performance-shaping factors
pressurized-water reactor
reactor coolant system
rod scram safety circuit
reactor trip system
raw water system
Science Applications International Corporation
secondary coolant system
steam generator
secondary loop makeup
Sandia National Laboratory
special nuclear materials
Washington Public Power Supply System
total failure
turbine generator
Three-Nile Island
UNC Nuclear Industries, Inc.
unusual occurrence
uninterruptible power supply
work authorization
Westinghouse Hanford Company

I
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13.0 GLOSSARY (cont) 

ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AM~ INITIALISMS 

llOP 
LOCA 
lPFW 
lPFWP 
lPI 
lPIP 
lPRW 
lWR 
MCC 
MCl 
MSH 
MOV 
NUSAR 
00 
PCP 
PCS 
PRA 
PSB 
PSF 
PWR 
RCS 
RSSC 
RTS 
RWS 
SAIC 
SCS 
SG 
SlMU 
SNl 
SNM 
Supply System 
TF 
TG 
TMI 
UNC 
UO 
UPS 
WA 
Westinghouse Hanford 

low-lift diesel pump 
loss~of-coolant accident 
low-pressure filtered water 
low-pressure filtered water pump 
low-pressure injection system 
low-pressure injection pump 
low-pressure raw water (RWS-l) 
light-water reactor 
motor control center 
master checklist 
m~n steam header 
motor-operated valve 
N Reactor Safety Analysis Report 
outer diameter 
primary coolant pump 
primary coolant system 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
plant service boiler 
performance-shaping factors 
pressurized-water reactor 
reactor coolant system 
rod scram safety circuit 
reactor trip system 
raw water system 
Science Applications International Corporation 
secondary coolant system 
steam generator 
secondary loop makeup 
Sandia National laboratory 
special nuclear materials 
Washington Public Power Supply System 
total failure 
turbine generator 
Three-Mile Island 
UNC Nuclear Industries, Inc. 
u~usual occurrence 
uninterruptible power supply 
work authorization 
Westinghouse Hanford Company 
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BROOKHAVEN NATION,

ASSOCIATED UNIVERI'

Upton. Long Island. Nev York 11973

eartment of Nuclear Energy
(516) 282,,
FTS 666/ 2918

December 13, 1982

Mr. Norman Miller
Vice President, Technical,
P.O. Box 490
Richland, Washington 993

United Nuclear Industries

52

Dear Mr. Miller:

Enclosed is the report which incorporates the observations and
conclusions from the review of the UNI nuclear safety system, con-
ducted earlier this year by Dr. Miles Leverett and me.

If you have further questions concerning this report or our
review, we shall be happy to discuss them with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,
N

Herbert Kouts
Chairman

Enclosure

HK:ns

cc: /T.L. Deobald
M.C. Leverett
M.A. Payne

T.L. P 7-_
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December 13, 1982 

Mr. Norman Miller 
Vice President, Technical. United Nuclear Industries 
P.O. Box 490 
Richland, Washington 99352 

Dear Mr. Mill er: 

Enclosed is the report which incorporates the ~bservations and 
conclusions from the review of the UNI nuclear safety system, con
ducted earlier this year by Dr. Miles Leverett and me. 

If you have further questions concerning this report or our 
review. we shall be happy to discuss them with you at your convenience. 

Sincerely, 

~ l.~1 ("7L/ 

Herbert Kouts 
Chairman 

~ Enclosure 

HK:ns 

h cc: T.L. Deobald 
M.C. Leverett 
M.A. Payne 
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~ ~ NR Mi'
L::::uciea~r indust-riez. Inc. C~ ~ bax.

P.O.Box 490 DLR/WGR
Pichland, Washington 97352 responso
Dear Mr. Hu-.op.hries: review.

Recently I received from your ccntracts office some papers to be filled
out in connection with closina out my consulting contract C-0130 with

:r:: nuciear Industries. I will fill out and return the papers
soon. Meanwhile, however, I am reminded that one of the most i..portant
recoxmmendations made by' Dr. He:rert Kouts and me when we rev:ewed the
Uý-.C ;Nuclear Industries nuclear safety system in 2982 was for the
perfcmance of a probabilistic risk assessment (P.•A) on the tJ reactor.
I have learned recently that some stems in this direction have been
taken, but that no ?.- has actually been started.

it in the purpose of this letter to urce you to have a PRA, performed
on the N reactor at- the earliest oractical time. I believe that it
is almost always tI,- exoerience of corpar.ies which have had P.FLs done
on their reactors ,na. thev have identified i:o±-,tanM =reviouslv

-overlooked sources of risk of a decree- warrantinc corrective action.
" would be surprised if the same were not true of the N reactor in
s.i te of the manv s-a'lot scale risk analyses done =v your own
staff over the years.

A .- A also vrovides a -ool cy "'hcn to evaluate the merit of any
olant woi myications "hio ,a.e =zroposed. It is not unusual to
learn, via the Pv-'A ze--nicue, t-hat modifications originally thou.=ht
to be of great valuue a-zually wcu-d do little to reduce risk., and vice
versa.

As indicated in our report such findin.s are often more reliable
and more valuable than the final risk number, which too often is
recarded as the "bottom line" of a PFR. One must be careful not -o
attach too much sicnificance to the absolute value of the risk
calzulated in a PEA. On the other hand, the relative values of
risk calculated under different azss-unc-ions are more reliable.

AdmJ..tted-2., a .- A is costly both in cavments to the outside oroan-
ization which perfo=-s it and in the time of the reactor owner's cW.
staff. In my view it is bo-th nece-sary and beneficial that the
PFA be performed by one of tne est-'--ished co.-.npanies which have done Such
work before. I doubt that there is any nuclear utility in the coun-.t.-.y
which has a staff capable of doin: a creditable PRA in-house. On
the other hand, much of the value of a PRA comes frn t•he direct
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The technical group operating and supporting the N-reactor is unusually

deep and broad. The in-house engineering competence is much higher than is en-

countered at other reactors of comparable size; this is because UNC conducts

the N-reactor operation through a system that relies almost entirely on in-

house capability. One result of this mode of operation is a short reaction

time to any problems that might arise. We noted that there was widespread rec-

oqnition throughout the staff of problems that we had identified, and coherent

motion toward solving them.

We observed no safety questions and no adverse aspects of the safety sys-

tem maintained by UNC that indicated any need to depart from currently planned

and scheduled operation of N-reactor and its supporting activities. In the

more detailed report that follows, we note some problem areas and steps that

'might be taken to ameliorate them. These are all of the nature of recommenda-

tions and observations directed at maintaining continuance of an adequate level

of safety, and even improving it in some useful ways.

INTRODUCTION

The following is the report we submit as a result of the review we have

been asked to make of nuclear safety practices used by the United Nuclear Cor-

poration in its operations at Hanford. The review covers operation of N-

reactor, and the activities peripheral to it (e.g., fuel fabrication and spent

fuel storage). However, we have more heavily concentrated the study and our

comments on N-reactor safety.
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This study h.as been conducted to satisfy the requirement for a review of

UNC's system each three years, as required by DOE orders. The most recent

previous review that was made in connection with this requirement took place in

1979, and was conducted by Dr. M. C. Leverett and Mr. C. A. PeLorenzo. The

present review, being three years later, meets the timeliness requirements of

the DOE Order.

We have divided the study and the report into two major parts. The first

deals with the question of conformance of the UNC safety system to the DOE re-

quirements, comments on the way the organization works, and some problems it

seems to have. The second part is a review from the standpoint of effective-

ness. In this we consider several indicators of actual safety, and Implica-

.tions for the adequacy of the system.
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I. THE UNC NUCLEAR SAFETY SYSTEM

1. ADEQUACY OF THE SYSTEM

Compli3nce with DOE Order 5480.1A

DOE Order 5480.1A, dated August 13, 1981, requires that the contractor

establish and maintain an internal safety review system for nuclear facilities,

meeting certain detailed requirements. The required characteristics of the

system are stated in Chapter V, Section 7 of 5480.1A. These requirements and

the UNC documents which show that they are met are indicated below.

Requi rement Findinq and Reference if any

7a

"- 7b

7c

7d

7e

7f

7g
7h- 1

7h-2

7h-3

7h-4

7h-5

7h-6

7h-7

Ah-8

Advisory to high authority

Defined in writing

Auditability

Technical competence

Group interactions

Independence

Annual

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

appraisal of operation

facility modifications

proposed experiments

procedures

organization and staffing -

standards, etc.

training programs

unusual occurrences

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.
O.K.

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.

O.K.
O.K.

UNI-250 Rev. 6

UNI-2250 Rev. 6, UNI-M-100

Verified by this review

Verified by this review

UNI-250, Rev. 6

UNI-250, CPG 10.1

UNI-250,

UNI-250,

UNI-250,

UNI-250,

UNI-250,

UNI-250,

UNI-250,

UNI-250S,

Rev.

Rev.

Rev.

Rev.

Rev.

Rev.

Rev.

Rev.

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Review physical condition of
facilities

7h-9 Review accuracy and completeness
of records

i Review of system every 3 years

O.K. UNI-250, Rev. 6

O.K. UNI-250, Rev. 6

O.K. UNI-250, Rev. 61
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It is conc'juded that the nuclear safety system at the N-reactor formailly

satisfies DOE requirements. UNI-250, Rev. 6, is the key document. Its re-

quirements are elahorated in the Company Policy Guides (CPGs) found in UNI-iO0.

That elaboration is adequately specific and detailed.

Relation of NESCs to CNRB

The relationship between these two classes of committee and their func-

tioning was reviewed in this audit. In general, it was concluded that these

committees serve important functions and are effective, but that improvements

in their functioning could be made.

The working level committees (NESC-N and NESC-F) provide

* detailed internal communication on safety matters;

e good technical review of changes in plant design or operation;

* good technical review of new plant problems;

a considerable integration of the inputs from different organizational
groups to the solution of plant safety, environmental or operating
problems.

In these respects, the NESC-N fills particularly important needs. The need for

--,the MESC-F is less evident. However, both committees are necessary in that if

they did not exist, an alternative, and probably less effective, method of ful-

filling their functions would have to be devised.

Both the NESC-N and the NESC-F have only advisory functions. This seems

to be generally recognized, but their minutes sometimes state that the conm-

mittee has "approved" something. Also, it is not always evident what the com-

mittee's advice is or to what person it is addressed.

The CNRB is also advisory (to the president of the company), and has a

general oversight function for all safety, environmental , and operating matters
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connected with N-reactor. Its role includes oversight of the NESC-N and

NESC-F, along with its own in-depth investigation or study of any relevant mat-

ter on which more information appears to be needed. However, the agenda for

each CNRB meeting is prepared by the chairman of the NESC-N and NESC-F, sug-

gesting the possibility that the CNRB's attention possibly may not always be

directed to the matters which it should choose to address if another means of

setting the agenda were to follow. It appears also that the manner in which

the NESC-N presents subjects to the CNRB tends to invite the CNRR to re-plow

ground already worked by the NESC-N. The CNRB, in turn, tends to accept these

invitations, rather than directing the NESC-N to complete its staff work, i.e.,

to present crisp recommendations and clear supporting reasoning for them.

Both committees could profit by maintaining an "unfinished business" list,

i.e., a list of subjects upon which the committee requires additional action or

information, showing the name of the responsible person, the required date of

completion (or progress reporting) and, finally, the date of actual completion.

Also, explicit statement of the recommendations resulting from each meeting and

the name of the person to whom they are directed would be helpful. These

practices may help to remove any "debating society" atmosphere in the committee

meetings, a feature which has been identified and criticized by some of the

participants.

Relationships Retween the Nuclear Safety and Operations Orqanizations

The N-reactor nuclear safety organization is unusually large, due at least

partly to the fact that the plant itself is unusually complex. (In this dis-

cussion we use the designation "nuclear safety" to include both the safety and

environmental engineering organizations and the safety committees.) -The

b4
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I N-reactor operat-n and maintenance organizations are also unusually large, at

least partly for that same reason. Hence, the interface between the nuclear

safety organization and the operations organization is characterized by un-

usually numerous points of contact and by meetings or discussions which tend to

take up much time on both sides. Also, to an unusual degree, the nuclear

safety organization has and exercises authority over permission to operate the

reactor in a given manner or at a particular power level. The result is occa-

sionally a predictable straining of relationships between nuclear safety and

operations. For example, Operations has been known to decline to attend meet-

iAngs of the NESC-N. This has never been a matter of great seriousness, and the

difficulty seems to be lessening within the last few months. However, it is

-still a problem and probably always will be to some degree, so company top

management will have to remain alert to it. In the next paragraphs we mention

some possible ways of reducing the intensity of this type of problem.

First, it will probably be helpful if the NESC and CNRB meetings are con-

ducted in a more disciplined way. In another section of this report we mention

the desirability of completed staff work on each subject brought up, crisp

-statements of conclusions or recommendations, and a formal system for following

up on unfinished business. In addition, even though procedures call for meet-

ings at particular times, the chairman should feel free to cancel or postpone a

meeting if it is not needed or if inadequate preparation for it is evident. On

the other hand, it should be understood that no organization which is supposed

to be represented at an NESC or CNRB meeting has the right to be absent. If

the designated representative cannot attend, it should be his responsibility to

send a qualified delegate empowered to represent his organization.

A-1I
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Finally, we found some indication that in some instances nuclear safety

personnel need more familiarity with the plant, its operation, and its pro-

cedures. We believe that all technical personnel , and particularly those in

the nuclear safety organization, should seize every opportunity to be in the

plant and witness its operation or maintenance. The recently instituted

"24-hour management duty" was mentioned very favorably by operations personnel

in this connection. It may be advisable to intentionally create reasons for

nuclear safety personnel at all levels to spend more time in the plant. More

familiarity with the plant is likely to lead to better solutions to the prob-

lems of reconciling the sometimes divergent objectives of nuclear safety and

production. Certain members of the nuclear safety organization are already,

through long familiarity with the plant, highly expert in its operation and

design. However, those who do not have such familiarity should acquire it as

fast as is practicable.

Redundant Paper

An outsider cannot help noticing the large number of manuals, reports,

etc. which are intended to be used by the N-reactor organization, and hence

must he revised, corrected, or updated periodically. It appears that some of

these substantially overlap each other. The opportunity not only for reducing

paperwork, hut also for removing possible sources of inconsistency and error,

is obvious. We made no exhaustive survey, hut we did accumulate the followinq

list of documents, some of them running to several volumes in thickness:

*NIJSAR - A DOE requirement. Comprehensive description of the plant
and its accident analyses. Controlled. Must be updated
periodical ly.
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list of documents, some of them running to several volumes in thickness: 

• NUSAR..; A DOE requirement. Comprehensive description of the plant 
and its accident analyses. Controlled. Must be updated 
periodically. 
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a Technical Specifications - UNI-M-19. Establishes the limiting condi-
tions for operation, the required surveillance and periodic
testing. Contains statements of the technical bases for
these requirements. A DOE requirement. Controlled. Up-
dated frequently.

e N-Reactor Technical Bases - DUN-M-37-2. - Not a DOE requirement. Con-
tains plant description and technical bases for various
aspects of plant desiqn and operation. A controlled docu-
ment. Partly out of date.

* N-Reactor Plant Manual - UNI-M-94. Somewhat similar to DUN-M-37-2.

a Process Standards - NPR-HW 76500. Appears to translate tech specs
into more detailed operating and technical requirements. Con-
tains technical bases for each process standard. A key
document, mainly used by technical and supervisory personnel.

. Operating Procedures - Detailed instructions for operating the plant.
Used by operators and operating supervision.

@ Equipment Maintenance Standards - HW 73000N. Details the maintenance,
testing, and calibrati'on of plant equipment. A key document.
Used by engineers, operations, maintenance.

e Nuclear Safety Administration Manual - UNI-M-21, Rev. 1. Issued by
operations. States how nuclear safety is to be implemented

-N. in that organization. Used by operations personnel.

9 Safety, Environmental, and Health Controls - UNI-M-100. Contains
13 CPGs covering organizational r'esponsibilities in the
areas denoted in the title.

Some of these documents are clearly indispensable. In this group belong

NUSAR, the Tech Specs, the Process Standards, the Operating Procedures, the

Equipment Maintenance Standards and UNI-M-100. It is not clear that the re-

mainder (the N-Reactor Technical Bases, the Nuclear Safety Administration Man-

ual , and the N-Reactor Plant Manual) are necessary, since much, if not all, of

the material in them exists or should exist in the others. The rationale for

continuing to issue, revise and use the three documents listed in the paren-

theses should be examined.
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Probabilistic Risk Analysis

It is becoming generally recognized that probabilistic riisk' analyslis :(PRA)•

can provide valuable insights into the potential causes of reactor accidents

and resultant public injury. Although there is a tendency to look upon the

numerical result of such an analysis (e.g., the probability of core melt) as

its principal product, the greatest value of PRA is that it is a disciplined

procedure for looking systematically for events or conditions which are impor-

tant conributors to the probability of a reactor-damaging accident and of risk

of public injury. Although some probabilistic accident analysis may have taken,

place on the N-reactor, no comprehensive PRA has been done. We believe that a

PRA should be done not, as above indicated, to establish overall risk numbers,

but to identify and thus enable correction of relatively large contributors to

that risk.

The performance of a PRA is a complex and expensive process which is best

done by one of the groups experienced in such work. We suggest, as a first

step, consultation with one of the recognized authorities in this field.
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II. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM

We now turn to the question of how well the system is working. A good

partial general answer is: It must be working well, because there have been no

events that put the reactor or the public at hazard. However, this answer is

of course incomplete and inadequate, and the subject benefits from exploration

on another plane.

Two other ways of estimating the effectiveness of UNC's system can he de-

veloped through assessment of performance of important physical components of

-•the N-reactor, and the extent of compliance with established requirements.

:Generally speaking, the effectiveness as evaluated using these two measures is

high. There are, however, some potential problem areas.

V-3, V-4 Valves

These are the principal valves that must function to transfer from normal

ý..core cooling to ECCS operation. They are pneumatically activated and operated.

--The pressure required to open these valves is quite high (a nominal 1000 psi).

.-- It is especially difficult to open the V-3 valves against appreciable primary

system pressure, an event that in any case should not be required, because

check valves between the V-3's and the reactor core prevent backflow of water

from the primary system into the demineralized water storage (DWS) tank should

the V-3 valves open while the primary system is under pressure. Backflow, if

it could take place, could injure the DWS tank.

The actuation pressure required to open the V-3's and V-4's under condi-

tions of primary circuit depressurization seems to be increasing. The pressure

in the compressed air supply has now been increased to 1350 psig, which is the

desiqn limit for this system, and the valves open when tested with this
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pressure. Opening at 850 psig, which is the situation called for byý the EMS, S

no longer takes place consIstently. It is possible that in time failure to

open may also occur at the higher pressure. In addition, as the pressure

needed for operation rises, the chance increases of inadvertently experiencing

a drop in air pressure into an inadequate range.

The system has been working, in that EMS tests have revealed this apparent

deterioration. The safety organization is certainly conscious of the implica-

tions, and is continuing to watch the development. It seems to us that the

time is now at hand to develop a better physical understanding of what is

taking place, so that a determination can be made as to whether further reme-

dial action is needed.

Fog Spray Valves

It has recently been necessary to replace fog spray valves in the 105-N

building. The fog spray system would be, activated after a reactor accident to

hold down the containment pressure at certain times during the event, and to

wash down any fission products that could conceivably be released.

The new valves have the unfortunate feature that the teflon seats, being

soft, deform under pressure, and unless care is taken the valves cannot he

counted on to open because the teflon holds on. To avoid this it has become

necessary to exercise the valves. In fact, it has been found necessary to ex-

ercise the valves daily, which far exceeds the manufacturer's recommendation of

exercising approximately bi-weekly. Presumably the daily exercising assures

proper functioning if the valves should ever be required.

Again, the system is working in that it has assured the essential availa-

bility of this important backup system. The safety organization is fully aware

of this problemand is following it, while effort is under way to find a better
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material for the seats. However, the seats are very likely to deform per-

manently under this treatment in such a way as to invalidate the proper

function of the valves. It would he difficult to overstate the importance of

clearing up this problem Quickly.

10 kVA Inverter

The new 10 kVA inverter supplies DC to a number of systems that would be

important if an incident occurred. This includes IRIS. It was originally

planned that the inverter be powered by the A and B buses in parallel, but this

was not done because the two buses are not usually synchronized. At present,

"'•the inverter is run from the B bus (which is regarded as more reliable) and a

switch to A bus takes place if the B bus is lost. An ultimate supply of DC

power is found in the 105-N battery system.

Again, the safety system is working in that the problems of powering the

inverter are recognized. We have been told that steps are underway to develop

-a diesel-driven backup capability to power these essential services. If a PRA

-- on N-reactor is done, as we suggest, it is likely to point up the essential

-dependence on the switchgear involved in power to the 10 kVA inverter. This

will probably underscore the need for supplementary diesel backup.

Rate of 11O's and Technical Specification Violations

The recent increase in rate of violations of Technical Specifications, and

the persistent rate of UO's requiring corrective action, indicate a need to

improve conformance to requirements. It is true that a substantial number of

these infringements are procedural , such as failure to record a step that had

been taken. It also may be true that the increase in number of tech spec vio-

lations is a result of increased diligence over the past year in ferreting out

problems. In any case, there seems to he a real basis for internal review of
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this matter to find the cause of the high rate of violations and to reduceýit.

Some of the answer may be improvement of procedures. Some may be rewriting of

tech specs, EMS's, and process standards to make them more realistic. Some may

be streamlining the paper requirements so as to reduce the number of inconse-

quential procedural violations while still maintaining the level of safety.

Staff Turnover and Traininq

We were told by several UNC engineers that turnover had been relatively

high recently, and the level of training and experience was not as high as it

should be. The training program is being expanded, to help solve this problem.

Turnover is partly a result of existence of competing possibilities of em-

ployment in the Richland area, and better pay elsewhere. The difficulties

being experienced by WPPS should substantially reduce the number of jobs that

may be competing for N-reactor personnel. However, in the interest of retain-

ing UNC staff, the pay scale for critical positions at the N-reactor should be

reviewed to maintain competitiveness.

An accelerated training program is underway. This is important, and

proper stress is being given to it.

Trend Analysis Generally

The increase in emphasis on quality assurance as it pertains to per-

formance at N-reactor, and the periodic trend analysis reports that analyze

incidence of problems, are very important. This program is a central factor in

improvement in N-reactor operation and maintenance, because it should provide a

first indication of any change in acceptability of performance. The trend

analyses already indicate improvement in such areas as weld filler metal con-

trols.
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Adeouacy of the SURR

The annual Startup Readiness Reviews conducted by the CNRB are extensive

and are much more detailed than those usually encountered at commercial power

reactors or at DOE research reactors. They reflect a strong concern for

safety. Parenthetically, we note that one of the long-standing questions

concerning N-reactor has been: it is so complex a plant that possibly no one

individual could understand all of it. This was certainly a concern during the

original ACRS review twenty years ago. In fact, however, CNRB sessions show a

proad capability among individuals in key positions in the organization for

comprehensive understanding of the entire plant from the standpoint of safety.

If there is any criticism of CNRB conduct of the SURR, it is that valuable

-"time of higher staff members is often devoted to details that could be dealt

with in NERC reviews, or that could be reduced by better preparation by indi-

viduals making presentations or answering questions. We recognize the problems

caused by the need to hold SURR meetings at the same time that individuals

__called in are also hard at work on the startup items themselves. Perhaps the

best that can be done under the circumstances is to recognize the problem and

continue to work at its solution, without expecting that completely satisfac-

tory presentations will ever be achieved.

In any event, there is no indication that either these problems of prep-

aration for SURR meetings or the level of detail in reviews have impaired the

reviews by CNRB.
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General Appraisal

1. The N-reactor nuclear safety system satisfies both the letter and the

spirit of DOE Order 5480.1A. The extent and degree of attention devoted

to nuclear safety by the UNC organization are appropriate. Operation is

conservative and cautious, and gives all appearances of a safely run

plant.

2. In spite of this, the trend of tech specs violations is somewhat un-

favorable, indicating that improvements in either the nuclear safety

system or its implementation, or both, are in order.

3. The principal causes of unfavorable trend indications appear to be oper-

ating or maintenance personnel error. This suggests the desirability of

increased attention to the training (and re-training) of operators, crafts

personnel, and supervisors in the operating and maintenance organizations. i

4. Simplification of the nuclear safety system may also help to correct the

unfavorable trend noted.
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Sunmmary of Recommendations

1. An effort should be made to simplify both the organization and the docu-

mentation of nuclear safety at N-reactor.- Several present manuals may

be unnecessary.

2. The NESC-N, the NESC-F and the CNRB should adopt a more disciplined ap-

proach in the areas of attendance at meetings, completion of staff work

prior to meetings, formulating recommendations, addressing recommnenda-

tions, and follow-up on unfinished business.

.3. The CNRB should tend more to remand to the NESCs or to the appropriate

technical or operating organizations matters which have not been thor-

ouqhly prepared for CNRB consideration. The CNRB now tends too easily

to involve itself in what should be staff work done for it.

S4. Efforts should be made to induce a closer rapport between the nuclear

safety and operating organizations. Suggested methods include eliminating

unnecessary meetings, shortening (by good preparation) those which are

necessary, and more in-plant time on the part of nuclear safety personnel.

The importance of operations personnel participation in nuclear safety

meetings should be stressed by management.

5. A probabilistic risk analysis of N-reactor should be undertaken.

6. The preparation of agendas for CNRB meetings should include an active

solicitation of all concerned organizations for items to qo on those

agendas.

7. The training and re-training of operators, craft personnel, and super-

visors in the operating and maintenance organizations should be specific-

ally directed to the prevention of errors like those which have resulted

in 4 tech spec violations in the last several months.
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8. Quality assurance should perform 100 verification that tests required by

the tech specs have been performed as required.

9. A special study should be done of the implications of higher air pressure

needed for operation of the V-3 valves, to determine whether measures

should be taken to improve performance.

10. Intensive investigation should be continued on means of solving the

problem of sticking fog spray valves.

11. A study should be made of the cause for the recent large rate of UO's,

their significance, and any need for remedial measures.
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Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87 185

October 17. 1986

Mr. Michael Zentner
UNC Nuclear Industries
Post Office Box 490
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mike:

Enclosed are our comments on the draft report of the Phase I of
the N-Reactor Level 1 PRA. We have commented on the version
you sent us earlier last month, although we understand that a
revised version has been prepared. I trust you will still find
our comments useful. Our review was conducted over the course
of a week or so and focused on the approaches used, complete-
ness, and consistency. We assume that plant personnel will
provide additional review to ensure the report reflects the
actual plant design and operation.

This cover letter will convey our general impressions of the
work. Attached are a compilation of our more significant spe-
cific comments on the work. We are also enclosing marked-up
copies of the report which contain additional detailed comments.

In general, we believe that a good beginning has been made to
the PRA. It is obvious that much work has been done which will
-form a good foundation for the future tasks. Unfortunately.
the report suffers from numerous inconsistencies and a few
areas of incompleteness. These could be remedied rather eas-

ily. however, with one last careful pass through the material.
Our comments note many of these inconsistencies.

The functional analysis which was performed provides a reason-
able basis for identifying many of the significant initiating
events. A few logical inconsistencies were noted but, in gen-
eral. the work appears to be sound. While many initiators were
identified, we suspect that there may be additional support
system-related initiators beyond those identified from histori-
cal experience. Our experience has shown that support system
'initiators are often risk-significant. The investigation in
this area could be improved by searching these systems more
diligently, perhaps using an FKEA approach. We would also
encourage investigating interdependencies among support sys-
tems. An event in one support system may effect another sup-
port system which, in turn. could cause the plant to trip.
Such initiators should be sought.
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Mr. Michael Zentner 
UNe Nuclear Industries 
Post Office Box 490 
Richland. Washington 99352 

Dear Mike: 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque. New Meluco 87185 

October 17. 1986 

Enclosed are our comments on the draft report of the Phase I of 
the N-Reactor Level 1 PRA. We have commented on the version 
you sent us earlier last month. although we understand that a 
~vised version has been prepared. I trust you will still find 
OUr comments useful. Our review was conducted over the course 
of a week or so and focused on the approaches used. complete
ness. and consistency. We assume that plant personnel will 
provide additional review to ensure the report reflects the 
~.~tual plant design and operation. 

This cover letter will convey our general impressions of the 
work. Attached are a compilation of our more significant spe
cific comments on the work. We are also enclosing marked-up 
copies of the report which contain additional detailed comments • ....... 

.. ~.n general. we believe that a good beginning has been made to 
tbe PRA. It is obvious that much work has been done which will 

...f.orm a good foundation for the future tasks. Unfortunately. 
the report suffers from numerous inconsistencies and a few 
areas of incompleteness. These could be remedied rather eas-
~lY. however. witb one last careful pass through the material. 
Our comments note many of these inconsistencies. 

The functional analysis which was performed provides a reason
able basis for identifying many of the Significant initiating 
events. A few logical inconsistencies were noted but. in gen
eral. the work appears to be sound. While many initiators were 
identified. we suspect that there may be additional support 
system-related initiators beyond those identified from histori
cal experience. OUr experience has shown that support system 
'initiators are often risk-si;nificant. The investigation in 
this area could be improved by searching these systems more 
diligently. perhaps using an FMEA approach. We would also 
encourage investigating interdependencies among support sys
tems. An event in one support system may effect another sup
port system which. in turn. could cause the plant to trip. 
Such initiators should be sought. 
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mr. Michael Zentner

It would appear that a valuable hitoriical data b h:asi been
compiled. Unfortunately., the relevant.chapter provides only a
detailed exposition of the approach. A more meainhgtul -discus-
sion would focus on what was learned from the review of histor-
ical data and what was pertinent to t he selection of initia-
tors. We are also concerned that the focuson: OUtage Reports
may have excluded significant events contained in the Unusual
Occurrence Reports. This would appear to be a signifiCant
omission.

!i

A good start was made on the determination of success criteria.
The approach of identifying mitigating functions' and systems
for each initiator is a sound approach to developing success
criteria. It would appear in a few instances that perhaps not
all systems were identified which could respond. 'We 0wou-ld also
urge you to ensure that realistic criteria be developed1 .rather ther
than to rely on design assumptions used in safety analyses.

Finally, it would appear that additional work is needed to com-
plete the success criteria table. This table should reflect
the logic for responding systems (ie.. AND or OR logic for
multiple systems) and the number of trains required for each
system. This was not in the version we received. Such infor-
mation could point up additional distinctions among initiators
and is needed for both the event tree and fault tree develop-
ment.

I trust you will find my comments to be helpful. It would
appear that the project is off to a good start. We would
appreciate a copy of the final Phase I report. Should you
desire clarification of our comments, do not hesitate to call
me or Tim Wheeler.

Sincerely.

David D. Carlson
Light Water Reactor Safety
Technology Division 6717

DDC: 6417:vrs

Enclosure

Copy to:
6410 J. W. Hickman
6412 A. L. Camp
6412 F. T. Harper
6412 D. M. Kunsman
6412 T. A. Wheeler
6417 D. D. Carlson
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SPECIFIC COMMNTS

Attached below are the more significant specific comments from
our review. These are arranged in order of the pages of the
review draft.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

No comments.

2.0 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

Under Section 2.2. Integration of Phase I Tasks, on the top
of page five. the paragraph implies that the initiating
event analysis will be restricted to safety-related una-
vailability events with respect to the project's secondary
goal of evaluating plant availability. While this restric-
tion should not compromise the thoroughness of the safety
analysis, exclusion of non-safety-related unavailability
initiators could be a serious limitation on the availabil-
ity analysis.

Under Section 2.3, the third paragraph discusses how suc-
cess criteria will be finalized. It is not clear if there
will be an emphasis on identifying realistic success cri-
teria, or if the plant safety analysis will be taken too
literally. For example, one of the requirements for ECCS
success is a flow of 22,000 gpm (Table 5-7). Is this much
flow really necessary to protect the core? Is it not pos-
sible that a lesser flow rate could protect the core and.
if so. what other systems could be used? (We point this
out as an example, and not because of any specific informa-
tion or knowledge on our part regarding the ECCS and core
cooling requirements.) The method as described on Page 5
implies that questions challenging design basis success
criteria will not be asked.

3.0 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

In general, the method presented for identifying initiating
events and mitigating systems appears to be a good process.
To check for completeness, it would be very useful to com-
pare the trees in Section 3.0 to the DOE-sponsored Calvert
Cliffs Integrated Approach conducted by the University Re-
search Foundation of the University of Maryland. Unfortu-
nately. we do not have sufficient time to include such a
task in our review.

While we feel that the identification of initiators rep-
resents a thorough and productive analysis. there are
significant inconsistencies within the Safety Functional
Diagram (Figure 3.2). and between the initiators identified
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in branches 1.0 and 2.0 of the trees and the initiators
presented in Tables 3-3. 3-5. and in Section 5.0. Thles
inconsistencies create difficulty in reviewing and evalu-
ating the functional- analysis for completeness. and raise
some questions as to the quality of the work. More spe-
cific recommendations and criticisms of Section 3.0 are
given below.

Under Section 3.2 in the final paragraph. the word function
i.s defined precisely as a role which must be played by some
system or systems. The functional analysis is then de-
scribed as a tree of such functions. Yet, most nodes of
the Safety Functional Diagram are described by events, not
functions. Further, throughout this report, many of these
events are referred to as functions -- even though function
is clearly def ined on Page 7. While this does not impact
the quality of the initiator event identification, it is an
example of inconsistent and imprecise language which clouds
the presentation of the work. Especially within the con-
text of a tree such as Figure 3-2, with its progression of
logic from general ideas at the tor down to specific events
at the bottom, it is important that the description of the
tree and labeling on the tree be consistent, clear, and
precise..

On Table 3-1.. item 6 discusses the use of a Dewey Decimal
System for the trees. This is fine for the functional
analysis, but this system could be problematic if used for
accident sequence designations.. Such sequence designations
have been used in the past but are not very convenient. A
more desirable approach is to use some alphanumeric scheme
which contains more clues as to the actual events involved.

Figure 3-1. the Availability Functional Diagram. is in-
consistent in the development of the two major branches.
Events on the bottom of Branch 2.0 are results of plant
outages, whereas events on the bottom of Branch 1.0 are
causes of plant outages. The f low of logic through the
branches is unclear. The safety functional diagram seems
better organized.

Under Section 3.3.2.1 on Page 1S. the last two paragraphs
discuss the lack of distinction between local or partial
core damage and global damage in a .level 1 PRA. ,Care
should be exercised here against a possible conservatism.
Some degree of fuel failure is normal and not risk signifi-
cant. Furthermore, some events resulting in local damage
which might eventually progress to global damage could be
arrested by recovery actions before global damage occurs.
Such recovery actions might be missed due to not distin-
guishing between local and global core damage.

Was loss of heat. removal in the spent fuel pool considered
under Storage of Fuel Handling Accidents (Figure 3-4.
Branch 1.1.2.2)? This would seem to be a plausible sce-
nario.
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cant. Furthermore. some events resulting in local damage 
which might eventually progress to global damage could be 
arrested by recovery actions before global damage occurs. 
Such recovery actions might be missed due to not distin
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Was loss of beat. removal in the spent fuel pool considered 
under Storage of Fuel Handling Accidents (Figure 3-4. 
Branch 1.1.2.2)? This would seem to be a plausible sce
nario. 
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Under Section 3.3.2.1.2 on Page 21, the last paragraph
before 3.3.2.1.2.1. the argument to exclude simultaneous
Over-Power and Undercooling events is insufficient. If the
negative reactivity coefficients are adequate to prevent
this, a more in-depth substantiation is needed.

Under Section 3.3.2.1.2.1 on Page 23. the rationale to
restrict rod withdrawal scenarios to the two design speeds
is not clear. Are there not other plausible scenarios
where the withdrawal mechanisms pull the rods out at a rate
greater than design rates?

On Page 23, the second paragraph contains a statement
concerning the graphite moderator -- "We cannot identify
any reason for this graphite moderated system to be differ-
ent from light light water moderated thermal reactors."
This is not self-evident. Indeed, discussion on Page 55
regarding Loss of Moderator -Cooling Initiators con-
tradicts the argument on Page 23.

Additional attention regarding the graphite moderator
* should be focused on possible air-graphite and water-graph-

ite interactions. There is no apparent consideration of
such events in the report.

-SAFETY FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

Specific comments regarding the Safety Functional Diagram
and the identification of initiators and mitigating systems
are given below.

In the development of "Safety-Related Initiating Events".
Branch 1.3 (Page 16). initiators for fuel rods in and out
of reactor simultaneously are not developed. Yet on Page
17 there is a reference at the top of the page to plant
experience involving fuel ejected from the reactor. Why
are these initiators undeveloped on the tree, and why is
such an event not identified from the historical analysis
in Table 3-3 and Section 4.0?

Under Branch 1.2.3 - Plant Trip or Shutdown - the descrip-
tions of the various plant trips could be more informative
by including the plant conditions leading to the trip. For
example, under Automatic Trips - Branch 1.2.3.1 - one might
have expected to see the conditions leading to automatic
trip, such as high pressurizer level, or low RCS pressure.
To describe the Process Channel as an automatic trip of the
primary system does not tell what characteristics of the
process channel cause plant trips. Similarly, under Spuri-
ous and Manual trips, the items listed as plant trip causes
are lists of system names or component names, not really
causes of trips. Furthermore, the rationale for dividing
things between spurious, automatic, and manual categories
is never explained. Could not, for example. many auto trip
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devices result in spurious trips as well? Only the spuri-
ous trips are related back to the NUSAR in the report. How
were the other trips identified? Why are high radiation
trips not on this tree? 4
Under Branch 2.0 for "Non-Fuel" sources of radiation
releases on Page 34. the logic of the tree appears to be
flawed. As one proceeds down Branch 2.1 and 2.2. logic
levels are developed inconsistently between the two
branches. Why are there not similar release paths for both
procedural and mechanical failures? For example, why is
"Stack and Roof Vent", event 2.1.1.l.a. developed only
under Procedural Errors (2.1.1.). and is excluded from
"Mechanical Failures" (2.1.2)? It seems as though similar
release paths could apply to both procedural and mechanical
release modes.

Branch 3.0 - ACCIDENT MITIGATING FUNCTIONS

There is a general difficulty in tracing the products of
Branch 3.0 (systems relevant to th•i various mitigating
functions and initiator types) to the identification of
initiators in Branches 1.0 and 2.0. The relationship
between identifying initiators and identifying mitigating
systems for initiators needs to be better established. For
example, one would expect that Branch 3.2.1 - Mitigation
Systems For In-Core Fuel Damage Accidents - is closely re-
lated to Branch 1.2 - Radioactive Release From Fuel Damage
in the Reactor. In Branch 1.2i initiators are identified
based on three categories of accidents - Overpower At Nor-
mal Cooling, Undercooling At Normal Power, and Plant Trip
of Shutdown. On Branch 3.2.1. the mitigating systems are
identified with respect to five categories of initiators -
large, intermediate, and small LOCAs. Power/Cooling Mis-
matches, and Secondary System Breaks. How do the catego-
ries in Branch 3.0 relate to the categories in Branches 1.0
and 2.0?

Several apparent LOCAs (see '.2.2.1.a) are placed under
Branch 1.2.2. - Undercooling at Normal Power. Yet under
Branch 3.2.1, these initiators are separated from Power/-
Cooling Mismatch and put into separate LOCA categories.
What has happened from identifying the initiators in Branch
1.2 to regrouping them in 3.2.1? How was this done?

Logic inconsistencies are apparent within Branch 3.0. Mit-
igating functions are not shown for Branch 3.2.2 - Out of
Core Fuel Damage Accidents. Compare tree branches 3.2.1 to
3.2.2. As one proceeds down 3.2.1. safety systems are
related to classes of initiators through mitigating func-
tions. As one proceeds down 3.2.2, there are two major
discrepancies compared to 3.2.1. First, there is no clas-
sification of initiator types in 3.2.2. Second. there is
no establishment of a relationship between systems and ini-
tiators based on mitigating functions. Yet, the method for
the functional analysis presented in Chapter 3.0 emphasizes
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that the development of such a relation between initiators
and systems is fundamental to the functional analysis. The
first paragraph of Section 3.3.2 addresses this specific-
ally.

On Page 44. the third paragraph of Section 3.3.2.3.2 dis-
cusses damage to in-core fuel elements, while fresh fuel is
being put into the core. This seems to be a scenario
worthy of consideration, yet it does not seem to be devel-
oped as an initiator. Furthermore, this scenario is dis-
cussed within the context of out-of-reactor fuel accident
scenarios, yet the concern here is that fuel-in-reactor
will be damaged. Would not the fuel-in-reactor analysis be
a better context to evaluate this issue?

On page 46. the last paragraph of Section 3.3.2.3.2 dis-
cusses criticality events in the spent fuel storage basin.
It is not obvious that the potential consequences of these
events are enveloped in the storage basin LOCA scenario.
The release of energy due to a chain reaction in the fuel
may result in quite different consequences than a build up
of decay heat.

In Figure 3-22 - Mitigating For Fuel Ejected at Power
Accidents - there are no branch numbers. This figure
apparently branches off Figure 3-15. but from where is not
clear. On Figure 3-15. there is no transfer to Figure 3-22
shown. Furthermore, there is a logic inconsistency in the
relationship between systems and functions in Figure 3-22
and in Figures 3-16 through 3-20. In Figures 3-16 through
3-20. functions and systems are related to specific types
of initiators. In Figure 3-22. two systems are listed un-
der "Heat Removal." This implies that both systems miti-
gate the same initiator. Yet in the text on Page 46, Sec-
tion 3.3.2.3.3 implies that the two systems - Water Filled
Fuel Discharge Pit and Containment Fog Spray System - re-
spond to different situations. This is not expressed in

' the tree.

3.4 N-REACTOR ACCIDENT INITIATORS

As a general comment, were generic initiating event lists
from previous PRAs consulted? There is no discussion any-
where regarding conventional initiators and their applica-
bility to the N-Reactor.

Questions. concerns, and comments regarding the list of
initiators from the functional analysis and data search are:

I Undercooling at Normal Power

Events 23 and 7 do not seem to be unique.

h • Event 21 is not found in the functional analysis.
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scenarios. yet the concern here is that fuel-in-reactor 
will be damaged. Would not the fuel-in-reactor analysis be 
a better context to evaluate this issue? 

On page 46. the last paragraph of Section 3.3.2.3.2 dis
cusses criticality events in the spent fuel storage basin. 
It is not obvious that the potential consequences of these 
events are enveloped in the storage basin tOCA scenario. 
The release of energy due to a chain reaction in the fuel 
may result in quite different consequences than a buildup 
of decay heat. 

In Figure 3-22 - Mitigating Por Puel Ejected at Power 
Accidents there are no branch numbers. This figure 
apparently branches off Figure 3-15. but from where is not 
clear. On Figure 3-15. there is no transfer to Figure 3-22 
shown. Furthermore. there is a logic inconsistency in the 
relationship between systems and functions in Figure 3-22 
and in Figures 3-16 through 3-20. In Pigures 3-16 through 
3-20. functions and systells are related to specific types 
of initiators. In Fiqure 3-22. two systems are listed un
der "Heat Removal." This implies that both systems miti
gate the same initiator. Yet in the text on Page 46. Sec
tion 3.3.2.3.3 implies that the two systems - Water Filled 
Fuel Discharge Pit and Containment Pog Spray System - re
spond to different situations • This is not expressed in 
the tree. 

3.4 N-REACTOR ACCIDENT INITIATORS 

As a general comment. were generic initiating event lists 
from previousPRAs consulted? There is no discussion any
where regarding conventional initiators and their applica
bility to the N-Reactor. 

Questions. concerns. and comments regarding the list of 
initiators from the functional analysis and data search are: 

I Undercooling at Normal Power 

• Events 23 and 7 do not seem to be unique. 

• Event 21 is not found in the functional analysis. 
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*. From Figure 3-9. Branch 1.2.2.3. Secondary System
Undercooling. the event - Loss of Flow of Tur-
bine/Condenser Returns/MSH - does not appear here.

* Possible additions due to Branch 1.2.2.3 of Fig-
ure 3-7 are not allowed for here.

II Overpower at Normal Cooling

0 Event 1.2.1.2.b of Figure 3-6 is missing.

* It appears as though some of the Normal Cooling
initiators actually involve abnormal primary sys-
tem cooling (e.g.. events 32. 33). This seems to
contradict the definition of this initiator cate-
gory.

* Event 40 is not accounted for in the functional

analysis.

V Support Systems

• Identification of support system initiators has
been limited to observed failures and plant trips
in the historical data. A failure modes and ef-
fects analysis should be considered for the var-
ious support systems to determine which systems
might trip the plant, and how. The list pre-
sented here is not consistent with the support
systems identified on Table 5-2 as having the
potential to trip the plant. Why are not HVAC.
SWS, HPFWo LPFWo and CRW on this list?

* There may be a potential for significant over-
sights if support system initiators are limited
to historical data. As an example. the NRC's
evaluation of the Zion Probabilistic Safety Study
resulted in a significant re-evaluation of the
Zion risk profile based on support system initi-
ated sequences. These initiators have not yet
been observed, but are dominant risk contributors.

* To what voltage level were AC and DC bus failures
analyzed as possible initiators - 4160. 480. 120?

VI WPPSS

* The relationship of this category to the func-
tional analysis is not established in the report.
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ViI Fuel In and Out of Reactor

* In Figure 3-3 of the functional analysis. this
category is undeveloped. Where do these initi-
ators come from? The reference Oa page 17 to
plant experience involving ejected fuel rods is
not substantiated here.

VIII Non-Fuel Sources

* Are initiators 64 and 65 unique?

* It appears as though Figure 3-14 identifies seven
initiators, yet only four appear here.

3.5 N-REACTOR ACCIDENT INITIATOR GROUPS

In Section 3.5. it is claimed that initiators are grouped
according to the mitigating systems which respond to the
initiators. Yet, only the three LOCA categories can be
clearly traced back to the mitigating functions branch
(3.0) of the functional analysis. Do the others all come
from branches 3.2.1.4 (Power/Cooling Mismatch) and 3.2.1.5
(Secondary System Break)? If so, how are they derived from
them?

Additional explanation, is needed to clarify the relation-
ship between Sections 3.4 and. 3.5. The initiators are
presented in eight groups in Section 3.4 (Table 3-3). Most

S of these groups can be related fairly directly to the func-
tional analysis initiator identification branches 1.0 and
2.0. However, in Section 3.5 (Table 3.4). the events are
reorganized with no illustration or guidance as to how the
new categories are derived. The confusion is exacerbated
by the fact that some initiators, grouped 'in different
categories based on Branches 1.0 and 2.0 of the functional
analysis. are now combined into the same group. on Table
3-4. For example, initiators 18. 36, and 37 are grouped
into category 7 - Steam Break Inside Confinement - on Table
3-4. On Table 3-3, event 18 was grouped differently from
36 and 37. This is an example of how the relationship be-
tween initiator identification (Branches 1.0 and 2.0) and
initiator groups - relevant mitigating functions and sys-
tems identification (Branch 3.0) must be clearly illus-
trated.

Further inconsistencies, between Table 3-3. 3-4. and Section
3-5 include:

* Initiators 25. 29. 51. and S9 of Table 3-3 are not
accounted for on Table 3-4.
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* The text of Section 3-5 lists the initiating events
for each category. But the descriptions of the initi-
ators, and the number of initiators, included in the
text are inconsistent with the initiators of Tables
3-3 and 3-4. This is confusing.

* On Page 53. the description of category 9 - Feedwater
Break - states that the systems response to these ini-
tiators are similar to Loss of Feedwater - Category
10. According to the rules for categorizing initia-
tors on Page 51. are not Categories 9 and 10 the same?

These and other inconsistencies suggest the need to care-
fully review this information again to ensure that a clear.
unique set of initiators is developed for subsequent use.

4.0 HISTORICAL DATA

The emphasis of the write-up on the historical data search
is far too oriented towards the methods employed and the
process undertaken to collect and analyze plant records. A
few pages on what was done would have sufficed for methods
presentation. The remainder of the chapter should be de-
voted to presenting insights learned and knowledge gained
from the data analysis. No such information or results of
the data search were given. References are made regarding

* "data based events" and "data based initiator lists", yet
such information is not displayed. The presentation of
results of a seemingly well organized. thorough collection
and review is limited to four very generalized initiating
events on Table 3-3.

The data review was primarily restricted to the Outage
.. Report. The Unusual Occurrence Reports - which are equated

to Licensee Event Reports (LERs) for commercial nuclear
power plants - were. apparently not utilized. The reason
given for this on the bottom of Page 59 is suspect. The
report states that the Unusual Occurrence Reports (UOs) "do
not address the project need to evaluate the entire N-Reac-
tor event history." It would seem that exclusion of the
UOs would eliminate from evaluation that portion of the
N-reactor event history chronicled in the UOs. Further-
more, LERs have proven to be a valuable source of plant
specific information, in commercial nuclear power plant
PRAs. It seems unwise to categorically ignore their N-Re-
actor counterpart. This presents significant potential for
serious oversight.

5.0 SYSTEMS AND SUCCESS CRITERIA ANALYSIS

The Support System Matrix. Table 5-2. is an excellent rep-
resentation of frontline - support system interfaces at a
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general. qualitative level. Unfortunately,. the references
listed in Table 5-3 as sources for the information dis-
played in the matrix did not prove particularly useful.
For example, our review of the High Pressure Injection
System references in the Plant Manual and the NUSAR from
Table 5-3 did not verify most of the X's shown on Table 5-2
for the HPI (the Technical Specifications for the N-Reactor
were not available to us for this review). The process by
which the interfaces on Table 5-2 were determined is not
explained or illustrated in the text. It is difficult to
evaluate the frontline - support system interfaces for
completeness without the presentation of any methods.

A notable shortcoming of Chapter 5.0 is the lack of a sup-
.port systems - support systems interface analysis. Such an
analysis is essential for a comprehensive review of support
system initiating events and would be very helpful in the
Phase 11 fault tree analysis.

In further regard to support systems, the statement in the
first paragraph of Chapter 5.0 - "Some oi the support sys-
tems whose failure would initiate a trip were identified.u
suggests incompleteness. Are the "other" support system
initiators going to be identified? The concern that sup-

__port system initiating event identification is incomplete
when restricted solely to historical plant events has al-
ready been expressed with respect to Chapter 3.0. That
concern is re-emphasized here.

The information presented in Section 5.5 - Success Cri-
teria - is incomplete. The logic between systems where
multiple systems can achieve a particular function is not
shown. There is no way to determine if each system is
needed. or only one system is needed. The number of trains
needed to succeed in multiple train systems is also not
given. The labeling in Table 5-4 is somewhat confusing.

_ Indeed, one of the success criteria for the Confinement
Function in response to LOCAs appears to be Fuel Melt.
This seems quite odd. The text should elaborate upon Table
5-4. For example, we could not understand the criteria for
Reactivity Control on Page 93. One cannot fully establish
the logic (AND or OR) betw~een requirements '1 and 2 on Page
93 and within each requirement. In addition, support sys-
tems should be included on Table 5.4. and the role of
BILCS, both as an initiator and a mitigating system, should
be reviewed.

The purpose of the success criteria questions of Table 5-6
is not clear. They contain many of the questions one would
expect to find answered in a success criteria matrix. If
these questions have been answered, this information needs
to be well displayed. If these questions need to be an-
swered to fulfill success. criteria understanding, they that
should be well stated in the text, so that the relationship
of these questions to the material of Chapter 5.0 is clear.
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The discussion on page 93 regarding the HCR system suggests
similarities between this system and current BWR reactor
protection systems. This suggests the need to consider
phenomena similar to that considered in BWR anticipated
transients without scram (ATWS) accidents. Additionally.
loss of HCR. graphite cooling, and failure of the ball sys-
tem should be examined for potential interacting failure
modes, both among all three systems and between any two
systems.

On page 94. the discussion on confinement success criteria
does not address the potential impact of confinement fail-
ure on the operability of other systems. This type of
interaction should be included in a Level I analysis.

There is a general concern regarding completeness in the
development of Table 5-4. For several initiator classes,
statements are made to the effect that only HPI would be
needed for primary coolant injection (Page 91); however,
this says nothing of other systems which might be available

N should HPI fail, such as ECCS or Lrrw. Significant con-
servatisms can result if non-design options are not con-
sidered for mitigating functions.

The relationship between Table 5.5 and earlier similar
information in Chapter 3 is not clear. The new groupings
are simply presented, with no explanation of differences,
changes, or insights. Further elaboration would be.infor-
mative.

6.0 AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS

We, had no specific comments regarding this section of the
report.

I
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UNC nUCLEAR IflDUSTRIES

A Unf RESOURCIES Company PO Box 490 Telephone 509/376-7411
Rich;and. Washington 99352

MemornclumTM-87-ESA-08
Memorandum

To P. A. Carlson Date February 2, 1987

From S. W. Heaberlin

Subject. SUCCESS CRITERIA FOR PRIMARY DISCONTINUOUS ACTIONS

References: 1. Letter, J. M. McLaren to S. W. Heaberlin, "Analysis Of A
Scram From Full Power With A Failure Of The Primary Coolant
Pumps To Coast Down, A Failure Of The Steam Generator Bypass
Valves To Open, And A Failure Of The Stindby High Pressure
Injection Pump To Start", dated June 4, 1985.

2. UNI-M-160, "System Safety Analysis Related To N Reactor", by
Y. M. Chien et al, dated May, 1984.

3. TEC-87-008, "N Plant Response During a Four DA Failure
!;cram".

4. Technical Bases Manual DUN-M-37 2, TB-200M.

A rmlajor concern expressed by LANL in their Irdep3ndent Safety
Review of N Reactor is the plant's performance if the primary
discontinuous actions were to fail following a SCRAM. As you
know, the purpose of these actions is to control primary loop
shrinkage, maintain pressure control and prolong thermal endrgy
availability for plant needs. The specific concern of LANL is,
if these automatic functions fall to operate, will an ECCS
operation be demanded.

We have carefully reviewed our previous work on this subjec-t and
reanalyzed the plant transient. We conclud3 that while the
transient would be more severe than a normal SCRAM, through the
operation of normal automatic plant control systems in the
absences of the discontinuous actions, a stable shutdown condi-
tion would be reached without an ECCS demand. This assumes
offsite AC power is available. A more detailqd discussion of the
transient and our analysis follows.

oDISUSSION

There are four primary discontinuous actions (DAs) whose purpose
is to automatically upon a SCRAM immediately institute actions to
limit heat removed from the primary ,-nolant. T;,is limits thermal
shrinkage of the primary loop holding liquid level within the
pressurizer to insure pressure contrcl. It also oreserveu
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P.A. Carlson TM-87-ESA-08
Page 2
February 2, 1987

thermal energy to provide steam for the primary coolant pump
drive turbines and the on-site turbine generator (B Bus) until
the on-site boiler(s) can ramp up. The DAs of interest are:

o Bring standby High Pressure Injection (HPI) pumps to

full flow.

o Open steam generator by-pass valves to divert a portion

of the flow around the steam generators.

o Reduce primary coolant pump speed.

0 Close the CONDV-203 valves tci isolate the dump

condensers.

Our original analysis (Ref. 1) addressed the failure of the first
three DAs. Since then, the fourth DA was added as an automatic
action replacing the previous operator action to manually close
the CONDV-203 valves.

With the significant interest in the plant response to the DA
failure we reviewed the initial study and reanalyzed the tran-
sient. Both analyses employed our validated RETRAN model rif the
N Reactor thermal hydraulic system(Ref. 2). The new analysis
(Ref. 3) is nearly a duplication of the previous study, with
added formal independent review and documentation. The one
significant difference Is that rather than modeling a normal
SCRAM secondary system response. the steam generator steam
pressure was held constant. This simulates the failure of the
OONDV-203 DA and the higher steam flow, i.e. greater cooling.
Normally, there would be a steam pressure reduction with the
primary pump speed reduction. Without this, the steam pressure
would rise due to the WPPSS turbine runback. The normal automa-
tic pressure control would attempt to hold pressure constant by
loading the dump condensers. This is the condition modeled. In
an actual transient, the overcooling would eventually cause a
decay in steam pressure. When 135 psig was reached, the set-
point controller would close the HPV-201 valves, in parallel with
the CONDV-203 valves, cutting off the dump condenser heat sink.

Another significant consideration in the analysis is the perfor-
mance of the HPI pumps and their relation to the on-s~ite AC power
(B Bus). Normally the DAs hold sufficient energy within the
primary and secondary systems to power B Bus and the primary
coolant pumps for up to an hour. This exceeds the maximum boiler
run up time of 30 minutes. With failure of the DAs, this long
term assurance of B Bus cannot be provided. It is possible that
B Bus would be sustained until the boiler steam is available.
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the on-site b01ler(s) can ramp up. The OAs of interest are: 

o Brfng standby High Pressure Injection (HPI) pumps to 
full flow. 

o Open steam generator by-pass valves to dfvert a portion 
of the flow around the steam generators. 

o Reduce primary coolant pump speed. 

a Close the CONDV-203 valves t~ isolate the dump 
condensers. 

Our original analysis (Ref. 1) addressed the failure of the first 
three DAs. Since then. the fourth DA was added as an automatic 
action replacing the previous operator action to manually close 
the OONDV-203 valves. 

W1th the significant interest in the plant response to the DA 
failure we reviewed the initial study and reanalyzed the tran
sient. Both analyses employed our validated RETRANmodel ~f the 
N Reactor thermal hydraulic system(Ref. 2). The new analysis 
(Ref. 3) is nearly a duplication of the previous study. with 
added formal independent review and documentation. The one 
signiffcant difference is that rather than modelfng a normal 
SCRAM secondary system response, the steam generator steam 
pressure was held constant. This simulates the failure of the 
OONDV-203 DA and the higher steam flow. i.e. greater cooling. 
Normally, there would be a steam pressure reduction with the 
primary pump speed reduction. Without this, the steam pressure 
would rise due to the WPPSS turbine runback. The normal automa
tic pressure control would ~ttempt to hold pressure constant by 
loading the dump condensers. This is the condition modeled. In 
an actual transient, the overcooling would eventually cause a 
decay in steam pressure. When 135 psig was reached, the set
point controller would close the HPV-201 valves, in parallel with 
the CONDV-203 va',ves, cutting off the dump condenser heat sink. 

Another significant consideration in the analysis is the perfor
mance of the HPI pumps and their relatfon to the on-s,ite AC power 
(8 Bus). Normally the DAs hold sufficient energy within the 
primary and secondary systems to power B Bus and the primary 
coolant pumps for up to an hour. This exceeds the maximum boiler 
run up time of 30 minutes. Wfth failure of the DAs, this long 
term assurance of 8 Bus cannot be provided. It is possible that 
B Bus would be sustained until the boiler steam is available. 
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However, since our RETRAN model of the plant has separate primary
and secondary system models due to computer space limitations,
the interative solution for the fate of B Bus has not yet been
conducted. It is clear however, the loss of B Bus is not
immediate.

In the model we assume two HPI pumps are available and respond to
the normal demand signals. This means with the primary loop
shrinkage they load up and come to full flow. In the actual
transient the two on-line pumps (one A Bus*, one B Bus) would
respond in this fashion. The two standby pumps would follow
sequentially due to start signals from high HPI flow demand.
Until B Bus was lost all four pumps would be running. With the
loss of B Bus, the two A Bus pumps would continue to operate.
Therefore, our model of two available pumps is a conservative
representation of the condition of the DA failure with a rapid
(less than 1 minute) but not immediate loss of B Bus.

The modeled transient shows a sharp drop in primary system
pressure and pressurizer level. Pressure stability is achieved
and pressure recovery begins at about 132 seconds after SCRAM.
The minimum pressure in the reactor outlet piping in the vicinity
of the ECCS pressure sensors is 737 psia. This Is above the ECCS
trip point of 645 psig or 660 psia. The minimum pressure at the
primary pump suction is about 675 psia. This is substantially
above the NPSH requirements of the primary pumps. Pump suction
primary, coolant temperatures at this point are under 3700 F. The
conservative limits for our operating standards gives an NPSH
requirement for pump suction pressure of 495 psia for this
condition (Ref. 4). Therefore, there is no danger of cavitation
induced flow loss. Therefore the prevention of ECCS actuation is
assured. With pressure recovery long term cooling is achieved
with the normal recirculation cooling. Even with the potential B
Bus and primary coolant pump drive turbine steam supply loss this
is assured with 3 of 5 primary pump pony motors. These are
powered by offsite AC power.

The conservatisms of this analysis include the failure to take
initial credit for the standby HPI pumps as described above. An
additional conservatism is the assumption that all primary
coolant pumps continue to operate at full speed. This maximizes
the thermal shrinkage and the severity of the transient. In
reality, the rapid reduction In thermal energy would cause steam
supply to quickly fall off and full speed operation could not be
maintained.

It is concluded therefore# that this conservative analysis

adequately models the plant performance. It has been shown that

* Offsite AC power
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However, since our RETRAN model of the plant has separate primary 
and secondary system models due t~ computer space limitations, 
the interative solution for the fate of B Bus has not yet been 
conducted. It is clear however, the loss of B Bus is not 
1mmediate. 

In the model we assume two HPI pumps are available and respond to 
the normal demand signals. This means with the primary loop 
shr1nkage they load up and come to full flow. In the actual 
transient the two on-line pumps (one A Bus*, one B Bus) would 
respond in this fashion. The two standby pumps would follow 
sequentially due to start signals from high HPI flow demand. 
Until B Bus was lost all four pumps wo~ld be running. With the 
loss of B Bus, the two A Bus pumps would continue to operate. 
Therefore, our model of two available pumps is a conservative 
representation of the condition of the DA failure with a rapid 
(less than 1 minute) but not immediate loss of B Bus. 

The modeled transient shows a sharp drop in primary system 
pressure and pressurizer level. Pressure stability is achieved 
and pressure recovery begins at about 132 seconds after SCRAM. 
The minimum pressure in the reactor outlet piping in the vicinit.y 
of the ECCS pressure sensors is 737 psia. This is above the ECCS 
trip point of 645 psig or 660 psia. The minimum pressure at the 
primary pump suction is about 675 psia. This is substantially 
above the NPSH requirements of the primary pumps. Pump suction 
pr1mary, coolant temperatures at this point are under 3700 F. The 
conservative limits for our operating standards gives an NPSH 
requirement for pump suction pressure of 495 pSia for this 
condition (Ref. 4). Therefore, there is no danger of cavitation 
induced flow loss. Therefore the prevention of ECCS actuation is 
assured. With pressure recovery long term cooling is achieved 
with the normal recirculation cooling. Even with. the potential B 
Bus and primary coolant pump drive turbine steam supply loss this 
is assured with 3 of 5 primary pump pony motors. These are 
powered by offs1te AC power. 

The conservatisms of this analysis include the failure to take 
initial credit for the standby HPI pumps as described above. An 
additional conservatism is the assumption that all primary 
coolant pumps continue to operate at full speed. This maximizes 
the thermal shrinkage and the severity of the transient. In 
reality, the rapid reduction in thermal energy would cause steam 
supply to quickly falloff and full speed operatfon could not be 
maintained. 

It is concluded therefore, that this conservative analysis 
adequately models the plant performance. It has been shown that 

* Offsite AC power 
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a stable post SCRAM shutdown is achieved with a concurrent

failure of all four primary DAs. ECCS is not called for and a

successful cooling with the normal recirculation flow path is

achieved.

(
(~.

Reviewed by: & 
2--y ..2

G. L. Smith, Manager 
Date

Technology

Concurred by:: _ _

I. O. Warner, Manager 
Date

Nuclear Safety

SWH:bab

cc: LL Grumme
LP Leach
JT Long
JM McLaren
KR Mikkelsen
NR Miller
OM Ogden
WJ Ouapp
BE Schmidt
GL Smith
SR Wagoner
RD Warner
SA Wood
MD Zentner
SWH:File/LB
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a stable post SCRAM shutdown is achieved with a concurrent fa;lure of all four primary DAs. ECCS is not called for and a successful cooling with the normal recirculation flow path is achieved. 

Reviewed by: ~'~lIIII5d1o~~------G. L. Smith, Manager 
Technology 

t_/ Concurred by: ,,;,",,-~_~~,",,",",I-oM""''''---~----• O. Wamer, Manager 
Nuclear Safety 

SWH:bab 

cc: II Grumme 
L? Leach 
JT Long 
JM McLaren 
KR Mikkelsen 
NR Miller 
OM Ogden 
WJ Quapp 
BE Schmidt 
GL Smith 
SR Wagoner 
AD Warner 
SA Wood 
MD Zentner 
SWH: F 11 el LB 
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TC

From

M.D. Zentner

E.E. Leitz

0de February 11, 1987

&.

PRIMARY SYSTEM PIPING

The following is a tabulation of the N Reactor Primary System
Piping:

Piging Definition Locaition Total Lenoth(ft)

Process Tubes

Nozzles

Connectors

Reactor Core
(34.8' between reflectors)

105 Bldg Inlet
Sg, 105 Bldg Outlet

105 Bldg Inlet
Riser stubs

s 105 Bldg Outlet
t Riser stubs

53,159

1,003
4,890 -1

52,900
148

51,400
148

Inlet Headers
Outlet Headers
Drain Lines

5X Dead Legs
Flush Line

s Flush Line

(18"OD)
(18"OD)
(4"00)
(6"00)

(10"OD)
(4"00)

105
105
105
105
105
105

Bldg
Bldg
Bldg
Bldg
Bldg
Bldg

(inlet)
(outlet)
(outlet)
(outlet)

Pressurizer Outlet
Manifold (10"OD)

Manifolds (24"OD)cell 6
Manifolds (26"00)
Bypass (16"00)
24" Cell outlet lines
26" Cell inlet lines
18" Line to PCRV 6203's

26" Line to far wall
18" Line runs
16" Line bypass
24" Pump-discharge line
180 Lines to Steam Gen.
5/8" tubing (S.G.)
5/8" tubing (Recup)

3,141
2,269

183
613
107
15

78
171
278
30

1,048
.885

9

Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe

Gal lery
Gal l ery
Gallery
Gallery
Gallery
Gallery
Gal l ery

Steam Gen. Cells
Steam Gen. Cells
Steam Gen. Cells
Steam Gen. Cells
Steam Gen. Cells
Steam Gen. Cells
Pipe Gallery

11X5
128X5
62X5
91X5

139X12
99,943X12
15,840X2
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LE. Leitz 'lJC!. j~ 
. PRIMARY SYSTEM PIPING 

,.~ 

The following is a tabulation of the N Reactor Primary System 
Piping: 

Piping Definition Location Iotal Length'ft) 

Process Tubes Reactor Core 53,159 
(34.8' between reflectors) 

Nozzles 105 Bldg Inlet 1 ,003 

s' 105 Bldg Outlet 4,890 _, 

Connectors 105 Bldg Inlet 52,900 
Riser stubs '148 

~'~ 105 Bldg Outlet . 51 ,40t) 
-: (" Riser stubs 148 

Inlet Headers (lS"OO) 105 Bldg 3,141 
Outlet Headers (lSttOo) 105 Bldg 2,269 
Drain Lines (4"00) 105 Bldg (inlet) 183 
Dead Legs (6"00) 105 Bldg (outlet) 613 
Flush line (10"00) 105 Bldg (outlet) 107 

~ Flush Line (4"00) 105 Bldg (outlet) 15 

Pressurizer Outlet 
Manifold (lOttOD) Pi pe Gallery 7B 

Manifolds (24"0o)cel1 6 Pipe Gallery 171 
Manifolds (26"00) Pi pe Ga 11 ery 278 
Bypass (16"00) Pipe Gallery 30 
24" Cell outlet lines Pipe Gallery 1,048 
26" Cell inlet lines Pipe Gallery ·885 
IS- line to peRV 6203's Pipe Gallery 9 

26" line to far wall Steam Gen. Cells l1XS 
18" Line runs Steam Gen. Cells 128XS 
16" Line bypass Steam Gen. Cells 62X5 
24" Pump .. discharge 1 ine Steam Gen. Cells 9U5 
lS~ lines to Steam Gen. Steam Gen. Cells 139Xl2 
5/S- tubing (S.G.) Steam Gen. Cells 99,943X12 
5/8- tubing (Recup) Pipe Gallery IS,BeOX2 
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TO: MD Zentner
February 11, 1987
Primary System Piping

Piginq Definition Locatio-n Total Length(ft)

3" Piping
1.5" Piping

Rupture Monitor
Rupture Monitor

Ring
Ring

18"
14"
10"
8"
6"

Demin
Demin
Demin
Demin
Demin

Line
Line
Line
Line
Line

(Low
(Low
(Low
(Low
(Low

Press)
Press)
Press)
Press)
Press)

Demin
Demi n
Demin
Demin
Demin

TK
TK
TK
TK
TK

12" HPI Makeup Line
8" HPI Makeup Line
6" HPI Makeup Line
4" HPI Makeup Line
3" HPI Makeup Line
2" HPI Makeup Line

1-1/2" HPI Makeup Line

182
182
182
182
182
182
182

Bldg
Bldg
Bldg
Bldg
Bldg
Bldg
Bldg

to
to
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

HPI
HPI
HPI
HPI
HPI

Cel l s
Cells
Cells
Cells
Cells
Cells
Cells

200
50

258
264

54
26
57

.527
472
224
900

17
80
50

49
666
125
130

60
376
703

(. 4
41
6"
3"
4"

2"
3 "
6"

8"

4"
2"

Low Press Makeup
Low Press Makeup
Emergency Seal Water
Emergency Seal Water

LPIP
LPIP

ESW
ESW I

to
to

to
to

Emerg. Seal
Emerg. Seal

Seal Water
Seal Water

Seal Water
Seal Water
Seal Water

Makeup/Seal
Makeup/Seal
Makeup/Saal
Makeup/Seal

Return
Return
Return

Water
Water
Water
Water

Seals
Seals
Seals

to Demin TK
to Demin TK
to Demin TK

Lines
Lines
Lines
Lines

Within
Within
Within
Within

SG
SG
SG
SG

Cells
Cells
Cells
Cells

2,270
683
698
55

Components in Primary System includes S HPI
pumps, spill cooler (converted recup
recuperative HX, and numerous values.

pumps, six primary
HX) pressurizer,

EEL/kld

cc: PA Carlson
EEl/Lb File
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TO: MD Zentner 
February 11, 1987 
Primary System Piping 

Piping Definition Location Total Length(ft} 

3" Piping 
1. 5" Pi ping 

Rupture Monitor Ring 200 
Rupture Monitor Ring 50 

18" Demin Une (Low Press) 
14" Demin Une (Low Press) 
10" Demin Line (Low Press) 
8" Demin Line (Low Press) 
6" Demin Line (Low Press) 

12" HPI Makeup Line 
8" HPI Makeup Line 
6" HPI Makeup Line 
4" HPI Makeup Line 
3" HPI Makeup line 
2" HPI Makeup line 

1-1/2" HPI Makeup Line 

4" Low Press Makeup 
6" low Press Makeup 
3" Emergency Seal Water 
4" Emergency Seal Water 

2" Seal Water R.turn 
3" Seal Water Return 
6" Seal Water Return 

Demin TK to HPI 
Demin TK to HPI 
DeminTK tC' HPI 
Demin TK to HPI 
Demin TK to HPI 

182 Bldg to Cells 
182 Bldg to Cells 
182 Bldg to Cells 
182 Bldg to Cells 
182 Bldg to Cells 
182 Bldg to Cells 
182 Bldg to Cells 

lPIP to Emarg. Seal 
LPIP to Emarg. Seal 
ESW to Sell Wlter 
ESW to Sell Wlter 

Salls to Oemin TK 
Seals to Oemin TK 
Sells to Demin TK 

8" Makeup/Seal water lines W.ithin SG Cells 
fi" Makeup/Sell water Lines Within SG Cells 
4" Makeup/Sail Wlter Lines Within SG Cells 
2" Makeup/Seal Wlter lines Within SG Cells 

258 
264 

S4 
26 
57 

·527 
472 
224 
900 

17 
80 
50 

49 
666 
125 
130 

60 
316 
103 

2,270 
683 
698 

S5 

Components in Primlry System includes 5 HPJ pumps. six primary 
pumps, spill cooler (converted· recup HX) pressurizer, 
recuperltive HX. and numerous vllues. 

EEl/kld 

cc: PA Carlson 
EEI./Lb f t " 
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Richland. Washington 99352

Telepnone 509/376-7411

Memorandum

TO

From

M.D. Zentner Dawe February 2, 1987

Su eect

E.E. Leitz

N REACTOR OPERATING TIMES

The attached table summarizes the time operating efficiency (TOE
or time the reactor is critical) for N Reactor. More detailed
data is available relative to type of shutdown and power level at
time of shutdown. For example the following data has been
categorizea for CY's 1984-1986:

Year Auto Scrams Manual Shutdowns

Below Above Below Above
500MW 500MW 500MW 500MW

1984

1985

1986

1

1

9

5(1)

g(2)

4

3

4

16

5

13

(1) 3
1
1

(2) 2
2
2
1
1
1

Primary cooling initiated
ECCS Initiated
Rod System Initiated

Primary System Initiated
Secondary System Initiated
CRW System Initiated
Rod System
DC Electrical
WPPSS

(3) 3
5
1
I
1

Primary
Secondary
Electrical DC
Flux Monitor
WPPSS

The average number of scrams from a power level over 500MW for
the past 10 years was 10.9 scrams. Seven per year of these were
automatic and 3.9 per year were manual scrams. The significance
of this number is the discontinuous functions are not needed
(turbines at low speed and primary loop temperatures are low) at
these low power level scrams. This data justifies a reduction in
the scram initiator to a maximum of 11 per year.

EEL/kld

cc: PA Carlson
, " M~ C4l A-41A-41

To 

From 

~ 
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unc nUC1.EAA InaUSTRlas 

A unc gr.OURC •• Company PO BOI( 490 Telepnone 509/376-7411 
RIchland. Washington 99352 

Memorandum 

M.D. Zentner 

£.£. Leitz t"" .. J c. i<~~ 
N REACTOR OPERATING TIMES 

Date: February 2, 1981 

The attached table summarizes the time operating efficiency (TOE 
or time the reactor is critical) for N Reactor. More detailed 
data is available relative to type of shutdown and power level at 
time of shutdown. For example the following data has been 
categorized for CV's 1984-1986: 

1984 

1985 

1986 

(l) 3 
1 
1 

(2) 2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

Auto Scrams 

Below Above 
500MW 500MW 

1 5(1) 

1 9(2) 

9 11 (3) 

Primary cooling initiated 
ECCS Initiated 
Rod System Initiated 

Primary System Initiated 
Secondary Syst~m Initiated 
CRW System Initiated 
Rod System 
DC Electrical 
WPPSS 

Manual Shutdown~ 

Below Above 
500MW SOOMW 

4 16 

3 5 

4 13 

(3) 3 Primary 
5 Secondary 
1 E1 ectrical DC 
1 Flux Monitor 
1 WPPSS 

The average number of scrams from a power 1 eve lover 500MW for 
the past 10 years was 10.9 scrams. Seven per year of these were 
automatic and 3.9 per year were manual scrams. The significance 
of this number is the discontinuous functions are not needed 
(turbines at low speed and primary loop temperatures are low) at 
these low power level scrams. This data justifies a reduction in 
the scram initiator to a maximum of 11 per year. 

EEL/kld 

cc: PA Carlson 
--. II n ~"'A A-41 
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N REACTOR OPERATING HISTORY***

IAUTO/MANSCRAMS
Ovgr 50QMWcY TOE* KMWD

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

37.6

56.0

58.3

44.4

68.7

58.5

41.8

40.0

46.4

63.5

65.3

59.1

37.9

61.4

59.6

53.5

29.0

31.9

52.8

229

592

743

599

851

785

538

491ADM

570

836

812
One

702WPPS
UNIT

490Strk

823

788

697

382Strk

383Strk

695 6%

Equip

28

35

14

13

30

24

17

19

14

17

15

10

11

8

9

9

6

13

6

Human
Error

0

4

10

5

11

7

8

1

4

I

4

0

1

4

4

5

1

14

6

OUTAGESFuel
Failures

2

15

17

7

7

5

6

7

7

4

7

4

5

1

1

2

3

I

2

8

0

8

9

8

10

5

4

10

5

4

5

4

4

4

5

3

4

10

Other
*, Total

38

54

49

34

56

46

36

31

35

27

30

19

21

17

18

24

13

33

24

I

5/4
6/2

3/5

2/2

9/5

5/5

A-42
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~ REA~TQR QPERATIN~ HI~TQRY*** 

AUTO/MAN ~ 
SCRAMS 

CV TOE* KMWD QUTA~ES QveJ: 5QOM1'l 
. Human Fuel Other 

EqyiD Error . Failures ** Total 

1964 37.6 229 28 0 2 8 38 

1965 56.0 592 35 4 15 0 54 

1966 58.3 743 14 10 17 8 49 

1967 44.4 599 13 5 7 9 34 

1968 68.7 851 30 11 7 8 56 . "-
~...., . 1969 58.5 785 24 7 5 10 46 
'--:=~ 

1970 41.8 538 17 8 6 5 36 
.... ~~~ 

1971 40.0 491ADM 19 1 7 4 31 

~ .. 
1972 46.4 570 14 4 7 10 35 

1973 63.5 836 17 1 4 5 21 .~. 

~', 1974 65.3 812 15 4 7 4 30 
One 

1975 59.1 702WPPS 10 0 4 5 19 
UNIT 

1976 37.9 490Strk 11 1 5 4 21 

1977 61.4 823 8 4 1 4 17 5/4 
0' 

1978 59.6 788 9 4 1 4 18 6/2· 

1979 53.5 697 9 5 5 5 24 3/5 

1980 29.0 382Strk 6 1 3 3 13 2/2 

1981 31.9 383Strk 13 14 1 4 33 9/5 

1982 52.8 695 6% 6 6 2 10 24 5/5 
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N REACTOR OPERATING' HJS'TORYI /MAN

Cy KMW OUTAGESOte uver Rugr
Human Fuel Other

**ip Error Failures Total

1983

1984

1985

1986

55.1

54.8

42.4

50.0

683 17 16 1 741 15/4

690.9 10

560.2 8

628.9 13

5 3 8 26
5 18

5/4

9/0
4
9

1
6 9 37 11/8

*

**
.4:,

Time Reactor is critical
C/D, BPA, or Supply System Caused

Shutdowns defined as taking the reactor from

critical to subcritical

A-43

H REACTOR OPERATIHG-HI{TQRY***' .' 

tr ~ ~ 
QUTAGES 

Human Fuel Other 
Equip Error Fail ures ** Total 

1983 55.1 683 17 16 1 7 41 15/4 

1984 54.8 690.9 10 5 3 8 26 5/4 

1985 42.4 560.2 8 4 1 5 18 9/0 

1986 50.0 628.9 13 9 6 9 37 11/8 

* ** Time Reactor is critical 
~** C/O, BPA, or Supply System Caused 

* Shutdowns defined as taking the reactor from 
,~ critical to subcritical 
.. .,r,-.-
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0 Westingrouse WHC-EP-0322 REV 0 1nter
Hanford Company Me
From: Probabilistic Reliability Assessment.
Phone: 376-4173 G3-03
Date: January 28, 1988
Subject: TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

KEYWORD: TRANSIENT

To: G. R. Armstrong G3-03 M. D. Zenter G3-03
P. A. Carlson G3-03 EEL File/LB-125
G. A. Coles G3-03

Introduction:

The Level 2/3 PRA review on January 19, 1988, requested input on
which unscheduled outages experienced at the N Reactor would have
incurred a high potential for fuel damage if a reactor scram was
not successful. They also requested on an estimate as to the
potential percent of fuel damage.

Discussion:

The data contained in the Outage Sequence Analysis Database
developed by the PRA Unit was used for this Analysis. Those
outages which were designated as transient analysis (e.g., those
which were considered to have a potential for plant damage if a I
scram or manual shutdown had not resulted) were further reviewed
to evaluate their potential for fuel damage upon a failure to
scram, i.e., automatically shutdown the reactor. The fuel damage
potential in terms of single tube or full reactor was estimated
based on Engineering judgement.

Conclusion:

The results listed below summarize those initiators which
experience has shown have the greatest potential for causing fuel
damage without scram. A-summary is given in Table I with the
detailed results shown in Table II.

E. E. Leitz
Technical Specialist

smc

Attachment (2)
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~om: Probabilistic Reliability Assessment 
Phone: 376·4173 G3·03 
Date: January 28, 1988 
Subject: TRANS I ENT ANAL Y SIS 

To: 

KEYWORD: TRANSIENT 

G. R. Armstrong 
P. A. Carlson 
G. A. Coles 

rntroduction: 

G3~03 
G3~03 
G3~03 

M. o. Zenter G3-03 
EEL File/LB-125 

The Level 2/3 PRA review on January 19, 1988, requested input on 
which unscheduled outages experienced at the N Reactor would have 
incurred a high potentiai for fuel damage if a reactor scram was 
not successful. They also requested o~ an estimate as to the 
potential percent of fuel damage. 

Discussion: 

The data contained in the Outage Sequence Analysis Database 
developed by ~he PRA Unit was used for this Analysis. Those 
outages which were designated as transient analysis (e.g., those 
which were considered to have a potential for plant damage if a 
scram or manual shutdown had not resulted) were further reviewed 
to evaluate their potential for fuel damage upon a failure to 
scram, i.e., automatically shutdown the reactor. The fuel damage 
potential in terms of single tube or full reactor was estimated 
based on Engineering judgement. 

Conclusion: 

The results listed below summarize those initiators which 
experience has shown have the greatest potential for causing fuel 
damage without scram. A-summary is given in Table I with the 
detailed results shown in Table II. , 

tn>~~( L~·. J~T 
E. E. Leitz t.:;
Technical Spec;alist 

smc 
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TABLE I

Potential Fuel Damage From ATWS Frequency
N Reactor Experience

Reactor Last 10

Initiator Life Years

Full Reactor Potential

Loss of Main Steam Header Pressure Control 8 5

Loss of WPPSS 4 1

Loss of Steam to Drive Turbine Header 4 0

Coast Down of Multiple Drive Turbines (Control) 4 2

Control Rod System Malfunction (Rower Ramp) 3 2

Closure of HPV 6261 Valves (Steam to WPPSS) 4 2

Loss of AC Power 2 0

Loss of Instrument Air 1 1

Loss of one Steam Generator Cell (Fire) 1 0

RV 2 Valve Failed Open & Stayed Open 1 0

Loss of HPI Flow 1 0

Loss of Feedwater 1 1

Loss of Steam Generator Makeup (4 SG's) 1 1

Spill Valves Failed Open 1 0

Low Surge Tank Level 1 0

Excessive Rate of Rise During Rod Calibration 1 0

Single Tube Damage Potential

Debris 2 1

TOTAL 40 15
FREQUENCY 1.7/yr 1.5/yr

A-45
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TABLE I 

Potential Fuel Damage From ATWS Frequency 
N Reactor Experience 

Initiator 

Full Reactor Potential 

Loss of Ma;n Steam Header Pressure Control 

Loss of WPPSS 

Reactor Last 10 
Life Years 

8 

4 

5 

1 

Loss of Steam to Drive Turbine Header 4 0 

Coast Down of Multiple Drive Turbines (Control) 4 2 

Control Rod System Malfunction (Rower Ramp) 3 2 

Closure of HPV 6261 Valves (Steam to WPPSS) 4 2 

Loss of AC Power 2 0 

Loss of Instrument Ai r 1 1 

Loss of one Steam Generator Cell (Fire) 1 0 

RV 2 Valve Failed Open & Stayed Open 1 0 

Loss of HPI Flow 1 0 

Loss of Feedwater 1 1 

Loss of Steam Generator Makeup (4 SG's) 1 1 

SpUl Valves Faned Open 1 0 

Low Surge Tank Level 1 0 

Excessive Rate of Rise During Rod Calibration 1 0 

Single Tube Damage Potential 

Debris 

A-45 

TOTAL 
FREQUENCY 

2 

40 
1. 7/yr 

1 

15 
1.5/yr 
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TABLE II

Potential For Fuel Oamaoe Upon Failure To
Automatically Shutdown Thi Rartnr

System

04

04

04

04

12

12

19

53

53

53

53

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Outage
Number

34-64

50-65

45-69

12-85

32-81

25-86

11-65

10-86

18-86

26-86

28-86

10-64

16-64

24-66

37-68

38-68

19-69

18-81

04-83

Bases For Assessment

Manual scram from only 2400 MWt
secondary system upset without loss
of cooling

The second cooling system was degraded
but redundancy of cooling still
available

Single bus is adequate to cool at a
.power level of 250 MWt

Dump condensers can handle cooling upon

a single WPPSS turbine trip

Loss of heat removal at 3765 MWt

Loss of a single cell at 3800 MWt

Loss of DC Power at low power (1000 MWt)

Loss of secondary system at almost'
full power (3800 MWt)

Same as 10-86 (3860 MWt)

Same as 10-86 (3840 MWt)

Same as 10-86 (3865 MWt)

Manual scram from low power with 1 CRW

Loss of only I CRW with WPPSS on line

Loss of one CRW at low power with WPPSS

Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line

Differential Pressure trip on CRW
with all operating

Loss of one CRW at low power (125 MWt)

Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line

Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line

None

None

None

Full ReactOrs

None

None 4
Full Reactor;

Full Reactor

Full Reactor

Full Reactorý

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Ex tent of Pot
Fuel Damag

None

A-46

TABLE II 

PQt~ntial FQr Fu~l QAmAg~ UgQn Fiilyrl Tg 
AutomaticAllv Shutdown The Reactgr 

System Outage Bases For Assessment 
Number 

04 34-64 Manual scram from only 2400 MWt None 
secondary system upset without loss 
of cooling 

04 50-65 The second cooling system was degraded 
but redundancy of cooling still 

None 

available 

C' 04 45-69 Single bus is adequate to cool at a None 
power level of 250 MWt 

,-, 

04 12-85 Dump condensers can handle coollng upon None 
a single WPPSS turbine trip 

12 32-81 Loss of heat removal at 3765 MWt 

12 25-86 Loss of a slngle cell at 3800 MWt None 
.;;. 

19 11-65 loss of DC Power at low power (1000 MWt) None 
7' ...... 

53 10-86 Loss of secondary system at almost' Full 
full power (3800 MWt) 

53 18-86 Same as 10-86 (3860 MWt) Full 

53 26-86 Same as 10-86 (3840 MWt) Full 
~ 

53 28-86 Same as 10-86 (3865 MWt) Full 

10 10-64 Manual scram from low power with 1 CRW None 

10 16-64 loss of only 1 CRW with WPPSS on line None 

10 24-66 Loss of one eRW at low power with WPPSS None 

10 37-68 loss of one eRW with WPPSS on line None 

10 38-68 Differential Pressure trip on CRW None 
with all operating 

10 19-69 Loss of one eRW at low power (125 MWt) None 

10 18-81 Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line None 

10 04-83 Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line None 
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Bases For AssessmentSystem

10

10

10

10

20

20

20

20

2020

20

20

20

20

WPPSS

WPPSS

WPPSS

WPPSS

WPPSS

WPPSS

WPPSS
WPPSS

WPPSS

Outage
NUmber

24-83

27-83

17-85

18-81

44-65

19-66

03-69

03-71

15-76

13-78

12-81

24-83

25-83

45-66

18-68

28-69

15-72

34-72

10-75

13-75

07-77

11-81

Ex

Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line

Loss of one CRW at 250 MWt

Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line

Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line

Loss of one bus of AC power at 3600 MWt

Momentary power surge

Loss of 480 V power to lift station pump

Loss of 4160 V power at 3100 MWt

Loss of 480 V power at 2560 MWt

Intermittent loss of power

Loss of one cell at 2560 MWt

Loss of 1 CRW pump with WPPSS

Loss of 2 CRW pumps with WPPSS

Loss of both WPPSS turbines

Loss of both WPPSS turbines

Loss of both WPPSS turbines

Secondary system adequate with dump
condensers

Loss of one WPPSS turbine - dump
condensers adequate

Dump condensers adequate at 2675 MWt

Dump condensers adequate at 2500 MWt

Loss of one FPDV 6203-2, condensate
adequate without WPPSS

Loss of one WPPSS turbine, dump
condensers adequate

tent of Potential
Fuel Damage

None

None

None

None

Full Reactor

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Full

Full

Full

None

None

None

None

None

None

Reactor

Reactor

Reactor

WPPSS 06-82 Loss of both FPDV 6203 valves Full Reactor

A-47
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.System Outage Bases For Assessment Extent of Potential 
Number Fuel oamage 

10 24-83 Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line None 

10 27-83 Loss of one CRW at 250 MWt None 

10 17-85 loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line None 

10 18·81 Loss of one CRW with WPPSS on line None 

20 44-65 Loss of one bus of AC power at 3600 MWt Full Reactor 

20 19-66 Momentary power surge None 

20 03-69 Loss of 480 V power to lift station pump None 

20 03-71 Loss of 4160 V power at 3100 MWt None 

20 15-76 Loss of 480 V power at 2560 MWt None 

20 13-78 Intermittent loss of power None 

20 12-81 Loss of one cell at 2560 MWt None 

20 ·24-83 Loss of 1 CRW pump with WPPSS None 

20 25-83 Loss of 2 CRW pumps with WPPSS None 

WPPSS 45-66 Loss of both WPPSS turbines Full Reactor 

WPPSS 18-68 Loss of both WPPSS turbines Full Reactor 

WPPSS 28-69 Loss of both WPPSS turbines Full Reactor 

~ WPPSS 15-72 Secondary system adequate with dump None 
condensers 

WPPSS 34-72 Loss of one WPPSS turbine - dump None 
condensers adequate 

WPPSS 10-75 Dump condensers adequate at 2675 MWt None 

WPPSS 13-75 Dump condensers adequate at 2500 MWt None 

WPPSS 07-77 Loss of one FPDV 6203-2, condensate None 
adequate without WPPSS 

WPPSS 11-81 Loss of one WPPSS turbine, dump None 
condensers adequate 

WPPSS 06-82 Loss of both FPDV 6203 valves Full Reactor 

A-47 
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Bases For AssessmentSystem

WPPSS

WPPSS

32

32

32

32

32

27

25

Test

Debris

Debris

Debris

Debri s

Debris

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

Outage
Number

02-83

33-86

31-65

27-74

14-78

07-83

23-84

23-81

10-72

25-66

02-74

14-79

12-86

13-86

17-86

19-81

31-81

28-83

07-84

13-85

8-77

3-65

9-65

10-65

Ex

Loss of one WPPSS turbine, Dump
condensers adequate

Loss of one FPDV 6203 valve

Rate of rise trip at 3200 MWt

Power drop at 2300 MWt

Power rate of rise at 3500 MWt

Rate of rise at 3865 MWt

Power drop at 4000 MWt

Speed increase on one turbine at 350 MWt

Rate of rise at 0.5 MWt during rod
calibration

3000 MtWt with power decrease

3426 MWt

3765 MWt

500 MWt

210 MWt

450 MWt

Slowdown of one turbine at 350 MWt

Slowdown of one turbine at 3760 MWt

Slowdown of two turbine at 350 MWt

Slowdown of one turbine at 400 MWt

Slowdown of one turbine at 1075 MWt

Slowdown of two turbine at 575 MWt

RV 2 opened and stayed open

Partial V 11 valve closure at 500 MWt

Partial V 11 valve closure at 500 MWt

tent of Potenti'FuelDaae

None

None

Full Reactor

None

Full Reactor

Full Reactor

None

None

Full Reactor

I'll

None

Single Tube

Single Tube

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Full Reactor

None

None

I

A
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System 

WPPSS 

wPPSS 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

27 

25 

. Test 

Debris 

Debris 

Debris 

Debris 

Debris 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

Outage 
Numbgr 

02-83 

33-86 

31-65 

27-74 

14-78 

07-83 

23-84 

23-81 

10-72 

25-66 

02-74 

14-79 

12-86 

13-86 

17-86 

19-81 

31-81 

28-83 

07~84 

13-85 

8-77 

3-65 

9-65 

10-65 
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Bases For Assessment 

Loss of one WPPSS turbine, Dump 
condensers adequate 

Loss of one FPDV 6203 valve 

Rate of rise trip at 3200 MWt 

Power drop at 2300 MWt 

Power rate of rise at 3500 MWt 

Rate of rise at 3865 MWt 

Power drop at 4000 MWt 

Extent of Potent~ 
F ue 1 Damage ~ 

None 

None 

Full Reactor 

None 

FuJl Reactor 

Full Reactor 

None 

Speed increase on one turbine at 350 MWt None 

Rate of rise at 0.5 MWt during rod 
calibration 

3000 MWt with power decrease 

3426 MWt 

3765 MWt 

500 MWt 

210 MWt 

450 MWt 

Slowdown of one turbine at 350 MWt 

Slowdown of one turbine at 3760 MWt 

Slowdown of two turbine at 350 MWt 

Slowdown of one turbine at 400 MWt 

Slowdown of one turbine at 1075 MWt 

Slowdown of two turbine at 575 MWt 

RV 2 opened and stayed open 

Partial V 11 valve closure at 500 MWt 

Partial V 11 valve closure at 500 MWt 

A-48 

Full Reactor 

None 

Single Tube 

Si ngl e Tube 4 
None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None· 

None 

None 

Full Reactor 

None 

None 
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Bases For AssessmentSystem

37

37

37

37

37

33

33

33

, p 33

33

37

37

37

-- 37

40

Outage
Number

23-67

10-69

21-73

17-84

18-84

48-66

45-68

49-68

21-76

26-81

15-84

26-67

18-64

12-67

3-66

16-78

11-81

27-69

37-69

38-69

39-69

Ex

Loss of one cell at 500 MWt

Failure of Pressurized level inst.

One drive turbine costed down at 450 MWt

PCRV 210-3 failed open-small LOCA

Unreliable pressurizer level Inst.

Excessive loop makeup

Makeup problem at 2000 MWt

Loss of high pressure injection flow
at 4000 MWt

Spill valves failed to open at 3800 MWt

Excessive makeup from HPI

Loss of one Drive turbine

One bypass valve opened

Loss of one cell at 1200 MWt

Loss of one cell at 4000 MWt

Loss of drive turbine header pressure
Control at 3900 MWt

tent of Potential
Fuel Oamage

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Full Reactor

Full Reactor

None

None

None

None

Full Reactor

Full Reactor

40

40

40

40

40

40

Reduction in drive turbine header
pressure at 125 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbi
at 650 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbi
at 365 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbi
at 3250 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbi
at 500 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbi
at 2500 MWt

ne

ne

ne

ne

None

None

None

None

None

Nonene

A-49
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System Outage Bases For Assessment Extent of Potential 
Nymber FyelOamage 

37 23-67 loss of one cell at 500 MWt None 

37 10-69 Failure of Pressurized level inst. None 

37 21-73 One drive turbine casted down at 450 MWt None 

37 17-84 PCRV 210-3 failed open-small LOCA None 

37 18-84 Unreliable pressurizer level Inst. None 

33 48-66 Excessive loop makeup None 

33 45-68 Makeup problem at 2000 MWt None 

33 49-68 Loss of high pressure injection flow Full Reactor 
at 4000 MWt 

33 21-76 Spill valves failed to open at 3800 MWt Full Reactor 

33 26-81 Excessive makeup from HPI None 

37 15-84 Loss of one Drive turbine None 

37 26-67 One bypass valve opened None 

37 18-64 Loss of one cell at 1200 MWt None 

37 12-67 Loss of one cell at 4000 MWt Full Reactor 

40 3-66 Loss of drive turbine header pressure Full Reactor 
Control at 3900 MWt 

40 16-78 Reduction in drive turbine header None 
pressure at 125 MWt 

40 11-81 Speed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 650 MWt 

40 27-69 Spp.ed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 365 MWt 

40 37-69 Speed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 3250 HWt 

40 38-69 Speed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 500 MWt 

40 39-69 Speed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 2500 MWt 

A-49 
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System

40

40

40

40

40

40

40,

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

Outage
Number

10-71

17-71

17-73

12-81

1-64

3-64

37-65

31-66

35-68

36-88

14-74

18-74

07-78

17-79

24-79

Bases For Assessment

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 100 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 3705 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 3775 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 2560 MWt

Low vacuum on one drive turbine at

<100 MWt

Drive turbine slowed down at 400 MWt

Drive turbine slowed down at 400 MWt

Drive turbines slowed due to boiler
loss at 100 MWt

Drive turbines slowed due to control
problem at 3300 MWt

Drive turbines slowed due to control
problem at 4000 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 0625 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 3200 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 3845 MWt

Speed reduction on one drive turbine
at 3846 MWt

Drive turbine slowdown on all drive
turbines at 3790 MWt

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Full Reactor

Full Reactor

None

None

None

None

Full Reactor

i

40

40

40

07-80

14-81

23-81

Slowdown as one drive turbine at
3815 MWt

Slowdown as one drive turbine at
3675 MWt

Ramp up on one drive turbine at 350 MWt

None

None

None 4
A-50
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System Outage Bases For Assessment 
Nymber 

40 10-71 Speed reduction on one drive 
at 100 MWt 

turbine None 

40 17-71 Speed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 3705 MWt 

40 17-73 Speed reduct i on 
at 3775 MWt 

on one drive turbine None 

40 12-81 Speed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 2560 MWt 

40 1-64 Low vacuum on one drive turbine at None 
<100 MWt 

M 40 3-64 Drive turbine slowed dow~ at 400 MWt . None 

:---..- 40 37-65 Drive turbine slowed down at 400 MWt None 
0 •• , • 

40 31-66 Drive turbines slowed due to boiler None 
loss at 100 MWt 

40 35-68 Drive turbines slowed due to control 
problem at 3300 MWt 

Full Reactor 
,. -

":-'", 
40 36-88 Drive turbines slowed due to control Full Reactor 

problem at 4000 MWt 

40 14-74 Speed reduction on one drive turbine 
at 0625 MWt 

None 

40 18-74 Speed reduction on one drive turbine 
at 3200 MWt 

None 
~ 

40 07-78 Speed reduction on one drive turbine 
at 3845 MWt 

None 

40 17-79 Speed reduction on one drive turbine None 
at 3846 MWt 

40 24-79 Drive turbine slowdown on all drive 
turbines at 3790 MWt 

Full Reactor 

40 07-S0 Slowdown as one drive turbine at None 
3S15 MWt 

40 14-S1 Slowdown as one drive turbine at None 
3675 MWt 

40 23-S1 Ramp up on one drive turbine at 350 Mwt None 
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Bases For Assessment0 System

40

40

40

40

40

"'•.r 40

Outage
Number

2-64

16-66

25-67

24-69

24-70

29-70

08-71

08-64

09-64

6/30

6/30

11-64

13-64

17-64

Loss of vacuum on
at 200 MWt

Loss of vacuum on
at 250 MWt

Loss of vacuum on
at 3760 MWt

Loss of vacuum on
at 500 MWt

Loss of vacuum on
at 450 MWt

Loss of vacuum on
at 125 MWt

Loss of vacuum on
at 50 MWt

Transient at 600t

Transient at 800 M

Transient at 350 M~

Transient at 400

Transient at 0 MWt

Transient at 1200

Transient at 1200

one drive turbine

one drive turbine

one drive turbine

one drive turbine

one drive turbine

one drive turbine

one drive turbine40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

Extent of Potential
Fuel OQamage

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Iwt

Iwt

Iwt

wt

MWt

MWt

40

AO

40

40

40

40

40

40

25-64

26-64

03-66

07-66

23-69

29-69

20-70

02-71

Loss of

Loss of

Loss of
at 3980

Loss of

Loss of

Loss of

Loss of

Failure

2 CRW pumps at 2300 MWt

2 CRW pumps at 2000 MWt

DT steam pressure control
MWt

MSH pressure control at 4000 MWt

MSH pressure control at 3200 MWt

surge tank level at 3200 MWt

DT speed control at 3400 MWt

of one cond valve at 1400 MWt

None

None

Full

Full

Ful.l

Full

Full

None

Reactor

Reactor

Reactor

Reactor

Reactor
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System Outage Bases For Assessment Extent of Potential 
Number Fuel Damage 

40 2-64 Loss of vacuum on one drive turbine None 
at 200 MWt 

40 16-66 Loss of vacuum on one drive turbine None 
at 250 Mwt 

40 25-67 Loss of vacuum on one drive turbine None 
at 3760 MWt 

40 24-69 Loss of vacuum on one drive turbine None 
at 500 MWt 

40 24-70 Loss of vacuum on one drive turbine None 
at 450 MWt 

.. -.,.. 
-..: 40 29-70 Loss of vacuum on one drive turbine None 

i'-. at 125 MWt 

40 08-71 Loss of vacuum on one drive turbine None 
at 50 MWt 

40 08-64 Transient atl 600 MWt None 

.:-.. 40 09-64 Transient at 800 MWt None 

.......... 40 6/30 Transient at 350 MWt None 

40 6/30 Transient at 400 MWt None 

40 11-64 Transient at 0 MWt None 

40 13-64 Transient at 1200 MWt None 
~ 

40 17-64 Transient at 1200 MWt None 

40 25-64 Loss of 2 CRW pumps at 2300 MWt None 

AO 26-64 Loss of 2 CRW pumps at 2000 MWt None 

40 03-66 Loss of OT steam pressure control Full Reactor 
at 3980 MWt 

40 07-66 Loss of MSH pressure control at 4000 MWt Full Reactor 

40 23-69 Loss of MSH pressure control at 3200 MWt Full Reactor 

40 29-69 Loss of surge tank level at 3200 MWt Full Reactor 

40 20-70 loss of OT speed control at 3400 MWt Full Reactor 

40 02-71 Failure of one cond valve at 1400 MWt None 
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Bases For AssessmentSystem

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

:7)

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

Outage
Number

11-72

20-72

33-72

12-73

08-74

12-76

15-82

24-82

41-83

07-84

15-84

26-84

10-85

15-85

06-86

17-81

Ext

CFA short at 1 MWt

Low surge tank level at 250 MWt

Loss of MSH pressure control at 3775 MWt

Transient on condensate return at 800 MWt

Closure of 6261 valves at 3760 MWt

MSH Pressure fluxuations at 0850 MWt

HPV 201 valves failed closed with WPPSS
on line 3870 MWt

Loss of steam generator level control
on one unit at 1300 MWt

Loss of MSH pressure control at 3450 MWt

Lost one drive turbine at 0400 MWt

Lost one drive turbine at 3650 MWt

Loss of makeup from WPPSS at 3335 MWt

Closure of makeup to 4 steam generators
at 3850 MWt

Closure of 6261 valves at 3950 MWt

Closure of 6261 valves at 3760 MWt

Tripped 3 drive turbines at 3790 MWt

ent of Poten

None

None

Full Reactor

None

Full Reactor

None

None

None

Full Reactor

None

None

Full Reactor

Full Reactor

Full

Full

Reactor

Reaactor

Reactor
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Systefl' Outage Bases For Assessment 
Number 

40 11-72 CFA short at 1 MWt None 

40 20-72 Low surge tank level at 250 MWt None 

40 33-72 Loss of MSH pressure control at 3775 MWt Full Reactor 

40 12-73 Transient on condensate return at 800 MWt None 

40 08-74 Closure of 6261 valves at 3760 MWt Full Reactor 

40 12-76 MSH Pressure fluxuations at 0850 MWt None 

40 15-82 HPV 201 valves failed closed with WPPSS None 
t;"} on line 3870 MWt 

i'. 40 24-82 loss of steam generator level control None 
on one unit at 1300 MWt 

40 41-83 loss of MSH pressure control at 3450 MWt Full Reactor 

40 07-84 Lost one drive turbine at 0400 MWt None 
.. 40 15-84 lost one drive turbine at 3650 MWt None c 

:.~ ... 40 26-84 Loss of makeup from WPPSS at 3335 ~W~ Full Reactor 

40 10-85 Closure of makeup to 4 steam generators Full Reactor 
at 3850 MWt 

40 15-85 Closure of 6261 valves at 3950 MWt Full Reactor 

~ 40 06-86 Closure of 6261 valves at 3760 MWt FlO" . .... Raactor 

40 17-81 Tripped 3 drive turbines at 3790 MWt Full Reactor 

A-52 



9 2 1 /
Page No.
12/28187

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE
POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTOWRN

NUT I

DOWNTI1ME SHUIDOUN

DATE TIME

STARTUP
DATE

REMARKS ERROR SVSTEM

DESIGNATION NUtIERlIME

MUE

34.64 MAN SCRAM 2400

50-65 SCRAM 3400

45-69 MAN SCRAM 250

50.0 11/30164 04:04 12/02/64 06:07 MAIN STEAM HEADER EQUIPMENT 04
PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE

18.4 12/14/65 10:41 12/15165 05:07 LOSS OF DEAERATOR LEVEL EQUIPMENT 04

CONTROL (COND-243).

0 8.9 12/19/69 15:10 12/20/69 00:07 SCRAM JUST PRIOR TO TOTAL EQUIPMENT 04

B BUS ELECT. OUTAGE WHEN

BOTH CE I AND CE 2 FLAMED

OUT DURING RX STARTUP (FU

I WAS DOWN AT THIS TIME

FOR TUBE LEAK REPAIR),

SUDDEN INCR. IN SIN

DEMAND OCCURRED PRIOR TO

BOILER OUTAGE

ANALYSIS

yes

YES

'ES,

m *i. i•

).10 
• UI 

W 

Page No. 

12/28/87 

outAGE NO. tyPE Of 

OUTAGE 

34·64 MAN SCRAM 

50·65 SCRAM 

45·69 MAN SCRAM 

POWER LEVEL AT DOWNTIME 
TIME Of SHUICKMC 
"", / M\I£ 

2400 50.0 

3400 11.4 

250 0 1.9 

' .. 6 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

SIIUIDOWN 
DATE TIME 

11/30/64 04:04 

12/14/65 10:41 

12/19/69 15:10 

STARIUP 
DAfE liME 

12/02/64 06:07 

12/15/65 05:07 

12/20/69 00:07 

REMARKS 

MAIN STEAM HEADER 
PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE 
lOSS Of DEAERAIOR LEVEL 
CONTROl (CONO-Z41). 

ERROl SY'lEM 
DESIGNA'lo. MUMlEI 

(QUIM .. ' 04 

EQUIPMENT 04 

SCRAM JUST PRIOR TO TOrAl EGUIPME .. 1 04 
B BUS ELECT. OUJAGE WHEN 
BOTH CE , AND CE 2 flAMED 
OUT OURING RX StARTUP (f" 
1 WAS DOWN At '"IS liME 
fOR lUBE LEAK REPAIR), 
SUDDEN INCR. IN STN 
DEMAND OCCURRED PRIOR TO 
BOILER OOJAGE 

'" . 
f£S 

YEi 



9 :)J ~ i~7 7

Page No.

12128167

I
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NUT /

DQWNTIME SHUTDOQN
DATE TIME

STARTUP
DATE

REMARKS
ERROR SvISTE TRaal"

DESIGNATION NURSER ANALYSIi

TINE

MWE

12-85 AUTO SCRAM 3885
0867 27.1 06/03/85 11:55 06/04/85 14:02 AUTO SCRAM DUE TO WPPSS

NO. 2 TURBINE GENERATOR

TRIPPING OFF LINE, SEE

PLANT EVENT REPORT 85-36

(VOSS-10)

UPPSS
TI'

4U'
:J:-• &It ... 

,age No. 1 

'212&187 

outAGE NO. lYPE Of 
OUTAGE 

12-&S AUtO stRAM 

",'.' . 

9 ;1 

PMR LEVU A1 t)(MItlME 
tiME Of Sl\Ul0(Mt 
MY' I MYE 

1&85 0867 27.' 

7 7 7 

outAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DAtABASE 

SllU1000lM 
DAte liME 

Sl,.R1Uf' 
0,.1£ liME 

REMARKS f~ROR SYSlfM 
DES I GIlA" 011 IIIJtI(I 

.-' 06/03185 11:55 06/04185 ,4:02 AUlO StRAM DUE 10 WPPSS \lPPSS NO. 2 lUR81NE GENERAtOR 
tRIPPING Off LINi, SEf 
PLAMT EVfNT REPORt 85-16 
(V08S-10) 

Tn 



w9 1 /

Pae No. 1

12/28/87

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

32-81 AUTO SCRAM

25-86 AUTO SCRAM

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

REMARKS

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

3765

3800

DOUNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

SEARTUP
T IME DATE

ERROR SYSTEMDESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSIS

TIME

MWE

178 574.2 12/01/81 09:08 12/25/81 07:17 MAIN SIEAM HEADER HIGH Pl

PRESSURE TRIP CAUSED BY

LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR

UHICH WAS INDAVERIANILY

VALVED OFF DURING

ISOLATION OF INST. AIR

DRYER B 184H FOR MAINT.

0855 33.1 08/09/86 06:01 08/10/86 15:10 DURING TESTING OF #1,
DRIVE TURBINE (PM)

INSTRUMENT AIR RELIEF

VALVE - RATE OF RISE TRIP

ERSOCDEL 12

PROCEDUE 12

YES

YES

9 : 1 l 
.. .,.. .. 7 ' , U 

,qe 110. .1 

12/28/87 OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

ClITAGE 110. lYPE Of PMR LEVEl AT DCMlTlME SItUTDCMI STARTUP 
REMARKS ERROR 5,,1£" tIAllSilMi l " 

ClITAGE liME Of SHUtDCMi DATE UME DATE liME 
DESIGNATION NUMlEI AlAUSIS" . 

INT / 1M 

32·81 AUTO SCRAM 3765 878 574.2 12/01/81 09:08 12/25/81 07: 11 MAIN STEAM HEADER HIGH PERSONNEL 12 
, ns <l 

PRESSURE TRIP CAUSED BY 
LOSS OF INSTRUMENt AIR 

,~" YH1CH YAS lNDAVER1AN1LY 
VALVED Off OURING 
ISOlATION OF INSl. AIR 
DRYER a 184N fOR MAINt. 

25·86 AUtO SCRAM 3800 085533.1 08/09/86 06:01 08110/86 15:10 DURING tEStiNG Of ., , PROCEOUE 12 us 

> 

DRIVE tURBINE (PH) 

I 

INStRUMENT AIR RELIEf 
VALVE . RAtE Of RISE lRI' 

'" '" 



.~t I i

Page No.

12/28/87

1

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NUT I

11-65 AUTOMATIC
SCRAM

1000

U'
a'

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOUN STARTUP 
REMARKS ERROR SYSIE

DATE TIME DATE TIME 
DESIGNATION NUIAE

26.6 05108165 21:22 05110/65 00:00 DC CONTROL CIRCUIT FAULT. EQUIPMENT 19

GSCS DUMP AND LOSS OF

COOLING. HIGH RATE OF

RISE TRIP

,A••':.=! .! •i•!;i•;: •i• • • • : • •

II IRANS1111

R ANALISIIS

TIES

> 
I 

CIt 
en 

Page No. 1 

12/28/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF 
OOTAGE 

n-65 AUTClMTlC 
SCRNt 

9 ;J J '/ .. 
'. ) 7 9 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

POYER LEVEL AT OOYNTIME SHUTDOWN stARTUP 
TIME Of SHUTDOWN DATE TIME DATE TIME 
tNT / 1M 

REMARKS ERROR SYSlEM 
DESIGNAtiON IUMIER 

1000 26.6 05/08/65 21 :22 05/10/65 00:00 DC CONTROL CIRCUIT fAULT. EQlJIPM£IIJ 19 # 

GSCS DUMP AND LOSS OF 

COOliNG. HIGH RAIE Of 
RISE TRIP 



S:; I -" .
Page No.

12/28/87
I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SIUIDOWN
MWI I

DOWINTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP
DATE TIME DATE TIME

REMARKS ERROR STSTEM
DESIGNATION NWIBER

TRANALEY•

"WE

10-86 AUTO SCRA4 3800 0850 32.0 03/09/66 03:32 03/10/85 11:34 SNORT IN LIN CABINET -
SCREW FELL ON TWO

ELECTRICAL LEADS DURING

REPLACEMENT OF DE) UNIT.

LOST 24 V POIJER SUPPLY IN

PERSONNEL 53 iEs

18-86 AUTO SCRAM 37U5 0800 21.4 05125186 11:30 05129186 08:56

3a,
U'

20-86 AUTO SCRAM 3860 082T 76.2 06/05/86 14:01 06/08/86 18:12

26-86 AUTO SCRAM 3840 0857 21.9 08/29/86 06:42 08/30/86 04:34

LA& CABINET 0-6
LAM CONTROL PROBLEM - EQUIPMENT

HIGH MSH PRESSURE TRIP

FAULTY NOLD CARD ON L A N EOUIPMENT
-NHIGH PRIMARY PRESSURE

PloER SURGE CAUSED EQUIPMENT

FAILURE OF L & N "

TURBINE SPEED INCREASE.

RATE OF RISE TRIP

FAILURE OF L & N. PERSONNEL

CONFIGURED WRONG - LOW

FLOW TRIP

53

53 YES

YES

53 its

28-86 AUTO SCRAM 3865 0845 25 09/14/86 02:18 09/15/86 03:19 53 TEs

9 U "J ~'~ 0 I ., 

Page No. 
tllZ8/8? 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DA1~8ASE 

OUtAGE NO. TYPE OF PMR LEvel AT DtMlTlM£ SKUtlKMl STARTUP lEMl.RKS UROR 'UtlM 
OUTAGE liME OF SHUtDOWN DAtE TIME DAlE liME DESIGNATION IUMlEl 

"UT 1 MWE 

10-86 AUtO SCRAM 3800 0850 12.0 01/09/86 01:32 01110/85 11 :34 SHORT 1M L&M CABINEf • PERSONNEl S3 1n 
SCREW FELL ON TWO 
ELECJRfCAL LEADS DURING 
REPLACEHENT Of DE' UNIT. 
lOST 24 V PMR SUPPLY III 

L&N CABINET 0"6 
" 18-86 AUlO SCRAM 3115 080021.4 OS/28/86 11:10 OS/29/86 08:56 UN CONTROl PROBLEM - EQUIPMENT 53 YES 

HIGH "SH PRESSURE JRIP ,. ZO-86 AUTO SCRAM 3860 082176.2 06/(J5/86 14:01 06/08/86 18:12 FAUlTr HOLO CARO ON liN EQUIPMENt 55 US 
I 

UI - HIGH PRIHARr PRESSURE ..... 
26-86 AUIO SCRAM 1840 085721.9 08/29/86 06:42 08/10/86 CK:34 POWER SURGE CAUSED EQUIPMENt S1 .,£5 

FAILURE Of L & N -
TURBINE SPEED INCREASE, 
RATE OF RISE TRIP 

28-86 AUTO SCRAM 3865 0&45 25 09/14186 02:18 09115/86 01:19 fAILURE Of l & N, PERSONNEL 53 
tONFIWR£D WRONG' UlW 

FlOJ TRIP 
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Page No.
12/28/87

1

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MWT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

IRANSIENI-

ANALYSISTIME

HUE

10-64 HAN SCRAM 400 13.9 07105/64 22:10

16-64 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

1200 3.4 07/21/64 10:11

07/06/64 12:05

07/21/64 13:33

07/02/66 05:35

09/02/68 14:40

REACTOR SCRAMMED DURING A EQUIPMENt 10

SHUTDOWN USING THE "ALL

ROD INSERTION" BUTTON.

THE SCRAM RESULTED FROM A

CONDENSER CIRCULATING

WATER LOW FLOW TRIP WHICH

RESULTED DUE TO THE LOSS

OF TWO CIRCULATING RAW

WATER PUMPS.

RECEIVED CONDENSER PERSONNEL 10

CIRCULATING WATER LOW

FLOW TRIP ON NO. 3 RIVER

PUMP WHILE TESTING NO. I

RIVER PUIMP DISCHARGE

VALVE.

LOSS OF NO. 4 CIRCULATING EQUIPMENT 10

RAW WATER PUMP WHICH WAS

CAUSED BY LOSS OF MOTOR

FIELD FROM EXTREMELY

BURNED SLIP RINGS

EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON ON PERSONNEL 10

#2 CR1 PUMP INADVERTANTLY

PRESSED

YFES

YES

YES24-66 AUTO SCRAM 2400

37-68 AUTO SCRAM 4000

34.5 06/30/66 18:56

900 19.4 09/01/68 19:16

'age No. 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF P~ER LEVEL AT DOWNTIME SHUTDOUN STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSIEM laAIiSlEIl· ... 

OUTAGE TIME OF SHU1DOYN DATE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNATION NUMBER MAUSIS 

HUT I M\IE 

10·64 HAN SCRAM 400 13.9 01/05/64 22:10 07/06/64 12:05 REACTOR SCRAMMED DURING A EQUIPMENt 10 • nlf 

SIIUTDOUN us I NG T HE "ALL 
ROO INSERTION" BUTTON. 
THE SCRAM RESULTED fROM A 
CONDENSER CIRCULATING 
WATER LOW FLOW TRIP WHICH 
RESULTED DUE TO THE LOSS 
OF TWO CIRCULATING RAU 

~ WATER PUMPS. 
I 16·64 1200 07121164 13:33 en AUTCJ4ATlC 3.4 07121164 10:11 RECEIVED CONDENSER PERSONNEL 10 YES 

CO SCRAM CIRCULATING WATER L~ 
FLOW TRIP ON NO. 3 RIVER 
PUMP WHILE TESTING NO. 1 
RIVER PUMP DISCHARGE 
VALVE. 

24·66 AUTO SCRAM 2400 34.5 06/30/66 18:56 07102/66 05:35 lOSS OF NO. 4 CIRCULATING EQUIPMENT 10 
RAW WATER PUMP WHICH WAS 
CAUSED BY lOSS Of MOTOR 
fiELD fROM EXTREMELY 
BURNED SLIP RINGS 

37·68 AUTO SCRAM 1,000 900 19.4 09/01168 19:16 09/02/6fJ 14 :40 EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON ON PERSONNEl 10 
'2 tRW PUMP INADVERTANTlY 
PRESSED 



q:~~ !7~

Page No.
12/28/87

2

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL At

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

HUT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIRE DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEN

DESIGNATION RUMSER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME

MWE

38-68 AUTO SCRAM 2000 450 1.1 09102/68 19:24 09/02/68 20:30

19-69 AUTO SCRAM 125 0 34.2 06/15/69- 23:51 06/17/69 10:05

18-W1 MAN SCRAM 3720 869 2160.0 05/04/81 06:27 08101/81 07:04

CRW PUMP DIFFERENTIAL EQUIPMENT

PRESSURE POSSIBLY CAUSED

BY RAW WATER BOILING IN

DUMP CONDENSERs

NO. I CRU PUMP MANUALLY EQUIPMENT

TRIPPED DUE TO WIDE

FLUCTUATIONS OF MOTOR

CURRENT, EXTENSIVE DNGE

TO TOP SLIP, RING & BRUSH

HOLDER INSULATORS, HONED

SLIP RING, INSTALLED NEW

BRUSH HOLDER. CLEANED

UNIT OF CARBON DUST.

CAUSE NOT DETERMINED

#2 CRW PUMP FAILED, AFTER EQUIPMENT

FINDING THAT MAJOR

REPAIPA WERE REQUIRED,

DECLARED START OF 1981

SUMMER OUTAGE ON 5/12/81

CIRCULATING RAW WATER PERSINNEL

PUMP LOW FLOW TRIP WHEN

CRW PUMP DISCHARGE VLV

RWSV 805-3 LOST OC

CONTROL POWER. CLOSED, &

FAILED TO OPEN, CR1 PUMP

#1 SUBSTITUTED FOR #3

UNTIL NEXT SCHED. OUTAGE.

SEE UO 83-1. FAILURE

OCCURRED DURING

PERFORMANCE OF A PH.

10

I

10 YES

YES

101100 YES

04-83 AUTO SCRAM 3825 861 20.6 01/22/63 11:09 01/23/83 11:09
10 YES

Plge No. 2 

12/28/81 

QJTAGE NO. TYPE Of 
OUTAGE 

38-68 AUTO SCRAM 

19-69 AUTO StRAM 

lIS-el MAN SCRAM 

04·83 AUTO SCRAM 

. ) . \ 

POWER lEVEL AT DOWNTIME 
liME Of SHUTOOYN 

"'" / HUE 

2000 450 1.1 

125 0 . 3"~2 

3720 869 2160.0 

3825 861 20.8 

2 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

SHUTD(IIN 
DATE liME 

09/02168 19:24 

. 06/15/69- ·23:51 

05/04/81 06:27 

01/22/83 ;':09 

STARTUP 
DATE liME 

09/02/68 20:30 

06/17/69_ 10:0, 

08/01/81 07:04 

01123/83 11:09 

REMARKS 

CRW PUMP OlfFERENTIAL 
PRESSURE POSSIBLY CAUSED 
BY RAV VATER BOILING IN 
DUMP CONDENSERI 
NO. I CRW PUMP MANUALLY 
TRIPPED DUE TO WIDE 
FLUCTUATIONS Of MOTOR 
CURRENT, EKTENSIVE DHGE 
TO TOP SLIP, RING & BRUSH 
HOlDER INSULATORS, HONED 
SLIP RING, INSTALLED NEV 
BRUSH HOlOER, CLEANED 
UNIT Of CARBON DUST. 
CAUSE NOT DETERMINED 

ERROR S'STEN 
DESIGNATION NUMlEI 

EQUIMNT 10 

(QUIPMENT 10 

.2 CRW PUMP FAILED, AfTER EQUIPMEWT 101\00 
fllIOlNG THAT MAJOR 
REPAir. WERE REQUIRED, 
DECLARED START OF 1981 
SUMMER OUTAGE ON 5/12/81 
CIRCUlATING RAW WAlER PElScltlllEl 10 
PUMP LOI HOI TRIP WEN 
CRW PUMP DISCHARGE VlV 
RWSV 805·3 LOST DC 
CONTROL POIIER, CLOSED, & 
FAILED TO OPEN, -CRW PUMP 
., SUBSTITUTED FOR .3 
UNIIl NEXT SCHEO. OUTAGE, 
SEE UO 83-1. fAILURE 
OCCUIIRED OUR I NG 
PERFORMANCE OF A PH. 

TIAltSIEIf 
AlW.YSIS 

YES 

YES 
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Page No.
12/28/87

3

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TII4E OF SHUTDOWN

MUT / HUE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE TINE

STARTUP

DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEN

DESIGNATION HMNISER

TRLANSIENS
ANALYSISTIME

24-83 AUTO SCRAM 4000

27-83 AUTO SCRAM 0250

17-85 AUTO SCRAM 3925

870 24.3 07/19/83 07:02 07/20183 07:17

0 37.3 08/20/83 10:00 08/21/83 23:15

0850 28.6 08/24/85 20:11 08/26/85 00:45

CIRC. RAW WATER PUMP LOW

FLOW TRIP AS RESULT OF #1

CRW PUMP TRIPPING OFF

LINE AFTER UPSET ON

INCOMING SPA ELECT. POWER

SUPPLY, PLACE 03 CR1 PUMP

IN SERVICE, TESTING ON #1

TO CONTINUE

CIRC. RAW WIER LOW FLOW

TRIP DUE TO #2 CRW PUMP

TRIPPING OFF. MOTOR

BURNED UP 9 WAS REPLACED

WITH #1 CRW PUMP MOTOR.

SEE UE 83-50 FOR DETAILS

LOSS OF NO. 2 CRUP WHICC

TRIPPED ON TIME DELAY

OVERCURRENT A & S PHASE.

TIGHTENED LOOSE LUG ON

THE EXCITER

EQUIPMENT 10 & 20

EQUIPMENT 10

EQUIPMENT 10

YES

YES

YES

" .') ."\ 3 
) 

Page No. 3 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF POYER lEVEL AT OOWTlME SKUTDOW STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSIEM 'lAIISllN' 
OOTAGE "'>IE OF SHUTOOW DATE TIME· DATE TIME DESIGNATION NUMBfR 

M\lT / M\IE 

·24-83 AUro SCRAM 4000 870 24.3 07/19/83 07:02 01120/83 01:11 CIRC. RAW WATER PUMP LOY EQUlm .. , 10 & 20 . YES 
flOW TRIP AS RESULT Of " 
CRY PUMP 'RIPPING OfF 
LINE AfTER UPSET ON 
INCOMING 8PA ELECT. POWER 
SUPPLY, PLACE '3 CRW PUMP 
IN SERVICE, TESTING ON 'I 
TO COHIINUE 

> 27-83 AUTO SCRAM 0250 0 31.3 08/20/83 10:00 08/21/83 23:15 CIRC_ RAW WIER LOW FLOW (GlUmNT 10 YES • 
0\ 

TRIP DUE TO '2 CRW PUMP 0 

TRIPPING OfF, MOlOR 
BURNED UP & YAS REPLACED 
WI T" " CRY PUMP MOTOR, 
SEe UE 83-50 FOR DETAilS 

11·85 AUTO SCRAM 3925 0850 28.6 08/24/85 20:11 08/26/85 00:45 LOSS Of NO. 2 CRWP WICK EQUlfflElI 10 
TRIPPED ON TIME DELAY 
OVERCURRENT A & 8 PKAse, 
TIGMTENED lOOSE .lUG 01 
TME EKellER 



v

7: I '3 4
Page NO.
12/28187

I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

REMARKS

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MWT I

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP
DATE TIME DATE

ERROR SYSTEM TRANSIENTDESIGNATION NUMIBER ANALYSIS

TIME

. UE

18-81 MAN SCRAM 3720 869 2160.0 05/04/81 06:27 08/01/81 07:04 #2 CRU PUMP FAILED, AFTER EQUIPMENT 10.100
FINDING THAT MAJOR

REPAIRS WERE REQUIRED,

DECLARED START Of 1981

SUMMER OUTAGE ON 5/12/81

YES,

40,

Page No. 1 

12/28/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF 
OUTAGE 

1a·a1 MAN SCRAM 

P~R LEVEL At DOYNTIME 
tiME OF SHUTDOWN 
MYT /14\1£ 

i,", 

"J 

OUtAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

SHUTDtMt 
DAtE liME 

StARtUP 
DAtE liME 

REMARKS ERROR SYSIEM 
DESIGNATION NUMlEI 

3720 
869 2160.0 05/04/81 06:27 08/01/81 07:04 12 CRY PUMP fAILED, AFtER EQUIPMENT 10,100 

FINDING THAT MAJOR 
REPAIRS WERE REQUIRED, 
DECLARED START Of 1981 
SUMMER OUTAGE ON 5/12/81 

YES. 
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Page No.

12/28/87
I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

HMlT HE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSISTIME

44-65 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

19-66 AUTO SCRAM

3600

3810

20.7 11/08/65 09:05 11/09/65

25.5 06/10/66 11:28 06/11/66 13:00

03-69 AUTO SCRAM 4000

03-71 AUTO SCRAM 3100

15-76 NAN SCRAM 2560

900 212.2 01/19/69 20:00 01/28/69 16:12

SWITCHED POWER OFF DC PERSONNEL

POWER TO 13.8V SWITHCGEAR

PROCESS TUBE FLOW MONITOR EQUIPMENT

TRIP ZS THE END OF A

SEQUENCE RESULTING FROM A

BPA POWER SURGE CAUSED BY

A LIGHTNING STRIKE ON NO.

2 LINE BETWEEN 251 AND

MIDWAY

105-A BUS INCIDEI': ON EQUIPMENT

1/26/69 a 2030 HRS, THE

480V BREADER FOR THE NO.

1 150 HP 105 LIFT STATION

PUMP BLEW UP.

CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE

RESULTED IN 105 A BUS SUB

IN ROOM 144, WHICH

REQUIRED 39.5 HRS TO

RESORE TO NORMAL

FAILURE OF SUDDEN EQUIPMENT

PRESSURE RELAY ON 4160V

TRANSFORMER

FiXi 480V AC BREAKER' EQUIPMENT

A'2 SUBSTATION OPENED AT

THE 109 BLDG, LOST NO. 1

GSCS PUMP. NO. 1,3,5

OCCP, PRESS. HEATERS O0

MCC 21, HPV-201-5,6,7,8

AND HPV-6261-3 & 4 VALVE

CONTROL, DRIVE TURBINES

1,2b,6 ROPPEDITO PONY

20 YES

20

206 YES

Fl:

YES •

Tfs

YES ... •
12.3 01/17/71

585 19.0 10/17/76 12:26

01/18/71

10/18/76 07:24

20

20

.\ 

Page No. t 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUUGE NO. TYPE OF POIER lEVEL AT O«MITlHl: SHUTOOUN STARTUP REMARKS ERROl SYSUM 1lAIISIIIf 
roUGE TIME Of SHUTDOWN DATE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNAllON IUMlEI AlAUSIS 

""T 1 HUE 

44·65 AUTOMATIC 3600 20~7 H/08/65 09:05 11/09/65 SWITCHED POYER OFF DC PUSOIINEL ZO. YfS~ 

SCRAM P~R TO 13.8V SWIJHCGEAR 
19·66 AUTO SCRAM 3810 25.5 06/10/66 11:28 06111166 13:00 PROCESS TUBE FUN MONI TOR EQUIPltEMT 20 YES 

TRIP ZS THE END OF A 
SEQUENCE RESULTING FROM A 
BPA POWER SURGE CAUSED BY 
A LIGHTNING STRIKE ON HO. I:.' 
2 LINE BETWEEN 251 AND n , 

> MIDWAY 
,., 

I .", 
0\ 03·69 AUTO SCRAM 4000 900 212.2 011'9169 20:00 01/28/69 16: 12 '05·A BUS INCIOEI': ON EQUIPMENT 20 YES 

, 
N 0 

1/26/69 a 2030 HR~, THE W' 
1\), 

4BOV BREADER fOR THE NO. N-
<.<+ 

1 150 HP 105 LifT STATION 
PlIoIP BLEW UP. 
CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE 
RESULTED IN 105 A BUS SUB 
IN ROOM 144, WHICH 
REQUIRED 39.5 HRS TO 
RESORE 10 NORMAL 

03·71 AUTO SCRAM 3100 12.3 01117171 01118/11 FAILURE OF SUDDEN EClUIPMENT 20 YfS 

PRESSURE RELAY ON 4160V 
TRANSfORMER 

15·76 .'" MAN SCRAM 2560 585 19.0 10/'7/16 12:26 10118/16 07:24 F1X" 480V AC BREAKER~ EQUIPMENT 20 
A-2 SUBS1ATION OPENED AT 
lHE 109 BLDG, LOST NO. 1 
GSCS PUMP, NO. 1,3,5 
DCCP, PRESS. HEAtERS ON 

,,", MCC 21, HPV-Z01-5,6,7,8 
AND HPV'6261-3 & 4 VALVE 



9 9

Page No.

12/28/87
2

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TINE OF SHUTDOWN

NWT / HE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIE DATE

REMARKS ERROR SISTEM

DESIGNATION NIBER
TNALYISEU

TIME

13-78 AUTO SCRAM 3640

12-81 AUTO SCRAM 2560

24-83 AUTO SCRAM 4000

820 42.0 09/29/78 12:53 10/01178 06:53

403 12.0 04/04/81 15:27 04/05/81 03:30

870 24.3 07/19/83 07:02 07/20/83 07:17

FAULT ON OFF SITE POWER

SUPPLY TO A BUS. 3-PHASE

FAULT TO GROUNO ON 230kV

HANFORD LOOP SETW. 100-B

& i00-K. 3RD ZONE BREAKER

ACTION RESTORED A BUS TO

NORMAL, 13.8KV INTERITE

LINE HAD SAME ABNORMAL

POWER CONDITIONS BUT

TRIPPED CLEAR OF 6 BUS

FLOW MONITOR LOW FLOW

TRIP, LOSS OF MCC #14

CAUSING LOSS OF B BUS OIL

PUMPS ON #2 DRIVE TURB.
WHICH TRIPPED, FEEDER

BRKR TO NCC-14 FOUND

OPEN, DASH POT ON B PHASE

LEAKING

CIRC. RAW WATER PUMP LOW

FLOW TRIP AS RESULT OF 91
CRW PUMP TRIPPING OFF

LINE AFTER UPSET ON

INCOMING BPA ELECT. POWER

SUPPLY, PLACE 03 CRW PUMP

IN SERVICE, TESTING ON 01

TO CONTINUE

PERSONNEL

BPA

OTHER

20 YES

37-4,241 YES,

EGUIPmENT 10,20 -YES.

'J ' , 7 ," ~ 6 ' j 

Page No. 2 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEOUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUtAGE NO. TYPE OF POYER lEVEL AT IKMITIME SHUTD(MI STARTUP REMARKS ERROR s!Snlt 
OUTAGE TIME OF SHUTDOWN DATE TIME DATE liME DESIGMAJIOI NUMlfI 

M'IT I M\IE 

1]'78 AUrO SCRAM 3640 820 42.0 09/29/78 12:53 10101/78 06:53 fAUlt ON Off SHE PMI PERSOIIIIEL 20 YES 
SUPPLY TO A BUS, 3'PHASE BPA 
fAUL T TO GROUIlO ON 2l0ltV 
HANFORD LOOP 8EIV. 100-8 
& l00-K, 3RD ZONE BRE~ER 
ACT ION RESIORED A IUS 10 
NORMAL, 13.8KV INTERITE 
1I liE HAD SAME ABNORMAL 

):a PMR CONDI1IONS BUT I 
en TRIPPED CLEAR Of • BUS w 

12·81 AUTO SCIAM 2560 403 12.0 04104181 15:27 04/05181 03:30 fLQI MONitOR lQl fUN OTHER 37'4,~ nar 
'RIP, lOSS Of MeC "4 
CAUSING LOSS Of B BUS OIL 
PUMPS ON tl2 DR I VE lURa. 
WHICH TRIPPED, fEEDER 
BIKR 10 MCC-14 FOUHO 
OPEN, DASH POt ON 8 PIIASE 
lE~ING 

24·81 AUf 0 SCRAM 4000 870 24.3 07/19/83 07:02 07120/83 07:\7 CIRC. RAV ""'ER PUMP LOW EQUIPMEN' 10,20 
FLOW 'RIP AS RESUlf Of " 
CIV PUlP TIIPPIN' Off 
LINE AfTER UPSET ON 
INCCIIIItG BPA ELECT. POWER 
SUPPLY, PLACE 13 CRW PUMP 
II SERVICE, lEST II' ON " 
TO CONIINUE 



Page No.
,121281B?

3

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NWT

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP 
REMARKS

DATE TIME DATE TIME

MWE

867 184.4 07/24/83 -'14:59 08/01/83 07:25 CIRC RAW WATER LOU FLOW

TRIP WHEN #2 & #4 CRV

PUMPS TRIPPED OFF LINE

DUE TO LOSS OF 184-N

TURB. GEN, SEE UO 8310,

DECISION MADE TO START

REFUEL OUTAGE ON 7125

ERROR SYSTEM TRANSIENT

DESIGNATION NUMBER ANALYSIS

PERSONNEL 20 YES

25-83 AUTO SCRAM 4000

-U.

0
e~J.

> • 0\ ... 

Page NO. 3 
, 12/28/87 

OUIAGE NO. lYPE OF 
(l.ITAGE 

25-83 AUIO SCRNt 

9 

OUtAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

pOWER LEVEL AT DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN 
TIME OF SHUTDOWN DATE TIME 

STARTUP 
DATE TIME 

Io\\IT I M\IE 

4000 
861 184.4 01/24/83 -'14:59 08/01/83 07:25 

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM 
DESIGNATION lUMBER 

CIRC RAW YATER L~ flOW PERSONNEL 20 
,TRIP "HEN '2 & 14 CRW 
PUMPS TRIPPED Off LINE 
DUE TO LOSS OF 184-N 
lURB. GEN. SEE UO 83-10. 
DECISION MADE TO START 
REFUEL (l.ITAGE ON 7/25 

lRMSllI' 
AMALYSlS ,. 

YES 
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Page No.

12129/87

I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

ANALYISIS
OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUIDOWI

MT I MWE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSIEMDESIG"AIION UmusER
TIME

45-66 AUTO SCRAM 3500

18-68 AUTO SCRAM 3500

28-69 AUTO SCRAM 4000

1.2 12102/66 16:21 12/02/66 17:31

785 1.6 05/14/68 04:47 05/14/68 06:23

LOW PRIMARY LOOP PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
FOLLOWING A WPPSS LOSS OF

B PHASE ON ONE OF THE

COVINGTON TRANSFORMERS

WHICH TRIPPEO BOTH

GENERATING UNITS (670 MHE

a WPPSS)

PRIMARY COOLANT LOW EQUIPMENT

PRESSURE TRIPS, LOSS OF

LOWER MONUMENTAL DAN

FEEDER BREAKER TCS-4107

INITIATED A TOTAL LOAD

REJECTION, AND DELAYED

RESPONSE IN THE SECONDARY

SYSTEM EMERGENCY SPILL

CONTROL SYSTEM. RESULTED

IN LOW PRIMARY LOOP

PRESSURE

2 WPPSS LOAD REJECTION EQUIPMENT

RESULTED IN AUTO ACRAM

FROM HIGH MSU PRESSURE.

RX WAS STARTED UP WITH

WPPSS OFF THE LINE

WRPSS

WPPSS

YES

YES

YES
900 22.7 07/17/69 14:50 07/18/69 13:3 UPPSS

7 ~I

9 : i !", U ',' ' , i 

,age No. 1 
121'29/81 OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

ClITAGE NO. TYPE Of POUER LEVEL AT OOUNrlME SHUTDOWN STARTUP REMARKS ERRat 5"11" 
ClItAGE TIHE Of SHUTDOWN DATE UHf DATE TlHE OESIGNAtlo. IUMltR 

fUlT / MIlE 

45·66 AUTO SCRAM 3500 1.2 12102166 16:21 12/02/66 11:31 LQI PRIMARY lOOP PRESSURE EooIP"ENT \If,SS YES 
fOllOUING A IJPPSS LOSS Of 
8 PHASE ON ONE OF THE 
COVINGTON TRANSfORMERS 
WHICH TRIPPEO 80TH 
GENERATING UNITS (610 MWE 
a IJPPSS) 

18'68 AUTO SCR_M 3500 785 1.6 05/14/68 04:47 05/14/68 06:23 PRIMARY COOLANT LOI EQUI PMf" 1 IJPPSS y£$ 

PRESSURE 'RIPS, LOSS Of ~ 
I 
:n LOYER MON\MENlAL ONe 

'" fEEDER 8REAKER 1C8-4107 
I~I'IATEO A TOTAL LOAD 
REJECTION, ANO DELAYED 
RESPONSE IN THE SECONDARY 
SYSlEM EMERGENCY SPILL 
CONtROl SYSTEM. RESULTED 
IN UN PRIMARY lOOP 
PRESSURE 

28'69 AUlO SCRAM 4000 900 22.7 07/17169 14:50 07118/69 13:32 "'PSS LOAD REJECTION EQUIPMENT wppss 
RESUlTED IN AUTO ACRAM 
fROM HIGH MSH PRESSURE, 
RX WAS StARlED UP WI'H 
IJPPSS Off THE LINE 



9 I V I'j

Page No.

12/29187
2

I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MUT I

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME
MUE

15-72 MAN SCRAM 2700

34-72 AUTO SCRAM 3765

10-75 AUTO SCRAM 2675

13-75 AUTO SCRAM 2500

t5.5 08105(72 20:51 08/06/72 12:20

20.8 12/31/72 17:14 /

600 4.8 08/14/75 08:16 08114/75 13:04

560 17.8 10/06/75 14:40 10/07/75 08:28

MANUAL S/P DUE TO LAD WPPSS
REJECTION AT WPPSS

(PROCESS STANDARD 6-205,

SECONDARY COOLING

SYSTEM), SID WAS PROBABLY

NOT NECESSARY SINCE

TRANSIENTS FAILED TO

CAUSE ANY DIFFICULTY

SECONDARY HIGH PRESSURE WPPSS

TRIP CAUSED BY LOSS OF

WPPSS NO. 2 GENERATOR

RX SCRAM FROM SECONDARY WPPSS

SURGE TANK LOW LEVEL WHEN

WPPSS UNITS TRIPPED OFF.

VPPSS TESTING PROGRAM WAS

IN PROGRESS, #2 LLDP DID

NOT COME UP TO FULL SPD 2

TIME OF SCRAM - GOVERNOR

DRIVE MOTOR BRUSHED FOUND
STUCK IN HOLDERS

P.L. LOW PRESSURE TRIP WPPSS

WHEN IPPSS UNIT NO. 2

TRIPPED ON "OVERALL

GENERATOR DIFFERENTIAL

RELAYM WHILE SPA WAS

WORKING ON THEIR

SWITCHYARD, OUTAGE

OVERRUN DUE 10 CELL 3 & 5

STRAINER CLEANING &
ADJUSINTS TO NO. I DRIVE

TURS SCRAM SPO

WPPSS IES

UPPSS YES "Q
0

WPPSS YES

r-n

,PPss YES

/' 

Page No. 2 
12/29/87 

OOT"GE NO. TYPE OF PMR LEVEL AT DOUNTiME SHUTDOWN 
WrAGE TIME Of SHUTDOUN D~TE 

MUT / HUE 

1S-72 MAN StRAM 2700 \5.5 08/0517l 

> 
I 34-72 AUTO SCRAM 3765 20.8 12131/72 0\ 
0\ 

to-n AUTO SCRAM 2675 600 4.8 08/14/75 

n-75 AUTO SCRAM 2500 560 11.8 10/06/75 

f 
< 

') 9 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

STARTUP REMARKS 
TIME DATE TIME 

20:51 08/06/72 12:20 MANUAL SID DUE fa LAO 
. REJECTION AT \lPPSS 

(PROCESS SlANDARD a-205, 
SECONDARY COOLING 
SYSTEM), SID UAS PROBABLY 
NOJ NECESSARY SINCE 
TRANSIENTS fAILED TO 
CAUSE ANY DiffiCULTY 

17:14 I I SECONDARY HIGH PRESSURE 
TRIP CAUSED 8Y LOSS Of 
UPPSS NO. 2 GENERA:OR 

08:16 08/14/75 13:04 IX SCRAM fROM SECONDARY 
SURGE TANK lOU LEVEL WHEM 
WPPSS UNITS TRIPPED Off, 
WPPSS TESTING PROGRAM VAS 
IN PROGRESS, '2 LLDP DID 
NOT COME UP TO FUll SPD a 
TIME Of SCRAM . GOVERHOI 
DRIVE MOTOR BRUSHED fOUNO 
StUCK IN HOLDERS 

14:40 10/07/75 08:28· P.L. lOW PRESSURE lRIP 
""EN WPPSS UNIT NO. 2 
TRIPPED ON "OVERALL 
GENERA10R DlffEREUTIAl 
RELAY· WHILE SPA WAS 
YORKING OM THEIR 
SUllCHYARD, OOTAGE 
OVERRUN DUE 10 CELL 3 , 5 
STRAINER CLEANING' 
ADJUST"'S fO NO_ 1 DRIVE 
lOR8 SCRAM SPD 

ERROR StSl£K 'l~"SIElIt 

DESIGNATION NUMBER ANALYSIS 

\lPPSS \lPPSS YES 

~ 
n 
I ,.., 

WPPSS \lPPSS YES " I 
0 
w 
tv 
tv 

WPPSS WPPSS 'In 
» r" < 
0 

WPPSS WPPSS YfS 
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Page No.

12/29/87

3

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MHT I

DOWNTIME SHUIDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEMDESIGA1100 NUKIER
TRANSIENT
ANALYSSTIME

HWE

07-77 AUTO SCRAM 3850

11-81 AUTO SCRAM 0650

06-82 AUTO SCRAM 3878

865 31.2 06/25/77 05:36 06/26/77 12:46

30 4.8 04/03/61 21:28

864 22.7 03/26/82 11:51

04/04/81 02:13

03/27/82 10:35

BLOWN FUSE ON M.2. WRECORDER B PHASE AT THE

185-N BLDG., SECONDARY

SURGE TANK LOW LEVEL

SCRAM TRIP OCCURRED WHEN

FPDV-6203-2 CLOSED DUE TO

WPPSS NO. 2 DEAERATOR LOU

LEVEL INTERLOCK. PROBLEM

STARIED Wi BLOWN FUSE

FLOW MONITOR LOW FLOW E

TRIP. 03 DRIVE TURB.

TRIPPED OFF DUE TO

REOUCTUATIONi IN HOR

HEADER PRESSURE WHEN

UPPSS TRIPPED THEIR 82

TURBINE

LOW SURGE TANK LEVEL.

INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN

DROVE MEGAWATT RECORDER

DOWINSCALE CAUSING CONDV

82-1 (WPPSS DEAERATOR LVL

CONTR.) TO CLOSE CAUSING

FPDV 6203 VLVS TO CLOSE A

LOU SURGE TANK LEVEL

PPSS

rn0

QOUIPMEOT 37-S.WPFS$: YES'

"PPSS YES

PERSONNEL UPPSS YES

9 :;- .' , 9'0 
'age No. 3 
1'l,(1.9/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

WTAGE NO. TYPE Of PMR lEYEl AT DOWTlME SHUTDOW STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSIEM lIAlSIE" 

OOIAGE TIME OF SIIUTDOW DATE TIME DAlE TIME DESIGNAtION .uMI(R AIIALYSIS 

KWT / M\IE 

07-77 AUTO SCRNt 3850 865 31.2 06/25177 05:36 06126/17 12: 46 BLOW FUSE ON M.2. WPPSS WPPSS ns 
RECORDER I PHASE AT IKE 
185-M ILDG., SECONDARY 
SURGE lANK LOY LEVEL 
SCRAM TRIP OCCURRED WEN 
FPDY-6203-2 CLOSED DUE 10 

WPPSS NO. 2 DEAERATOR L"" 

lEVEL INTERLOCK, PROBLEM 

l:I> STARIED'YI ILOWN fUSE 

• 0\ 11-81 AUlD SCRAM 0650 )0 4.8 04103/81 'l,1:28 04/04181 02: 13 fl"" MON IT OR lOY flOY EQUIPMENT 37-S,WPSS· YES' 

.... fRIP, '3 DRIVE tURB. 
TRIPPED Off DUE TO 
REOUCTUATION IN HDIt 
MEADER PRESSURE VHEN 
UPPSS TRIPPED THEIR ,~ 

TURBINe 

06-82 AUIO SCRAM 3878 864 22.1 03/26/82 11:51 03/27/82 10:35 l"" SURGE TANK lEVEl, PERSONNEL wppss YES 

INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN 
DROVE MEGAYAn RECORDER 
DOWNStAlE CAUSING CONDV 
82-' (WPPSS DEAERAfOR LVL 

OONfR.) 10 CLOSE CAUSIN' 
fPDV 6203 VlVS to CLOSE , 

L"" SURGE TANK lEVEL 
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Page No.

12/29/87

I,
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

11ME OF SNUWOOWI

NUT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS
ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME

MWE

02-83 AUTO SCRAM 3965
864 27.8 01/17/83 06:11 01118/83 09:43 MAIN STEAM HEADER HIGH PERSONNEL VPPSS

PESSURE TRIP DUE TO LOSS

OF upPPSS POWER GENERATING

UNIT 2 DUE 10 LOW VACUUM

TRIP

VES

33-86 AUTO SCRAM 4000
0864 2.6 12/08186 15:03 12109/86 1T:46 LOWSURGE TANK LEVEL -DPPSS

fPDV-7d!3-2 CLOSED

I, IISS YES

00

Page No. 4 
12/29/87 

OUtAGE NO. TYPE OF 
OUtAGE 

02·83 AUTO SCRAM 

n·86 AUTO SCRAM 

9 .'~ 
' . .' :,' . , I 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DAtABASE 

pa,£R lEVEL AT 
liME Of SKUIIXM1 

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN 
DATE liME 

M'" / mlE 

,3965 864 27.8 01117/83 06:11 

4000 0864 2.6 12/08/86 15:01 

STARTUP 
DATE TIME 

01118/83 09:43 

12109/86 11:46 

REMARKS 

MAIN STEAM HEADER HIGH 
PESSURE 'RIP DUE to lOSS 
OF WPPSS POWER GENERATING 
UMIT 2 DUE to UN VACUUM 
TRIP 
lOW SURGE TANK LEVEL • 
FPDV·~3·2 CLOSED 

blt.=J 

ERROR SYStEM 
DESIGNA'ION NUHB£R 

PERSONNEl WPPSS 

""P55 WPPS5 

, ... SIEII' 

AlW.YSIS 

'ES 

YES 



w
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Page No.
12/28/87

1

OUIAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NWU /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUIMER

ItASISENt '!
ANALYSISTIME

1IUE

.31-65 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

27-74 AUTO SCRAM

3200

2300

5.9 09401/65 11:15 09/01/65

515 74.4 11/14/74 00:39 11/17/74 03:00

14-78 AUTO SCRAM 3500

07-83 AUTO SCRAM 3865

785 153.7 10/05/78 18:25 10/12/78 04:04

862 30.0 02/18/83 00:06 02/19/83 06:04

GAS IN ROD HYDRAULIC

SYSTEM CAUSED POWER SURGE

PRESSURIZER LOW LEVEL

SCRAM AS RESULT OF LOW

PRESSURIZER LEVEL, MOST

LIKELY CAUSE IS THAT 2

RODS (48 & 72) PARTIALLY

ENTERED THE RX ABOUT 30

SECONDS BEFORE THE SCRAM

UNEXPECTED WITHDRAWAL OF

CONTROL ROD 93, CONTROL

RD GANG SWITCH #1 ROUT

SLOU" RELAY FAILED SCRAM

DUE TO PRIM. COOLANT LOOP

LO PRESSURE SAFETY CIRC.

TRIP

EXCESSIVE POWER RATE OF

RISE TRIP CAUSED BY

ERRATIC MOVEMENT OF

HORIZ. CONTORL ROD 23

DURING NORMAL REACT.

CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS,

TESTING UNSAT ON 23,

REPLACED 124 FOR #23

EQUIPMENT 32M

EQUIPMENT 32

YES

YES

m

YES 0,.

YES

EQUIPMENT 32

EQUIPMENT 32

~J :; r\ ~) ;.' '",. 
Page No. ' 1 

12/28/87 
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ,ANALYSIS DATABASE 

WTAGE NO. TYPE OF PCNER LEVEL AT DOIoINTlME SHUTDOIIN STARTUP' REMARKS EARDIt snJE" TIAllSUIJ 
ClJTAGE TIME OF SHUTDOIIN DATE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNAtiON NUMlfI ANALYSIS 

M"T / MWE 

, ]1'65 AUTotAlIC 3200 5.9 09/01/65 11 :15 09/01/65 GAS IN ROO HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT u- ns 
SCRAM SYSTEM CAUSED P~R SURGE 

27·74 AUTO SCRAH 2300 515 74.4 11/14/14 00:39 11/11/74 03:00 PRESSURIZER LOY LEVEL EQUIPMENT 32 YES 
SCRAM AS RESULT Of LOY 
PRESSURIZER LEVEL. MOST 
LIKELY CAUSE IS tHAT 2 
RODS (48 & 12) PARTIALLY 
ENTERED THE RX ABOUT 30 

ca SECONDS BEfORE tHE SCRAH 
I 14·18 AUtO SCRAM 3500 185 153.1 10/05/78 18:25 10/12/18 04:04 UNEXPECTED WITHDRA"AL Of EQUIPMENt 32 YES " C CONTROL ROO 93, CONTROL 

RO GANG SW.TCH ., -out 
SLOY" RELAY fAILED SCRAM 
DUE TO PRIM. COOlANt LOOP 
LD PRESSURE SAfETY CIRC. 
TRIP 

01'83 AUTO SCRAM 3865 862 30.0 02/18/83 00:06 02/19/83 06:04 EXCESSIVE POYER RAtE Of EQUIPMENT 32 YES 
RISE TRIP CAUSED 8Y 
ERRATIC MOvEMENt Of 
HDltIZ. CONtORl IKIO 23 
OUR I NG NORMAL REACT. 
CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS, 
TESTING UNSAt ON 23, 
REPLACED .24 fOR '23 



I / I j ."t -,.i~ I,

Page No. 2
12/28/8?

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MUT / MWE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMSERTIME

TI IIm I
ANALYSIS

YES

S

'4

44

23-84 AUTO SCRAM 4000 870 30.3 11107/84 01:14 11/08/84 08:35 PRIMARY LOOP EXTREMELY
LOW PRESSURE TRIP CAUSED

BY UNPLANNED HORIZ.
CONTR. ROD MOVEMENT.
REPLACED MAROTTA VALVE

TRAIN ON ROD 13, SEE
PLANT INCIDENT REPORT
84-59

EOQIPMENT 32

0..

]:a 
f ..., 
o 

Pag!! No. 2 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF 
OOTAGE 

23-84 AUTO SCRAM 

9 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

PO\IER lEVEL AT 
TIME OF SKUTD~ 

DOWNTIME SKUTD~ 

DATE TIME 

MWT / MWE 

41)00 810 30.3 11/01/84 Ol:14 

STARTUP 
DATE TIME 

REMARKS ERROR SYStEM 

DESIGNATION NUKBEI 

11/08184 08:35 PRIMARY lOOP EXTREMELY EQUIPMENT 32 
lOW PRESSURE TRIP CAUSED 
8Y UNPLANNED HORIZ. 
CONTR. ROD MOVEMENT, 
REPLACED MAROTTA VAlve 
TRAIN ON ROD 13, SEe 
PLANT. INCIDENT REPORT 
84-59 

YES 



wLl- -
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page NO. 1

12/28187

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

REMARKS
ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGmAT ION NUMBER

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

HWT I HE

DOUNT IME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE TIME

ANALYSIS

"YES ""

0 2.9 08/14/81 12:40 08/14/81 15:35
AUTO SCRAM 0350

23-81

FLOW MONITOR HIGH FLOW
TRIP WHEN 06 DRIVE

TURBINE RAMPED WHEN

PLACED ON AUTO CONTROL

DURING RX POWER LVL

REDUCTION DUE 10 POOR

RUPT. MONITOR RESPONSE

PERSONNEL & 27037-3
EQUIPMENT

fyi,*00lal

g~4

» 
I ..... -

Page 110. 

12/28/87 

QJ1AGE 110. IYPE Of 
OUTAGE 

2]·81 AUTO SCRAM 

POWER lEVEL AT DOWNTIME 
TIME Of SHUTDOYN 
MVT / tIlE 

0]50 o 2.9 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

SHUTDOUN 
DATE TIME 

STARTUP 
DATE TIME 

06/14/81 12:40 08/14/81 15:]5 

REMARKS ERROl S'SIEM 
DESiGIlAl101 .... 

fUN MOIIITOR HIGH fUN P£RSOIIIlEL & 21,37·] 

TRIP WHEN 16 DRIVE 
TURBINE RAMPED WHEN 
PLACED 011 MHO COlitROl 
DURING RX pOIER LVl 

REDUCtiON DUE to POOR 
RUPI. MONitOR RESPONSE 

EQUIPMENt 

YES 



091 1 ') !G

Page No.

12/21/87

I
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SIUTIDOUN

NUT I

DOWNT IME SHUTDOUN

DATE TIME

STARTUP

OATZ

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUKBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSIS

TIE

MUE

10-72 AUTO SCRAM .5
1.2 07/12/72 13:15 07/12/72 14:24 INTERMEDIATE RANGE FLUX

MONITOR FAST PERIOD

DURING NCR ROD CALIBRAION

AT .5 lM

PERSONNEL 25 YES

im

06
to1
r4

0

:. • ..., 
N 

'age No. 1 
t2/21/87 

IlJTAGE NO. TYPE Of 
IlJTAGE 

10·n AUTO SCRAM 

PtM:R LEVEL AT DMTlME 
TIME OF SHUTDOWN 

""T I M\IE 

.5 1.2 

/ . '. i 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

SHUTDOUN 
DATE TIME 

STARTUP 
OAT:: TIME 

01/12/12 11:15 01/12/72 14:24 

REMARICS ERROR SYSTEM 
DESIGNATION NU'-BER 

INTERMEDIATE RANGE FLUX PERSONNEL 25 
MONITOR fAST PERlll) 
DURING RCR ROD CALIBRAION 

AT .5 "" 

TRANSaE.T 
ANALYSIS 

YES 



I I 7 -~

Page No.
12/28/87 OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUIDOWI

MNT I

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEMDESIGNATION NUMBER TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME

MUE

21.1 07/05/66 14:17 07/06/66 11:00
25-66 AUTO SCRAM 3000

LOW PRESSURIZER LEVEL DUE PERSONNEL
TO A RAPID PRIMARY SYSTEM

INVENTORY DECREASE CAUSED

FROM REDUCTION IN MAIN

STEAM HEADER PRESSURE AND

SIMULTANEOUS

OVERINSERTION OF CONTROL

RODS SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

FOLLOWED THE PLANNED 2

TURBINE TRIP-OFF

CONVERSION TEST 5.4

TEST YES "

z
2c

A

W'r

0 :

Page No. 

12/28/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE Of 
OUTAGE 

25-66 AUTO SCRAM 

j 
. ., .:] b 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

POWER LEVEL AT DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP 

TIME OF SHUTDOWN DATE TIME DATE TIME 

""T / M\IE 

3000 21.1 01/05/66 14:11 01106/66 11 :00 

REMARKS ERROR SYSIf" 
DESIGNATION MUHlEI 

LOW PRESSURIZER LEVEL DUE PERSONNEL tEST 
TO A RAPID PRIMARY SYStEM 
INVENtORY DECREASE CAUSED 
fRa4 REDUCTION IN MAIN 
StEAM HEADER PRESSURE AND 
SIMULTANEOOS 
OVERINSERTION Of CONTROL 
RODS SEQUENCE Of EVENTS 
fOlLOWED THE PLANNED 2 
TURBINE TRIP-Off 
CONVERSION TEST 5.4 

tRAl51£1' 
MA"'SlS 

YES .. 

E· 
% 
n 
I 

r'91 
~ 
I 
o 
W 
N 
N 



9 1 I '1 .' *2
'I

Page No.
12/28/87

I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NWT I MHE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSISTIME

02-74 AUTO SCRAM 3425 770 28.5 01/09/74 15:58 011101714 20:30

14-79 MAN SHUTDOWN

12-86 AUTO SCRAM

3765 852 48.6 08/26/79 20:30 08/28/79 21:07

03/22/86 13:10

03/30/86 01:53

HIGH TRIP SIGNAL TO DEBRIS

SAFETY CIRCUIT FROM TUBE

1549 FLOW MONITOR,

REMOVED FOREIGN MATERIAL

FROM VENTURI OF 1549

WHICH IS BEING ANALYZED

BY ENGINEERING WHO WILL

ISSUE A DETAILED REPORT

FLOW INDICATION ON TUBE DEBRIS

1660 DUE TO 2 SMALL

PIECES Of DEBRIS LODGED

BETWEEN INNER A OUTER

FUEL PIECES OF THE

UPSTREAM FUEL ELEMENT,

SEE ALSO U0-79-33

HIGH FLOW IN PROCESS TUBE DEBRIS

0772 - DEBRIS LOCATED IN

TUBE 20 X I" X 1"

SOLIDIFIED SEALANT LODGED

IN VENTURI

HIGH FLOW TRIP ON PROCESS DEBRIS

TUBE 1774, DEBRIS SIMILAR

TO ABOVE

DEBRIS ! YES

DEBRIS YES

DEBRIS YES

DEusNI YES

0500 0000 40.7 03/20/86 20:30

13-86 AUTO SCRAM 0210 0 178.6 03/22/86 15:20

/ '\ 7 ... 

Page No. 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUIAGE NO. nPE OF PWER lEVEL AT DOUN TI HE SIIUTDOIIN STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYStEM '.AIISIl., 
OUTAGE TIME OF SIIUTDOUN DAlE TIME DATE liME DESIGNA110N NUMBEI QAUSIS 

HilT / MIlE 

02·74 AUTO SCRAM 3425 770 28.5 01/09/74 15:58 01/10/74 20:30 HIGH TRIP SIGNAL TO DEBRIS DEUIS !":' YES • 

SAFETY CIRCUIT FROM TUBE 
1549 flOW MONITOR, 
REMOVED FOREIGN MATERIAL 
FROM VENTURI OF 1549 
UHICH IS BEING ANALYZED 
BY ENGINEERING UNO IIILl 
ISSUE A OETAILED REPORT ,. 

14·79 MAN SHUIDtMI 3765 852 48.6 08/26/79 20:30 08/28/79 21:07 fLOW INDICAT ION ON tUBE DEBRIS DEBRIS YES I ..... 1660 DUE TO 2 SMALL .,.. 
PIECES Of OEBRIS LODGED 
BEtWEEN INNER & OUIER 
fUEL PIECES OF THE 
UPSTREAM fUEL ELEMENT, 
SEE ALSO UO·79·3J 

12·86 AUIO SCRAM 0500 0000 40.1 03/20/86 20:30 03/22186 13: 1~ HIGH fLOW IN PROCESS TUBE DEBRIS DEBRIS YES 
07n • DEBRIS LOCATED UI 
TUBE 2M X ,. X ,. 
SOliDIFIED SEALANT LODGED 
IN VENtURI 

1]·86 AUTO SCRAM 0210 0 178.6 03/22/86 15:20 03/30/86 01:53 HIGH fLOW IRIP ON PROCESS DEBRIS OfIlIS 

TUBE 1774, DEBRIS SIMILAR 
TO A8OV£ 



Page No.

12/28/87

9 1 I :'

2

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

REMARKS

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MWT I

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP
DATE TIME DATE

ERROR SYSIEM
DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME

HWE

17-86 MAN SHUTDOWN 0450 0000 33.5 05/24/86 04:50 05/25/86 14:22 SUSPECTED DEBRIS FLOW DEBRIS.
DEVIATIONS PT 0946, 2346 NONCOM-

FIRMED

DEBRIS YES

-1o
A
VI

~) , , " ~~ ,"\ 
U 

Page No. Z 

12128/87 OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF PMR lEVEL AT OO\lNlIME 5HUTDOW STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYStEM 

OUTAGE TIME OF SHUTDOWN DATE liME DATE liME 
DESIGNATION NUMltl 

M\lT / "\IE 

11·86 MAti SIIUTDCMI 0450 0000 33.5 051Z4/86 04:50 OS/Z5/86 14:ZZ SUSPECTED DEBRIS flOW DEBRIS, DEBIIS YES 

DEVIATIONS PT 0946, Z3~6 NONtON· 
fiRMED 



Page No.

12/28/87

3

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN
NUT I

DOUNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSISTIME

HUE

19-81 MAN SCRAM 0350

31-81 AUTO SCRAM 3760

28-83 AUTO SCRAM 0350

07-84 MAN SCRAM 0400

0 9.6 08/01/81 19:20 08/02/81 04:55

878 28.9 11/19181 20:48 11/21/81 02:42

0 7.1 08/22/83 04:08 08122/83 11:12

#6 DRIVE TURBINE TRIP TO PERSONNEL 37-2
PONY MOTOR DUE TO LOW

VACUUM, AWRV 6213-1 FOUND

TO BE a 12% OPEN & FLOW

READING FULL SCALE,

ADJUSTED VLV TO 30% OPEN,

CALIB. BARTON AND LO

VACUUM ALARM & TRIP

SETTING

FLOW MONITORLOW FLOW PROCEDURE 37-2

TRIP WHEN #6 DRIVE TURB.

TRIPPED OFF ON LOW

VACUUM. COND. PUMP DRAIN

VALVE WAS LEFT OPEN AFTER

68 CONDENSATE PUMP WAS

REPAIRED

03 & #4 DRIVE TURBINES EQUIPMENT 37-2

TRIPPED OFF DUE TO LOW

VACUUM. REPLACED CRACKED

RUPTURE DISC ON 03 AND

CHANGED VAPOR EXTRACTOR

VALVING ON #4

LOSS OF VACUUM ON DRIVE EQUIPMENT 40,37-2

IURB #6, SEE PLANT

INCIDENT REPORT 84-19 FOR

DETAILS (EMS CORRECTED).

YES

YES
c

c
V.,

YES

YES0 6.1 03/15/84 19:12 03/16/84 01:15

Page No. 3 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SfQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

WTAGE NO. TYPE OF PO\lER LEVEL AT DOUIHIME SHUTDCMf STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYStEM IIAIISlEII 

WTAGE TIME Of SHUTDOWN DATE flME DATE TIME DESIGNAtiON NUMBER MAlUSS 

MilT / M\lE 

19-81 MAN SCRAM 0350 0 9.6 08/01/8'_ '9:20 08/02181 04:55 M6 DRIVE TURBINE tRIP TO PERSONNEL 31-2 YES 

PONY MOTOR DUE Til LOW 
VACUUM, RWRV 6Z13-1 FOOND 
TO BE a 121 OPEN & flOW 
READING fULL SCALE, 
ADJUSTED VLV TO 30X OPEN, 
CAllI. IARTON AND LO 
VACUUM ALARM & TRIP 

> SETTING 
I ...., 31-81 AUTO SCRAM 3760 818 28.9 '1/19/81 20:48 11/21/81 02:42 FLOW toflTORLOW flOW PROCEDURE 37-2 YES 
0\ TRIP WKEN '6 DRIVE TURB. 

TRIPPED Off ON lOW 
VACUUM, COND. PUMP DRAIN 
VALVE WAS LEFT OPEN AfTER 
6B CONDENSATE PUMP WAS 
REPAIRED 

28-8] AUTO SCRAM 0350 0 7.1 08/22/83 04:08 081Z2/8] 11: 12 '3 & '4 DRIVE TURBINES EQUIPMENT 37-2 YES 
TRIPPED Off DUE '0 lOW 
VACUUM, REPLACED CRACKED 
RUPTURE DISC ON 13 AND 
CHANGED VAPOR EXTRACTOR 
VAlVING ON 14 

07-84 MAN SCRAM 0400 0 6.1 03115/84 19:12 03/16/84 01:15 lOSS Of VACUUM ON DRIVE EQUIPMENT 40,]1'2 
TURB '6, SEE PLANT 
INCIDENT REPORT 84-19 fOR 
DETAilS (EMS CORRECtED). 



page No. 4

12/2B187

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

9 1 1Y~ 7 0

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

ISI TO SYSTEM TfAhSYIFA
DES IGNAT IOMNUMBER ANALTSISREMARKS

POWER LEVEL AT
TINE OF SHUTDOWN

NWT I

DOWNT IHE SHUTOOWN STARTIUP
DATE TIME DATE TINE

MaE

02M0 2.s 06/05/85 05:50 06/05/85 08:21

13-85 AUTO SCRaM 1075

NO. 6 DRIVE TURBINE TRIP PERSONNEL 37-2
DUE 10 LOU VACUUM, NAY BE

HUMAN ERROR. SEE PLANT

EVENT REPORT 85-37 FOR

DETAILS

viS

A%)

N

r'r3

-X
m,

• I ... ... 

Pege No. 4 

12128/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE Of 
OUTAGE 

13-8S AUTO SCRAM 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

~R LEVEL AT I)(MITIME StlJTDCUI 

liME Of SHUTDCMi DAtE TIME 

STARU 
DATE TIME 

"'T / -

1075 0200 2.S 06/05/85 05:50 06/05/85 08:21 

£.101 S'SllR 
D£SIGllA1 UII .... 

110. 6 DRIVE TURBINE T.IP PERSOIIIIEL 37-2 

DUE 10 lW VACtAM, MAY BE 
HUMAN ERROR, SEE PLANT 
EVEN1 REPORT 85-31 fOR 
DElAILS 

YES 



9 1 7? '~? r~ j
~ :! j

Page No.

12/21/87

1
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUIDOWN

MWT /

DOUNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSIS

TIME

HUE
f.

28-70 AUTO SCRAM 01

08-77 AUTO SCRAM 0575

4.8 10/22/70 10/22/70 NIGH FLOW TRIP ON 0561 PERSONNEL

DURING DIVERSION

120 6.8 06/26177 17:10 06/26/77 23:59 RX SCRAMMED WHILE RAISING PERSONNEL

PRIMARY LOOP FLOW DUE TO

LOU FLOW TRIP ON TUBE

1269, DRIVE TURBINE

CONTROL PROBLEM RESULTED

IN TWO DTs REDUCING SPEED

6.8 MR OVERRUN DUE TO

NO. I LOU LIFT DIESEL

FAILING TO START ON

SCRAM, REPLACED SCRAM AND

CR-Al RELAYS

37-1

37-1 YES

YES

a:

-o
0*
N,
N,

~ 
I ..... co 

Page No. 

12/21/81 

WTAGE NO. TYPE OF 
OUTAGE 

28·70 AUTO SCRAM 

08·71 AUTO SCRAM 

POWER lEVEL AT DOWNTIME 
TIME OF SHU1DOWN 
HilT / H\IE 

<1 4.8 

OS7S 120 6.8 

9 ~. " 

~~ .' f) 
, ,I I 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

SHUTDOWN STARTUP REMARKS 
DATE TIME DATE TIME 

10/22170 10/22/70 HIGH FLOY TRIP ON 0561 
DURING DIVERSION 

ERROR SYS1EM 
DESIGNATION NUMBER 

r. 
PERSONNEL ]7·1 

06/26/77 17:10 06/26/77 23:59 RX SCRAMMED WHILE RAISING PERSONNEL 37-1 
PRIMARY lOOP fLOW DUE 10 
UN FlOY TRIP ON lUBE 
1269, DRIVE tURBINE 
CONtROl PROBLEM RESULTED 
IN tYO Dts REDUCING SPEED 
6.8 NR OVERRUN DUE TO 

NO. 1 lOW LIFT DIESEL 
fAILING to StARt ON 
SCRAN,'REPLACED SCRAN AND 
CRoAl RELAYS 

IRANSIEIU 
ANALYSIS 

YES 

YES 



v w

:), Ii / *; ~ '4

Page No.
12128187

I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

~wr /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSIEN

DESIGNATION NMBER
TRANSIENT
ANALYISISTIME

MHE

03-65 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

09-67 AUTO SCRAM

4000

-500

81.5 01/25/65 15:13 01/29/65 02:13

.8 03/22/67 03:37 03/22167 04:28

10-67 AUTO SCRAM '500

23-67 MAN SCRAM 500

611.3

- 463.3

03/22/67 07:27 03/22/67 18:45

06/21/67 14:02 07/10/67 21:21

SPURIOUS OPENING OF RV-2 EQUIPMENT

PROCESS TUBE FLOW MONITOR EQUIPMENT

LOW TRIP CIRCUIT AS A

RESULT OF A PARTIAL V-l1

VALVE CLOSURE

PROCESS TUBE LFOW MONITOR EQUIPMENT

LOW TRIP CIRCUIT AS A

RESULT OF A PRTIAL V-I1

VALVE CLOSURE

FIRE IN PROCESS CELL NO. FIRE

3, THE INCIDENT OCCURRED

3.5 DAYS PRIOR TO PLANNED

TRANSITION OUTAGE

FAILURE OF PRESSURIZER EQUIPMENT

LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

(FULL BALL DROP).

#1 DRIVE TURBINE OBSERVED PERSONNEL

37. YES '"

37. YES

37. YES

37. YES r

10-69 MAN SHUTDOWN 4000 900 49.8 03107/69 13:42 03/09/69 15:30

0 15.2 10/15/73 08:48 10/16/73 00:01

37. YES

21-73 AUTO SCRAM 0450 37. YES,
TO BE BACKING DOWN CAUSED

BY VALVING ERROR OF

CONDENSATE THROUGH

CORROSION TEST FACILITY

ASSOCIATED U/TURBINE

HOTWELL (OESCR. ON UO)

=) 
'~ .. .. )" 

" f) I " l~ 

Plge No. 
12/28/87 

ClJTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

ClJTAGE NO. TYPE Of PBlER lEVEl AT DMTlME SHUJDtMI STARTUP REMARkS ERROl "SIE" 1 IMSI EI{ 
ClJTAGE liME Of SKUTDOW DATE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNATION NUMlEt MAl nil 

MWf / MWE 

01-6S AUTOMATIC 4000 81.5 01125/65 15:11 01129/65 02:13 SPURIClJS OPENING Of RV-2 EQUIPMENT 17.~ yn ... 
SCRAM 

09-67 AUTO SCRAM <500 .8 01122167 03:37 03122167 04:28 PROCESS TUBE flOW HOM I TOIl EQUIPMENT 37. YES 
LOW TRIP CIRCUI1 AS A 
RESULT Of A PARTIAL V-11 
VALVE CLOSURE 

10-67 AUlD SCRAM <500 11.3 03122/67 07:27 01122167 18:45 PROCESS TUBE LfOW HONIIOR EQUIPMENT 31. YES 
LOW TRIP CIMCUII AS A 

»> RESULT OF A filiAL V-l1 • '-I VALVE CLOSURE 
.0 

23-67 MAN SCRAM 500 463.3 06121/67 14:02 07110/67 21:21 fiRE IN PROCESS CELL NO. fiRE 37. YES 
3, THE INCIDENT OCCURRED 
3.5 DAYS PRIOR TO PLANNED 
TRANSITION OUTAGE 

10-69 MAN SIAITDOWN 4000 900 49.8 03/07/69 13:42 03/09/69 15:30 fAilURE OF PRESSUR.lZER EQUIPMENT 37. YU 
LEVEL INstRUMENTATION 
(FULL BALL DROP). 

2'-73 AUlO StRAM 01050 0 15.2 '0/15/73 08:48 10/16/73 00:0' • , DRIVE TURBINE OBSERVED PERSONNEL 37 • US 

TO BE BACKING DOWN CAUSED 
BY VAlVI.G ERROR OF 
CONDENSATE tHROUGH 

. CORROSION TEST fACllI" 
ASSOCIAIED V/TURBINE 
HOTVELL .(OESCR_ ON 00) 



9 f.. I /

Page No.
12128187

2

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN
MWT I

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMIER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME

HUE

' 17-84 AUTO SCRAM 4000

18-84 AUTO SCRAM 3900

849 48.9 07/24/84 12:34

860 32.2 08/08/84 00:29

07/26/84 23:26

08/09/64 08:39

PRIMARY LOOP EXTREMELY EQUIPMENT
HIGH PRESSURE TRIP DUE TO

UNSTABLE PRESSURIZER

LEVEL CONTROL,

RECALIBRATED LEVEL RELAYS

370,380,384, REPAIRED

GREYLOCK LEAK AND DAMAGED

SEAT IN PCRV 210-3

UNRELIABLE PRESSURIZER EQUIPMENT

LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

CAUSED S/D. RX AUTO

SCRAMMED DUE 10 EXTR. LOW

LEVEL ON PRESS., REPLACED

DEFECTIVE TUBIG &

FITTINGS TO XMITTER

SENSING LINE FOR RELAY

380. CALIBRATED RELAYS

379,380,384

37. YES

Am
31. YES

- ~ ~

> 
I 

CD 
0 

Page No. 2 
12/28/81 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE Of 
OUTAGE 

. 17·84 AUTO SCRAM 

1a·84 AUTO SCRAM 

PIMR lEVEL AT 
TIME Of SHUTDOW 

') 

MWT I MWE 

4000 849 

3900 860 

J ': 

!. ' l r~ "1 
,J 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN 
DATE TIME 

48.9 07124/84 12:34 

32.2 08/08/84 00:29 

STARTUP 
PATE TIME 

01126/84 23:26 

08/09/84 08:39 

REMARKS 

PRIMARY lOOP EXTREMELY 
HIGH PRESSURE lRIP DUE 10 
UNSTABLE P~ESSURIZER 
lEVEL CONTROL, 
RECALI8RATED lEVEL RELAYS 
370,380,384, REPAIRED 
GREYLOCK LEAK AND DAMAGED 
SEAT IN PCRV 210·3 
UNRELIABLE PRESSURIZER 
LEVEL INSTRUMENTATIOII 
CAUSED SID, RX AUTO 
SCRAMMED DUE TO EXTR. LOW 
LEVEL ON PRESS., REPLACED 
DEfECTIVE TUBlkG , 
FITTINGS 10 XHIITER 
SENSING LINE fOR RELAY 
380. CALIBRATED RELAYS 
379,380,384 

ERROR SYSTEM 
OESIGNATION NUM8£R 

EQUIPMENT 37. 

EQUIPMENT 31. 

"MIIEI' 
AllALYSIS 

YES 

YES 



I ~ I ': ~ /1 A
Page No.
12128187

I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

HVT

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NOIMEN

TRANSIENT

ANALYSISTIKE

HIE

48-66 AUTO ACRA14 4000 23.5 12/12/66 09:45 12/13/66 09:14

45-68 AUTO SCRAM 2000 450 71.5 10/23/68 20:35 10/26/68 20:04

HIGH PRIMARY LOOP PERSONNEL
PRESSURE TRIP RESULTING

FROM EXCESSIVE PRIMARY

LOOP MAKEUP WHICH WAS

CAUSED BY BLOWN FUSE IN

RELAY 380 (PRESSURIZER

LEVEL TRANSMITTER)

PRIMARY LOOP INVENTORY EQUIPMENT

CONTROL SYS. FAILURE,

CHECKED INJECT. PUMP

SPEED CONTROL & PRESSUR.

LEVEL CONIR. CIRCUITRY,

NO TROUBLE FOUND TROUBLE

MAY STILL BE IN SYSTEM

LOSS OF PRIMARY SYS. HIGH EQUIPMENT

PRESSURE INJECTION FLOW

REPLACED RUPTURED

HYDRAUL. LINE 9 DISCHARGE

OF NCR SCRA4 PUMP,

REPAIRED LEAK THRU ON

SCRAM VALVES ON HCRIS 06

& 69 REPAIRED PRESS.

LEVEL RECORDER 9 GRAYLOK

LEAK ON PCSV-203"4

33 v YES "

33 YES

C5

49-68 MAN SCRAM 4000 900 41.5 11/15/68 13:26 11/17/68 06:57 33 YES

q

> , 
co -

Page No. 

12128/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF 
OOUGE 

P<MR LEVEL AT 
TIME OF SHUTDOWN 
tNT / HUE 

48-66 AUTO ACRAM 4000 

45·68 AUTO SCRAM 2000 450 

49-68 MAN SCRAM 4000 900 

~. r iP r:;,y1 . 
. 11 (0 q.~ 

I ~ 

,.' .. ' 

DOWr IME SHUTDOWN 
DATE 

23.5 12/12/66 

71.5 10/23/68 

41.5 11/15/68 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

TIME 

09:45 

20:35 

13:26 

STARTUP 
DArE TIME 

12/13/66 09: 14 

10/26/68 20:04 

11111/68 06:57 

REMARkS ERROR SWSIEM 

DESIGNATION ~E. 

HIGH PRIMARY LOOP PERSONNEL u· 
PRESSURE lRIP RF.SULTING 
FROM EXCESSIVE PRIMARY 
LOOP MAKEUP \lHICH "AS 
CAUSED 8Y BLOWN FUSE IN 
RELAY 380 (PRESSURIZER 
lEVEL lRANSMll1ER) 
PRIMARY LOOP INVENTORY EQUIPMENT 33 

CONTROl SYS. fAILURE. 
CHECKED INJECT. PUMP 
SPEED CONTROl & PRESSUR. 
LEVEL CONTR. CIRCUITRY. 
NO TROUBLE FOUND TROUBLE 
MAY STILL 8E IN SYSTEM 
LOSS OF PRIMARY 5Y5. HIGH EQUIPMENT ]) 

PRESSURE INJECTION fL~ 
REPLACED RUPTURED 
HYDRAUl. LINE a DISCHARGE 
OF HCR SCRAM PUMP, 
REPAIRED LEAK T"RU ON 
SCRAM VALVES ON HCR'S 06 
, 69 REPAIRED PRESS. 
LEVEL RECORDER , GRAYlOK 
LEAK ON PCSY-20}-4 

'.AlfSIU' 
ANAlySIS 

US -. 

YES 

YES 



'I I Y

Page No.

12/281/8

2

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

UT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NIUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSISTIME

MHE

21-76 AUTO SCRAM 3800

26-81 AUTO SCRAM 3685

855 45.0 12/30/76 15:24 01/01/77 12:23

848 24.3 08/18/81 15:05 08/19/81 15:22

LOW PRESSURE REAR RISER PERSONNEL 33

HEADERS 2 OF 4 MATRIX

DURING TROUBLESHOOTING OF

GROUND, CIRC. BREAKER

DAI"11 WAS INADVERIANTLY

DE-ENERGIZED. CAUSING

SCRAM, CAUSE OF GROUND

NOT LOCATED. SEEMS THAT

LOADING SIGNAL TO SPILL

VALVES MAY HAVE CAUSED

LARGE SPILL FLOW

PRIMARY EXTREMELY HIGH PERSONNEL 33

PRESSURE TRIP, LOST

CONTROL OF #4 HIGH

PRESSURE INJECT. PUMP

BEING RETURNED 10 SERVICE

AFTER WATER LEAK REPAIR

YES

C-)

Plge No. 2 
12/28181 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF POolER lEVEL AT OOWTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSUM 'RAMSll'" 

OOTAGE TIME Of SHUTDOWN DATE TIME DATE TlKE DESIGNATION NUHlER AMAHS IS 

M'IT / MWE 

21·76 AUTO SCRAM 3800 855 45.0 12/30176 15:24 01/01/77 12:23 lOW PRESSURE REAR RISER PERSONNel 33 YfS 
HEADERS 2 Of 4 MATRIX 
DURING TROUBLESHOOTING OF 
GROUND, CIRC. BREAKER 
OA1·11 UAS INADVERTANTLY 
DE-ENERGIZED, CAUSING 
SCRAM, CAUSE Of GROUND 
NOT LOCATED. SEEMS THAT 

~ LOADING SIGNAL TO SPill 
• CO VALVES MAY HAVE CAUSED 
N LARGE SPILL flOW 

26·81 AUTO SCRAM 3685 848 24.3 08118/81 15:05 08/19/81 15:22 PRIMARY EXTREMELY HIGH PERSONNEL 33 YES 
PRESSURE TRIP, LOST 
CONTROL OF .4 HIGH 
PRESSURE INJECT. PUMP 
BEING RETURNED 10 SERVICE 
AfTER YATER LEAK REPAIR 



mw 9 1 1 . %, I ~*i 6
page NO.
12128187

I
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

REMARKS

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUIAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUIDOUN

NU! T

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE ITIME

ERROR SYSTEM
)ESICNATIOR NUMBER

MATERIAL 22;40

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

07116184 09:48 07/11/84 19:34

AUTO SCRAM 3650
789 57.8

15-84

PROCESS TUBE LOW FLOWTRIP CAUSED WHEN #6 DRIVE

TURBINE TRIPPED OFF THE

LINE. SEE PLANT INCIDENT

REPORT 84-39 FOR DETAILS

(ECCS FALSE TRIP).

4-1
0p

> 
I 

()O 
W 

Page No. 

12128/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF 
OUTAGE 

15·84 AUTO SCRAM 

'/ . 'i 6 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

P~ER LEVEL AT 
TIME Of SHUTDc:MI 

DOUNTIME SHUIDOYN 
DAlE TIME 

MYT / MYE 

3650 789 57.8 07/16/84 09:48 

STARTUP 
DATE TIME 

07118/84 19:34 

: ....... ' 

REMARKS 

PROCESS TUBE LOW Fl~ 
TRIP CAUSED YHEN .6 DRIVE 
TURBINE TRIPPED OfF THE 
LINE, SEE PLANT INCIDENT 
REPORT 84-39 fOR DETAILS 
(ECCS fALSE TRIP). 

ERROR SYSTEM 

DESIGNATION NUMBER 

MATERIAL 

T RAilS UIIT 

AIIALYSIS 

YEI : 

C 
% 
n 
I 
,." 

" I o 
W 
N 
N 
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Page V.

12/22/8?

I
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NWT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME

HUE

26-67 AUTO SCRAM 4000
1.? 07/26/67 01:39 07/26/67 03:19

ACTIVATION OF THE ZONE EQUIPMENT 37-8

TEMPERATURE MONTITOR TRIP

CIRCUIT AS RESULT OF CELL

4 STM GlEN. BYPASS VALVE,

PCRV-204-4 OPENING TO 50%

OF TRAVEL POSITION

YES

n'

46ob

page 110. 

12122111 

(IITAIiE 110. TYPE Of 
(lJTAGE 

26-67 AUTO SCRAM 

PMR lEVEL AT 
llHE Of SHUTDOWN 
HWT / HWE 

4000 1.7 

DATE 

'7 
/'''''0 ? (1 7 

outAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

liME 

STARTUP 
DATE 

REMARtS ERROR syStEM 
DESIGNAtiON NUMBER 

07/26/67 01:39 07/26/6101:\9 ACtiVAtlOM Of THE ZOME EQUIPMENT 31-8 " TEMPERATURE MON111QR TRIP 
CIRCUIT AS RESULT Of tEll 
4 STM GEN. ,'PASS VALVE, 
PCRV-Z04-4 OPENING TO 5~ 
Of TRAVEL POSITIoN 

'RAilSIENt 
ANALYSIS 

YES 



Page /
12122/8?

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF POWER LEVEL AT

OUTAGE TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NUT I HWE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSISTINE

1I-64 MAN SHUTDOWN 1200

12-6y AUTO SCRAM 4000

91.2 071/23/64 08:28 07/26/64 20:26 FLOW DISCREPANCY IN CELL EQUIPMENT 37-7

3 TRACED TO A BROKEN CELL

ISOLATION VALVE STEM.

(BALL DROP DUE TO 3 SLOW

RODS)

1.9 04/02/67 11:39 04/12/67 13:35 PROCESS TtIVE FLOW MONITOR PERSONNEL 37-7

LOW TRIP CIRCUIT WHEN

PCSV-203-5 WAS

INADVERTANTLY CLOSED

YES

YES

m

LU
Pu

I"

0

9 -; , '7 .f' U 
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE 110. lYPE OF POYER lEVEL AT DOYNTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM IRAltSlE.T 
OUTAGE TIHE OF SHUTDOUN DATE liME DATE TUtE DESIGNATION NUH8ER AIIAlfSlS 

MYT / H\IE 

,8'64 MAN SHUIDCMI 1200 91.2 07/21/64 03:28 07/26/64 20:26 FLOW DISCREPANCY IN CELL EQUIPMENT 37·7 YES ,', 
1 TRACED TO A BROKEN CELL 
ISOLATION VALVE STEM. 
(BAll DROP DUE TO 1 SLOW 
ROOS) 

12·67 AUTO ICRM 4000 1.9 04/02167 11139 04112/67 13:35 PROCESS TUIE fLOW MONITOR PERSONNEL 37·7 YEI 
lOW TRIP CIRCUIT WHEN 
PCSV·ZOl·5 "AS 
INADVERTANTlY CLOSED 



9'>I 1/ !7q9

Page No.
12121/57

I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MUT

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TitlE DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME
HUE

03-66 AUTO SCRAM 3980

16-78 AUTO SCRAM 0125

11-81 AUTO SCRAM 0650

- 149.4 01/13/66 10:55 01/19/66 16:20

0 15.4 12/10/78 00:20 12/10/78 15:46

30 4.8 04/03/81 21:28 04/04/81 02:13

rROCESS TUBE LOW FLOW

TRIP WHEN CONTROL POWER

WAS INADVERTANTLY LOST TO

DRIVE TURBINE HEADER

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES

CRPV-6210-1"4) INCLUDES

18 MIN. OF OPERATION 2

LESS THAN I MV POWER

LOU FLOW TRIP ON PROCESS

TUBES 0745 AND 2665,

REDUCTION OF DRIVE TURB.

NOR PRESSURE WAS MADE,

CAUSING DROP IN DRIVE

1URD. RPM, OPERATOR WAS

ATTEMPTING TO PERFORM

SECTION OF EMS THAT

REQUIRES S/I

FLOW MONITOR LOW FLOW

TRIP, 33 DRIVE TURB.
TRIPPED OFF DUE TO

REDUCTUATION IN NOR

HEADER PRESSURE WHEN

UPPSS TRIPPED THEIR 92

TURB I NE

EQUIPMENT 37-5 & 40 YES

PERSONNEL 37-5 YES (.)

rg

EQUIPMENT 37-5/WPPSS YES

9 ; \ 1 : '> 7 f" 9 ;.; 

Pege No. 
12/21/81 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUIAGE 110. npE Of PMR LEVEL AT ,DOIINlIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SY$lEH 'RANSIENI 

OUTAGE TIHE Of SHUTDOWN DAlE TIME DAlE tiME DESIGNATION HUMBER AIIALYSIS 

HUT / MWE 

0],66 AUTO SCRAM 3980 149.4 01113/66 10:55 0'"9/66 16:20 "~OCESS TUBE LOY fLOY EQUIPMENT 37·5 &40 YES 

TRIP VHEN CONTROl POWER 
WAS IMADVERTANTlY LOST TO 
DRIVE TURBINE HEADER 
PRESSURE CONTROl VALVES 
(HPV·62'0-'·4) INCLUDES 
18 MIN. OF OPERATION a 
LESS THAll 1 "" POYER 

16-18 AUTO SCRAM 0125 0 15.4 12110/18 00:20 12/10/78 15:46 UN flOY TRIP ON PROCESS PERSONNEL 37·5 YES 

TUBES 0145 AND 2665, 

,. REDUCTION OF DRIVE TURB. 
I 

Del 
IIDR PRESSURE VAS MADE, 

en CAUSING DROP IN DRIVE 
TURB. RPM, OPERATOR VAS 
ATTEMPTIIIG TO PERfORM 
SECTION Of EMS THAT 
REGUIRES SID 

"-151 AUTO SCRAM 0650 ]0 4.8 04/03/81 21:28 04/04/81 02:13 flOW MONITOR lOW flOY EQUIPMENT 37-5;\lPPSS fES 

TR.P. I] DRIYE TURB. 
TR'PPED OfF DUE TO 
REDUtTUAlION .11 tlDR 
HEADER PRESSURE VHEN 
VPPSS TR'PPED THEIR 12 

TURBINE 



POO. No. -ý 1

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUIAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN
NUT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TINE DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSIS
TINE

HUE

27-69 AUTO SCRAM 365

37-69 AUTO SCRAM 3250

38-69 AUTO SCRAM 500

39-69 AUTO SCRAM 2500

0 26.4 07/10/69 08:57 07/11/69 11:24

1?0 1.0 09125/69 18:23 09/25/69 19:25

0 12.2 09/25/69 19:45 09/26/69 08:00

560 2.6 09/26/69 16:12 09126169 18:48

LOSS OF NO. 5 PRIMARY EQUIPMENT

TURBINE, TURBINE TRIPPED

ON SIGNAL OF A LOW OIL

PRESSURE CONDITION WHEN

5A MAIN OIL PUMP TRIPPED

OFF, FLOW INCREASE

ABORTED ATTEMPT TO

RECOVER

FLOW MONITOR LOW TRIP DUE EQUIPMENT

TO LOW OIL PRESSURE TRIP

ON NO. 3 DRIVE TURBINE,

WHICH RESULTED FROM LOSS

OF 3A LUBE OIL PUMP,

STARTUP MAKE W/LUSE OIL

PUMP OUT OF SERVICE

FLOW MONITOR LOW TRIP DUE EQUIPMENT

TO LOW OIL PRESSURE TRIP

ON NO. 3 DRIVE TURBINE.

REPLACED 3A OIL PUMP

MOTOR & BREAKER

FLOW MONIITOR LOW TRIP EQUIPMENT

WHEN NO. 3 PRIMARY

TURBINE TRIPPED ON LOW

OIL PRESSURE, TRIP

OCCURRED AFTER ADJUSTING

SPEED ON THE TURB. FROM

3500 TO 3600 RPM,

INSTALLED, ALIGNED,

CHECKED 3A OIL PUMP

37-4

37-4

YES

YES

U-,'.

0
L~i

m

0
YES

37.4 YES

'.} -, ..., 
0 I 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

0.11 AGE tID. TYPE OF PMR LEVEL AT DMTlME SHUTDOWN STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM TRANSIENT 
WTAIiE TIME OF SHUTOOUN DATE TIME DATE tiME DESIGNATION NUMBER ANALYSIS 

tNT 1 M\IE 

27·69 AUTO SCRAM 365 0 26.4 07110/69 08:57 07/11/69 11:24 LOSS OF NO. 5 PRIMARY EQUIPMENT 37·4 YES 
TURBINE, TURBINE TRIPPED 
ON SIGHAL OF A LOW OIL 
PRESSURE CONOIVION WHEN 
5A MAIN OIL PUMP TRIPPED 
OFf, FLOW INCREASE 
ABORTED ATTEMPT TO 
RECOVER 

37·69 AUTO SCRAM 3250 130 1.0 09/25/69 18:23 09/25/69 19:25 fLOW MONITOR LOW TRIP DUE EQUIPMENT 37-4 YES 
TO lOW Oil PRESSURE TRIP 

» ON NO. 3 DRIVE TURBINE, 
I 

CJ) WHICH RESULTED FRa4 LOSS ..-.. 
OF lA LUBE Oil PUMP, 
STARTUP MAKE W/LUBE OIL 
PUMP OUT OF SERVICE 

38-69 AUTO SCRAM 500 0 12.2 09/25/69 19:45 09/26/69 08:00 flOW MONITOR LOW TRIP DUE EQUIPMENT 37·4 YES 
TO LOW OIL PRESSURE TRIP 
ON NO. 1 DRIVE TURBINE. 
REPLACED lA OIL PUMP 
MOTOR & BREAKER 

39·69 AUTO SCRAM 2500 560 2.6 09/26/69 16:12 09/26/69 18:48 FLOW MO!fITOR lOW TRIP EQUIPMENT 37-4 YES 
WHEN NO. 1 PRIMARY 
1URBINE TRIPPED ON LOW 
OIL PRESSURE. 1RIP 
OCCURRED AFTER ADJUSTING 
SPEED ON THE TURB. FROM 
3500 10 3600 RPM, 
INSTALLED, ALIGNED, 
CHECKED lA OIL PUMP 
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PIae No.
12/21/87

2

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MUT

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSISTIME
MWE

10-TI MAN SCRAM 100

17-71 AUJTO SCRAM 3705

17-73" AUTO SCRAM 3775

0 1.5 08102171 03:10 08/02/71 04:42

27.4 09107/71 15:16 09/08/71 19:00

850 31.9 09/09/73 13:36 09/10/73 21:31

#4 DRIVE TURBINE DROPPED EQUIPMENT

TO PONY HONOR DUE 10 LOW

BEARING OIL PRESSURE, OIL

PRESS. ADJUSTED UP TO 18

PSI WHEN FOUND 7 PSI LOU,

V.A. URITTEN TO REPAIR

LOW VACUUM ANN. WHICH

WOULD NOT RESET

NO. 2 DRIVE TURBINE OIL EQUIPMENT

LINE TO TRANSDUCER SPRANG

A LEAK WHEN SUPPLY VALVE

TO LINE WAS BEING CLOSED,

THE THROTTLE VLVS CLOSED

SCRAMMING THE RX SHAFT

BETW. SPUR & WORM GEARS

OF GOV. CONTROL FOUND

BROKEN I BROKEN TOOTH ON

MAIN GEAR

SAFETY CIRCUIT TRIP FROM EQUIPMENT

FLOW MONITOR AFTER 56

DRIVE TURBINE DROPPED OFF

LINE, OIL LEAK ON 3-WAY

DIAPHRAGM VLV WHICH

CONTROLS SIM EDUCTION £

SPRAY CAUSED LOSS OF OIL

PRESSURE ON TURBINE

37-4

37"4

YES

YES

'Ii
8

0

g%.~ ~-x~

fyi

37-4 YES

9 i '\ 7 " 7 ~ .' 

p... 10. 2 
12121187 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE 10. TYPE OF POYER LEVEL AT DOWTlME SHUTDCMf STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYStEM T.AlSIEI' 
OOTAGE TIME OF SHUTDOWN DATE TIME DAff JUIE DESIGNATION NUMBER AlAUSIS 

HUT I HUE 

10-71 MAN SCRAM 100 0 1.5 08/02/71 03:10 08/02/71 04:42 .4 DRIVE TURBINE DROPPED EQUIPMENT 37-4 YES 
TO PONY MOtIOR DUE TO LOll 
BEARING OIL PRESSURE, OIL 
PRESS. ADJUStED UP TO 18 
PS I WEll FOONO 7 PS I LOll, 
II.A. WRITTEN TO REPAIR 
LOll VACWN ANN. WHICH 
UOULD NOT RESET 

17-71 AUTO SCRAM 3705 27.4 09/07/71 15:16 09/08/11 19:00 NO. 2 DRIVE TURBINE OIL EQUIPMENT 31-4 YES 

LINE TO TRANSDUCER SPRANG 

:.:- A LEAK WEN SUPPLY VALVE 
I 

I: TO LINE WAS BEING CLOSED, 
THE THROTTLE VLVS CLOSED 
SCRAMMING THE RX SHAFT 
BET". SPUR , \QlM GEARS 
Of GaV. CONTROL FClJIID 
BROKEN , BROKEN TOOTH ON 
MAIN GEAR 

17-71" AUlO SCRAM 3175 850 31.9 09/"/71 13:36 09110/73 21:31 SAFETY CIRCUIT TRIP fROM EQUIPMENT 31-4 YES 
FUIII MONITOR AfTER 16 
DRIVE TURBINE DROPPED Off 
LINE, OIL LEAK ON 3-YAY 
DIAPHRAGM VLV WIIICH 
CONTROLS ST" EDUCTION , 
SPRAY CAUSED LOSS Of OIL 
PRESSURE ON TURBINE 



P// No ' 3
12/21/87

77-

OUTAGE SEOUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

HIT I

DOUNTIME SHUTDOUN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMHBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

TIME

"aE

12-81 AUTO SCRAM 2560 403 12.0 04/04/81 15:27 04/05/81 03:30 FLOW MONITOR LOW FLOW OTHER
TRIP. LOSS OF MCC 814

CAUSING LOSS OF 3 BUS OIL

PUMPS ON 02 DRIVE 1UIRB.

WHICH TRIPPED. FEEDER

9RKR TO HCC-14 FOUND

OPEN. DASH POT ON U PHASE

LEAKING

37-4 & 20 YES

£

m
-U

0
'A)

N
N

ry'

:. 
I 

co 
\D 

OJTAGE 110. TYPE Of 
OJTAGE 

1Z·81 AUTO SCRAM 

·1 i) 
. / c ... 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

POWER lEVEL AT DOWNTIME SHUTDOUN 
TIME OF SHUTDOUN DATE TIME 

STARTUP 
DATE TIME 

INT / M\IE 

2560 403 12.0 04/04/81 15:21 04/05/81 03:30 

. '. ,.< "", ,,:.:"".,. 

REMARKS 

flOW MONITOR LOW FUJI 

TRIP, LOSS OF MeC .,4 
CAUSING lOSS OF I BUS on 
PUtPS ON .2 DRIVE TURI. 
WHICH TRIPPED, FEEDER 
IRKR TO MeC·14 fOUND 
OPEl, DASH POT ON I PMASE 
LEAKING 

ERROR SYSTEM 
DESIGNATION NUMlEA 

TRAISIU' 
AIIAlYSIS 

OTHER 37·4 & 20 YES 
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Page No.

12/28/87
I

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

HWT / HWE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP

DATE TIME DATE TIME

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIFUT
ANALYSIS

AUTOMATIC ROD 400

SCRAM

05/09/64 16:43 / /

06/09/64 22:52 06/09/64 23:451-64 MAN SHUTDOWN 4100

3-64 AUTO SCRAM,
BALL DROP ALSO

37-65 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

31-66 AUTO SCRAM

400 28.0 06/11/64 15:50 06/12/84 04:0G

PROCESS TUBE LOW FLOW EQUIPMENT

TRIP WHICH IS BELIEVED TO

HAVE RESULTED DUE TO THE

T.G. PRESSURE LIMITER

REDUCING PRIMARY PUMP

SPEED.

NUMBER 2 PRIMARY PUMP EQUIPMENT

DRIVE TURING TRIPPED OFF

DUE TO LOW GLAND SEAL

STEAM PRESSURE. GLAND

SEAL STEAM PRESSURE MUST

BE MAINTAINED TO PREVENT

LOSS OF SURFACE CONDENSER

VACUUM. (SG LEAK)

LOW FLOW TRIP ON TUBE EQUIPMENT

3168 DUE TO LOW SPEED ON

PRIMARY PUMPS. TURBINE

SLOWED DOWN DUE TO T.G.

LIMITER ACTUATION

PRIMARY PUMP SPEED EQUIPMENT

REDUCT ION

FUEL ELEMENT PROCESS TUBE EQUIPMENT

FLOW MONITOR LOW TRIP

RESULTING FROM TURBINE

SPO REDUCTION DUE TO LOSS

OF 184 BOILER. BOILER

UNABLE TO MAINTAIN DRUM

LEVEL DUE TO CONDV-243

VALVE MALFUNCTION

37-3

37-3

37-3 YES ,

YES I

0

YES

400

100

9.4 10/12/65 09:37 10/12/65

53.7 10/08/66 21:50 10/11/66 03:35

37-3

37-3

YES

Page No. 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OOTAGE NO. nPE Of ~R lEVEL AT OMTIME SHUTDM STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM TRAIlS I 1:1" 

OOTAGE TIME Of SHUTDM DATE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNATION 1UM8£~ 

HIoIT / H\IE 

AUTOMATIC ROO 400 05/09/64 16:4] / / PROCESS !UBE LO'o.! flOY EQUIPMENT n·] . YES . 

SCRAM TRIP VHICH IS BELIEVED TO 
HAVE RESULTED DUE TO THE 
T.G. PRESSURE LIMIIER 
REDUCING PRIMARY PUMP 
SPEED. 

1-64 MAN SHUTDOYN clOO 06/09/64 22:52 06/09/64 23:45 NUMBER 2 PRIMARY PUMP EQUIPMENT 37-3 YES 
DRIVE TURING TRIPPED OFf 

s:- DUE TO lOY GLAND SEAL 
I 
10 STEAM PRESSURE. GLAND 
0 

SEAL STEAM PRESSURE NUST 
BE MAINTAINED TO PREVENT 
LOSS Of SURfACE CONDENSER 
VACUUM. (SG LEAK) 

3-61, AUTO SCRAM, 400 28.0 06/11/64 15:50 06/12/84 04:01) LOY flOY TRIP ON TUBE EQUIPMENT 37-3 YES .. 

BALL DROP ALSO 3168 DUE TO LOW SPEED ON 
PRIMARY PUMPS. TURBINE 
SlOYED DOWN DUE TO T.G. 
LIMITER ACTUAtiON 

37·t..5 AUTOMATIC 400 9.4 10/12/65 09:37 10/12/65 PRIMARY PUMP SPEED EQUIPMENT n'3 
SCRAM REDUCTION 

31-66 AUTO SCRAM 100 53.7 10/08/66 21:50 10/11/66 03:35 fUEL ELEMENT PROCESS TUBE EQUIPMENT ]7-] 

flOW MONITOR LOW TRIP 
RESULTING fROM TURBINE 
SPD REDUCT ION DUE TO lOSS 
Of 184 IOILER. BOILER 
UNABLE TO MAINTAIN DRUM 
LEVEL DUE TO CONDY-243 



*1 ii i ti

Page No.

12/28/87

2

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTOOWN

NUT I

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE TINE

STARTUP

DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNAIION OWMER

IRANSIENT

ANALYSISTINE

35-68 AUTO SCRAM 3300

36-68 AUTO SCRAM 4000

740 3.4 08/20168 01:50 08/20/68 05:17

900 25.8 08/27/68 03:40 08/28/68 05:26

14-74 MAN SHUTDOWN 0625 140 1.5 08/01/74 05:20 08/01/74 06:48

FLOW MONITOR LOW FLOW EQUIPMENT 37-3

TRIP ON DRIVE TURBINE

COASIDOWN WHEN A 5 AMP

SPECIAL ACTION RELAY

TRIPPED, REPLACED RELAY

FLOW MONITOR LOW TRIP DUE EQUIPMENT 37-3

TO DRIVE TURBINE

COASTDOWN, A TRIP OF THE

CN-3 BREAKER DE-ENERGIZED

THE DAR AND FAR RELAYS IN

THE POST SCRAM ACTION

CIRCUIT (ALL TURBINES).

03 DRIVE TURBINE DROPPED PERSONNEL 37-3

TO THE PONY MOTOR DUE TO

ACTUATION OF OVERSPD TRIP

MECHANISM, BELIEVE THAT

OS NECH. HAD NOT BEEN

FULLY RESET & #3 DT DID

NOT OVRSPD

SAFETY CIRCUIT ACTUATION EQUIPMENT 37-3

BY FLOW MONITOR TUBE

2574, PROBABLE CAUSE WAS

MALFUNCTION OF RELAY

FAR-B1 WHICH TRIPPED #6

DRIVE TURBINE TO DA

SPEED. SPECIFIC REASON

UNDER INVESTIGATION

YES

YES

(A.
I

YES ,
c

YES18-74 AUTO SCRAM 3200 720 3.6 08/17/74 03:55 08/17/74 07:32

;~} '/ 
., 
to· l{ 

Page No. 2 
12/28/81 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALY$IS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF ~R LEVEL AT OOINTIME SIIUTO<M1 STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM 
WTAGE liKE OF SHU10(MI DATE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNATION NUM8ER 

""T I tIlE 

35·68 AUTO SCRAM 3300 140 3.4 08/20/68 01:50 08/20/68 05:17 fLOY MON ITOR LOY fLOY EQUIPMENT 37·3 YES 
TRIP ON DRIVE TURBINE 
C~STD(MI UHEN A 5 AMP 
SPECIAL ACTION RELAY 
TRIPPED, REPLACED RELAY 

]6'68 AUTO SCRAM 4000 900 25.8 08/21/68 03:40 08/28/68 05:26 FLOY HOHHOR LOY lRIP DUE EQUIPMENT ]7,3 YES 
TO DRIVE TURBINE 
C~STD(MI, A TRIP OF THE 

~ CN·3 BREAKER DE'ENERGIZED 
I 

\0 THE OAR AND FAR RELAYS IN - THE POST SCRAH ACTION 
CIRCUIT (ALL TURBINES). 

14·14 MAN SHUTOO\lN 0625 140 1.5 08/01114 05:20 08/01114 06:48 13 DRIVE TURBINE DROPPED PERSONNEL ]7·3 YES 

TO THE PONY MOTOR DUE TO 
ACTUATION OF OVERSPD TRIP 
MECHANISM, BELIEVE THAT 
OS MECH. HAD NOT BEEN 
fULLY RESET & '3 OT DID 
lOT OVRSPO 

18'74 AUTO SCRAM 3200 120 3.6 08/17/74 03:55 08/17/14 01:32 SAfETY CIRCUIT ACTUATION EQUIPMENT ]1.J 

BY FLOY MONITOR TUIE 
2574, PROBABLE CAUSE VAS 
MALFUNCTION OF RELAY 
FAR'B1 VHICH TRIPPED '6 
DRIVE· TURBINE TO OA 
SPEED, SPECIfIC REASON 
UNDER INVESTIGATION 



OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

Page No.

12/28/67

3

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NUT I

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSISTIME

HUE

07-76 AUTO SCRAM 3845

17-79 AUTO SCRAM 3646

24-79 AUTO SCRAM 3790

865 2146.5 05/15/78 02:58

858 45.4 09/21/79 03:48

08112178 13:2

09/23/79 01:1

9 TRIP ON DRIVE TURBINE NO. EQUIPMENT 1 37-3

4.24 MRS AFTER SCRAM, MATERIAL

SUMMER OUTAGE WAS

OFFICIALLY DECLARED

4 FLOW MONITOR TRIP DUE TO DESIGN 37-3

MANUAL SPEED REDUCTION ON

DRIVE TURBINE 04. TEETH

OF FIBER PINION GEAR ON

GOVERNOR - TACHOMETER

DRIVE COUNTER SHAFT WERE

STRIPPED. SEE ALSO

U0-79-35

I8 LOW FLOW TRIP Of THE FLOW DESIGN 37-3

MONITOR SYSTEM. ACTION

MODULE IN BAILEY CONTROL

SYS. FOR #1 PRIM. COOL.

LOOP PUMP FAILED.

BREAKER TRIPPED THAT

SUPPLIES POWER TO RELAY

MODULE FOR ALL S DRIVE

TURBINES WHICH SLOWED

.DOW AS IF 10 SCRAM HAD

ALREADY OCCURR

YES

YES

YES.871 21.0 12/28/79 08:44 12/29/79 05:1

:a:-
t 
~ 
N 

Page No. 3 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF 
WTAGE 

07·78 AUTO SCRAH 

17·79 AUlD SCRAM 

24'79 AUTO SCRAM 

9 

POWER lEVEL AT DOWNTIME 
T IHE OF SHUTDOWN 
HUT / M~E 

3845 865 2146.5 

liS46 858 45.4 

3790 871 21.0 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

SHUTDtMI 
DATE TIME 

05/15/18 02:58 

09/21/19 03:48 

12/28/79 08:44 

STAATUP 
DATE TIME 

08112/18 13:29 

09/23/19 01:14 

12/29/79 05:48 

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM 
DESIGNATION WUMlER 

TAIP ON DRIVE TURBINE NO. EQUIPMENT , 31·] 
4.24 HRS AfTER SCRAM, MAtERIAL 
SUMMER WTAGE UAS 
OffiCIALLY DECLARED 
fLOY MONITOR TRIP DUE TO DESIGN 17~1 

"ANUAL SPEED REDUCTION ON 
DRIVE TURBINE '4, TEE1K 
Of fiBER PINION GEAR ON 
GOVERNOR· . TACHOMETER 
DRIVE COUNTER SKAfl ~RE 
STRIPPED, SEE ALSO 
00·19·35 
LOY FLOY TRIP Of tHf fLOY DESIGN 37·3 
MONitOR SYSTEK. ACTION 
MODULE IN BAILEY CONTROl 
SYS. fOR " PRIM. COOl • 

. lOOP PUMP fAILED. 
IREAKER TRIPPfD THAT 
SUPPLIES POUER 10 RELAY 
MODULE fOR ALL 5 DRIVE 
tURIINES WHICH SLMD 
DOUN AS If TO SCRAM HAD 
ALREADY OCCURR 

YES 

YES 
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Page No.

12/28/87

4

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

HUT / MUE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESINAITION NUMERTIME
IRAMSIUI
UIALflII

07-80 AUTO SCRAM 3815 873 28.6 02/23/80 12:15 02/24/80 16:52

14-81 AUTO SCRAM 3675 861 25.6 04/15/81 06:41 04/16/81 08:16

SPURIOUS LOW FLOW TRIP OF
FLOW MONITOR. TUBE 0769,

REPLACED CONTROLLER AND

DIFF. PRESSURE MEASURING

DEVICE, #4 DT TRIPPED 10

PH.

FLOW MONITOR LOW FLOW

TRIP. CAUSED BY #2 DRIVE

TURS. COAST DOUN WHILE

ATTEMPTING TO ADJUST

TURG. SPEED 25 RPM LOWER

FLOW MONITOR HIGH FLOW

TRIP WHEN #6 DRIVE

TURBINE RAMPED WHEN

PLACED ON AUTO CONTROL

DURING RX POWER LVL

REDUCTION DUE TO POOR

RUPT. MONITOR RESPONSE

EQUIPMENT 3R-3

PERSONNEL & 37-3
OTHER

PERSONNEL A 27.37-3

EQUIPMENT

YES

YES

YES'23-81 AUTO SCRAM 0350 0 2.9 08/14/81 12:40 08/14181 15:35

J I '/ 6 .. 

Page No. 4 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE Of POolER LEVEL AT DMTlME SHUTOOW STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYStEM 

OUtAGE liME Of SlIUtOaJII DATE TIME DATE TlKE DESIGNAllOll MUMIlI 

"\IT / M\IE 

01-80 AUtO seStM 38\S 873 28.6 02123/80 12:15 02124/80 16~52 SpURIOUS L~ fUJII tRIP OF EQUIPMfNl sr-] YES 
flOW MONIIOR, lUBE 0769, 
REPLACED CONlROlLER AND 
OlfF. PRESSURE MEASURING 
DEVICE, .4 OJ 'RIPPED 10 
PM. 

14-81 AUTO SCRM 3675 861 25.6 04/15/81 06:41 04/16/81 08:16 fLOW MOtU lOR L~ flOW PUSQIIMfL , n -s YU 
TRIP, CAUSED BY .2 DRIVE OYIIER > 
TURB. COAST DOWN WHILE 

, 
\D 

ATTEMPTING TO ADJUST w 
TUR8. SPEED 25 RPM LOWER 

23-81 AUTO SCRAM 0350 0 2.9 08/14/81 12:40 08114/81 15:35 FLOW IQIIlOR HIGH flOW PERSONNEL' 27,37" 
TRIP WHEN 16 DRIVE tQU" •• T 
TURalNE RAMPED WHEN 
PLAteD ON AUTO CONTROL 
OURING AX POWER lVL 
REDUCT ION DUE TO POOR 
RUPT. MONitOR RESPONSE 
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Page No,
12/28/67

¶

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

mwT I HUE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

CEMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION lUIMER

TRANSIENT-

ANALYSISTIME

AUTO SCRAM 400 06/09/64 20:24 I I

2-64 MAN SHUTDOWN Q200 12.2 06/10/64 03:53 06/10/64 16:0

AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

16-66 MAN SHUTDOWN

3400

250

0.0 10/16/65 23:59 10/16/65

NUMBER 2 PRIMARY PUMP EQUIPMENT

DRIVE TURBINE TRIPPED

OFF. IT IS BELIEVED IT

TRIPPED OFF DUE TO HIGH

PRESSURE IN THE HIGH

PRESSURE DRAIN SYSTEM.

SHUTDOWN USING ALL ROD EQUIPMENT

INSERTION BUIIONS DUE TO

LOSS OF VACUUM ON NO. 2

PRIMARY PUMP DRIVE

TURBINE.

LOU VACUUM ON DRIVE EQUIPMENT

TURBINE

MANUAL SHUTDOWN BY EQUIPMENT

ALL-ROD INSERTION. LOW

VACUUM ON DRIVE TURBINE

NO. 5 DUE TO AIR IN THE

HPR HEADER

PROCESS TUBE FLOWMONITOR EQUIPMENT

LOW TRIP CIRCUIT AS A

RESULT OF LOSS IN SPEED

OF THE NO. 2 PRIMARY PUMP

DUE TO LOU VACUAJM

CONDITION ON THE

ASSOCIATED SURFACE

CONDENSER

37-2

37-2

37-2

37-2

YES

YES

YES

Y ES
0.9 06/06/66 05:54 06/06/66 06:35

25-67 AUTO SCRAM 3760 14.4 07/14/67 23:12 07115/67 13:35 37-2

Page No. 
12/28/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF POlleR LEVEL AT OOWNTIME SHUTDOUN STARTUP IlEMARKS ERROR "SUM 
OUTAGE TIME OF SHUTDOWN DATE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNATION NUMlE' 

MilT / MIlE 

AUTO SCRAM 400 06/09/64 20:24 I I NUMBER 2 PRIMARY PUMP EQUIPMUT 57-2 YES· 
DRIVE TURBINE TRIPPED 
OFF. IT IS BELIEVED I' 
'RIPPED OFF DUE TO HIGH 
PRESSURE IN THE HIGH 
PRESSURE DRAIN SYSTEM. 

2-64 MAN SHUTDOWN <200 12.2 06/10/64 03:53 06/10/64 16:05 SHUTDQIIN USING ALL ROD EQUIPMENT 37'2 YES 
INSERTION BU'lONS DUE TO ,. 
lOSS OF VACUUM ON NO. 2 I 

ID PRIMARY PUMP DRIVE ... 
TURBINE. 

AUTOtATlC 3400 0.0 10/16/65 23:59 10/16/65 lo. VAC\Ut ON DRIVE EQUIPMENT 37-2 
SCRAM TURBINE 

16·66 MAN SIIUIOCMt 250 0.9 06/06/66 05:54 06/06/66 06:35 MANUAL SHUTDCMi BY EQUIPMENT 37-2 

All-ROD INSERTION. lOU 
VAC\Ut ON DRIVE TURBINE 
NO. 5 DUE TO AIR IN 'HE 
HPR HEADER 

25·67 AUTO SarAH 3760 14.4 07/14/67 2]112 07/15/67 131]5 PROCESS TUIE flOWMQIIItOlt EQUIPMENT ]7,2 

LOll TRIP CIRCUIT AS A 
'ESULT OF lOSS IN SPEED 
OF THE NO. 2 PRIMARY PUMP 
DUE TO LOW VACUUM 
CONDITION ON THE 
ASSOCIATED SURFACE 
CONDENSER 
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Page No.
12/2817

2

OUTAGE SEQUINCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUWAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN
MiT

DOUNTINS SHUTDOWN
DATE TINE

STARTUP
DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUUER

(Rail (UT
PJALYSII

TIME

HUE

24-69 AUTO SCRAM 500 0 3.1 06123169 02:16 06/23/69 05:21

U'

27-70 AUTO SCRAM 450 432.8 09/30/70 10/22170

FLOW MONITOR LOW FLOW EQUIP1ENT 37-2

TRIP SIGNAL DUE TO LOW

VACUUM ON DRIVE

TURSIMENO. 3, CUASIND IT

TO DROP TO PONY MOTOR

DRIVE. VACUUM LOSS

ATTRIBUTED TO

INSUFFICIENT VENTING OF

THE HSU

LOW VACULU TRIP ON #6 DEBRIS 37-2

DRIVE TURBINE. FAILURE

OF NCR'S TO SCRAM (BALL

DROP). PARTIAL PLUGGING

OF PUMP SUCTION STRAINERS

0O DRIVE TURBINE 6.

INPRDPERLY VENTED DT 06 PERSONNEL 37-2

NO. 4 DRIVE TURBINE PERSONNEL 37-2

DROPPED To PONT MOTOR D4E

TO VACUUM LOSS TURBINE

CHECKED OK, HPR VALVED TO

#4 HOTUELL & TINE OF LOSS

OF VACUUM COULD BE

ACCOUNTABLE

YES 6

29-70 MAN SCRAM 125
08-71 MAN SCRAM so

1.2 10122170 10/22/70
0 5.5 07/31/71 09:20 07/31/71 14:50

iES
YES

:J 
' .. ~ 7 U . , ( , 

Page No_ 2 

12/28/87 OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DA1ABASE 

WtAGl MO. nPE OF PtMR lEVEL AT DOYHTlME SHUTD<MI stAR1UP IlEMAUS ERROl SystEM 

OUtAGE TIME Of SHUTDOWN DAlE tiME DATE liME DESIGNAtiO. IUMIlI 

tNT / M\IE 

24-69 AUlO SCRAM 500 0 3.1 06/23/69 02:\6 06/23/69 05:21 fl~ MONitOR l~ fUll EQUIPMEIII 31-2 US 

TRIP SltNAl oue TO LOW 
VAt\U4 OM DRIVE 
TU.IIMENG. 3, OUASIHG IT 
TO OROP iO POllY HOlOR 

DRIVE. VACWH lOSS 

AnRI8UtEO TO 
INSUffiCIENT VENllNG OF ,. THE MSIt 

I 
10 
til 21-70 AUTO SCRAM 450 432.8 09/30110 10/22/10 lOW VACUlIf fRIP Of( " OEIlRIS ]7-Z rES 

DRIVE TURBINE_ fAILURE 
Of HCR"S TO SCRAM (BALL 
DROP). PARTIAL PLUGGING 
Of PUMP SUCTION STRAINERS 
OM DRIVE TURBINE 6. 

29-70 MAN SCRAM 125 1_2 10/Zl/to 10/22170 ,HPItDPERL.., VENTED 01 16 PERSONNEL 31-2 

08-71 MAN SCRAM SO 0 5.5 01/31/11 09:20 07/3\111 11.:50 MO. 4 DRIVE lURBINE PERSONlln 17'2 
DROPPED TO POllY MOIOR 0Uf 

TO VAIllM lOSS lUllIlIE 
CHECkED OK, HPR VALVED 10 
.4 IfOtWELl a WIE Of lOSS 

OF VACUlM COULD BE 
ACCOOItTABlE 
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Page No.

12/29/87
i

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MWT t

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNATION NMBER
TRANSIA0T
ANALYSIS'TIME

MUE

B-64

9-"4

AUTO SCRAM

(START OF N3)

AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

AUTOMAT IC

SCRAM

AUTOMAT IC

SCRAM

600 3.1 06/25/64 18:51 06/25/64 21:58

800 2.4 06130/64 09:12 06/30/64 11:37

EXTREMELY LOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT

LEVEL TRIP RESULTED WHEN

A TRANSIENT WAS INITIATED

IN THE SECONDARY SYSTEM

BY RAPID OPENING OF THE

RAW WATER VALVE ON DUMP

CONDENSER NO. 2.

EXTREMELY LOW SURGE TANK EQUiPMENT

LEVEL TRIP RESULTED WHEN

THE BUTTERFLY VALVE ON

DUJMPCONDENSER NO. 6

FAILED CLOSED AND A

SECONDARY SYSTEM TRANIENT

RESULTED.

EXTREMELY LOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT

LEVEL TRIP RESULTED WHEN

REMOVAL OF DUMP CONDENSER

NO. 2 FROM SERVICE

RESULTED IN A SECONDARY

SYSTEM TRANSIENT

EXTREMELY LOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT

LEVEL TRIP RESULTED WHEN

REDUCING POWER, FOR A

SHUTDOWI. RESULTED IN A

SECONDARY SYSTEM

TRANSIENT.

40 YES

40 YES

350 3.6 06/30/64 13:57 06130/64 16:26 40

400 2.5 06/30/64 19:29 06/30/64 23:04' 40

- *-<~

Page No. 
12/29/87 

-OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF POYER lEVEL AI DOWNTIME SHU1DOIoIN STARTUP REMARKS EltROR 5Y51£H 
OUTAGE TIME Of SHUIOOlolN DATE UHE DATE tiME D(SIGNATION IUHlfR 

"Vf 1 MWE 

8·64 AUTO SCRAM 600 3.1 06/25/64 18:51 06/l5/64 21 :58 ElCtREMEl Y lOW SURGE lANK EQUIPltENl 40 YES 
(START Of N3) lEVEL TRIP RESUlTED WHEN 

A TRANSIENT VAS INITIATED 
IN THE SECONDARY SYStEM 
BY RAPID OfIENING Of THE 
RAV VATER VALVE ON DUMP 
CONDENSER NO.2. 

9·64 AUtDftATlC 800 2.4 06/30/64 09:12 06/30/64 11:37 EXTREMELY LOY SURGE TANK EClUIPMEN' 40 YES 
l> SCRAM lEVel TRIP RESULTED WHEN , 
~ 

THE BUTTERflY VALVE ON oa 
DUMP .CONDENSER NO. 6 
FAILED CLOSED AND A 
SECONDARY SYSTEM TRAHIENT 
RESUlTED. 

AUTOMATIC 350 3.6 06/30/64 13:57 06/30/64 16:26 EXTREMELY lOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT 40 
SCRAM lEVEL TRIP RESULTED VHEN 

REMOVAL OF DUMP CONDENSER 
NO. 2 flKlN SERVICE 
RESUHED IN A S£COfIDARY 
SYSTEM TRANSIENT 

AUtOMAtiC 400 2.5 06/30/64 19:29 06/30/64 2J:04' EXTREMELY lOW SURGE TANK EQUIMIIT 40 
SCRAM lEVEL fRl' RESULTED WM£N 

REDUCING POWER, fOR A 
SHUTDOWN. RESUlfED IN A 
SE~ARY SYSTEM 
TRAlStEN'. 



Page No. 2
12129187

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN
MwT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIE DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSIEM
DESIGNATION WimsElt

TRANSIENT

"ALYSIS L
TIYE

MWE

11-64 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

13-64 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

17-64 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

25-64 AUTOMATIC

SCRAM

0.0 1.9 071/06/64 12:08 07/06/64 14:00

1200

1200

2300

2.5 07/13/64 10:59 07/13164 13:27

5.6 07/22/64 05:37 07/23/U 00:30

EXTREMELY LOU SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT
LEVEL TRIP RESULTED

DURING A SECONDARY SYSTEM

TRANSIENT WHICH WAS

INITIATED BY ADJUSTMENT

OF MAKEUP TO STEAM

GENERATORS.

EXTREMELY LOU SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT

LEVEL TRIP OCCURRED

DURING A SECONDARY SYSTEM

TRANSIENT.

EXTREMELY LOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT

LEVEL TRIP RESULTED WlHEN

A SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

CREATED A TRANSIENT IN

THE SECONDARY LOOP.

SCRAMMED FROM CONDENSER EQUIPMENT

CIRCULATING WATER LOW

FLOW TRIP WHEN NO. 2 AND

4 RIVER WATER PUMPS WERE

LOST DUE TO UNDERVOLTAGS.

UNDERVOLTAGE ON T.G. SET

BELIEVED TO BE DUE TO MIET

STEAM.

40 YES

40

40

YES V)

YES

99.2 08/30/64 02:26 09/03/64 05:32 40 YES

} ~i' - '. .".' ,. 
0 ~l 

, 

Page No. 2 
12/29/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

ClUTAGE NO. IYPE OF P~R lEVU AT DMTlME SHUTDOWN STARTUP REMARKS ERROR S15tEM 

WfAGE TlKE OF SHUTDOWN DAlE TIME PATE TlKE DESIGNA110M MUMlEI 
14\1, 1 HUE 

11·64 AUTOMATIC 0.0 1.9 01/06/64 12:08 07/06/64 14:00 EXTREMELY lOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT 40 YES 

SCRAM lEVEL TRIP RESULTED 
DURING A SECONDARY SYSTEM 
TRANSIENT VHICH WAS 
INITIATED BY ADJUSTMENT 
OF MAKEUP TO SlfAH 
GENERATORS. 

13·64 AUTOMArlC 1200 2.5 07/13/64 10:59 07/13/64 13:21 EXTREMELY lOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT 40 YES 
;p SCRAM lEVEL TRIP OCCURRED , 
~ DURING A SECONDARY SYSTEM 
" TRANSIENT. 

n'64 AUTOMATIC 1200 5.6 07122/64 05:37 01/23/64 00:30 EXTREMELY lOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT 40 YES 
SCRAM LEVEL TRIP RESULTED WHEN 

A SYSTEM MALFUNCTION 
CREATED A TRANSIENT IN 
THE SECONDARY lOOP. 

25·64 AUTOMATIC 2300 99.2 08/30164 02:26 119/03/64 05:32 SCRAMMED FROM CONDENSER EQUIPMENT 40 
GCRAM CIRCULATING VATER LOW 

FLOW TRIP VHEN NO. 2 AND 
4 RIVER WATER PUMPS WERE 
LOST DUE TO UNDERVOlTAG£. 

UNOERVOlTAGE ON T.G. 'SET 
BELIEVED TO 8£ DUE TO WET 
STUM. 
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Page No.
12/29/87

3

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MNT ME

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSlEN

DESIGNATION NSRABER

TRANSIENT

AAYSISTIME

26-64 AUTOMATIC
SCRAM

2000 14.1 09/03/64 16:54 09/04/64 06:25

149.4 01/13166 10:55 01/19/66 16:2003-66 AUTO SCRAM 3980

SCRAMMED FROM CONDENSER EQUIPMENT

CIRCULATING WATER LOW

FLOW TRIP WHEN NO. 2 AND

4 RIVER WATER PUMPS

TRIPPED OFF DUE TO

UNDERVOtTAGE.

UNDERVOLTAGE ON T.G. SET

BELIEVED 10 BE DUE 10 WET

REACTOR STEAM ENTERING

TURBINE

PROCESS TUBE LOW FLOW EQUIPMENT

TRIP WHEN CONTROL POWER

WAS INADVERTANTLY LOST TO

DRIVE TURBINE HEADER

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES

(HPV-6210-1-4) INCLUDES

1 MIN. OF OPERATION a

LESS THAN I MI POWER

PRIMARY LOOP LOW PRESSURE EQUIPMENT

TRIPS INITIALLY CAUSED BY

BLOWN FUSE ON THE

SECONDARY STEAM PRESSURE

CONTROL CHAIN (BALL

DROP).

40 YES

37-5,40 YES

07-66 AUTOMATIC
SCRAM

4000 22.0 02/15/66 12:50 02/17166 11:00 40

Pige No. 3 
12/29/87 

OUtAGE NO. UPE Of 
OUTAGE 

26·64 AUlCHAliC 
SCRAH 

;)a 

• CD 
CO 

01-66 AUTO SCRAM 

01·66 AUTOMAtiC 
SCRAM 

POIIER lEVEL AT 
TIME Of SHUTOOUN 
INT / M\IE 

2000 

1980 

4000 

, \ 
\ .. ) 

DlMItlME 

14.1 

149.4 

22.0 

SlIUtDCMI 
DATE 

09/03/64 

01/13/66 

02/15/66 

7 .) 

OUtAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

STARtUP REMARKS ERROR Snil" 
liME DATE tiME DESIGNATION NUMlEI 

16:54 09/04/64 06:25 SCRAMMED fROM CONDENSER EQUIPMENT 40 YES 
CIRCUlATING VAIER lOW 
flOW tRIP VHEN NO. 2 ANI) 

4 RIVER WAIER PUMPS 
TRIPPED Off DUe 10 

UNDERVOlTAGE. 
UNOERVOlTAGE ON T.C. SET 
BELIEVED 10 BE DUE TO IoIET 
REACTOR STEAH ENTERING 
TURBINE 

10:55 01/19/66 16:20 PROCESS lUBE UU flOW EQUIPMENJ 37-5~40 

TRIP VHEN CONTROL POWER 
WAS INADVER1ANlLY lOS' TO 
DRIVE TURBINE HEADER 
PRESSUltE CONTROL VALVES 
(HPV-6210'1-4) INCLUDES 
18 MIN. OF OPERATION a 
lESS TIIAN 1 MW PMR 

12:50 .02/17/66 11:00 PRIMARY lOOP lCII PRESSURE EQUIPMEN' 40 
TRIPS INitiAllY CAUSED BY 
BLOWN fUSE ON 'HE 
SECONDARY SIEAH PRESSURE 
CONTROl CIIAIN (BAll 
DROP). 



w
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OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

NUT /

DONUT INE SHUTDOWN STARTUP
DATE TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSITM Itow|UIl
DESIGNATION ILJE R ALTSISI IKE

23-69 AUTO SCRAM 4000

29-69 AUTO SCRAM 3200

20-70 AUTO SCRAM 3400

02-71 AUTO SCRAM 1400

11"72 AUTO SCRAM <1

20-72 AUTO SCRAM 250

33-72 AUTO SCRAM 3775

900 25.6 06121169 22:10 06/22/69 23:49

720 1.9 07119/69 02:09 07/19/69 04:04

40.5 05119170 05:29 05120/70 15:45

4.0 01/16/71 01116171

0 2.9 07/131/72 06:42 07/13/72 09:36

1.9 05119/72 23:14 08120172 01:12

29.3 12/21172 18:46 12123/72 00:08

SECONDARY SYS. HSH

PRESSURE TRIP SIGNAL ON

INADVERTANT LOSS OF CR-39

POWER SUPPLY

LOU SECONDARY SYSTEM

SURGE TANK LEVEL

INADVERTENT POSITIONING

OF NPV 6210 VALVE (PT

STEAM).

BROKEN AIR CONTROL LINE

10 CONOV-208-3

FLOW MONITOR ACTIVATED

NO. 1 SAFETY CIRCUIT.

REPAIRED SHORT IN CELL 2

CONSOLE CFA CIRCUIT

(TURBINE TRIP).

LOW SURGE TANK LEVEL

SIGNAL FROM HANO CONTROL

MODE OF OPERATION

MSN NIGH PRESSURE TRIP

CAUSED BY SHORT IN

REPLACEMENT MAIN STEAM

READER FLOW CONTROL

OMODUE DURING NODULE

CRANGEOUT

EQUIPMENT 40

EQUIPMENT 40

PERSONNEL 40

EQUIPMENT 40

EQUIPMENT 40

PERSONNEL 40

IfS

EQUIPMENT 40

J / 7 .) 
i .• 

Pege NO. 4 
1Z129/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OJTAGE NO. TYPE OF POIER LEVEL AT Do.IMllME S!WIOOW stARTUP REMARICS £RROR SlSnK 1_an"I' 
OJlAGE liME OF SHUTDM I>AtE liME DAlE liME DESIGNATION NUMlEI MM.,SIS 

""T / M\lE 

23-69 AUTO SCRAM 4000 900 25.6 06JZ1/69 22;10 06/2Z169 23:49 SECONDARY SYS. "5" EQlJlpttEliT 40 YES 

PRESSURE TRIP SIGNAL ON 
INADVERTANT lOSS Of CR-39 
PCIo'ER SUPPl Y 

29-69 AUlD SCRAM liDO 720 1.9 07/19/69 02:09 07/19/69 04:04 lOW SECONDARY SYSlt" EQUIPMENT 40 YU 
SORGE 'ANIe LE VEl 

20-70 AUIO SCRAM 1400 40.S 05/19/70 OS:29 OS/20/70 15:45 INADVERTENT POSitiONING PfRSQllIIEl 40 YES 
OF "PV 6210 VALVE (PI r-

I 

D 
STEAM). 

D 02-71 AUTO SCRAM 1400 4.0 0\116/11 01/16/71 BROKEN AIR CONtROl LINE EQUIPMENT 40 YES 

10 CQIIOV-208-1 

"-72 AutO SCRAM <1 0 2.9 071\1/12 06:'2 07/13/72 09:36 flOW MONITOR ACtiVAtED EQUIPMENT 40 YES 

MO. 1 SAFETY CIRCUit. 
REPAIRED SNORt IN tELL 2 
COIISOlE CfA CIRcun 
(tURBINE TRIP). 

20-72 AUIO SCRAM 250 1.9 081\9/7Z 21:1" 08/20/72 01:t2 UlU SUIlGE TANK LEVEL PfRSCWIIll 40 

SIGNAL 'Rot "AND CONTROl 
MODE Of OPfRA UClN 

33-72 AUTO SCRAM 3775 29.3 12/21/72 18:46 12123/72 00:08 "5" HIGH PRESSURE tRIP EQUIPMENt 40 
CAUSED BY sal III 
REPlAtEtElI' HAil SlfAII 
HEADER fLOW CONTROl 
MOOULE DUlliNG IQ)UlE 
CtWICiEQlJT 
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Page No.

12/29/87
5

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO.. TYPE OF

OUTAGE
POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MWT - I MWE

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE TIME

REMARKS ERROR SYSIEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER

TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS

12-73 AUTO SCRAM 0800

08-74 AUTO SCRAM 3760

12-76 AUTO SCRAM 0850

180 3.5 08/09/73 06:56 08/09/73 07:41

845 38.5 04/16/74 15:34 04/18/74 06:0

200 27.7 10/06176 20:06 10/07/76 23:5

I LOW SURGE TANK LEVEL TRIP EQUIPMENT

OF SAFETY CIRCUIT,

RECEIED WHEN WPPSS

RETURNED CONDENSATE FROM

#2 UNIT

MAIN STEAM HEADER (MSH) EQUIPMENT

HIGH PRESSURE DUE TO

CLOSURE OF 6261 VALVES,

BELIEVED DUE TO

INADVERTANT ACTUATION OF

STH TO TURBINE MASTER

CONTROLLER PC 6019

0 NO. 4 PCP DROPPED OFF THE EQUIPMENT

LINE DURING A SECONDARY

SYSTEM UPSET, -DURING

POWER RAISES THE DUMP

CONDENSERS SUDDENLY

REFUSED TO ACCEPT STEAM

CAUSING SEVERE NSH

PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS"

SHIFT MANAGERS LOG. THIS

CAUSED A FLOW MONIlOR

TRIP

40 YES

40 YES

YES flY

»> 
I -0 

0 

Page No. 5 
12/29/81 

OJTAGE teO •. tyPE Of 
OOTAGE 

12·n AUTO SCRAM 

08·14 AUTO SCRAM 

12·16 AUTO SCRAM 

. , 
" .. ' ') "., '.' 

OUIAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

Po.IER LEVEL AT DOWNTIME SHUtD<Mf STARTUP 
liME OF SHUTDOWN PATE TIME DATE TIME 
MWT - / HUE 

0800 180 3.5 08/09/73 06:56 08/09/73 01:48 

3160 845 38.5 04/16/14 15:34 04/18/14 06:06 

0850 200 27.7 10/06/16 20:06 10/07/16 23:50 

.. 

REMARKS ERROR S'SlfH 
DESIGNATION NUM8fR 

LOW SURGE TANK LEVEL TRIP EQUIPMENT 40 
OF SAfETY CIRCUIT. 
RECEIED WHEN WPPSS 
RETURNED CONDENSATE fROM 
'2 UNIT 
MAIN STEAM HEADER (MSH) EQUIPMENT 40 
HIGH PRESSURE DUE TO 
CLOSURE OF 6261 VALVES, 
BELIEVED DUE TO 
INAOVERTANT ACTUATION Of 
5TH TO TURBINE ~STER 
CONTROlLER PC 6019 
NO. 4 PCP DROPPED OFf THE EQUIPMENT 40 
LINE DURING A SECONDARY 
SYStEM UPSET, ~ING 
POWER RAISES THE DUMP 
CONDENSERS SUDDENLY 
REfUSED to ACCEPT STEAM 
CAUSING SEVERE "SH 
PRESSURE fLUCtUATIONS· . 
SHifT MANAGERS lOG, THIS 
CAUSED A flOW "0111101 
tRIP 

tRANSit .. , 
A.At1S1S 

1£S 

YES 



1) ,1
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Page No.

12/29/87
6

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN
HUT / UE

DOUNTIME SHUTDOWN STARTUP

DATE TIME DATE TIME

REMARKS ERROR SISIEM

DESIGNATION NUMBER
IRANSIEN|I

ANALYSIS

15-82 AUTO SCRAM 3870

24-82 NAN SCRAM 1300

41-83 AUTO SCRAM 3450

862 23.5 08/31/82 10:57 09/01/82 10:25

120 8.1 12/02/82 13:59 12/02/82 22:02

778 24.3 12/22/83 09:33 12/23/83 09:48

MAIN STEAM HEADER NI PERSONNEL

PRESSURE TRIP, FAILED

PROP/RESET UNIT WAS

REPLACED IN B CHAIN OF

MSH PRESS. CONTROL, WHEN

CHAIN MANUALLY SWITCHED

TO B AFTER REPLACE., ZERO

CONTR. SIGNAL CAUSED HPV

201 VLVS TO CLOSE

LOSS OF STH GENERATOR LVL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL, VALVE CONDV

216-3 WOULD NOT OPEN IOOX

AND WHEN POWER LEVEL WAS

INCREASED ABOVE ABILITY

OF VLV TO CONTROL SG

LEVEL, THE RX WAS

SCRAMMED, REPLACED VLV

PISTON OPERATOR

HIGH MAIN STEAM HEADER PERSONNEL

PRESSURE TRIP DUE TO

FROZEN MAIN HEADER

PRESSURE SENSING LINE TO

WEST MSH PRESSURE

XMITTER, SEE UE 83-85 FOR

DETAILS

40 YES

YES40

40 YES

2'~4~ ~L;

:J 
' i '} ';, l~ f 

• 
Page No. 6 

12/29/81 
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

ClJTAGE NO. TYPE OF POUER L~VEL AT IKMITIME SIlJTIKMI STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM 

ClJIAGE liME OF SHUTDOWN DATE liME DATE liME DESIGNATION NUMBER 

""1 I tIlE 

15-82 AUIO SCRAH 3810 862 23.5 08/31/82 10:57 09/01182 10:25 MAIN STEAM HEADER HI PERSONNEL 40 TES 
PRESSURE TRIP, FAILED 
PROP/RESEl UNIT VAS 
REPLACED IN B CHAIN OF 
MSH PRESS. CONTROl, VHEN 
CHAIN MANUALLY SVITCHED 
TO B AFTER REPLACE., ZERO 

»> CONTR_ SIGNAL CAUSED HPV 
, 201 VLVS TO CLOSE -0 24-82 MAN SCRAH 1300 120 8.1 - 12/02/82 13:59 12/02/82 22:02 LOSS Of STM GENERATOR LVL EQUIPMENT 1,0 YES 

CONTROl, VALVE CONDV 
216-3 YWLD NOT OPEN 100" 
AND VHEN POWER LEVEL VAS 
INCREASED ASOVE ABILITY 
Of VLV TO CONTROL SG 
LEVEL, THE RX YAS 
SCRAMMED, REPLACED VLV 
PISTON OPERATOR 

41-81 AUTO SCRAH 3450 778 24.3 12/22/83 09:33 12/23/83 09:48 HIGH HAIN STEAH HEADER PElSONNEl 40 
PRESSURE TRIP DUE TO 
fROZEN MAIN HEADER 
PRESSURE SENSING LINE TO 
WEST MSH PRESSURE 
KNITTER, SEE UE 81-85 FOR 
DEJAILS 



OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

Page No.

12/29/87

7

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF

OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT

TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MWT /

DOWNTIME SHUTDOWN

DATE

STARTUP

TIME DATE

REMARKS ERROR SYSTEM

DESIGNAI ION NUMBER

TRANSIENT

ANALYSISTIE

HME

07-84 NAN SCRAM 0,00

15-84 AUTO SCRAM 3650

26-84 AUTO SCRAM 3325

10-85 AUTO SCRAM 3850

0 6.1 03/15/84 19:12 03/16184 01:15

789 57.8 07/16/84 09:48 07/18/84 19:34

730 11.7 12/14/84 10:37 12/14/84 22:18

0862 312.9 05/05/8S 14:44 05/18/85 15:34

LOSS OF VAUUI" ON DRIVE EQUIPMENT

TURS #6. SEE PLANT

INCIDENT REPORT 84-19 OR

DETAILS (ENS CORRECTED).

PROCESS TUBE LOW FLOW MATERIAL

TRIP CAUSED WHEN 06 DRIVE

TURBINE TRIPPED OFF THE

LINE, SEE PLANT INCIDENT

REPORT 84-39 FOR DETAILS

(ECCS FALSE TRIP).

EXTREMELY LOW SURGE TANK EQUIPMENT

TRIP CAUSED BY

INADVERIANI CLOSURE OF

FEED PUMP DISCHARGE VALVE

FPDV 6203-1, SEE PLANT

INCIDENT REPORT 84-70 FOR

DETAILS

ZONE TEMP. TRIP DUE TO PERSONNEL

CLOSURE OF STM. GENERATOR

LEVEL CONTROL VALVES

CONDV 216-1.2.3&4 (SEE UO

85-08). DECIDED TO START

MAY 85 REFUELING OUTAGE,

ALSO REPAIRED 10" ADI

LINE LEAK & HUO1A GSCS

L&N AlP

40.37-2

22,40

U."

YES

YES

40 YES

1

40 YES

Page No. 7 
12/29/87 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OOTAGE NO. TYPE Of POUER LEVEL AT DOItfTlME SHUIDCMf STARTUP REMARKS ERROR SYStEM tU"SIEI' 

OOTAGE TIME Of SHUTD~N DAlE TIME DATE TIME DESIGNA110N HUMBER AMAHSIS 

MWT / 1M 

07·84 MAN SCRAH 0400 0 6.1 03/15/84 19:12 03116/84 01:15 lOSS OF VACUUM OM DRIVE EWIf'ttEMT 40,31-2 YU 
TURB '6, SEE PLAN' 
IHCIDENT REPOR} 64-19 fOR 
DETAILS (EMS CORRECTED). 

15-84 AUTO SCRAM 3650 7B9 §7.B 07/16/84 09:48 07/18/84 19:34 PROCESS TUSE UN fLOtI MATERIAL 22,40 Yfl 
TRIP CAUSED WHEN 16 DRIVE 
TURBINE TRIPPED OFF THE 
LINE, SEE PLANT INCIDENT 

~ REPORT 84-39 FOR DETAILS I .. 
;:) (ECCS fALSE TRIP) • .., 

26-84 AUIO SCRAH 3325 130 11.7 12114/84 10:31 12114/84 22: 18 EXTREMELY LOtI SURGE TAIIK EWIPMUT 40 Y£5 

lRIP CAUSED BY 
INAOVER1ANl CLOSURE Of 
FEED PUMP DISCHARGE VALVE 
fPOV 6203-1, SEE PLAIT 
100tiOENl REPOIT 84 -70 fOR 
DETAILS 

10-85 AUTO SCRAM 3850 0862 112.9 05/05/85 14:44 05/18/85 15:34 ZONE TE ... TRIP DUE TO PUSOIINEL 40 
CLOSURE Of ST"_ GENERATOR 
LEVEL CONTROL VALVES 
CONDV 216·1,2,3&4 (SEE UO 
85-08), DECIDED TO SIART 
MAY 85 REfUELING OUJAGE, 
ALSO REPAIRED 10" ROR 
LINE lEAK' H601A GSCS 
LIN AlP 



I / i *~ ()

Page NO.
12/29/87

a
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

REMARKS

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

pOWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOWN

MWT I MUE

DOWNITIME SHUTDOWN
DATE

STARTUP
TIME DATE

ERROR SYSTEMDESTONAI ION NUMBER
TRANSIENT
ANALTSIS

lI 1E

15-85

06-86

AUTO SCRAM 3950

AUTO SCRAM 3760

0865 31.0
07jl85 04:01 07/12/85 11:00 MSH HIGH PRESSURE AFTER

ALL HPV 6261 VALVES

CLOSED. REPLACED NO. 2

SERVO 9 MAROTTA VLVS.

REPAIRED NO. 5

ACCUMULATOR & NO. 7

FILTER LK
MAIN STEAM HEADER HIGH

PRESSURE TRIP WHILE

ATTEMPTING 10 PUT %PV

6261 IN SERVICE - HPV

6261-7 LINKAGE PROBLEM

EQUIPMENT 4O

EQUIPMENT 40

YES

YES --,"*0

0835 31.4 02/13/56 05:19 02/14/86 12:40

c

} / ., ,~) 6 

Plge No. 8 

12129/87 OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

OOTAGE NO. TYPE Of PMR lEVEL Al OOoINtlME SKUtD(MI STARTUP REMARKS EIlROR SYStEM UAtlSl£IIf 

OU1AGE liME OF SHUTD(MI OATE liME DAlE liME 
OESIGNAllOM MUMlEI AIIA\.1Sl$ 

HWT / M\IE 

15·85 AUTO SCRAH 3950 086') 31.0 071\1/85 04:0' 07/12/85 11 :00 MSH HIGH PRESSURE AFTER EQUIPMENT 1,0 YES 

ALL HPV 6261 VALVES 
CLOSED, REPLACED NO. 2 
SERVO' MAROTtA VLVS, 
REPAIRED MO. 5 
ACCUMULAtOR & NO. 7 
FILTER LK 

I=-
06·86 AUlD SCRAH 3760 081') 11.4 02/13/86 05:19 02/14/86 12:40 MAt" SIEAM HEADER HIGH EQUIPMENT 41i YES 

PRESSURE tRIP YHllE 
AI1EMPT1NG 10 PUt HPV 

I ... 6261 IN SERVICE . HPY 
:> 
~ 6261.7 LINKAGE PROBLEM 



) A f / , I

Page No.
12/28/87

I
OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE

OUTAGE NO. TYPE OF
OUTAGE

POWER LEVEL AT
TIME OF SHUTDOUN

WT I

DOWNT11ME SWIIURbA
DATE I IWE

S1AltUp
DMkl.

REMARKS
ERROR SYSTEM
DESIGNATION NUMIIE

IRANSIE14TANALYSIS

I 11E

14E

17-61 AUTO SCRAM 3790
867 24.6 04/29181 14:30 04130/81 15:07 WILE TROUBLESIHOOTING CFA PERSONNEL

IN BOB 4 CABINET,

GROUNDED A LEAD I TIUPPED

MASTER CABINET MOTOR

BREAKER & A RELAY RRUR IN

BBg IAus, TRIPPED 1,2,6

DRY. TUBS & LO• flOw

MONITOR

36 It
TES 4r

CD
Ak

0
I..)
N
N

~ 
I -o .. 

Page NO. 
12128/87 

OJTAGE NO. TYPE Of 
WlAGE 

,7-al AUTO StR~ 

1 '/ .~ '/ 
-- , • " 7 ( 

OUTAGE SEQUENCE ANALYSIS DATABASE 

REMARKS ERROR SlsnM 
POWER LEVEL AT 
TIME OF SKUTOOYM 

DCWMTIME SMU1DOUM SlAtllUP 
DAlE 

OESIGIIAJlON fUllER 
"ME 

K\lT I M\IE 

861 2,..6 

DATE 

04/Z9181 14:10 04/30/81 15:07 ~llE t.OUIlEs~tlNG CfA PERSONNfL 31 t 
IN BBB 4 CABINET. 
UWMOED A LEM) .. lllPPEO 

MASIER CAIINE' MOIOR 
BREAKER' A RELAY RRKR-IN 
B88 , tAB. 1RIPPED ,,2,6 
ORY. tRBS .. lOW flOW 
MONITOR 

tIMSlE'" 
MAUSIS 

TtS '" 
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A UflC IR$OuJCUl Co-panv P0 Bux 490
R,chlandJ, WaShIngtOn 99352P) Telephone 509; 37 1 1•

ftAnmfw5flI~ I IVY~
mi-morancium

To

From

Subject.

MO Zentner Oate February 11, 1987

SECONDARY SYSTEM PIPING

1ýiL

The following is a tabulation of Secondary System Pipe lengths:

Cnmnmnent Descriotion Lengh

Steam Generators 1O'I.D.X57' Long * 2ft 3 X12

I
N

14" Connectors to 42",Steam Drum
42" Steam Drums
28" Steam Lines to 46" Header
46" Header
24 HPS to DT Steam Header

8" Header
28" Steam Header to TG
30" Lines to Dump Condensers (App 35')
Dump Condensers

Surge Tank (17'6" X 8'2" diameter)

Stand Pipes
24" Cond. Line to Standpipes

1,236'
20'X12

252'X12
802'
452'

1, 008'
466'

3*'Xl* 57Z4._f.l X16

M* t

*
100'

16"
24"
16"
10"
18"
12"

8"

to Cond.'I HDR (825/1.4)
Cond. 1 HDR
Cond. 1 to Cond. Pumps
Pumps to Cond. 2 HDR
Cond. 2 HDR
Cond. 2 HDR to S.G.
Normal make to Cond-1
Drains

263'
328'
800'
800'
395'

2,392'
857'

7,200 ft 3

Dump Condenser Cond. Pumps @16
Feedwater Pumps 2 of 3

* Volumes

EEL/kld

cc: PA Carlson
FFL/kld A-105

To 

From' 

..... - . '. 

unc nuc\.eAR In 
PO Boa 490 
R.ehlaM, Was',,"gtor- 99352 

MD Zentner Dale February 11, 19S7 

EE Leitz f"...J t t' ~ 

SECONDARY SYSTEM PIPING 

The following is a tabulation of Secondary System Pipe lengths: 

Component Desc,'; pt ; on 

Steam Generators 10' 1.D.X57' long 

14- Connectors to 42-, Steam Drum 
42" Steam Drums 
2S" Steam Lines to 46" Header 
46" Header 
24 HPS to DT Steam Header 
S" Header 

2S" Steam Header to TG 
30" Lines to Dump Condensers (App 35') 
Dump CO!ldensers 

Surge Tank (17'6" X 8'2" diameter) 

Stand Pipes 
24- Condo Line to Standpipes 

16" to Cond.' 1 HDR (S25/1.4) 
24" Condo 1 HDR 
16" Condo 1 to Condo Pumps 
10" Pumps to Condo 2 HDR 
18" Condo 2 HDR 
12" Condo 2 HDR to S.G. 
S" Normal make to Cond-l 

Drains 

Dump Condenser Condo Pumps @16 
Feedwater Pumps 2 of 3 

* Volumes 

EEL/kld 

cc: PA Carlson 
ffL/kld A-lOS 

Length 

* 3.742 ft3 X12 

* 

* 

* 

1,236' 
20'X12 

252'X12 
S02' 
452' 

1,008' 
466' 
35'X1~ 

574 ft XI6 

950 ft3 

450 ft3 
100' 

263' 
32S' 
800' 
800' 
395' 

2,392' 
S57' 

* 7.200 ft3 
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Hanford Company

( From:
Phone:

Oate:
Subject:

Probabilistic Risk Assessment 21364-88-AC_-134
6-4173 Vitro/1O00 G3-03
May 13, 1988
NEW IE-1O INITIATOR CALCULATION PER PEER REVIEW COMMENTS
WITH RECOVERY

M. D. ZentnerTo:

cc: G. R. Armstrong
T. B. Powers
J. E. Kelly
Source Document

G3-03
G3-03
SAIC

File/LB

References: 1. Internal letter, G. A. Coles to M. D.
Zentner "New IE-1O Initiator Calculation
Per Peer Review Comments," May 6, 1988.

2. SAIC-NY-OR-05-940-02-02, Human Reliability
Analysis on Hanford N Reactor by E. N.
Dougherty, Jr., October 16, 1987.

3. UNI-2656, Engineering Analysis of-Single
Component Failure (for N Reactor), by
Mikkelsen, McLaren, Oppelt,
October 31, 1983.

N.,

This memo is to document the new initiator frequency recovery factor for
IE-IO, Loss of Primary Cooling System (PCS) Pressure Control. The
calculation done to determine the frequency for this initiator is
documented in Reference 1. The determination of the recovery factor and
the application of this recovery failure to the initiator is described
below.

To recover this initiating event, the individual contributing failures
must be examined. These failures and their individual failure
frequencies are listed below.

GTKPRESL
GDV20310

GCMPPC-P

GDV2161D

GDV2171D

GMT2051C

GMT20526

Pressurizer Rupture
Pressurizer Spray, Valve
PRV-203-1 Spuriously Opens
Pressure Control' Instrumentation
Fails
Pressurizer Spray Valve
PRV-216 Spuriously Opens
Pressurizer Spray Valve
PRV-217 Spuriously Opens
Pressurizer Isolation Valve
PRV-205-1 FTRC
Pressurizer Isolation Valve
PV-205-2 FTRC

TOTAL

1.21E-06/yr
2.20E-03/yr

1.32E-02/yr

2.2E-03/yr

2.2E-03/yr

4.4E-04/yr

4.4E-04/yr

2.07E-62/yr

A- i 0 6_ - .W r for fth U S D e nanm e m flt Enew /

( 

" , 
~' 

· ~ ~",., 

-, 

@ WUtfnllflGuSe 
- Hanford COmpany 

From: 
PhOne: 
Cate: 
Subject: 

Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
6-4173 Vitro/IIOO G3-03 
May 13, 1988 
NEW IE-I0 INITIATOR CALCULATION PER PEER REVIEW COMMENTS -
WITH RECOVERY 

~: M. D. Zentner 

cc: G. R. Armstrong G3-03 
T. B. Powers G3-03 
J. E. Kelly SAIC 
Source Document File/LB 

References: 1. Internal letter, G. A. Coles to M.D. 
Zentner "New IE-I0 Initiator Calculation 
Per Peer Review Conunents," May 6, 1988. 

2. SAIC-NY-OR-05-940-02-02, Human Reliability 
Analysis on Hanford N Reactor by E. H. 
Dougherty, Jr., October 16, 1987. 

3. 'UNI-2656, Engineering Analysis of- Single 
Component Failure (for N Reactor), by 
Mikkelsen, Mclaren, Oppelt, 
October 31, 1983. 

This memo is to document the new initiator frequency recovery factor for 
IE-IO, loss of Primary Cooling System (PCS) Pressure Control. The 
calculation done to determine the frequency for this initiator is 
documented in Reference 1. The determination of the recovery factor and 
the application of this recovery failure to the initiator is described 
below. 

To recover this initiating event, the individual contributing failures 
must be examined. These failures and their individual failure 
frequencies are listed below. 

GTKPRESL 
GDV2031D 

GCMPPC-P 

GOV21610' 

GOV21710 

GMT20S1C 

GMT20S26 

Pressurizer Rupture 
Pressurizer Spray, Valve 
PRV-203-1 Spuriously Opens 
Pressure Control Instrumentation 
Fails 
Pressurizer Spray Valve 
PRV-216 Spuriously Opens 
Pressurizer Spray Valve 
PRV-217 Spuriously Opens 
Pressurizer Isolation Valve 
PRV-lOS-l FTRe 
Pressurizer Isolation Valve 
PV-ZOS-2 FTRC 

A-I06 

1. 21E-06/yr 
2.20E-03/yr 

1. 32E-02/yr 

2.2E-03/yr 

2.2E-03/yr 

4.4E-04/yr 

4.4E-04/yr 

2. 07E -02/yr 
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Page 2
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A significant number of these failures involve spurious pressurizer
spray activation. These failures are GBV20310, GCMPPC-P, G0V21610,
GDV2171D.

Recovery of a spurious pressurizer spray valve can be made quickly and
easily once the diagnosis has been made. Motor-operated block valves
just upstream of the spray valves can be used from the control room to
block pressurizer spray. The action of closing a block valve is
independent of pressure control instrumentation or spray valve failures.

Time Relation Correlation valves from (see Reference 2) were used to
determine a recovery factor for this initiator. So, knowing that:
(1) An ECS trip will occur sometime after six minutes (see Reference 3,
page 7 analysis of spurious pressurizer spray actuation); and, (2) The
recovery action can be done quickly from the control room, a recovery
factor of 0.4 was selected.

A new initiator frequency for IE-1O that includes recovery is calculated
below:

GTKPRESL 1.21E-06/yr * (no recovery) a 1.21E-06/yr
GDV2031D 2.20E-03/yr * .4 (recovery) = 8.80E-04/yr
GCMPPC-P 1.32E-02/yr * .4 (recovery) a 5.30E-03/yr
GDV21610 2.20E-03/yr * .4 (recovery) a 8.80E-04/yr
GDV2171D 2.20E-03/yr * .4 (recovery) a 8.80E-04/yr
GMT2051C 4.40E-04/yr * (no recovery) = 4.40E-04/yr
GMT2052C 4.40E-04/yr * (no recovery) a 4.40E-04/yr

TOTAL. 8.82E-03/yr

The new initiator frequency for IE-1O including recovery is 8.82E-03/yr.

(G. A. Coles, Senior Engineer
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A significant number of these failures involve spurious pressurizer 
spray activation. These failures are GBV20310, GCMPPC-P, GOV21610, 
GOV2171D. -

Recovery of a spurious· pressurizer spray valve can be made quickly and. 
easily once the diagnosis has been made. Motor-operated block valves 
just upstream of the spray valves can be used from the control room to 
block pressurizer spray. The action of closing a block valve is 
independent of pressure control instrumentation or spray valve failures. 

Time Relation Correlation valves from (see Reference 2) were used to 
determine a recovery factor for this initiator. So, knowing that: 
(1) An ECS trip will occur sometime after six minutes (see Reference 3, 
page 7 analysis of spurious pressurizer spray actuation); and, (2) The 
recovery action can be done quickly from the contre; room, a recovery 
factor of 0.4 was selected. 

A new initiator frequency for IE-I0 that includes recovery is calculated 
below: 

GTKPRESL 
GDV2031D 
GCMPPC-P 
GDV21610 
GDV2171D 
GMT2051C 
GMT2052C 

1.21E-06/yr * (no recovery) 
2.20E-03/yr *.4 (recovery) 
1.32E-02/yr *.4 (recovery) 
2.20E-03/yr *.4 (recovery) 
2.20E-03/yr *.4 (recovery) 
4.40E-04/yr * (no recovery) 
4.40E-04/yr * (no recovery) 

TOTAL 

• 1.21E-06/yr 
• 8.80E-04/yr 
• 5.30E-03/yr 
• 8.80E-04/yr 
• 8.80E-04/yr 
• 4.40E-04/yr 
• 4.40E-04/yr 

8.82E-03/yr 

The new initiator frequency for IE-I0 including recovery is 8.82E-03/yr. 

G. A. Coles, Senior Engineer' 
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This report is formatted in the manner in which it appears in
the NSRFP, level 1, report. It was provided to the project team
in this hardcopy form for archival purposes. A text file
formatted on 5.25-in PC floppy disk was also provided to be
merged into the PRA document.
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6. HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS.

This section documents the human reliability analysis (HRA) that was performed in
conjunction with the N-Reactor Safety Evaluation Program. The NRSEP was a level 1 PRA,
excluding external events but including some containtment systems. The first section

describes the scope of the analysis. The second section describes the methods used in
performing the HRA. The third section presents the results from the HRA. The last section
lists the references cited in this section.

6.1 SCOPE

The scope of the HRA for the Hanford N-reactor was to follow the methodology described
in Section 6.2 in a level I PRA that excluded external events but included some containment
systems not normally included in a level I PRA. Within the state-of-the-art in HRA, all risk-
significant human failure events were to be identified and screened and, if found in candidate
dominant sequences, to be analyzed in detail. Conclusions from this analysis were to be
provided the PRA team to use and pass on to the plant's operator.
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INTEGRATION Figure 6.2-1. 7The HRA process.

The initial HRA analysis was performed coincidentally with the initial system analysis effort.
Human failure events were identified as the PRA models evolved and were at first specified
functionally, i.e., without breakdown into failure modes.

Event identification is the key interface between the system analysis and the HRA efforts. It
is clear that there is no way to predict, much less assess, all human-caused events that could
have some impact on risk. There are recorded instances of operators sitting on equipment
controls and inadvertently actuating them and the mere dropping of an annunciator light bulb
initiated a serious incident at the Rancho Seco nuclear plant (Chexal and Wycoff, 1980).
However, it is possible to classify human events and then to roughly "account for" the classes.
The classification scheme is presented later.
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INTEGRATION Figure 6.2-1. The BRA process. 
-

The initial HRA analysis was performed coincidentally with the initial system analysis effort. 
Human failure events were identified as th~ PRA models evolved and were at first specified 
functionally, i.e •• without breakdown intO failure modes. 

Event identification is the key interface between the system analysis and the HRA efforts. It 
is clear that there is no way to predict. much less assess, all human-caused events that could 
have some impact on risk. There are recorded instances of operators sitting on equipment 
controls and inadvenendy actuating them and the mere dropping of an annunciator light bulb 
initiated a serious incident i.E the Rancho Seco nucIe3%' plant (Chew and Wycoff, 1980). 
However, it is possible to classify human events and then to roughly "account for" the classes. 
The classific:1tion scheme is presented later. 
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In adcition, the system analysts were provided with guidance concerning the purposes and
information required for the HRA; some of these basic guidelines are provided later in this
chapter. The use of the human failure classification scheme and the RRA guidelines does not
guarantee that every risk significant human failure was indendfied but it does provide a
substantial assurance that this was the case.

As the PRA risk sequences unfolded and began to be understood, the integration effort, by
assuring that proper consideration was given (from both the system analysis and human
reliability analysis perspectives) to either including or eliminating human failures, provided
some measure of validation of the HRA elements of the sequences. This, of course, cannot
be considered to be a complete validation effort, as may be performed in computer software
validation and verification, but taking an integrated approach simply means that the
sequences were reviewed for their face validity, i.e., whether they made sense operationally.
Further validation was obtained in diverse ways. Plant operations people served as advisors

,, on the PRA team and their experience base provided additional assurance of the validity of
the events. The final project review included the HRA results, which took advantage of the
entire project team's experience. And finally, the sequences were reviewed with operators
using the plant simulator exercises.

The final step of the integration tasks was the development of the appropriate task
documentation. Documentation development was an ongoing process that terminated with
the presentation of the project report section on the HRA and the HRA workbooks. The HRA
process has two potential stopping rules: (1) when no more risk significant human events can
be identified, or (2) when no more risk significant human events have credible recovery
options. Athis point, the whole analysis was thoroughly documented including, the events
identified, the assumptions upon which their analysis was based, and their quantitative
results. To aid in this often tedious documentation development process, a software system
(ORCA) was used. This code greatly aids in the documentation of the HRA.

6-2.1.3 Initial Ouantificarion Spumort Tasks. All human events that were included in the
initial PRA sn-uctures were screened, Le., assigned a conservative estimate for their
probability.of occurrence. This screening process was part of the first quantification stages
of the PRA's system analysis and was used solely to consnain the more detailed PRA analysis
to only those sequences of potentially significant risk. Slips were screened based on general
patterns from the TH"RP process described later. Mistakes were screened by using the tine
reliability correlations, by choosing the five minute value for the appropriate correlation.

All human events that survived screening, i.e., were part of candidate dominant accident
sequences, were then considered risk significant and analyzed in detail. Recovery events
were generally adjoined to risk significant sequences after solving for the sequence cutsets
and were also analyzed in detail.
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6.2.1.4 D-i.iled Event Analysis Tasks. Once a human failure event was identified, screened.
and found risk significant, information was gathered on the situation in which the event was
postulated to occur. A specification of those direct influences on the event's reliability was
made using human factors techniques, systematic judgment techniques, or by applying
procedures described in various quantification techniques. The human failure event was then
further decomposed into its credible failure modes and represented in a logic stucture.

The technique that best applies to the relevant influences and failure mechanisms was then
chosen. When the event was characterized in enough detail to apply a quantification
technique, ORCA was used. to quantify the events automatically.

A recovery human failure event is the failure to restore failed equipment or to find alternative
equipment or configurations within the time period required. Recovery events were not
generally identified orquantified until sequence specifics, i.e., cutsets, were known. This was
an economning strategy, since it defered detailed analysis of many events until after the bulk
computer solutions were made. If a sequence was recoverable, then its recovery analysis was
an iteration through much of the PRA/HRA process, including system as well as human
modeling and quantification. The detailed analysis effort was always required.

6.2.2 Classification Strucmre

The principal strategy in reliability analysis is to decompose failure events into meaningful
subevents for which there are sufficiently available data to make an estimate of some
reliability characteristic. The purpose of classifying failure events is to uncover the proper
reliability-related subevents (such as individually replaceable components) and to form the
basis for collecting or understanding dam concerning these identified subevents. This

,- classification process should be based on physical principles, e.g., failure analysis, orat least,
observation. The more realistic the foundation for the classification scheme, the greater the
predictive power and credibility that the classification can claim. HRA also adopts this
classification strategy.

An early classification scheme for human errors, used in THERP, was to categorize all human
errors (failure events) as either commissions or omissions. This classification assumed that
the reliability of tasks could be assessed by decomposing them into serially performed
subtasks much in the same way that routine task performance can be institutionalized by
writing step-by-step procedures. This approach assumes that every task must be performed
and performed correctly for success. If a step was left out, an error of omission was said to
have occurred, and if a step was otherwise performed incorrectly, an error of commission
occurred.

Although this scheme partitions errors, it has no direct relevance to the mechanisms or causes
of errors. For example, a person could just as easily commit an error as to omit a step because
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of, say, a lapse in attention (Reason, 1983). As a result, there would be no reason to expect
a difference in any reliability par.ameter based on this distinction. Another weakness of this
scheme is that it requires Lhe consideration of any error in any subuisk because it may
represent a task error without any relevance to risk. For example, the failure to verify an
automatic system's actuation is an error related to the objective of assuring system operation
but it is irrelevant in a risk sequence that does not also assume the failure of the automatic
acmuation.

Several other ways of classifying human failures have been devised and the more frequently
used ways are described next.

6.2.2.1 Failure Modes Classification, Rather than looking for the effect that a human failure
has on the system that the person interacts with, an alternative, used in most PRA/HRA
studies recently, is to look at the mechanisms of failure as a basis for classification. These
mechanisms can be grouped into general categories, call modes (Norman, 1983). These two
modes are mistakes and slips, where a mistake is a cognirLve error and a slip is a subcognitive
error. The motivation for this classification scheme is operationaL Since slips, or their
behavioral basis, are more mechanized, Le., routinized, practiced. and subconscious, they
should have different reliability characteristics from mistakes. Since slips occur in a less

- time-consm-ained environment, it is reasonable to believe that their associated error
probabilities are less time dependent, more structural, and arise as faults in an intended
protocol or procedure. On the other hand, mistakes occur more often in a time-constrained
environment and are more time dependent (it takes "process" time to think up an appropriate
response to a novel situation). Mistakes are less structural, and often have little to do with
protocol or procedure.

6.2.2.2 Seauence Phase Classification. PRA also induces taxonomic considerations on
HRA. A PRA considers two main time phases: the time prior to the initiator and the time after
the initiator. An operator's role changes over these time periods: from normal maintenance
and operaticn ctiviri n__' uuhich are directed by familiar procedures, to incident investigation
and management, and then, infreq'nently, to emergency response. These latter activities are
driven by the event at hand and t.: perceived severity.

Human failures can be thus divided so as to relate to the phases of an accident (IEEE, 1987):

1. Failures in planned (normal) activities, i.e., so-called pre-initiator events,

2. Failures in planned activities that lead to an unplanned reactor shutdown, i.e., human-
induced initiators, and

3. Failures in event-driven (off-normal) activities, Le., post-initiator events.
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The first two categories are behaviorally identical, differing only in whether the resuld'of the
failure immediately upset plant phenomena or nfOL The first category of plan-driVen failures
are termed "latent" because such errors leave equipment in an undiscovered, inoperable but
as yet unneeded state. Category 2 failures directly induce an off-normal condition and. as
such, are human-induced initiators. Activites required for incident management are often
rule-based because most of the effort in designing off-normal procedures focuses on
"anticipated" process conditions about which knowledge can be extrapolated and a response
formalized. In accident conditions, however, it is highly likely that the actual conditions wil
differ from the anticipated conditions enough to require on--he-spot responses in a time-
constrained environment. These really severe conditions that seldom arise, but cannot be
ignored in a PRA, require the restoration of equipment or the finding of alternatives among
resources. These latter activities are often referred to as "recovery actions". Severe accidents
are typically too unpredictable or unlikely for much effort to be expended in proceduralizing
an extensive response to them.

6.2.2.3 PBcedure Based Classification. The degree of preparation expended on an activity
is another categorizing factor. Some plan-driven activity is according to a specific procedure
for an established task. Other normal activity is more random or spur-of-the-moment. Tasks
are not specifiable in this case.

Event-driven activity, on the other hand, may also be anticipated by procedure, e.g., the new
so-called symptom-based emergency procedures. Failure in this activity can be referred to
as response failures, in that a human response was anticipated and designed for. Recovery
is more ad-hoc and less directly supported by procedures.

-- Each of the reslting four event types could include either slips or mistakes as error types.
Unspecified, normal activity cannot be decomposed any further. Proceduralized actions in
routine task activities are prescribed by supervision or work order and there is little

* opportunity for mistakes; thus, slip•s dominate. Duin.g off-normal conditions, awareness is
heightened, more than a single person is around, while time is usually not as forgiving. Thus,
slips will not often go unrecognized or uncorrected, and diminish in significance. Mistakes,
however, can occur due to confusion, uncertainty, conflict, or lack of knowledge, and the
effects of mistakes may be universal and persisting. Thus, although latent mistakes and
recovery slips are possibilities, they should not be as likely as latent slips or recovery
mistakes. The limited evidence from real events seems to support this thesis.

6.2.2.4 Combined Classification Scheme. Summarizing the perspectives above results in a
human failure event taxonomy that reflects all of these considerations. This classification
scheme is depicted in the "decision" tree of Figure 6.2-2, which leads to twelve categories.
This taxonomy integrates easily into a PRA.
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Mistakes am not usually modeled in normal task activities (category 3). The driving
assumption is that the plan is specified by plant management and directed by technical
specifications and the decision elements of the task are, thus, highly reliable. (The 1986
accident which occurred at the RMBK-1000 reactor in Chernobyl in the Soviet Union
indicates that there may be circumstances under which this assumption might need to be
reevaluated.) Unspecifiable tasks obviously cannot be modeled, although some plants may
have enough data to estimate failure rates for this category (category 4). Commission failures
that are due to mistakes are often not modeled (categories 8 and 12), since it is assumed that
other failure modes dominate their occurrence probabilities and the presence of extensive
plant instrumentation would make their effects detectable and give rise to the possibility for
mitigating the consequences of these failures.
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Mistakes are not usually modeled in normal task activities (category 3). The driving 
assumption is that the plan is specified by plant management and directed by technic31 
specifications and the decision elements of the task are~ thus, highly reliable. (The 1986 
accident which occurred at the RMBK-lOOO reactor in Chemobyl in the Soviet Union 
indicates that there may be circumstances under which this assumption might need to be 
reevaluated.) Unspecifiable tasks obviously cannOt be modeled. although some plants may 
have enough data to estimate failure rates for this category (category 4). Commission failures 
that are due to mistakes are often not modeled (categories 8 and 12), since it is assumed that 
other failure modes dominate their occumence probabilities and the presence of extensive 
plant instrumentation would make their effectS detectable and give rise to the possibility for 
mitigating the consequences of these failures. 
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The result is that, typically, only eight of the twelve categories of human failures need to be
"identified in an HRA for a nuclear power plant PRA. Another benefit from this taxonomic
approach is that it not only guides the event identification effort but points to the (currently
accepted) technique to quantify an event, i.e., TH"HRP or some TRC approach.

6.2.3 Guidelines to System Analysts

Human failure events ame identified, characterized, and quantified according to the classes in
Figure 6.2-2. Since the effects of slips during plan-directed acuvities do not usually
propagate unassisted by other failures beyond the component(s) affected, they can be be
incorporated into fault tree models. Mistakes, which are most significant in event-driven
activities, are best incorporated at the top of or above the system fault tee leve! because of
their propagative potential. Recovery events are tacked on the end of the dominant sequences
for which they apply. In this way, the classification effort supports the integration effort and
may not be formally included in the event or fault n-ees.

. The following guidelines were provided to the developer of fault trees, special initiator
models, and event tree logic to properly identify human failure events. The guidelines are
a simplification of the taxonomy developed in the previous section. Proper identification in
this case meant:

1. Identifying those failure events appropriate to the sequence(s) in which the events were
factored and

2. Locating those failure events in the appropriate place in the logic tree system.

Human actuation of equipment and test and maintenance activities can result in latent failures
of incident or accident management systems or directly lead to initators and challenges to
the incident management systems. The former kind of event is best modeled in the fault trees

-" and the latter are usually subsumed in the data analysis needed to quantify initiators. Human
actuation or recovery activities can result in post-initiator, i.e., incident and accident
management activity, failures. These events are usually best modeled at the event tree levels,
i.e., the top logic or the tops of the system fault nees, or, in the case of recovery events, left
as adjoints to cutsets.

The reasons for leaving the recovery events out of the (initial) plant models were twofold.
Fu'st, a recovery event is highly dependent on information that can only be gleaned from the
specific details of the sequence cutset and phenomena in which the recovery is postulated.
For example, the ac failure of a motor-driven pump may in some sequences mean a recovery
event of the operators' trying to switch to another ac power bus and restarting the pump. B ut,
if the sequence is a station blackout sequence, i.e., all ac is lost, then recovery is quite
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different. The fault tee analyst cannot anticipate such sequence specifics and should not,
therefore, model recovery events.

The second reason for leaving recovery events out of the models was economic. A recovery
event necessarily introduces an "and" gate logic, i.e., something fails and the operators fail
at a recovery attempt. "And" gates multiply the number of cutsets enormously, until no
current computer can solve the sequence models. Leaving out recovery events, which can
then be reintroduced after the cuzsets are solved, assured a cost-effective PRA solution.

Guideline 1. The systems analysts were to describe human failure events functionilly only.
For example, "crew fails to switch to ECCS recirculation" is sufficient, where "crew fails to
open valve ECCS-X" is too specific relative to equipment and human mechanism.

Guideline 2. Only three types of human failure events were to be identified- failures before
an intitiator, called latents; human-induced initiators;, and post-initiator human failures.

Guideline 3. All latent human failure events were to be incorporated in the appropriate fault
tree at the highest level that accounts for all of the equipment manipulated during the test or
maintenance task. The highest level was typically the tain or pan--ain level (as indicated

-- in Figure 6.2-3). A task was defined as the sum of all the actions that lead to a test or
maintenance objective, including system isolation, the intended activity, and system
restoration. An event was not to be decomposed into individual failure events for each piece
of equipment manipulated in the task. Although such a practice is a structured and natural
way to identify human failure "events", it has in the past resulted result in meaningless cutsets
at the system and sequence levels.

Guideline 4. Human failures that lead to an initiator were to be assumed to be included in the
data for the initiator class that includes the human failure and not modeled explicitly. In the
case that a special hardware initiator was modeled, the resulting fault tree included latent en-or
events identified according to Guideline 2. However, no human failure event was to be
identified that required quantification with a frequency, Le., a probability per unit of time,
rather than a probability, unless dam is able support such a quantification. For example, an
event like "operators cause trip while doing so-and-so" was not quantified unless data was
sufficient to produce such an estimate.

Guideline S. All post-initiator human failure events that relate to the manual actuation of a
system were to be modeled as a single event for that system in an "or" gate at the top of the
system model or, alternatively, in the top logic of the appropriate event tree (Figure 6.2-3).
The functional description of this kind of event is "crew fails to initiate system XW.

Failure events of the type: "crew indadvertendy manipulates equipment X', were not
modeled. These events have not been shown to exist at any risk-significant level in the
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Figure 6.2-3.
Incorporating human
failure events in the
PRA structures.

nuclearpowerplane operation setting. Any special situation that could induce a human failure
of this type was identified by the analyst of the system and this information was relayed to
the HRA team but not modeled.

A type of post-initiator human failure event is sometimes referred to as a commission error.
This type of failure can be generically described as: "operators operate system X too early"
or "operators operate system Y rather than X". Such events were not routinely located in the
logic structure. Again, special situations were noted that could give credence to such events
and this information was relayed to the HRA team.

Guideline 6. Where a human action is not required for system actuation, for e.xample, man ual
initiation of scram, a corresponding human failure event is logically associated in an "and"
gate with the failure event of the system's actuation. These events are often termed recovery
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of this type was identified by the analyst of the system and this information was relayed to 
the BRA team but not modeled. 
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events and amount to failing to restore the function of faulted equipment or failure to find
alternatives to its function. Such recoveries som'erimes were identiied and described early
in the systems analysis but were not modeled until the total seqence cutset had been identifed.
At this poinc, a recovery analysis identfied the appropriate recovery actions. given the
sequence context. A functional description of arecovery failure is "crew fails to recover from
sequence ABC".

Guideline 7. The HRA needed supplemental information from the system analysts to
quantify the human failure events identified by the systems analysts. This included the
information in Table 6.2-1.

Table 6.2-1
Needed from System AnalystsHRA Information

Event type Needed information

Latent Failures

Miscalibration Calibration procedure number
Equipment affected

T&M restoration failure Procedure number(s)
Equipment affected

Post-initiator Failures

Manual initiation failure System or portion of system affected
Actuation or operation procedure number

Recovery failure Equipment to be restored or realigned
Location of equipment to be manipulated

N

6.2.4 Screening

The strategy for quantitative screening is depicted in Figure 6.2-4. The values for slips, taken
from THERP, generally range one or two orders of magnitude around the value of0.001. This
value was used as a basic screening value for latent or human-induced initiator events.
THERP also provides a value for the conditional probability for a second error given the first.
Assuming medium dependency, this value is about 0. 1. The product of these two values was
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* :-• used as a screening value for the human failure resultingin the failure of multiple (particularly
redundant) components.

The time reliability correlations were used to quantify post-initiator events (as discussed
later). The five minute value from each of the four basic curves is used to screen post-initiator
events. The events are initially classified according to whether they are rule-based, rule-
based with hesitancy, recovery, and recovery with hesitancy and the appropriate screening
value is used.

6.2.5 Detailed Quantification of Events

Three kinds of quantification techniques are used in nuclear power plant HRAs: a task-
analytical approach such as THERP, time reliability correlations, and a method that
structures expert judgment of such events, such as the Success Likelihood Index
Methodology (SLIM).

Choosing one or a combination of techniques is a critical step in the HRA process shown in
the schematic in Figure 6.2-1. The choice depends on the failure modes and mechanisms that
dominate the human event as represented. The choice of the technique directs the analyst in
identifying the characteristics of the sequence, task, and human behavior that need to be
factored into the quantification. THERP and SLIM can accommodate and typically require
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numerous influences, whereas a TRC approach may only need the knowledge of the timing
charac:eristics of the the sequence and the kind of behavior that the event represents, e.g.,
rule-based. After specifying the failure modes and mechanisms and the dominant influences
n them, the technique allows a relatively st-aight-forward calculation of a point estimate of
the probability of the modes or the total event. Some guidance relative to the quantitative
unceruainry that should be associated with the estimate is also provided.

6.2.5.1 General Alzrach. The human failure events were quantified according to the
following steps:

1. Human events are (usually) identified only in the eight classes indicated in Figure 6.2-
2. These included latent events as contributors to component unavailabilities and may
include human contributors to initiators, if initiators are modeled rather than quantified
directly from data. Slips may or may not be included in rule-based events. Recovery
failures are usually am-ibuted only to mistakes. Event specifics are identified by informal
or formal interviews of operators and plant staff [ac observations in simulator exercises].

2. The events were represented and incorporated into the PRA structures either in a fault tree
of failure modes (as in THERP) orin a logic stucture similar to the Operator Action Event
Trees (OAETs - vonHerrmann. 1983) or indirectly as an adjunct to the PRA smicturs.
An example OAET is depicted in Figure 6.2-5 that represents the scenarios related to a
reactor coolant pump seal LOCA. The figure also shows how a sequence timeline can
be inte•ared with an OAET and the most likely human failure modes identified.

3. Slips were modeled using a simplification of the THERP approach (Swain and Guttmann,
1983); mistakes were modeled using a combination of TRCs and SLIM.

4. Probabilities and their distributions were obtained according to the chosen technique.

The next sections outline the THERP-like approach to quantifying slips and the TRC system
for quantifying mistakes. Then a description of ORCA, the software tool used to document
and quantify the events, is presented. First, a description is provided of the way in which
qualitative information is utansformed into quantitative indeces.

6.2.5.2 Use of Oualitative Information. Once a human failure event is identified, classified,
and incorporated into the PRA, the final effort of the qualitative analysis is to identify the
likely major influences on the reliability of the event. Because human behavior is actively
diverse, flexible, and adaptve, the converse also holds true: human behavior can be readily
influenced, for better or often worse, by numerous environmental factors. Experience with
several PRAs and their accompanying plant reviews indicate that only a few categories of
influences significantly influence human failures.
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Figure 6.2-5. A
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acton event tree.

These influences can be firE grouped according to whether they affect the behavior of an
individual or manifest themselves only in group activities (Table 6.2-2). The primary
categories of individual influences are those that effect the person because of the mechanisms
and performance amtibutes that make up that person. Other influences come from the
environment in which the person must perform. Since all groups are groups of individuals,
these influences carry over. However, communicaton and dynamic factors can influence the
performance of several people and their interacions.
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These influences can be first grouped according to whether they affect the behavior of an 
individual or manifest themselves only in group activities (Table 6.2-2). The primary 
categories of individual influences are those that effect the person because of the mechanisms 
and performance attributes that; make up that person. Other influences come from the 
environment in which the person must perform. Since all groups are groups of individuals. 
these influences carry over. However. communication and dynamic factors can influence the 
performance of several people and their interactions. 
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Table 6.2-2
Significant Influences on Human Reliability

Influences that Affect the Individual

Organism behavior type
skill level
training adequacy

stess reaction

Environment time constraints
burden
procedure type and adequacy
adequacy of I&C
physiological factors
job and shift factors

]nfluences that Affect Groups

Communication remoteness of crew
communication equipment

Dynamic msucture and role of crew
dependency of crew actions

SLM isv

In today's state-of-the-art in HRA, the associating of an influence with a human failure event
necessarily depends on the judgment of thý analyst. This judgment can suddenly "appear"
in the analysis or can be "exposed" in some systematic way. Tudgment is notoriously
unreliable when about things never experienced, yet the incorporation of the knowledge and
related experience of people associated with a nuclear power plant is essential for a credible
HRA. This has led to the systematic technique to incorporatejudgment into HRA, originally
called the success likelihood index methodology (SLIM).

SLI. (Embrey, 1983) was adapted from techniques used in the so-called decision theory
sciences. Its intent was to structure the input from plant risk experts for risk-related human
failure events into a relative ordering based on a ranking index from 0 to 1. SLIM attempts
to integrally weigh and rank the major influences on an event and produce by indirection the
SLI, since direct probability estimation is often inconsistent and inaccurate (Stillwell, et al.,
1982). This SLI is then an intermediate step between the qualitative information gathered for
each event and its quantitative estimate.
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In today' S state-of-the-art in HRA. the associating of an influence with a human failure event 
necessarily depends on the judgment of the analySt. This judgment can suddenly "appear" 
in the analysis or can be "exposed" in some systematic way. 1udgment is notoriously 
unreliable when about things never experienced, yet the incorporation of me knowledge and 
related e~erience of people associated with a nuclear power plant is essential for a credible 
BRA. This has led to the systematic teChnique to incorporate judgment into HRA. originally 
called the success likelihood index methodology (SLIl\tf). 

SLIM (Embrey. 1983) was adapted from techniques used in the so-called decision theory 
sciences. Its intent was to structure the input from plant risk cxpensJor risk-related human 
failure events into a rel3tive ordering based on a ranking index from 0 to 1. SLIM attempts 
to integrally weigh and rank the major influences on an event and produce by indirection the 
SU, since direct probability estimation is often inconsistent and inaccurate (Stillwell. et al •• 
1982). This SU is then an intermediate step between the qualitative information g3thered for 
each event and its quantitative estimate. 
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There are essenially three types of influences relavent to the way they influence an event.
Some influences are always "bad" if they are present at all. Conflict is such an influence, since
it can never help when it is present at all. Other influences are always good. For example
the fact that an important piece of equipment has a direct, instrumented indication of its
operational status that cannot be misleading is good. The technology used to indicate the
status may be a red/green lightng system or a digital speedometer and thus, may be better in
some instances, but always good. Finally, some influences may range from "bad" to "good".
For example, a procedure may be written so poorly that it may confuse its user and generally
inhibit successful actiou or it may be written so as to serve as a critical mneumonic aid in an
infrequently occur-ing situation.

Figure 6.2-6 indicates a way in which the SLI can reflect these three types of influences, with
0 representing the "worst" possible situation relative to successful action and 1 representing
the "best" possible situation. The fact that an always bad or always good influence is
represented by restricting the range from 0 to 1 to 0 to 0.5 and from 0.5 to 1, respectively.
Ifa human failure event were to have only a single influence, then its rank on one of the scales
in Figure 6.2-6 would be the SLL* However, most events are influenced by multiple factors.
A procedure is needed to integrate their common effects into a single index.

Always Bad Influence

0.0 0.5
I I I I I I

Worst Least
bad

Alwayo Good Influence

0.5 1.0
I , I [ I I I

Least - Best
good

Influence That Can hange
0.0 1.0

Figure 6.2-6. Scaling the "quality"
factors in SLIM.

Worst Best

Each influence is judged as to its relative importance among all the identified influences and
then assessed a measure of the degree which it is good relative to the scales in Figure 6.2-6.
These weights are combined in the calculus depicted in Table 6.2-3. The basic SLI
formulation is:

I
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Table 6.2-3
SLI CALCULUS

1. Choose influences appropriate to specific event and situation.

2. Rank influences as multiples of the least important for given situation, which is set
to "10".

3. Sum the rankings of all influences and normalize rankings to this sum, i.e., divide
each rank by the sum.

4. Assess each influence's quality, i.e., its position in a spectrum of possibilities from
best (1) to worst (0). Note that "worst" means "worst licensable" not "worst
conceivable".

5. Compute the "dot product" of the ranking and quality vectors.

6. This resultis the success likelihood index (SLI) which can be entered into a technique
that calls for it.

SLI-U •(r,/;r, )xqc] (1)
where

Z is the sum over n total influences,
is the rank of the ith influence, and

q, is the quality of the ith influence.

The ranks, r,, are obtained by first identifying the influence(s) that least influence the success
of the activity associated with the event. This (these) influence is arbitrarily assigned a rank
of 10. The next influence(s) is identified and ranked as a factor of the previous, e.g., three
times as influential as the least influential influence would give it a ranking of 30. This
process is continued through all influences. The ranks are then normalized against their total.
The quality factors, %; are obtained by first recognizing the type of the influence and then
scaling it according to Figure 6.2-6.

The SLI for a human failure event is considered by Embrey to be logarithmically proportional
to the probability. The result is that a SLIM calculation requires a success likelihood index
and two "anchor" probabilities that correspond to two known SLIs. Since there is no obvious
way to generate the anchors, except in those unusual cases when data is available, a different
approach is used (see section 6.2.5.4).

6.2.5.3 Ouanrifvin g Slips. Slips are meant to correlate to the failure modes of"misdetection"
and "faulty actions". However, in a process plant, which is fitted with considerable
instuumentation and annunciators, misdetection is not usually credible as a mode of failure.
Thus in most cases, a slip is an action that is not as intended (Reason and Mycielska, 1982).
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In other words, the situation has been diagnosed and the decision or plan made, bothsuccessfully (otherwise there was a mistake). All that remains is for the person to do what
was meant to be done. Slips occur all the time in everday activities (and may be thought
hilarious by the perpetratorif inconsequential). Slips also occur regularly in routine process
plant activities. A prototypical slip can occur when a maintainer is returning a piece of
equipment to service and fails to leave it in the proper state. For example, both auxiliary
feedwater valves at TMI were apparently left closed following maintenance, which rendered
a viral safety system unavailable.

In the case of a slip, there is no unanticipated event to respond to and planning is specified
by procedure, policy, or work order. It is fair to assume, then, that the main cognitive element
is that of control, i.e., carrying out all steps of the plan. There are so many potential
mechanisms of slips that THERP assumes that each step of a particular procedure is a
candidate for a slip (i.e., an omission or commission). However, the likely candidates for
slips in a control room seem to be limited to:

1. S tereotype capture, Le., a familiar, more frequently performed task uses some of the same
steps as the intended task, and in the first case of deviance, the operator slips into the old
task rather than continuing what is called for in the required task,

2. Spatial reversals, e.g., two controls are adjacent and the wrong one is manipulated
because of a lapse in attention (or a deviation from stereotype),

3. Tine reversals, where the sequencing of manipulations is critical and the order is
incorrect, again due to a lapse.

Assuming that the mechanisms of slips are limited, only one instance of a slip per task is
modeled, which is the first difference from THERP. A review of the estimates for task
element probabilities in Chapter 20 of NUREG/CR-1278 (THERP) shows a range from
0.0003 to 0.003 for most of the types of situations relevant to process activities. Thus, a
simple strategy is adopted of using the log-median of the bounds, 0.001, as a basic probability
for any slip; 0.0001, or one order of magnitude lower, for a slip that leaves redundant
equipment inoperable. This is the screening strategy mentioned previously. (Note that there
is some argument over whether current equipment failure data already includes human failure
contributions and a PRA need not opt to model latent slips at all.)

THERP, then, allows the basic estimate to be adjusted by so-called performance shaping
factors (PSE) based on situational, task, or behavioral influences. For example in

-maintenance, there may be a check off policy and a PSF should give credit for this. The
possibility of human engineering deficiencies can also be accounted for by a PSF, e.g., both
valve operators for two t'ains are adjacent or reversed or otherwise could induce a reversal
slip.
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Table 20-22 of ITNJEG/CR- 1-278 suggests that the fint factor should be 0.1 if the checking
is independent of the manipulation. Ifa human engineering deficiency exists, then the second
factor could be reater than 1.0, say, 5.0. The net result for the slip, then, would be:

event probability =
basic probability x factor, x factor2 = 0.00 1xO.lx5 - 0.0005. (2)

This simplified TH-ERP approach may be used for slips whether they are latent, response,
or recovery events. A more derailed approach was developed by Mike Lewis, then of INPO,
for the Oconee PRA and is depicted in Figure 6.2-7. Here the minimum time between
manipulations for a component is chosen. A manipulation is assumed to return the latent
failure probability of the component to a basic probability, P.. In the interim, the component
may be subjected to surveillance or functionally tested. A factor, f•, is assigned to each such
act in the interim as:

4-

f,=1
f. = 0.1 if only a suwveillance is perormed

0.01 if a functional test is performed.

(3)

This function reduces the "current" failure probability. This factor reflects the assumption
that functional tests both test for operability more reliably than surveillance and are
performed as reliably. Assume there axe n-I such actions in the interim, which divides the
interim into n pieces as indicated in the figure. The area under each step in the curve is:

A, = (L -;Z)xPI, X1f for j=ltoi-1 andi=lton. (4)

ft

a

0L

Basic probability level

(0.001)
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Figure 6.2-7. Models for
quantifying slips.
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IThe net component failure probability, P.,, is

P. = 1 ItL fori=lton (5)
where t is just the minimum time between manipulations.

The basic probability is the 0.001 value derived above multiplied by any performance
shaping fatcor(s) as appropriate, fr

Multiple components enterthe equation in one of two ways. (1) A group of components, e.g.,
a main ofa multi-uain system, may be manipulated by the same procedure set. A tain (group)
latent failure probability is then:

PUMA= I . summed over the number of components (6)
-n. xP.

(2) Some like-components in different rains may be manipulated together or systematically
manipulated the same way over time. The prototypical situation is the calibration of
redundant inswuments, which is performed over a schedule with weekly separation.
However, because of a miscalibration in the calibration equipment., both (or multiple)
components are calibrated in the same, erroneous manner. In this case, the failure of interest
is the latent failure of both (or all) components, and a dependency factor, B, is used, borrowing
from the dependency model of THERP. The probability of the failure of n like-components
is then given by:

SP(f, and f and f, ... and f) = Pr(f)xPr(f2if1 )...xPr(fIfI, f=,...f.) (7)
where the subsequent probabilities are conditional probabilities.

Whenever all the failure events, f,, are independent and identical, this relationship reduces
to:

Pr(.t) = Pr(f (8)
where the left side is the probability of the "intersection" of n identical
failure events and the right side is the product of the probability of one
event n times.

Now,

Pr(t") = Pr(f) < Pr(f) since Pr(t) is typically < 1.0. (9)
So,

Pr(•) = Pr(O x 8 (10)
where 3 is a factor 5 1.0.
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.The net compon~nt failure probability ~ P -.p' is 

P • !Aft fari= 1 ton .. 
w;e t. is ju'st the minimum time between manipulations.' 

(S) 

The basic probability is the 0.00 1 value derived above multiplied by any performance 
shaping f:ictor(s) as appropriate, fpsr 

Multiple components enter the equation in one of two ways. (1) A group of components, e.g .• 
a train of a multi-train syst~ may be manipulated by the same procedure set. A tt'3in (group) 
latent failure probability is then: 

p __ = I P -.p summed over the number of components 
- n-.xP .... 

(6) 

(2) Some like-components in different trains may be manipulated together or systematically 
manipulated the same way over time. The prototypical situation is the calibration of 
redundant instnmlents. which is performed over a schedule with weekly separation. 
However. because of a miscalibration in the calibration equipment. both (or multiple) 
components are calibrated in the same, ClTOneous manner. In this case, the failure of interest 
is the latentfallure of both (arall) components, and a dependency factor, S, is used. borrowing 
from the dependency model of111ERP. The probability of the fallure of n like.components 
is then given by: 

P(fl and f2 and f., ••• and f) = Pr(f1)xPr(fl'f1) ••• xPr(f.'ft' fl' ••• f.) (7) 
where the subsequent probabilities are conditional probabilities. 

When~ver all the fallure events, ~, are independent and identical, this relationship reduces 
to: -

'Now, 

So~ 

Pr(ta) =- Pr(f)-
where the left side is the probability of the ··intersection" of n identical 
fallure events and die right side is the product of the probability of one 
event n times. 

Pr(ta) = Pr(f)D < Pr(f) since Pr(f) is typically < 1.0. 

Pr(t') = Pr(f) x S 
where B is a factorS 1.0. 
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For the ,;ase of independent event s, 3 is Pr(f)-l, which can lead to considerably low values
for n > 2. For example, for n = 4 and Pr(f) = 0.001 (a typical number from THERP), a is
0.000000001. However, if Pr(f I g) = 0.1 (or about the value for medium dependency in
TIRMP) in the general formulation, then 3 is 0.001, or six orders of magnitude higher than
for the independent case. In the extreme case that all conditional events ar complerely
dependent on the first event. is 1.0.

As a sc-reening strategy beyond the simple version in Figure 6.2-4, let

P1 = Pbx (11)

where
8 is 0.1 for one other component,

0.01 for two other comnonents,
0.001 for three other components, and
0.0005 for four or more other components.

This formulation assumes medium dependency for up to three components, high dependecy
for four, and complete dependency for more than four components. As a result, the
formularion gives some credit for the systematic error to be resolved over time, e.g., a new
calibration instrument or a new person doing the calibration.

Finally, a two train system would yield a latent failure probability of:

P.= P xa (12)
0.1 x P..

This system gives a way to generically fine screen latent probabilities, which is usually all
-that is required in a PRA. Table 6.2-4 shows the fine screening procedure. Note that a train
is assumed to consist of ten components.

THERP typically assumes error factors (ie., of the uncertainty of the estimate) that range
from 3 to 30. A log-median of 10 is used here; this implies that the order of magnitude of the
point estimate so derived is accurate with a confidence of 90%, i.e., the order of magnitude
of such estimates can be estimated reasonably well.

6.2.5.4 Quantifing Mistakes. A mistake is one of the failure modes: misdiagnosis, faulty
decision, or faulty planning. These failure modes seem to matter most in a process
environment when the process has deviated from normal or desired conditions, i.e., in an
abnormal or emergency event. There is a large literature in the decision sciences but most
of it attempts to discover optimum decision strategies, i.e., how decisions ought to be made.
When decision science looks at decision making as it is actually performed, it is often
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For the -.;3Se of independent events. B is Pr(f)"'. which C:1n le3d to considerably low values 
for n > 2. For eX3mple. fer n = 4 and Pr(t) := 0.001 (a typic:u number from TIiERP), B is 
0.00000000 1. However. if Pr(f I g) :ill 0.1 (or about the value (or medium dependency in 
THERP) in the ge:1eral formulation. then B is 0.00 1, or six orders of magnirude higher than 
for the independent C:LSe. In the extreme C:LSe mat all conditional events arc completely 
dependent on the flI'St event. .B is 1.0. 

As a screening strategy beyond the simple version in Figure 6.2-4, let 

where 
Sis 0.1 for one other component, 

0.01 for two other components. 
0.00 1 for three other components, and 
O.OOOS for four or more other componeuts. 

(11) 

This formulation assuxnes medium dependency for up to three components. high dependecy 
for four, and complete dependency for more than four components. As a result, the 
fonnulation gives some credit for the systematic error to be resolved over time. e.g., a new 
calibration instrument or a new person doing the calibration. 

Finally, a two train system would yield a latent failure probability of: 

P". = PlaiaxB 
= 0.1 xp .... 

(12) 

This system gives a way to generically fine screen latent probabilities, which is usually all 
that is required in a PRA. Table 6.2-4 shows the fine screening procedure. Note that a train 
is assumed to consist of ten components. 

THERP typically assumes error factors (i.e •• of the uncertainty of the estimate) that range 
from 3 to 30. A log-median of lOis used here; this implies that the order of magnitude of the 
point estimate so derived is Qccurate with a confidence of 90%. i.e., the order of magnitude 
of such estimates can be estimated I'C3S0nably well. 

6.2..5.4 Quanrifyjn, Mistakes. A mistake is one of the failure modes: misdiagnosis, faulty 
decision. or faulty planning. These failure modes seem to matter most in a process 
environment when the process has deviated from normal or desired conditions. i.e •• in an 
abnormal or emergency event. There is a large literature in the decision sciences but most 
of it attempts to discover optimum decision strategies. i.e., how decisions ought to be Irulde. 

-When decision science looks at decision making as -it is actually performed. it is often 
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Table 6.24
Fine Screening Procedure for Latent Failures

Group of components Probability Type of testing

single 0.0001 surveillance
0.00001 functional test

" 0.001 surveillance
0.0001 functional test

like components/ different rains 0.00001 surveillance
0.000001 functional test

system (two trains) 0.0001 surveillance
0.00001 functional test

qualitative and set in routine, everday cfircmstances (Janis and Mann, 1977), which has little
direct bearing on response to off-normal process plant events.

It is known, however, that diagnosis and the decision making of a kind needed in off-norma"
response is influenced by available time, perceived time (or the pace or urgency of evicnts),
uncertainty, complexity, and goal conflict. These latter three factors are the primary sources
of the phenomenon called burden. There have also been studies of simulated events (Beare,
1982, for example) that show that the response performance of crews of operators to off-
normal events as distributed in response time. These response times seem to fit lognormal
distributions welL

-Anecdotal reviews of actual events show that individuals involved in diagnosis and decision
making often exhibit hesitancy. Hesitancy can be due to uncertainty in the conditions present,
thus inhibiting or failing to allow diagnosis (Rogovin, 1980), or can be due to uncertainty as
to which goals to pursue when in conflict (Woods, 1982 and USZ4RC, 1985). The fact that
conflict can be exhibited even when relatively clear procedures exist for these conditions
shows that process plant operators are human and not automatons. Diagnosis and decision
making seems to be the critical and dominant human behavior in an abnormal or emergency
situation.

Light water reactor plants have attempted to eliminate or minimize the role of diagnosis and
decision making by introducing so-called symptom-oriented emergency procedures. These
procedures contain "rules" of the form:
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Table 6.2..4 
Fine Screening Procedure (or Latent Failures 

Group of componentS Probability Type of testing 

single 0.0001 surveillance 
0.00001 functional test 

train 0.001 surveillance 
0.0001 functional test 

like components/ different trains 0.00001 surveillance 
I, 0.000001 functional test 

system (two trains) 0.0001 surveillance 
0.00001 functional test 

qualitative and set in routine. everday circumstances (Janis and Mann. 1977). which has little 
direct bearing on response to off-normal process plant eventS. 

It is known, however, that diagnosis and the decision making of a kind needed in off-norm.~l 
response is influenced by available time. perceived time (or the pace or urgency of c'll:;nts), 
uncenainty. complexity, and goal conflict. These latter three factorS are the primary sources 
of the phenomenon called burden. There have also been studies of simulated events (Beare. 
1982. for example) that show that the response performance of crews of operators to off
normal events as distributed in response time. These response times seem to fit lognormal 
distributions well. 

Anecdotal reviews of actual eventS show that individuals involved in diagnosis and decision 
making often exhibit hesitancy • Hesitancy can be due to uncertainty in the conditions present, 
thus inhibiting or failing to allow diagnosis (Rogovin, 1980). orean be due to uncertainty as 
to which goals to pursue when in conflict (W~ 1982 and US~C. 1985). The fact that 
conflict can be exhibited even when relatively clear procedures exist for these cond;itions 
shows that process plant uperators ,are human and not automatons. Diagnosis and decision 
making seems to be the critical and dominant human behavior in an abnormal or emergency 
situation. 

Light water reactor plants have attempted to eliminate or minimize the role of diagnosis and 
decision making by incroducing so-called symptom-oriented emergency procedures. These 
procedures contain "rules" of the form: 
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IF symptoms S, S ..... S exist

THEN execute actions A,, A2, .... A&a
AND do so without hesitation..

In most cases, the symptom set is kept small and eah Symptom is clearly indicated in the
control room. The action set is one or two simple manipulations of controls also in the control
room. Iris the mandate represented by the "and" clause in the rule that is not so clear cut. In
fact, no such clause is written in the procedures; it is merely the intent of the rule that it be
followed without hesitation. Conflict or complexity or uncertainty of any source .can
intnoduce hesitancy in the heat of a real event. (Note that the N-Reactor does not have such
a system as yet.]

Integrating these ideas, the model of process contol mistakes has the following
characteristics:

1. Time is an independent variable; the probability of successful diagnosis or decision
making (D&D) increases with available time. Available time is defined as the time from
a clear indication for the need to act in a specified way until the time action would not
produce the intended result (the point-of-no-retum), minus the time it would take to
implement the decision.

2. Crew effects are aggregated, ie., the failure probability estimates are for an anticipated
crew su-ctmre, such as defined in NUREG/CR- 1278, Table 18-2, not for any individual

3. Conflict, complexity, or other sources of burden are prime influences on the reliability
of a D&D performance. This influence is explicitly factored. The presence of rules is
also explicitly factored.

4. Other influences, such as the quality of procedures, the adequacy of the insrnumentation
and controls, and.the adequacy of training, can be systematically factored into the
quantification using SLIM, or some other subjective judgment approach.

5. Slips are not usually dominant when D&D is necessary, time is not forgiving, ormultiple
crew members are present to notice and correct slips. In cases in which slips are judged
to be significant, the previously described THERP approach can be applied to rnisactions
and the THERP annunciator model (Chapter 11 of NUREG/CR-12278) can be applied
to misdetections, if postulated as important.

6. Early, incorrect action based on inadequate D&D (sometimes also referred to as a
commission error) is assumed to be correctable, in principle. The likelihood of the error
is subsumed in the TRC value. Its effects are not modeled unless they would change the
course of the sequence radically.
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symptoms 51' 5 .. , .•.• Sexist 
• • 

e~ecute actions AI' Az, •••• .A. 
do so without hesitation. 

In most cases. the symptom set is kept small and e:u:h symptom is cle:u-ly indic:ued in the 
concrol room. The action set is one or two simple manipulations of controls also in the concrol 
room. It is the mandate represented by the "and" clause in the rule that is not so cle:u-cut. In 
fact. no such clause is written in the procedures; it is merely the intent of the rule that it be 
followed without hesitation. ConfliCt or complexity or uncertainty of any source .c:m 
introduce hesitancy in the heat of a real event. [Note that the N-Reacror does not have such 
a system as yet.] 

Integrating these ideas, the model of process conaol mistakes has the following 
characteristics: 

1. T1I!lc is an independent variable; the probability of successful diagnosis or decision 
rna kin g (O&D) increases with available time~ Available time is defined as the time from 
a clear indication for the need to act in a specified way until the time action would not 
produce the intended result (the point-of-no-rerurn), minus the time it would take to 

implement the decision. 

2. Crew effectS are aggregated, i.e., the failure probability estimates are for an anticipated 
crewstrUeture.suchasdefinedinNUREG/CR-1278. Table 18-2,notforanyindividua!. 

3. ConfliCt. complexity, or other SOUl'Ces of burden are prime influences on the reliability 
of a D&D performance. This influence is explicitly factored. The presence of rules is 
also explicitly factored. 

. 
4. Other influences, such as the quality of procedures. the adequacy of the insttumentation 

and controls. and. the adequacy of training. can be systematically factored into the 
quantification using SLIM. or some other subjective judgment approach. 

5. Slips are not usually dominant when D&D is necessary, time is not forgiving. or multiple 
crew members are present to notice and correct slips. In cases in which slips are judged 
to be significant. the previously described THERP approach can be applied to misactions 
and the nmRP annunciator model (Chapter 11 of NUREG/CR-I2278) can be applied 
to miscietections. if postulated as important. 

6. Early, inconect action based on inadequate D&D (sometimes also refetred to as a 
commission error) is assumed to be correctable, in principle. The likelihood of the error 
is subsumed in the TRC value. Ies effects are not modeled unless they would change the 
course of the sequence radically. 
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Mistakes, as a rime-dependent stochastic process, are modeled by means of a family of
lognormafly distributed. time reliability correlations derived from simulator exercises (Bon,
et a!., 1981; Beare, et aL, 1982; and Whitehead, et al., 1987). There are two pairs of curves
in the family. One pair is to be applied to response or rule-based mistakes, i.e., misdiagnosis
or faulty planning or decision making when guided by the kind of rules specified above. One
curve in this pair is to be used when hesitancy is not an important influence; the other curve
is to be used when hesitancy is dominant. The second pair of curves is applied when on-the-
spot, general diagnosis must be used to decide on a course of action in the absence of rules.
This most often will be the case for recovery events. Again two curves are used to recognize
hesitancy or its insignificance.

Tables 6.2-5 through 6.2-8 listed several useful times for the four curves.

Each curve is mathematically characterized by a median response time, m, a measure of this
times distribution, and a measure of uncertainty in the model. The median response time with
its distribution, neglecting model uncertainty, results in lognormal TRCs. The curves for the
four major failure categories are plotted on log-probability paper in Figure 6.2- 8 to render the
curves as su'aight lines. The recovery curves have the same median response time and the
response curves also have identical medians. The hesitancy curves have the same error
factors as can be seen by their parallel slopes, as do the non-hesitancy curves. The recovery
curve is a lognormal fit of the TRC which was used in THERP to apply to the diagnosis of
choosing an appropriate procedure. THERP did not include a curve for rule-based responses
(although a later version suggests such a curve [Swain, 1987]).

Adding model uncertainty to the formula complicates the curves. The results are indicated
in Tables 6.2-5 through 6.2-8 and are not plotted.

Basic Formulaion of TRC

The formulation for a time reliability correlation used to quantify mistakes is a multivariate
lognormal distribution (USNRC, 1983). Its formal represeuation is a random variable, , that
accounts for the time needed to successfully respond to the situation, i.e., without an
unrecoverable mistake:

t = TVx (13)

where

;a is a lognormal random variable with median of m and
error factor f to account for the uncertainty of the
process

,ru is a lognormal random variable with median of I and
error factor, f to account for the uncertainty in the model.
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Mistakes. as a time-dependent stochastic process. are modeled by me3l1S of a family of 
10gnormaUy distributed. time reliability correlations derived from simulator exercises (Bo~ 
et al •• 1981; Beare. et al.. 1982: and Whitehead. et 3.1 •• 1987). There are two pairs of curves 
in the family. One pair is to be applied to response orIule-based mistakes. i.e .• misdiagnosis 
or faulty planning or decision making when guided by the kind of rules specified above. One 
curve in this pair is to be used when hesitancy is not an important in11uence: the other curve 
is to be used when hesitancy is dominant. The second pair of curves is applied when on-the
spot. general diagnosis must be used to decide on a course of action in the absence of rules. 

- This most often will be the case for recovery events. Again two curves are used to recognize 
hesitancy or its insignificance. 

Tables 6.2-5 through 6.2-8 listed several useful times for the four curves. 

Each curve is mathematically characterized by a median response time. m. a me3Sure of this 
times distribution. and a measure of uncertainty in the model. The median response time with 
itS distribution. neglecting model uncertainty, results in lognonnal TRCs. The curves for the 
four majorfailurc categories are plotted on log-probability paper in Figure 6.2-8 to render the 
curves as sttaight lines. The recovery curves have the same median response time and the 
response curves also have identical medians. The hesitancy curves have the same error 
factors as can be seen by their parallel slopes. as do the non-hesitancy curves. The recovery . 
curve is a lognormal tit of the TRC which was used in 1HERP to apply to the diagnosis af 
choosing an appropriate procedure. THERP did not include a curve for rule-based responses 
(although a later version suggestS such a curve [Swain. 1987]). 

Adding model uncertainty to the fonnula: complicates the curves. The results are indicated 
in Tables 6.2-5 through 6.2-8 and are not plotted. 

Basic Formulation cfTRC 

The fonnulation for a ~e reliability correlation used to quantify mistakes is a multivariate 
lognormal distribution (USNRC~ 1983). Its formalrep~selJtation is a random variable. t. that 
accountS for the time needed to successfully respond to the situation. ie., without an 
unrecQverable mistake: 

where 

is a lognonnal random variable with median of m and 
error factor f to account for the uncertainty of the 
process 

is a lognonnal random variable with median of 1 and 
error ractor, f to account for the uncertainty in the model. 
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Table 6.2-5
Time Reliability Correlation Values

Rule-based, without hesitancy <2,3.2>0

Success Likelihood Index
TIne (min) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

5 3E-I 2E- I IE-I 6E-2 3E-2
10 9E-2 4E-2 2E-2 8E-3 3E-3
20 1E-2 5E-3 2E-3 5E-4 1E-4
30 3E-3 9E-4 3E-4 6E-5 IE-5
60 1E-4 3E-5 6E-6 1E-6 2E-7

* <in.f> stands for a lognormal distribution with median response tine of m and an
error factor of f.

Table 6.2-6
Time Reliability Correlation Values
Rule-based, with hesitancy <2,6.4>*

Success Likelihood Index
Time (rini 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

5 4E-l 3E-I 2E-1 2E-1 lE-I
10 2E-1 1E-1 9E-2 5E-2 3E-2
20 7E-2 4E-2 3E-2 1E-2 8E-3
30 3E-2 2E-2 IE-2 6E-3 3E-3
60 8E-3 4E-3 2E-3 9E-4 4E4

<=e,f> stands for a lognormal distribution with median response time of m and an
error factor of f.

4
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60 

Table 6.2·' 
Time Reliability Correlation Values 

Rule-based, without hesitancy <2,3.2>* 

Success Likelihood Index 
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 

3E·l 1£·1 . IE·l 6E·2 
9E·2 4E·2 

. 
1£·2 SE·3 

1E-2 5E·3 2E·3 5E-4 
3E-3 9E-4 3E-4 6E·5 
lE-4 3E-S 6E·6 1E·6 

0.9 

3E·2 
3£·3 
lE-4 
1E-5 
2E·7 

• <m.f> stands fora lognormal diStribution with median response time of m and an 
error factor of f. 

Table 6.2·6 
Time Reliability Correlation Values 
Rule-based., with hesitancy <2,6.4>* 

Success Lilcelihood Index 
Time (minl 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

S 4E·1 3E·l 2E-1 2E·l 1E-1 
10 2E-l 1E-1 9E-2 SE·2 3E-2 
20 7E-2 4E-2 3E-2 1E-2 SE-3 
30 3E-2 2E-2 1E·2 6E-3 3£-3 
60 SE-3 4E-3 2E·3 9E-4 4E-4 

• <m.t> stands for a lognormal distribution with median response time of m and an 
error factor of f. 
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Table 6.2-7
Time Reliability Correlation Values

Recovery, without hesitancy -4,3.2>*

Success Likelihood Index
TIme (min) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

5 7E-I 5E-I 4E-I 3E-I 2E-I
10 3E-I 2E-I IE-1 6E-2 3E-2
20 9E-2 4E-2 2E-2 8E-3 3E-3
30 3E-2 1E-2 5E-3 2E-3 5E-4
60 3E-3 9E-4 3E-4 6E-5 IE-5

<=.f> stands for a lognormal distribution with median response time of m and an
error factor of f.

Table 6.2-8
Time Reliability Correlation Values
Recovery, with hesitancy <4,6.4>*

Success Likelihood Index
Time (min) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

5 6E-1 5E-1 4E-1 3E-1 3E-1
10 4E-1 3E-1 2E-1 2E-1 1E-1
20 2E-1 1E-1 9E-2 5E-2 3E-2
30 IE-I 7E-2 4E-2 3E-2 1E-2
60 3E-2 2E-2 IE-2 6E-3 3E-3

* <mef> stands for a lognormal distibution with median response time of m and an
error factor of f.
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Table 6.2-7 
Time Reliability CorreJation Values 

Recovery, without hesitancy <4,3.2>· 

Success Likelihood !nde:'C 
Tune (min) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

S 7E-1 5E-l 4E-l 3E-l 2E-1 
10 3E-1 2E-1 1E-1 6E-2 3E-2 
20 9E-2 4E-2 lE-2 8E~3 3E-3 
30 3E-2 1E-2 SE-3 2E-3 5E-4 
60 . 3E-3 9E-4 3E-4 6E-S 1E-S 

• <m.f> stands for a lognormal distribution with median response time of m and an 
exror factor of f . 

Table 6.2·8 
Time Reliability Correlation Values 
Recovery, with besitancy <4,6.4:>· 

Success Likelihood Index 
Tune (min) 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

S 6£·1 SE-1 4E-1 3E·1 3E·1 
10 4E-1 3E·1 2E-l 2E·l 1E·l 
20 2E-l IE· I 9E-2 SE-2 3E-2 
30 lE-1 7E-2 4E-2 3E-2 lE·2 
60 "3E·2 2E-2 1E-2 6E·3 3E-3 

• <m.!> stands for a lognormal disaibution with median response time of m and an 
error factor of f. " 
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Tecomplementary c ulative distibuton function (CCDF) of this random variable is the
TRC.

The first random variable of (13) represents the response process and has four factors:

tp= ktX T (14)

where
t is the median response tm
kc is afactorto adjust tby asmuch as 2and askMe as1/2 to

account" for taxonomic considerations
kI is a factor to adjust t by as•much as 2 and as litle as I2 to

account for influences or performance shaping factors.

This random variable is distibuted lognormally with a median response time of k-t and an
error factor of &. For notational convenience, the adjusted median response time, kcklt. is
denoted by m. The random variable of (14) can be inferred directly from simulator exercises
or estimated as below.

In this way, a TRC, for a special response can be developed from an estimate of its adjusted
median time to respond and an estimate of the spread on the estimate.
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The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of this random variable is the 
nc. 

The first random variable of (13) represents the %eSpouse process and has four factors: 

t, = kc:ktt x 'ta 

where 
t is the median response time 
kc is a factor to adjust t by as much as 2 and as little as 112 to 

account' for taxonomic considerations 
ks is a factor to adjust t by as much as 2 and as little as 1/2 to 

account for influences or performance shaping factors. 

(14) 

nus random variable is distributed lognormally with a median response time ofkcktt and an 
error factor of fllo For notational convenience, the adjusted median response time. lecklt. is 
denoted by m. The random variable of (14) can be inferred directly from simulator exercises 
or estimated as below. 

In this way, a TRCJor a special response C3n be developed from an estimate ofitS adjusted 
median time to respond and an estimate of the spread on the estimate. 
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Formulation f Mean and Uncertainty Esimar--

Formulation (13) can be used to obtain a CCDF that represents the probability that a response
is not successful by a given time, t An estimate of the mean of this underlying distibution
is given as:

Em= [- n(t/m)/I4(( 2+a 2 )] (15)

where

= the standard normal (Gaussian) cumulative distibution
aR = In (•/ )<D (0.95)
% = In (fu)/'( (0.95).

The 5th percentile estimate is

pas = 0 In (t/m) + 1.645- (16)

The 95th percentile estimat is

p,5 = (-In (t/Im) -1.645 at)/ . (17)

Formulae (15)-(17) are time-dependent and produce TRCs that estimate the mean, 5th
percentile, and 95th percentile estimates for time, t. An algorithm to compute these values
has been incorporated into the ORCA code.

... Adjusrrnent Factors

The formalism for computing a probability from the SLIM and TRC concepts has been
presented in (14). What remains is a way to calibrate that form to specific situations.

First, the base TRC, neglecting model uncertainty, is derived from the nominal diagnosis
curve (Swain and Gutmann, 1983). This curve is converted to a lognormal CCDF by
preserving its 10 min and 60 min values and solving for <m, f>. The result is a lognormal
<4, 3.2> curve, i.e., t is 4 and fR is 3 . times some adjustment factor, k., in formulation (14).
This curve is assumed to apply to responses dominated by diagnosis, not aided by rules,
and not dominated by burden or some other source of hesitancy. Typical events of this
category are recovery events not explicitly covered by procedures but taught in training. This
curve is referred to as the recovery TRC, without hesitancy.

Second, whether the event occurs while the crew is guided by a rule determines kc:

I !
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curve (Swain and Guttmann, 1983). This curve is converted to a lognormal CCOF by 
preserving itS 10 min and 60 min values and solving for <In, f>. The result is a lognormal 
<4,3.2> curve. i.e., tis 4 and f. is 3.2 times some adjustment factor, ~ in formulation (14). 
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. curve is ref CITed to as the recovery TRe. without hesitancy. 
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= . 1- if no rule is available (18)
0.5 if a rule is available.

Formulation (14) reduces to the flust TRC with no rule available, since kc is assigned a value
of 1. Otherwise, with a rule, the median response is (arbinaurily) halved.

Third, if hesitancy is present (due to conflict, over-burden, uncertainty, etc.), then the process
uncertainty is assumed to increase. To reflect this, the error factor, f , is doubled to 6.4 (again
arbitarily).

Fourth, a success likelihood index, x, is assumed to halve the median response time at its best
(SLI=I) and double the time at its worst (SLI=0). The SLI is logarithmically factored into
kJ as:

S- 2(.''). (19)

These considerations fully specify formulation (14).

Finally, since there is no evidence of or apriori assumption to determine T. at this time, the
following calibration is used. A "good" plant typically has a SLI of about 0.7. A sixty-

minute, rule-based response under this SLI should result in some industy-accepted
probability. The value 10"4 (0.000001) is chosen as this value. This results in a fu of 1.7.

The net result is a procedure to quantify a human failure event of the mistake category. This
procedure is outlined in Table 6.2-9 and allows the calculation of a mean probability of a
mistake using the TRC system along with SLIM.

Table 6.2-9
- Quantification Procedure for Mistakes

No. Step Result

1 Specify human failure event, E Qualitative analysis of E

2 Determine whether E involves a "rule" kc

3 Choose or calculate success likelihood x
index, based on specification of E

4 Calculate 2' -4

5 Calculate kcxkx4 Median response time
6 Read one of the tables or use the ORCA probability of E as a mean

algorithm with 95th and 5th percentiles I
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lr.;c == . 1- if no. rule is available 
0.5 if a rule is available .. 
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Formulation (14) reduces to the fust TRC with no rule available. since kc is assigned a value 
of 1. Otherwise. with a rule.. the median response is (arbitr.lrily) halved. 

nurct if hesitancy is present (due to confliCt, over-burden. uncertainty. etc.). then the process 
uncertainty is assumed to incre:lSe. To reflect this. the e:ror factor. f 11' is doubled to 6.4 (again 

. arbitrarily). 

Fourth. a success likelihood index. x, is assumed to halve the median response time at its best 
(SU=l) and double the time at its worst (SU=O). The SU is logarithmically factored into 
~ as: 

(19) 

These considerations fully specify formulation (14). 

F"mally. since there is no evidence of or apriori assumption to determine 'tu at this ~e. the 
following calibration is used.. A "good" plant typically has a SU of about 0.7. A sixty-

minute. rule-based response under this SU should result in some industry-accepted 
probability. The value 10" (0.000001) is chosen as this value. This results in a £;z of 1.7. 

The net result is a procedure to quantify a human failure event of the mistake category~ This 
procedure is outlined in Table 6.2-9 and allows the calculation of a mean probability of a 
mistake using the TRe system along with SLIM. 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

Table 6.2-9 
. Quantification Procedure for Mistakes 

SEep Result 

Specify human failure event, E 

Detem:tine whether E involves a "rule" 

Choose or calculate success likelihood 
index. based on specification of E 

Calculate 20 '21) 

Calculate kAx4 
Re:ld one of the tables or use the ORCA 
algorithm 
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7There are two major questions about this TRC system. First, the sixth characteristic of this
model hints at the so-called commission problem: some diagnoses are so incorrect that
reactor conditions can be significantly worsened if acted upon. TMI is often perceived as
such a commission e=ror, i.e., the crew thought the pressurizer was goin g solid and turned off
emergency core cooling whereas the steam/water mix in the primary was producing a
misleading indication and core cooling was desparately needed. However, if anything, the
new functional, rule-based emergency procedures mitigate this very kind of mistake. They
do so by providing rules at multiple levels ofchallenge to core cooling, any one of which acted
upon would turn an incident around. The symptoms of these rules take precedence over any
other symptoms and provide a redundancy to the normal diagnosis that would take place in
a control room during an incident.

A generic calculation of the probability of such an unrecovered commission etror is:

P =P P, P, (20)

where
P, is the probability of an extended and significant

commission error
P2 is the probability that the ERGs do not cover the

condition resulting from the error
P, is the probability of recovery by the SRO or other

personnel

In some 10,000 reactor scrams worldwide to date, only two involved misdiagnosis that led
to core melt (including Chernobyl). So P , can be estimated as 0.0002. ERGs probabiy reduce

. this estimate from one to three orders of magnitude; so estimate P. is 0.01, the log-median.
Finally, the SRO, as supervisor of the crew who stands back and monitors the safety status
of the plant, should exhibit no more than low dependency with the other crew members. So
P3 can be estimated as 0.05. The net result for unrecovered commissions in today's procedural
climate is 0.0000001. Tihis value is clearly bounded by other failure modes.

The second problem with the TRC system is that lognormal CCDFs do not terminate at some
low probability, although probabilities that are interpreted as human failure rates cannot
meaningfully decrease without limit. However, the probability of unrecovered slips, even
with multiple crew present, will serve as a lower threshold. This probability is on the order
of 0.000001 using arguments similar to that used for the commission problem and a basic
prnbability of 0.001 instead of 0.0002.

With these thresholds in mind, it has become standard practice to truncate failure
probabilities generated by TRCs at 0.0001 or 0.00001 or to truncate the available time at
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about an hour, as an intermediate screening process. Then only if a sequence event is risk
significant and long term will lower numbers be considered.

The quantification system described so far depends on three fac:ors: available time, the
potential for hesitancy, and the presence of rules. Other factors, such as the adequacy of the
control room's instruments and controls, the applicability of procedures, the communication
of the crew, etc., can influence the estimated probability of a human event. One way to factor
in these influences is to use the Success Likelihood Index MBvethodology as an interpolation
device.

6.2.6 Limitations

HRA is a new discipline that is developing rapidly. The result is a natural limitation on the
confidence with such an analysis can make its claims (see chapter31in Dougher and Fragola,
1987). The limitations of PRA also induce limits on the HRA, e.g., the fault tree and event
tree models are not easily conducive to HRA modeling. Whever possible the assumptions
in the methods and analyses were made clear so that the user of the analysis can better
determine the udility of the results.

......
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!6.3 -RESULTS

The end results of the human reliability analysis of the N-Reactor for the Level 1 PRA were:

I. A list of huma-n failure events that were incorporated into the fault trees or event tmes of
the PRA to account for risk significant yet credible human interactions with the plant.

2. Estimates of the occurrence probability of each human failure event and 5th and 95th
percentiles for each to use in uncertainty analyses. These estimates in the majority were
so-called screening values, i.e., deliberately conservative values used to restct the PRA
focus to candidate dominant sequences. The rest of the estimates were made using
detailed analyses described in the methods section.

3 A description of each human failure event that was analyzed in detail so that the
qualitative factors tha influenced the quantitative estimates can be examined.

4. A general assessment of the N-Reactor from a human factors, human reliability, and
- - emergency operational perspective, based on the sequence and HRA results.

The next subsection outlines the assumptions used in the HRA. The following subsection is
the human event database, Le., lists of the screening values for many of the human failureI events and descriptions of the detailed analyses of the other events. The last subsection
provides some human factors and operational insights gained in the performance of the HRA
and summarizes.

6.3.1 Assumptions

At the time that the recovery analysis of the HRA was performed, only rudimentary
phenomena analyses w•e available to determine the timing of various sequences. The
sequences that were candidate dominant sequences at this time fell into three general types:

1. T11 * A - a loss of instuumcnt air that is consequential enough to interrupt the primary
to secondary cooling function and initiate the need for ECCS actuation plus the failure
of all or pan of the ECCS function.

2. T2 * A - a loss of HPI cooling and the failure of all or part of the ECCS function.

3. L * A - a LOCA of size equivalent to the opening of a V4 valve or more and failure
of all or part of the ECCS function.
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Table 6.3-1 shows the assumptions made relative to the timing of the three prototypical
sequences. Two times are given for each scenario, since each assumes an interruption in the
ECCS function-the first is the time to the onset ofECCS actuation conditions and the second
is the time from that onset to the onset of significant core damage, which is assumed for the
level I analysis to be the "point-of-no-return". In the few other sequences that comprised the
dominant set, the timing of each onset was assumed to be 5 min.

Table 6.3-1

Basic Timing Assumptions

;Nk
Mme (rin)

Prototype Sequence to ECCS to core damage*

loss of IA 60 10
loss of HPI 20 10
large LOCA 0 5
any other 5 5

0from need to ~awm ECCS.

Plant visits, interviews with operators, trainers, and procedure writers, and review of plant
documents led to several other assumptions about the relevant influences on human
reliability. These are encapsulated in Table 6.3-2. The result is that a simplified THERP
model was used to quantify the latent (slip mode) failure events. A single TRC-the <4,3.2,
1.68> dual lognormal version-was used to mudel post-initiator (mistake mode) failure
events.

A generic success likelihood index calculation was made for each post-initiator event. The
influences were as in Taole 6.3-3--procedures (their adequacy), training, the operator/plant
interface, and the structure and organization of the crews. These influences were given
generic quality factors as in Table 6.3-3. The procedure adequacy was judged to be average.
The lack of functional-symptomatic procedures was a negative, but the fact that most of the
information that would go into such procedures was already available in procedures, just
scattered, was a positive. The training at the N-Reactor is good, if not exemplary. The only
negative is that training does not generally have a risk (as distinct from safety) perspective,
which will soon result from the incorporation of the PRA into training. The plant simulator
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Table 6.3-2
Major Assumptions

Assumption Justification

all post-initiator response is of the there are as yet no functional-
"arecovery" classification and not symptomatic rule-based emergency
rule-based procedures

the "hesitancy" TRCs need not be used the scenarios analyzed exhibited no
evidence of conflict or undue burden

a generic list of influences is possible the dominant scenarios do not exhibit a
wide diversity in their characteristics

these influences can be assessed generic the uniqueness of the N-Reactor makes a
quality factors generic ranking more sensible

simple performance shaping factors can there were few instances of latent events
be used for the latent event assessments in candidate dominant sequences

is of moderate fidelity, particularly with respect to the long-term, extensive failure sequences
that PRA can postulate. However, the simulator is used integrally in training and is an
accepted tool for operators. The N-Reactor interface is relatively old but has considerable
mimicing of system configurations, which is relatively modem. The centerpanel blocks view
of the whole control board and is a human engineering deficiency. The interface was judged
as moderately good. The crew structure is optimized to manage the split-view control room.
The need for remote control facilities is a negative. Overall crew structure was judged to be
moderately good.

The next subsection describes the quantitative results.
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Table 6.3-3

Generic Influences

Type Influence Quality

good-to-bad procedures 0.5
good-to-bad training 0.8
good-to-bad interface 0.7
good-co-bad crew structure 0.7

6.3.2 Event Database

Every human failure event identified in the PRA modeling effort was given a screening and/
or final occurrence probability estimate. Some events were not screened, e.g., some recovery
events, and many events did not survive screening, Le., were not in candidate dominant
sequences, and have no final probability estimate. Each event that has a final es tkime also
was assigned 5th and 95th uncertainty bound estimates.

Section 6.3.2.1 identifies the bulk of the screening values used. Section 6.3.2.2 provides the
detailed analysis of those events that were part of candidate dominant sequences.

6.3.2.1 Screenin values. Table 6.3-4 lists the events that were provided a screening value
prior to the first quant~fication. Since the models were being updated at the same time as the
production of this table, some events could be included. The systems analysts were given
guidance to use as a screening value for any new event the screening value of a similar event.
These events are not documented in Table 6.3-4. However, if any such event survived
screening, then it is detailed in the subsequent section.

Recovery events were generally screened at a value of 1.0 to await sequence solutions to
specify the context of the recovery events. Some events were judged so incredible to screen
at 0.0 and thus were eliminated.
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Table 6.3-4
Screening Values

ý vent:Tree TOD otoer

MAN7PLF
OPISOS=T

response sLIP
recovery miustaka

EMervencv Core Cooling System

AXV6 191V
AMV5541 V
AOPHLl.V
AOPMLZ-V
AOPHL3-V
AOPLL2'-V
AOPLL3-V
AOPHLVPQ

latent

mepome

slip
slip
slip
slip
slip
sip
slip

mistake

Operator tps ECCS given primay LP ECCS
Operator isolates cell after SGTIL

Human ermr failue to open RWSV619.1.
Operator fails to close RWSV-554-IR.
HLDP 1 sart signal bypassed.
HIDP 2 sart signal bypassed.
ILDP 3 sat signal bypassed.
LLDP 2 sar signal bypase.
LLDP 3 sam signal bypassed.
Operator fails to thoule HIL dieseL

Operator fails to detect A osauct valve drif.
Opeator fails to manual scat Altered melease.
Operator fagls to mauafy opem 105N exhaust paths.
Failure of operator to verify and inide.
Operar fails to malig Clls.
Miscalibrxaon of 3 wmperaaxa switches in D cell.

0.001
1.0

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.4

Confinemert Systemn

BHBVHYDR
B2ZNOACR'
BZZVEPR2R
BZZVERR
BZZCELLQ
BTE30F3U

recovery
recovery
recovery
recovery

rexpoms

mistake
Mirsake

mistake
mistake
mistake

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.4
0.001

Grahire and Sbie'd Cooling System

COP3O71Q
COPFLNGQ
COPCONTQ
COPPNIPIR
COPPNGP2R
COPPMP3R
COPSBUSQ
CCPPNP1Q
CCPPMP2Q
CCPPkmPQ
COPSPLJLQ
COPLEVLQ
COPS WITQ
COPHEXCQ
COFEMPQ
COPFLOWQ
COPPRESQ
COPBYPSQ

response
recovery
response

recovery
recovery
recovery
response
response
response

recovery

recovery

recovery
orgvery

recovery
recovery
recovery

mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
Mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
slip
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake

Operator opens cicimulation valve GCSV-301-1.
GSCS to pmayr spect flange not instaled.
GSCS contol GCSV.I perially closed.

"No operator response to GSCS pmtp I failure.
No operato sponse to GSCS pump 2 failue.
No operator respose to GSCS pump 3 failure.
Operwar fails to switch to powered bus.
Operar fails to sca GSCS pump 1.
Operator fais to star GSCS pump 2.
Opeaaor fails to sua GSCS pump 3.
No operamtsponse to spill conW;uncnt failure.
No operat response to loss of makeup cmuroL
GSCS ST level selector switcb atisalined.
No operator rupo,. to fsoixe of GSCS cooling.
No operator response to loss of bulk tmp control.
No operator reqomn to loss of bulk flow indic.
No operator response to loss of presure conrol.
Operator bypass- once.tku flow temp trip.

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.001
1.0
L.O
1.0
1.0
0.0
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Table 6.3-4 
Screening Values 

Event Tree TOR LoKic 

MANJ1'tF rapcmse slip Opcraror !rips ECCS given prim., I.P ECCS 0.001 
OPISOSGI"R recovery m..i.ltake ()per:Ir.or isola!eS cell aitt:r SGI"R. 1.0 

~[!]enzeIl~ ~g~ ~gglilll Sxs"m 
~< 

AXV6191V laI.cnt slip Human error failure to open RWSV619.1. 0.001 >: 
AMVS541 V IIICDt slip Opemor fails ra close RWSV·S54-1R. 0.001 
AOPHLl·V lIICDt slip HLDP 1 sta1 signal bypused. 0.001 
AOPHU-V lIICDt sUp HLDP 2 SIIrt signal bypused. 0.001 
AOPHL.3·V lIICDt slip HLDP 3 SUrt signal bypascd. 0.001 
AOPu.:!·V lIICDt slip UDP 2 sret Jipal bypased. 0.001 

,2' AOPll3·V larmc slip UDP 3 sret sipal bypascd. 0.001 
AOPHLVPQ nspoIIIC miscake 0pcrarDr fails ID dIroaJc HL diesel. 0.4 

Confinement System 

BHBVHYDR recovery miscab Openror fails ID defect .t c::orftICt valve drift. 1.0 
BZZNOACR' recovery miscake Openmr WJ. ID III.IIIU&I Sc.al1ihered nslease. 1.0 
BZZVER2R recovery milcab Opemor fails ID maually opal0SN exhaust paW. 1.0 
B:z.:zFVERlt recovery milrake Failure of opcnror ID verily md iaitiar&. 1.0 
BZZCELLQ r=sponse milcake Openror fails ID raUp cellJ. 0.4 .~; '., 
BTEJOf3U lIICDt slip MilcaJitncion of 3 remperaan swicches in 0 cell. 0.001 

Gmbite and Shield Cooling System 

COP3071Q response miscake OpenIDropau nDCin:ulacion valve OCSV·301·1. 0.0 ~::." 

::") 

COPFLNGQ recovery milrau C;SCS to prUnllY spect flange DOt insW1ed. 0.0 .'~1 
COPCONrQ milcab - GSCS ccmaal OCSV·l pmially cJoMd. 0.0 

-:-.:., 

response 
.. ~ 

COPPMPIR lCOYery milcake "No opcnrar raponM to C;SCS pump 1 failure. 1.0 
":f· 

COPPMP"-R recovery • milcako No opcnrorrespoue to C;SCS pump 2 failure. 1.0 .. 

COPPMP3R recovery miscako No opcnror IIISpOIlIII co GSCS pump 3 failure. 1.0 .",-. 
-~,) 

COPSBUSQ recovery mistake Op.nrar fails ID swW:h to powered bus. 1.0 
CCPPMPIQ response mistake Opnr.or fails ID JIaft OSCS pump 1. 1.0 
CCPPMP2Q respcmse aUsWce Openror fails ID staft GSCS pump 2- 1.0 
CCPPMP3Q raponse miJcake Opemor fails ID Slaft GSCS pump 3. 1.0 
COPSPLLQ recovery miJcab No opcrarcr n:sponse to spill conr&i:.uneru failure. 1.0 
COPLEVLQ recovery miscab No opcrarcr rapoIIIII to loss of m.Keup canaoL 1.0 
COPSwrrQ lIICDt sUp OSCS ST l..,el selecIor swire" misaligned. 0.001 
COPHEXCQ recovery miJcake No operaror zapor ... to f'.!!1ft of escs cooling. 1.0 
COPTE.~ recovery miscake No opcrarcr rapo1IJII to loss of bulk ccmp concrol. i.O 
COPFLQWQ recovery miJrake No operator rapo1IJII to loss of bulk flow indic. 1.0 
COPPRESQ recovery miscake No opcnror response to loss of prasure coruroL 1.0 
COPBYPSQ recovery minKe Operaror bypUICI onc:c·thru flow tanp lrip. 0.0 
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Table 6.3-4, conL
Screening Values

Re c-er Trito Svv-tern

DCCAHDVV latent slip All hopper dragt valves fail open CCF. 0.000
DSWHCRWQ zespanse mnistake Operator withdraws aother rod in colunm N. 0.0
DSWHCRWQ response mistake Opera= withdraws I rod in column N. 0.0
DSWCHC'.AQ response mistake Operator withfraws om HCR in column N. 0.0
DSWHC'BQ response mistak, Operator withdraws oa HCR in column N. 0.0
DSWO6HIV Intent slip Operaor inadvertmdy bypass dhin 6HI. 0.001
DSWI6HIV latent slip Operator inadvaeuntly bypasse via 16H1. 0.001
DCCPCPRU amnt slip All pri coolant pressure sensor miscaLbrated. 0.000
DCCCRLFU latent slip Al CRW prunp flow barons mimllbrrted. 0.000
DSWO3H1V Istent slip Operaor inadverently bypasses thru 3HI. 0.001
DCCICPRU las& slip All 24 PRFM ion chanubrs misca t 0.000W
DSW0SH1V latent slip Opemror instvruly bypasses xu 5H1. 0.001
DCCPFU latent slip PRI coolant flow sawns miscalieated. 0.000
DSW07H1V latent SUp Operator i ,verm ly bypass. tzau 7HI. 0.001
DCCPCBLU laent slip All PC outlet boiling Sensors miscah-cnaed. 0.0001
DSW0$H1V laten slip Operator inadvertently bypass. dtna SHI. 0.001
DCCPZTIU laxent slip All PRI coolant Z sM sensors miscalfbaed. 0.0001
DSWI2H1V lan= slip Operator inadvertently bypass. via L2HL. 0.001
DCC"iSHPU latent slip MAIN scum high pressure ss miscalibrazed 0.0001
DSW15H1V latent ip Operator inadvertently bypass. via 15HI1. 0.001
DCCP2,LU latent slp All prnssmiiar level sensors s 0.0001
DSWi0H1V latent sHp Operator inadvarrauy bypss via 1011. 0.001
DCC1C1RU latent slip Al 31RPM ion climbers niscalibramt. 0.0001
DSWO1H1V latent slip Operator iuadvermuly bypass.s d 1HI. 0.001
DSW02H1V latent slip Operator insdvertently bypass. dtu 2H1. 0.001
DSW09HIV latent slip Operator inadvertendy bypass. dau 9HI. 0.001
DCCCRFLU latent slip All HCR coolant flow sensors enscallbatum 0.001
DZZHCRNV recovery mistake Operator locks ont rod N. 1.0
DSWl0H4V laten slip Operator inadvertluy bypasses pri LP trip via 10114. 0.001
DSWIP32R recovery mistake Operator fails to rease balls on demand. 1.0
DSWSLSCV latent slip *Operor bypsses de sismic aip signal. 0.001
DSWECCSV aten slip Operat bupasses die ECCS tip sig=l. 0.001
DSWHFSBV latent slip Operator bypass the high flux signaL 0.001
DSWSCASV Went slip Operator bypasses the superaidcal AFSCRAM Mip. 0.001
DSWHFLXV latn slip Operator bypasses the high flux ip signal. 0.001
DSWSCFSV latent slip Operator bypasses the superritical rip signal- 0.001
DSWSLCSV latent slip Operator bypasses. the sesm tip sinal. 0.001
DSWNV26V laent slip Operator inmu•iv•a y opens drain valves. 0.001
D!WSH! 1V atn slip Operator bypasses 6HI-1 via 6H1. 0.001
DSW42H2V laent slip Electrical power feilure rip bypassed at 4214,2. 0.001
DSW3HI1V latent slip Operator bypasses 3H1-1 via 3HI. 0.001
DSW4HI1V latent slip Operator bypasses 4h-1. via 4HI. 0.001
DSWSHIIV latent slip Operaor bypasses 5HI.I via SHI. 0.001
DSW7HI IV lamn slip Operar bypasses 7141.1 via 7HI. 0.001
DSWSHIIV latent slip Operator bypasses 8111-1 via 8HI. 0.001
DSWI211V latent slip Operator bypasses 12h.- via 12141. 0.001

I

1
I

11
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Table 6.3-4. cont. 
Screening Values 

Raber Trip Svsem 

OCCAHDVV 1ar.c:zu slip AlI hopper' dnil valves {ail opeD ca. O.OOCl1 
DSWHCRWQ MSpONC mistab Opc:ra&or wichdraws another rod in column N. 0.0 
DSWHCRWQ raponsc mi.tab Opcn&or wilhdnws 1 rod in column N. 0.0 
DSWCHCAQ MSpONC utiscaD Opcnr.or wichdraws OM HCR in column N. 0.0 
DSWHCBQ n:spoMC mistab Open&ar wichdraws OM HCR. ill column N. 0.0 
DSW06HIV Wen, slip Operar.or inldvcrtcftdy bypau Ihru 6Hl. 0.001 
DSW16HlV la.!cnt slip Opcnr.or inadvencmly bypasses via 16Hl. 0.001 
DCCPCPRU Went slip AlI pri coolllU prasunI sensors ~ 0.0001 
DCCCR.L.FU 1arent slip AD CRW pump fiow bmons misc:aii!nred. 0.0001 
DSW03HIV 1ar.c:zu slip Opcuor inadvenady bypasses Ihns 3Hl. 0.001 
DCCICPRU lar=t slip AD 24 PRFM ion cbamben misc:alibratai. 0.00001 
DSW05HIV larI:m slip Opcn&or iMdvcrtalUy bypasses tln 'HI. 0.001 
OCCPCFLU larau slip PRI coolalll flow sensors misca1ibnIed. 0.0001 
DSW01HlV 1ar.c:zu slip Opcnr.or inldvertelldy byp&sscr. lin 181. 0.001 
DCCPCBLU Went slip All PC owlet boilina SCISOJS miscalibraIK. 0.0001 
DSW08HIV Iarenc slip Operar.or iMdvcrt&:Ddy bypauc:s Ihns 8H1. 0.001 ....... . DCC'P'Z'ThfU lattmt slip AD PRI coollml ZIM semen miscaIibrued. 0.0001 
DSWI2HIV Jar.au slip Openrar iMdvenmdy bypaMs via l2H1. 0.001 
DCCMSHPU Jar.au slip MAIN staal hiab prasme semoa miIcalibnr.ed. 0.0001 
DSWlSHlV lattmt slip Openrar iMdvenmdy bypuses via l5Hl. 0.001 
DCCPZLLU Went slip All pressurizer lcYel sensors miscaIibrIIed. 0.0001 
DSW10H1V larau slip Opcnr.or iMdvenmdy bypaIes via 10Hl. 0.001 
DCCICIRU lattmt slip AD 3 IRf'M ioa duanbers miscalibraaId. 0.0001 .-., 
DSWOlHIV 1arent slip Opcnror iMdvcnem1y bypusa dmllHI. 0.001 
DSW02HIV lareDt slip ()pcnr.or iMdvenmdy bypaaes duu 2Hl. 0.001 
DSW09HIV Went slip Openror iudYenmdy bypaaes dina 9Hl. 0.001 . DCCCRfLU lattmt slip All HCR cool_ flow sensors misca1i1:ntion. 0.001 --. 
DZZHCRNV recovery IIIistaU Openror locks out EQd N. 1.0 
DSWI0H4V lattmt slip ()pcnr.or iudYe:rcauly bypaaes pri LP trip via 10H4. 0.001 
DSWIP32R recovery mistab Openror fails to I81easc balls an dcnarxt. 1.0 ...,.. 
DSWSLSCV laIau slip .Openrar bypasses me ~ crip sipal. 0.001 
OSWCCCSV Went 'slip Openrar bupases dill ECCS !rip sipal. 0.001 
DSWHFSBV Went slip ()pcnr.or bypass dle high flu sipal. 0.001 
,DSWSCASV Jar.au slip Opcntar bypasacs dill svpen:ricical AfSCRAM Irip. 0.001 

DSWHFLXV lar.ent slip Openr.or bypasses the hiab flux clip signal. 0.001 
DSWSCFSV 1arc:zu slip Openror bypuses !he supr:rcriticallrip signal. 0.001 
DSWSLCSV lattmt slip Openror bypasses !.be seismic Irip signal. 0.001 
DSWNV26V lau:nt slip Openror isuldvau:ndy opc:DS drIiD val.,es. O.OOt 
!:)SWSHllV Jar.au • Iip Openror bypasses 6Hl·1 via 6Hl • 0.001 
DSW42!UV lattmt slip £lecaica1 power faillft Irip bypaaed a& 42H2. 0.001 
DSW3 Hll V laIau slip Opencor bypasses 3Hl·1 via 3HI. 0.001 
DSW4HllV lar.ent slip Opencorbypuses4hl-l via4HI. 0.001 
DSWSHllV Went slip OpcrIlOr bypasses SHl.1 via SHI. 0.001 

DSW7H 11 V larau slip Openrar bypasses 7H1·1 via 7HI. 0.001 
DSW8HllV lat.enc slip 0penI0r bypasses SHI·1 vi. SHI. 0.001 
DSW121lV Went slip Opcnr.orbypasses 12h·1 via 12H!. 0.001 
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-- Table 6.3-4. COMl

Screening Values

DSW511l V
DSWI041V
DSW2H1Ilv
DSW9H1 lV

leanL
Wemt.
WALMt
latnt

sAip
slip
slip
slip

lIgh Presnr Injectin System

FOPHPAOR
pFflSSR
FOPHPBOR
FOPHPASR
FOPHPBSR
POPHPOFR
IOPLSCUV
IVPRSCIJV
POPL.SCVV
FOPRSCVV
PS WHPDA V
FOPLSCWV
FOPRSCWV
FOPLSCCV
pOPRSCXV
FOPLSCYV
POPRSCYV

recovery
ieccvery
recovery

recovery
recvery

latnt
Waent

Watnt

bum

latnt.

misxtake
mistake
mis~take
Mistake
mistake
mistake
sli
54i
sli
s4i
slip
slip
SEiP
Alp
slip
slip
suip

Operator bypasses 1.5I-I via 15HI.
Operaor bypasses 1OH,-1 via 10H4.
Operatr bypasses 2h1-. via ZHI.
Opera.or bypasses 9HI. I via 9H1.

No Operator response to HPAO Failure.
Operator Failed to respond so High Temeranwe lndicaor.
No Opautor respoe to HPBO fMaie.
No Operator response to HPAS failure.
No Operator respoa.• IIPBS failure.
No Operm response HPOF failure.
HPAO local sped cmol left mI manmuL
HPAO remai speed couol left in mauma.
HYBO local speed contrl left in masmL
HMBO remtao speed contol left in nmual.
WWI die wamm •pal bypamedL
HPAS local speed =m l left in mmuaL
HPAS local speed contri left i mauual.
HPS local speed cunrol left a manual
HPBS . or speed conuol left in manual
HPOF local speed corl left in mauuaL
HPOF recoc speed coanul left in manuaL

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.001
0.001
0.00t
0.001

Nrmary Cooling Svs=e

GH.APMS-R

gaw Water

KOPCRP2Q
KOPCRP4Q
KOPCR.PIQ
KOPCAP3Q
KOPSBUSQ
KOPLRP3Q
KOPLRPIQ
KOPHMPQ
KOPHRPIQ
KopfPH?.PQ
Ke0?5521R
K0P5572-Q
ICOPS552Q
KOPSERWQ
KOPLRP2"Q
KOpFSD2V

recovery mistake Humnm ,cm failue to switch AC power. 1.0

Svs=n

recvery-
recovery
recovery
tecovery
recovery
aecvery
recovery
reCOVery
recovery
RMVMr
gMevesy
recovery
recevery
recovery
latnt

Mistake
mistake
mistak
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake
mistake

mistake
mistake
mistake
mstake

No operato response to CRW pump 2 failure.
No operator rposme to CRW pump 4 faIlue.m
Opera,=r fails to start CRW pump I when required.

Operator fails to art CRW pump 3 when required.
Opertor fails to switch to powered bus.
Opera=o fails to stt RWS.I pump 3.
Opera=o fails to art RWS-1 pump 1.
Operao fails to star RWS.2 pump 3.
Operator fails to star RWS-2 pomp 1.
Operator fails to stat RWS-2 pump 2.
Operator fails to open RWSV.S52-1 N.C.
Operator fails to open RWSV.-57-2
Operator fails to open RWSV-555-2.
Operator fails to stat service waWr pumps.
Operator fails to start RWS- I pump 2.
FSDP 2 stat sig•al bypassed.

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.001
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- Table 6.3-4. cont. 
Screening Values 

DSW1SllV l&&cnl slip Openccr bypasses l.ml·l via ISHI. 0.001 
DSWI041V 1.u.em slip Operl&« bypuses IOH4-1 via lOH4. 0.001 
DSW2H 11 V laum1 slip Opera.r.or bypasses 2h1·l vi.2Hl. O.OOt 
DSW9HllV 1&1=, slip Open.cor bypus'es 9Hl·l via 9RI. 0.001 

Hia:b e::s:~sure ID;ecnsm ~!!S= 
-

FOPHPAOR n=covery IIIistUe No Opcrar.orraponsc to HPAO Failure. 1.0 
FOl'TIS8R !eClDvery misub ()pmulr Failed to rupmd to High TcmprntUre Indic:a=f. 1.0 
FOPHPBOR n=covery mistake No Opensor response to HPBO fallure. 1.0 
FOPHPASR teClQvery mistake No Operaun'respcmse ID HPAS failure. 1.0 
FOPHPBSR recovery mistake No Operaror response ID HPBS failure. 1.0 
FOPHPOFR recovery mUcake No Openmtresponsc ID HPOF Cailure. 1.0 
FOPLSCUV laa:Dl slip HPAO Joca1 spaid exxurol kft ill mmuaL 0.001 
FOPRSCUV laa:Dl ~ HPAO n=mora speed c:cmaalleIl in manual. 0.001 

,- FOPLSCVV larem slip HPBO Joca1 speed coaaalleIl ill JUIlIW. 0.001 ; ..... , 

FOPRSCVV lareDl slip . HPBO RIlIOce speed con.czolleIl in mmua1. 0.001 
FSWHPDAV lar=t slip HPIP disc aaiorl sipl b)'pased. 0.001 
FOPLSCWV Watt slip HP AS b:al speed COIlII'OlleIl ill mlll1ll1. 0.001 
FOPRSCWV Watt slip HP AS b:al speed c:omrolleh in mIIl1II1. 0.001 
FOPLSCXV Watt slip HPBS b:al speed canaollefl in JUZiual. 0.001 
FOPRSCXV Watt slip HPBS rcmoce speed eoaaolleIl in manual. 0.001 
FOPLSCYV lm:n1 slip HPOF b:al speed canaollefl ill IUW&l. 0.001 
FOPRSCYV lm:n1 slip HPOF teraOfe speed coacral1eIl ill m.muaL 0.001 

frimary Cooling Sv5teID 

GHAPMS·R recovery JDislake HumID aror failure to swir.c:h AC po .... 1.0 

Raw Water SV$WD 

,..,.. KOPCllP2Q JDCDYery mistake No operaror response fD caw pump 2 failure. 1.0 
KOPCRP4Q recovery - JIIisuke No opcraror response fD caw pump 4 failure. 1.0 
KOPCRPIQ recovery misake 0penuJr fails to start caw pump 1 wheft NqUired. 1.0 
KOPCAP3Q rec:overy mistake Openror fails to sc.rt CltW pump 3 when l1.IqUired. 1.0 
KOPSBUSQ MCOvery miszake Openr.or fails co swia fD poweRd bus. 1.0 
KOPLRP3Q recovery mistake Operugr fails to surt RWS·l pUmp 3. 1.0 
KOPUPIQ recovery JIIiaake Opcra.r.or fails to start RWS·l pump 1. 1.0 
KOPHRP3Q recovery JIIiaake Openr.or fails to StIR RWS·2 pump 3. 1.0 
KOPHRPIQ recovery JDiIrake 0per1&Cl' fails to StIR RWS-2 pump 1. 1.0 
KOPIfl'.? .lQ recovery miI&ake OperalOr fails to StIR RWS-2 pump 1. 1.0 
~OPSS21R n:covery IDislake Opcraror fails co open RWSV·S.52-1 N.C. 1.0 
KO~'72Q IDCOvery misuke Opmr.or fails to open RWSV-SS7-Z 1.0 
KO~"2Q - IDCOvery misuke Operuor fails co opal RWSV.,,,.%. 1.0 
KOPSERWQ n:covery mistake 0pcraI0r fails to sta't ..,ic:c warer pumps. 1.0 
KOPl.RP2Q recovery mis&ake 0per1lCf fails to sta't RWS-l pump 1. 1.0 
KOPFSDlV lauml slip FSDP 2 sun sianal bypused. 0.001 
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Table 6.3-4, comn.
Screening Values

LMrpP3nQ se zmistke Operaor fails to start HPFWP 3. 0.4

L.HF2Q response mutake Operator fails to start HPFWP 2. 0.4

LMPHFPIQ response mistake Opera-or fails to sun HPFWP 1. 0.4

LMPH•P3R rmovery mistake Operator fails to switch to powered bus. 1.0

L.MPLFP"Q rmespons• mi3sae Oparar fails io start LPFWP 2. 0.4

L..LFP3Q response mistake Operator fails to sun LPFWP 3. 0.4

LMPLFP3R reovery mistake Operator fails to switch to powered bus. 1.0

LMPL.FP4R recovery mistake Operator fails co swith to powered bus. 1.0

LMLFP4iQ response mistake Operator fails to sun LPFWP 4. 04

LMLFP1Q response mistake Operator fails to su L.PFWP 1. OA

Demincrabibed Warer Sv•zm

,4MMPLPQ recovery mistake Opera-or fails to start LM pom 2 when required. 1.0

MMPLPIQ recovey mistake Operato fails to star LM pitmip 1 whea raried. 1.0

MOPSBUSQ rewovay mistake Operator fails to switch to powered bus. 1.0

NOAPLPTU Q recovery mistake Operator fails to scrt I. purp 3 wham require. 1.0

MOPS522Q re-overy mistake Operaor fails to ope AHR pump I DWV-552-2. 1.0

MOPS524Q recovery mistake Operator fails to open AHR pimp 2 DWV-S52-. 1.0

MOPSWITQ -overy, mistake Operator fails to switch to powered bus. 1.0

MMPAHR3Q recovery mistake Operator fails to stm AHR pmip 3. 1.0

MMPAHR2Q recovery mstamke Operaor fails to stert AHR pump 2. 1.0

.MMPA-RlQ rcovery misake Operator fails to start AHR pmp 1. 1.0

-TVAC I1IN System

PTEOFSU lagt slip Miscamiration of 5 HVAC teapernnre saisors. 0.001

VAC IR4N vS em

PFMADEFR recovery mistake Failure of operator to start axial duc ftM. 1.0

PPM13RVR recovery mistake Faile of operaw to start any of 13 roef vests. 1.0

ronfincynent TIoiawion Acetudon Svtem

XOP5061Q response mistake Operator wins key to BYPASS. 0.0

XOP521V Iatent slip Operator pshIsl P42 to opemn a 0.001

XOP5221V laues slip Operawo pishes IP42 to opescntcs 0.001

XOP59 10U luautt slip Miscaihbration commnon mode. 0.0001 -

XOP6131U laU slp Miscalibration common mode. 0.0001

XOP6381U laMUst slip Miscalibration conmn mode. 0.0001

XOP6511U latent slip Miscalibradton common mode. 0.0001

XOP6732V lawnt sip Operator fails to rtore 24K. 0.001

AI
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Table 6.3--4, cont. 
Screening Values 

FjIt!::d w;UI:r System 

i...~'PHfP'.!Q raponse misu.kc Operaror fails ro start HPFWP 3. 0.4 
L\tPHFP!Q response misu.kc OperalOr' fails to start HPFWP 2. 0.4 
L\tPHFPIQ response miarak.c Opn-aror fails to start HPFWP 1. 0.4 
I.MPHFP3R recovery misWca Opc:rarcr fails to swicdl to powend bus. 1.0 
L\tPLfP2Q response aUsWce Opc:raror fails to start LPFWP :z. 0.4 
L'dPt.FP3Q response miscUe Openror fails to sun LPFWP 3. 0.4 
L\tPLmR recovery mistake Opc:rasar fails to switch to powend bus. 1.0 
L~LfP4R recovery mislake Opc:rasar fails ro swiech to powend bus. 1.0 
UDLFP4Q response mistake Opc:rasar fails to start LPFWP 4. 0.4 
L.\G'LFP1Q response mistab Operaror fails to stat LPFWP 1. 0.4 

, ..... , 
• o· 

~"'-
nminctalj;zed WaW SYszcm 

.~ 
MMPLPl2Q recavery IJIisWg: Openmr fails to sUll Ll'I pump l whal required. 1.0 
MMPlJIIIQ recovery IJIisWg: Openmr fails to SQrl LPI pump ! wbm required. 1.0 
MOPSBUSQ recovery IJIisWg: Openmr fails to swiu:h to powered bus. 1.0 
MMPLPt3Q recovery IJIisWg: Openmr fails to SUIl LPI pump 3 ..,beD requjnd. 1.0 
MOP5522Q ra:overy miItabI Oper;u.or fails to opal AHR pump 1 DWV ·'52-2- 1.0 
MOPS'2AQ ra:overy misaU Openmr fails to open AHR pump 2 DWV ·"2-4. 1.0 
MOPSwrI'Q ra:overy . mistake Openror fails to swir.ch to po .... ed bus. 1.0 

" 
MMPAHR3Q recovery misu.kc Openmr fails to SQrl AIm pump 3. 1.0 
MMPAHR2Q recovery 1IIisaD Openrar fails to SQrl AHR pump 2- 1.0 
MMPAHRIQ recovery mistake Openrar fails to SQrl AIm pump 1. 1.0 

-...... 
HVAC 181N SYStem 

~. 
PTESOF5U latern slip MisCalibraQcm of S HV AC tanpeuan senson. 0.001 

WAC 184N Svstc:m 

PFMADEFR recovery misu.kc Failure of operarar to SQrl axill duct fan. 1.0 
PPM13RVR ra:overy mistake Failure of opera&or to SUIl any of 13 zoof vems. 1.0 

Cgnfinc:msm Isolation ACDJatipn S'!S1Cm , 
XOPS061Q response misuke Openmr IUmS key to BYPASS. 0.0 
XO~l51V latern stip Openmr pushes 1P42 to opal COIlCaICU. 0.001 
XOPS2:21V larau stip ()pcrtiDr pushes 1P42 to opal COIIIII:U. 0.001 
XOPS9510U la&au slip Miscalibnuon common mode. 0.0001 -
XOP6131U larau slip Mi.sca1ibn&io1l c:ommon mode. 0.0001 
XOP6381U b&au slip Miscallbra&ion c:amman mode. 0.0001 
XOP6511U larau slip Miscalibra&ion common mode. 0.0001 
XOP6732V Wen, slip Opc:raror fails to rarore 24K. 0.001 
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I Table 6.3-4, cont.
Screening Values

XOP6762U
XOP67782U
X0P68?U
XOP682IU
XOP6882V
XOP700R
XOF73IV
XOP7502V
XOM762V
X0P73'2LI
XOP73=U
XOF7342UJ
X077371U
XOP7452V
XOP7S2IV
X0F7542V
XOF7551Q
xOPC'1Ov
XOPC2F10V
XOPSHSIR
XOPCS49V
XOPO'fSR
XOPISI9U
XOP5O71V
XOP5071U

latent S4

Is= diplWest slp

recovry misak

lWest slip

latest 24iWentt slip

latent sli
Westan slip
WAUu slip
laterit sip
liamt slip

resovery =m~uke

recovery mistake

recovery msar
laet= slip
reeavery mistake

Wsait dip
Isten slip

bniPmper ,,t wrong resistor.

Improper test wrong resistor.
Imiproper test Wronig Meestar.
Miscaliration common mode.
Operwo fails to restore 25K..
Operator fails to open SS 3H519.

Opeator places 2H45 to open.

Operator places 21445 to open.

Operator fals to restore 74K4S.

Improper test wrong resistor.
Improper test wrong resistor.

Improper test wrong resistor.
Misca a common mode.

Operator fails to restore 68K45.

Operator plaes 2H45 to open.
Op-ato places 2H45t mopen.
Operm-r fails to open bypass 3145 19.
Tea of CN1O power & failure o emasre.

Tae of CN10 power & faume t restore.
Operator fails o close switch 5,H 19.

Failure t restore elecurcal bypass switch.
Operator fals w take rmedial n.

Miscali-mdon of prsum snsor.

Pressure sensor i Cl common mode.

Miscalbmon common mods.

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.0011.0
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.0011.0

0.001
1.0
0.001
1.0
0.001
0.001
0.0001

r" P"A qfPrvA sn" Ae~matinn Rvtp~
M

XDPECCSR recovery mistake Operator fails; as am HLDP I fbomst 182N bldg.

XDPECCSQ recovery mistake Operator fails a stut diesel pumps from 105N.

XDPHLPY2S response mistake Operator shuts down the HLDP 2.

XDPHLP3S seSPOS mistake Operator shun down d HLDP 3.

XDPLLP1S spoms- mistke Operator shuts down the LLDP 1.

XDpLLP2S response mistake Operator shuA down die LLDP 2.

XDPLL.,PS response mistake Operator shun own die LLDP 3.

XSWlIH33S tent slip Operator inadvertndy opens matual switch .133.

XSW3H33S latet slip Oerar inadvertendy opers manual switch 3133.

XSW2H33S lazui dip Operator inadvertently opens manual switch 2H33.

XSW41H3S latsm slip Operato inadvermedy opens man'al switch 41H33.

1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Table 6.3-4. cant. 
Screening Values 

XOP6i61U l.Iu:zu slqI Luptopet lat wnMS resUcor. 0.001 
XOP6i&'2U larau slip ItlltliOPU lal wrong taiscor. 0.001 
XO~81'2U IHCftt slip Luptopu tal wrona railcar. 0.001 
XOP6821U lau:nl slqI Miscali1:ncon common mode. 0.001 
XOP6882V larau slip Opcmor fails fa nscore 25K. . 0.001 
XOP7001R recovery mislake Opcn&or W1s fa open SS 3H519. 1.0 
XOP"n31V lau:nt slqI Opcmor places 21145 fa opcn. 0.001 
XOP7S02V lau:nt slip . ()pcr1rar places 21145 fa opcn. 0.001 . 
XOP'T"...61V l.Iu:zu ~ Openror fails to ratore 74K4S. 0.001 
XOP73?2U l.m slip Lilpioper rae wnMS %aistar. 0.001 
XOP7322U luent slip Imptoper lal wtOnc RSisIor. 0.001 
XOP7342.U 1.m ~ Impiopu rat WIQIlI RSisIor. 0.001 
XOP7371U Wenl ~ Miacalibnlion c:ammcm mode. 0.001 

". -~ .... 
XOP7452.V 1.m 'w slip Openrar fails fa reaae 68K45. 0.001 

. ~ . X0P7S21V Went sUp 0penIar pllccs 2H~ ID opeL 0.001 
.i ..... 

XOP7S42.V Iau=nt slip ()pe!a.IDr plac:a 2H~ ID opeL 0.001 
" XOP7SS1Q recovay minUe 0pczaIDr fails ID opeD bypau 3H519. 1.0 .' . 

XOPOUOV lar.em slip Tac of CNI0 power .I: failure fa raanL 0.001 
XOPCFI0V II&CDl .up Tac of CNI0 power.l: failure ID ratarL 0.001 
XOPSH51R. rec:avay IIIistake ()penIDf W1s fa close switch 511519. 1.0 
XOPCS49V IIfmC slip Faun ID nslDl'O eJecaical bypass IWircli. 0.001 

-
XOPOmR. recovay IIIiIake Opc:ratar fails ID taka raaediallClion. 1.0 
XOPlS19U larcnt dip . Miacah1ncion of praIIft sensor. 0.001 

.'. XOPS071V 1.m dip Pressure sanaor miscalibruion common mode. 0.001 
XOPS071U 1.m slip Miacalibruioft c:amIDOIl madL 0.0001 

Engineered Safety fe3tUte3 Asmatjon System 

XDPECCSR. recovay mistake Operaa fails fa start IU..OP 1 Crom 182N bIdS- 1.0 
XDPECCSQ rcovay miscake Operaa fai1t ID llat diesel pumps from 10SN. 1.0 
XDPHLP2S response _lake Opc:ratar shUll dawn the IU..OP 2- 0.0 
XDPHLP3S response miscab Opc:ratar shUll down the IU..OP 3. 0.0 
XDPu.PlS respcmso • miscake Opc:ratar shUll dawnlhe UDP 1. 0.0 
XDPLLP2S raponse mistake ' 0pcra1r shws dawn che LLDP 2- 0.0 
XDPLLP3S rapcmse miscake Opc:ratar shUll down the u.op 3. 0.0 
XSWU03S Iau=nt slip Openrar iluldYcnendy opens mamaI swirch IH33. 0.0 
XSWlH33S lau:nl slip 0i'leftlDr iluldYerta1uy opens mmua1 swirch 3H33. 0.0 
XSW2H33S Went slip Openr.crr inadvencndy opens manual switdl2H33. 0.0 
XSW41HJS la&elll slip Openror inadverta1dy opens manual swilCh 41H33. 0.0 
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6.2.6 Derailed failure artalyvs. Table 6.3-5 lists the human failure events that appeared in
certain cutsets of four sequence classes. The analysis stopped examining cutsets when their
calculated occurrence frequencies. without considering recovery, fell be!ow 1E-8/yr. The
four classes considered included the prototypical sequences described in the assumptions.
These classes were designated as TB, a tansient that induces a loss of the primary to
secondary cooling function with a total loss of the ECCS function; T4, the same type of
initiator with an ECCS riser failure, i.e., partial loss of ECCS; L6, a large LOCA with total
loss of ECCS; and L4, a large LOCA with riser failure.

Table 6.3-5
Human Failure Events in Dominant Sequences

Event Description Typf SLI T Mean 5th 95th

XOP3H-3V Ops fail leae ECCS bypassed L - - 0.0008 0.0003 0.000008
T3H33RI Ops fail to realize ECC3 is not on RI 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08
T3-33R2 Ops fail to nelize ECC$ is not on RI 0.73 5 0.2 0.5 0.07

TI1ER Ops fail to reime IA R2 0.61 60 0.0001 0.0005 0.0000009
V4R Ops fail to recover V4s R2 - 1.0 -

GSW2H33Q Ops fail to bypass ECCS in T RI - 0.0001 0.0008 0.000008

V3R Ops fail to mcove V3s R2 0.51 5 0.4 0.7 0.1

TLX2023R Ops fal to rzeE•e CCS is not on R2 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08

TLOSPR1 Ops fail to ma on ECCS in LOS? R2 0.67 20 0.009 0.03 0.0004

TLOSPR2 Offsite pow= is not regained - - data

GLX2023U Ops calbrate level irn Mter high L - - 0.000! 0.0008 0.000008

L3H33R Ops fail to ralze ECCS is not on RI 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08

LBI.R Ops fail to mr HI.. pump R2 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08

BACKUP Ops fal to manusly operate R2 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08

SLI is the success likeflood index
Tis time in minutes
L stands for laent falMures
RI am response iures
R2 are recovty fa-lure
data means that plat experience must be used to calculate the failure probability
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6.2.6 Oet3U,d failure analySis. Table 6.3-5 lists the human failure events that appe:u-ed in 
certain cutsetS of four sequence !:Iasses. The analysis stopped examining cutsets when their 
calculated OCCUXTence frequencies. without considering recovery. fell below lE·8/yr. The 
four classes considered included the prototypical sequences described in the assumptions. 
These classes were designated as 1'8. a transient that induces a loss of the primary to 
seconciz&ry cooling function with a total loss of the ECCS function; T4, the same type of 
initiator with an ECCS riser failure. i.e .• partial loss of ECCS; L6. a large LOeA with tow 
loss of ECCS; and U, a large LOCA wich riser failure. 

Table 6.3-5 
Human Failure Events in Dominant Sequences 

Event Descriptioa T1P~ 5LI T Meaa 5tll 95tll 

XOP3H33V Cps fail Iea\'e ECCS bypassed L 0.0008 0.0003 0.000008 
T3H33Rl Cps fail ro raaIize ECCS is not on Rl 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08 
T3H33R2 Cps fail co realize ECCS is not OD Rl 0.73 5 0.2 0.5 0.07 
TllER Cps fail to n:iIISIare IA R2 0.61 60 0.0001 0.0005 0.0000009 
V4R Cps fail to recover V4s R2 1.0 
GSW2H33Q Ops fail to bpss ECCS in T Rl . 0.0001 0.0008 0.000008 
V3R Cps fail to n:cover V3s R2 0.51 5 0.4 0.7 0.1 
TI.X2023R Cps fail to zeaJize ECCS is not on R2 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08 
n.OSPRl Ops fail CO IlII'D on ECCS in LOSP R2 0.67 20 0.009 0.03 0.0004 
n.OSPR2 01fsire power is DOt repined data 

GLX2023U Cps c:a1ibraIe level tmsmtter bigb L - 0.0001 0.0008 0.000008 

L3H33R Cps fail to realize ECCS is Dot on Rl 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08 
1.HLR. Cps fail co raran HL pump R2 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08 
BACKUP Cps fail to manually operare R2 0.69 5 0.3 0.5 0.08 

Legend 

SU is me success likelihood index 
T is time in minwa 
L samds for larem fIilures 
Rt are response (aiJuRs , 
R2 are recoveny failuzes 
data means dw pJa experience must be used to c:alculate the failure probability 
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Table 6.3-5 identifies each event as a latent, response, or recovery event. A SLI and an
available time are associated with &,e response and recovery events. The mean occurrence
probability and its 5th and 95th percentile estimates are then provided.

Recovery of ECCS is quite limted. Start failures of the high-lift diesel pumps might start on
a second attempt. This recovery event is designated as LHLR. The V4 valves are in a hot
zone and not accessible, but the V3 valves can be reached from the contol room in about a
minute. The cutset descriptions did not allow identification of whether these two types of
recovery actions would be effective. The recovery of the V4s was given a name, V4R, but.
quantified with failure probability of unity. V3 recovery is identified with an event, V3 R, and
is given a value. This value may not be conservative if applied to all non-common-caused
failures of the V3s, but its use in. this manner will have no great effects on the results.

The unavailability of ECCS due to the operators' leaving one of the actuation signals in
bypass during shutdown was an important class of cutsets when only using the screening
value for the event (XOP3H33V or GLX203U). Accounting for the redundancies associable
with such a event reduced the estimated occurrence probability and a recovery event was also
identified for these cases (T3H33R1, T3H33R2, TLX2023R, and L3H33R).

The operators can also render the ECCS unavailable on purpose. Ten minutes into a ransient
that appears to be under control, procedures (MCL-2) call for the bypassing of the ECCS
before the reactor coolant pressure is brought under the ECCS actuation serpoints in normal
cooldown of the plant. If this action was not warranted or if a system failure occurred after
the 10 min action that required the ECCS, it would not be available. This source of ECCS
unavailability is identified as GSW2H33Q. It too is recoverable.

Loss of insmmuent air has occurred at the plant and was a confusing event to the operators.
The plant has since implemented corrective actions including backup compressors that start

-~ automatically on loss of IA. The operators today (1) do not consider a significant loss of IA
credible and (2) do not think that its loss would lead to interruption of the primary to secondary
cooling function and therefore call upon ECCS actuanor,. The PRA conservatively assumed
that such interruption could occur in some 60 min. A recovery event is identified as Ti IER.

Loss of ac power (A bus or both A and B busses) is potentially recoverable but the recovery
actions are so sequence cutset dependent that data should be used to estimate the recovery
failure probabilities (identified as TLOSPR2). The loss of power sequence also has the
recovery of the XOP3H33V failure, identified as TLOSPR1.

Table 6.3-6 is a cross index of sequences and the human failure events that are part of each
sequence. In any sequence with more than one event, the multiple events are "anded"
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Table 6.3-S identifies exh event as a latent. response. or recovery event. A SU and an 
available time are associated with the response and recovery events. The me:m occurrence 
probability and iES 5th and 95th percentile estimates arc then provided. 

Recovery of ECCS is quite limited. S tart failures of the high-lift diesel pumps might start on 
a second attt:mpt. This recovery event is designated as LHLR. The V 4 valves L~ in a hot 
zone and not accessible, but the V3 valves cm be reached from the control room in about a 
minute. The cutset descriptions did not allow identification of whether these two types of 
recovery actions would be effective. The recovery of the V 4s was given a name, V 4R, but. 
quantified with failure probability of unity. V3 recovery is identified with an event, V3R, and 
is given a value. This value may not be conservative if applied to all non-common-caused 
failures of the V3s, but irs use in. this manner will have no great effects on the results. 

The unavailability of ECCS due to the operators t leaving one of the actUation signals in 
bypass during shutdown was an impottant class of CUt5Cts when only using the screening 
value forme event ~0P3H33V or GLX203U). Accounting forme i-edundancies associable 
with such a event reduced the estimated occu:rrence probability and a recovery event was also 
identified for these cases (I"3H33Rl, T3H33R2. 11.X2023R. and L3H33R). 

The operators can also rendc:rthe ECCS unavailable on purpose. Ten minutes into a transient 
that appears to be under conttol, procedures (Ma.·2) call for the bypassing of the ECCS 
before the reactor coolant pressure is broUght under the ECCS actuation setpOints in nonnal 
cooldown of the plant. If this action was not wamnted or if a system failure occurred after 
the 10 min action that required the ECCS, it would not be available. This source of ECCS 
unavailability is identified as GSW2H33Q. It too is Iecoverable. 

Loss of instnmlent air has occurred at the plant and was a confusing event to the operators. 
The plant has since implemented corrective actions including backup compressors that s~ 
automatically on loss ofIA. The operators today (1) do not consider a significant loss ofIA 
credible and (2) do not think thades loss would lead to inten'Uption of the primary to secondary 
cooling function and therefore call upon ECCS actuatior .. The PRA conservatively assumed 
that such interruption could occur in some 60 min. A recovery event is identified as TIlER. 

Loss of ac power (A bus or both A &ld B busses) is potentially recoverable but the recovery 
actions are so sequence cutset dependent that data should be used to estimate the recovery 
failure probabilities (identified as n.OSPR2). The loss of power sequence also has the 
recC?very of the X0P3H33V failure, identified as TLOSPRl. 

-
Table 6.3-6 is a cross index of sequences and the human failure events that are pm of e:lch 
sequence. In any sequence with more than one event, the multiple events are "anded" 
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together to get the human contribution to the sequence. Some sequences were judged to have
no recovery potential or not to be valid sequences and "none" is indicated.

Table 6.3-7 is a description of each of the human failure events in Table 6.3-5 with sufficient
qualitative information to trace the estimation process and yield the result.

Table 6.3-6
Human Event/Sequence Cross Index

Mean Point Estimate

No. Event Revised New

SEQUENCETS
N I XOP3H33Q 0.0001 -
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together to get the human contribution to the sequence. Some sequences were judged to have 
no recovery potential or nct to be valid sequences and "none'" is indic3red. 

Table 6.3-7 is a description of e:1ch of the human failure events in Table 6.3-5 with sufficient 
qualitative information to trace the estimation process and yield the result. 

Table 6.3-6 
Human Event/Sequence Cross Index 

M~ilD ~iD' Esnma.t~ 
No. Event Revised New 

SEQUENCE TS 
1 XOP3H33Q 0.0001 

TIH33Rl 0.4 
2 XOP3H33Q 0.0001 

TIH33R2 0.2 
3 TIlER 0.001 
4 TUER. 0.001 
S nlER 0.001 
6 TIlER 0.001 

V3R 0.4 
7 TIlER. 0.001 
8 TIlER. 0.001 
9 TIlER 0.001 

10 TIlER 0.001 
11 GSW2H33Q 0.0001 

XPP3H33V 0.0001 
12 V3R 0.4 
13 V3R 0.4 
14 GSW2H33Q 0.0001 
15 GSW2H33Q 0.0001. 
16 GSW2H33Q 0.0001 
17 GSW2H33Q 0.0001 
18 GSW2H33Q 0.0001 
19 GLX2023Q 0.0001 

LX2023R 0.3 
20 GLX2023Q 0.0001 

LX2023R 0.3 
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Table 6.3-6, cont.
Human Event/Sequence Cross Index

Mean Point Estmate

No. Event Revised New

21 GLX2023Q 0.0001 -
LX2023R 0.3

22 GLX2023Q 0.0001
LX2023R - 0.3

23 GLX2023Q 0.0001 -
LX2023R - 0.3

24 GLX2023Q 0.0001
LX2023R 0.3

25 XOP3H33V 0.0001
TLOSPR1 0.009

26 TILER - 0.001
27 T1lER - 0.001
28 TIlER - 0.001
29 TIlER - 0.001
30 TILER - 0.001
31 TIlER 0.001
32 T11ER 0.001
33 TIER 0.001
34 none
35 none
36 TILER 0.001
37 TILER 0.001
38 TIlER 0.001
39 none
40 TILER 0.001
41 TIlER 0.001
42 V3R 0.4
43 V3R 0.4
44 V3R -0.4
45 V3R 0.4
46 V3R 0.4
47 V3R - 0.4
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Table 6.3-6. cont. 
Human Event/Sequence Cross Index 

MCilD egiDE E.sIimiIIC 
No. Event Revised New 

21 GLX2023Q 0.0001 
LX2023R 0.3 

22 GLX2023Q 0.0001 
I.X2023R 0.3 

23 GLX2023Q 0.0001 
LX2023R 0.3 

24 GLX2023Q 0.0001 
LX2023R 0.3 

25 XOP3H33V 0.0001 
n.OSPRl 0.009 

26 TIlER 0.001 
27 TIlER 0.001 
28 nlER. 0.001 
29 TIlER 0.001 
30 TIlER 0.001 

':'."''- 31 nlER 0.001 
32 TllER 0.001 
33 TIlER 0.001 
34 none 
3S . nODe 

36 TIlER 0.001 -.. 
37 TIlER 0.001 
38 TIlER 0.001 
39 nODe 
40 TIlER 0.001 
41 TIlER 0.001 
42 . V3R 0.4 
43 V3R 0.4 
44 V3R 0.4 
4S V3R 0.4 
46 V3R 0.4 
47 V3R 0.4 
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Table 6.3-6, cont.

Human Event/Sequence Cross Index

Mean Point EStimate

No. Event Revised New

48 V3R - 0.4

49 V3R - 0.4

50 none
51 none

52 none
53 none

54 none
55 none

56 none
57 none

58 use LOSP dam

59 use LOSP data

60 use LOSP dama

61 XOP3H33V 0.0001

SEQUENCE T4
1 TI1ER - 0.0001

2 none

3 GSW2H33Q 0.0001 -

4 GLX2023U 0.0001 -

LX2023R - 0.3

5 use LOSP dam

6 use LOSP dam

7 use LOSP dam

8 none
9 none

SEQUENCE L6

1 XOP3H33V 0.0001 -

L3H33R - 0.3

2 none

3 none
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Table 6.3-6. cont. 
Human Event/Sequence Cross Index 

Me3D point E$rimate 

No. Event Revised New 

48 V3R . 0.4 
49 V3R 0.4 
50 none 
51 none 
52 none 
53 none 
54 none 

c;-. 55 none 
56 none : ..... , 
57 none 

: ..•.. 58 use LOSP data 
S9 usc LOSP data 
60 usc LOSP data 
61 XOP3H33V 0.0001 

~'. SEQUENCE T4 
1 TIlER 0.0001 
2 none 
3 GSW2H33Q 0.0001 
4 -GLX2023U 0.0001 

LX2023R 0.3 
:"'1' 

5 usc LOSP data 
6 use LOSP data 
7 usc LOSP data 
8 none 
9 none 

SEQUENCE L6 
1 XOP3H33V 0.0001 

L3H33R 0.3 
2 none 
3 none 
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Table 6.3-6, com
Human Event/Sequence Cross In dex

A- 157

No. 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23-
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
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Table 6.3-6. cont. 
Human Event/Sequence Cross Index 

Event· 

none 
none 
V3R 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
Lm.R 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
LHLR 
V3R 
V3R 
V3R 
V3R" 
V3R 
V3R 
V3R 
V3R 

Me;w Point Esrimjue 

Revised New 

0.4 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3} 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 
1.0 (0.3) 

0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 

SEQUENCE L4 
1 
2 
3 

LHLR 
LHLR 
un.R 

A-I57 
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Table 6.3-7
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probability Estimares

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

1 XOP3H33V Opeuors fail to manua~ly 0.0001 0.0008 0.00008 -

acma= ECCS when left priorly
in bypass mode

This failure would occur during plant shutdown when the ECCS actuation setpoints
would be reached but when ECCS would not be reqired. This action has high safety
awareness and is noted in training. The procedures =t11 for the operators to return the
ECCS back to operable mode on starmp and this is checked off by a second operator.
A THERP approach was used to quantify this failure. A basic failure probability of
0.001 (the screening value for slips) was adjusted by 0.1 to account for the safety
awareness and check. The resulting product 0.0001, is taken as the mean estimate for
the probability estimate. This point estimate is assumed to be lognormally distributed
with an error factor of 3, yielding the 5th and 95th bounds.

A-158

Table 6.3-7 . . 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

Event Description 

1 X0P3H33V Oper.lEOrS fail to manually 
ac:nwe sees when left priorly 
in bypass mode 

Probability Estimgtes 
Me3n Sth 95th 

0.0001 0.0008 0.000008· 

This failure would occur during plant shutdown when the ECCS actua.uon serpointS 
would be reached but when ECCS would not be reqired. This action has high safety 
awareness and is noted in training. The procedures c:'.ll for the operatorS to rerum the 
ECCS back to operable mode on startUp and this is checked off by a second operator. 
A THERP approach was used to quantify this failure. A basic failure probability of 
0.001 (the screening value for slips) was adjusted by 0.1 to account for the safety . 
awareness and check. The resulting product. 0.0001, is taken as the mcanestimate for 
the probability estimate. This point estimate is assumed to be lognormally distributed 
with an error factor of 3, yielding the 5th and 95th bounds. 
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Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probability Estirnates

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

2 "3H33R! Opmrwors fail reaLize that 0.3 0.5 0.08
ECCS has not been acria4d when
left priody in bypass mode

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate ECCS when it is needed but would
not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and not noted (XOP3H33V). The
prototypical initiator is TI IF, loss of instument air (IA). Operators and the PRA staff
were nor certain at the time of the analysis whether any cre•ible loss of IA scenario would
call for automatic ECCS actuation. Were such a scenario to exist, it would be highly
anticipated, and not directly supported in taining or procedures. The generic influence
list was assumed and a SLI analysis performed as follows:

SLI Analysis of T3H33R1

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product

procedures 30 0.27 0.5 0.14
taining 50 0.45 0.8 0.36
interface 20 0.18 0.7 0.13
crew 10 0.09 0.7 0.06

110 0.69.

An available time of 5 rmin was assumed (the other category in the timing table) because
the need for ECCS would be so unanticipated. The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TRC
was used since no actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by
using ORCA and are as recorded above.
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Table 6.3-7. cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

Description 

Oper.uors fall to rea1i.ze that . 
£CCS has not been actl.Wed when 
left prioriy in bypass mode 

PmbabjUry Estimates 

Mean 5th 95th 

0.3 0.5 0.08 -

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate EeeS when it is needed but would 
not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and not noted QC0P3HJ3V). The 
prototypical initiator is TIlE. loss of instrUment air (tA). Operators and the PRA staff 

were not certain at the time of the analysis whether any crer.ible loss ofIA scenario would 
call for automatic £ecs actUation. Were such a scenario to exist. it would be highly 
anticipated. and not directly supported in training or procedureS. The generic influence 
list was assumed and a SU analysis performed as follows: 

SLI Ana'rsis or T3H33Rl 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 

procedures 30 0.27 0.5 0.14 
training SO 0.45 0.8 0.36 
interface 20 0.18 0.7 0.13 
CTCW 10 0.09 0.7 0.06 -110 0.69 

An available time of 5 min was assumed (the other category in the timing table) because 
the need for EeeS would be so unanticipated. The <4. 3.2. 1.68> dual lognormal TRC 
was used since no actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by 
using ORCA and are as recorded/above. . 
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Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

PEmban
Event Description Mean

3 T3H33R2 OpMwrs fail to realize that
ECCS has not been actazed when
ledf piody in bypass mode

0.2

A.

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate ECCS when it
not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and not noted
prototypical initiator is T2 loss of HPL Operators and the PRA s
at the time of this analysis whether there were any credible loss of
such a scenario to exist, it would be highly unanticipated, but Mupj
by MCL-2. The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI an
follows:

Hilim mstfrna
5th 95th

0.5 0.07

is needed but would
(XOP3H33V). The
taff were not certain
VPI scenarios. Were
ported in procedures
malysis performed as

tY Product

.5 0.05

.8 0.40

.7 0.21

.7 0.07
0.73

ieeded immediately
was used since no

by using ORCA and

SLI Analysis of T3H33R1

Influence

procedures
raining
interface
crew

Rank

10
50
30
10

100

Norm

0.10
0.50
0.30
0.10

Quai

0
0.
0.
0O

An available time of 20 min was assumed since ECCS would be r
following the loss of HPI. The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TR(
actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained I
are as recorded above.

'S
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Table 6.3-7. cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

~scription 

OperaIors fail to realize that 
ECCS bas not been acawec1 when 
left priariy in bypass mode 

Pmbj1biIity Esrimar:s 

Mean 5th 95th 

0.2 0.5 0.07 

nus faillR accounts for failure to manually actuate ECCS when it is needed but would 
not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and ~ot noted (X0P3H33V). The 
prototypical initiator is n loss of HPL Operd.tors and the PRA staff were not certain 
at the time of this analysis whether there were any credible loss ofHPI scenarios. Were 
such a scenario to exist, it would be highly unanticipated. but supported in procedures 
by MCL-2. The generic influence list was assumed and aSU analysis pcformed as 
fonows: 

SLI Analysis or T3H33Rl 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 
.' 

procedures 10 0.10 0.5 0.05 
training 50 0.50 0.8 0.40 
interface 30 0.30 0.7 0.21 

crew 10 0.10 0.7 0.07 
100 0.73 

An available time of 20 min was assumed since Eees would be needed immediately 
following the loss ofHPI. The <4. 3.2. 1.68> dual lognormal TRe was used since no 
actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by using ORCA and 
are as recorded above. 
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Table 6.3-7, conL
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probabilirv Estimates

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

4 TILER Operators fail to reinstate instrment air 0.0001 0.0005 0.0000009

This failure accounts for failure to restore instrument air faults that initiate a plant trip.
There is considerably less for the operator to do now that backup air compressors have
been installed that automatically start on a major air loss. There was also a lot of
uncertainty as to whether any loss of air scenario could be severe enough to fully interrupt

the primary to secondary cooling function and therefore lead to the actuation conditions
for ECCS. The leading candidate for air wain A loss was a momentary loss of ac power
bus A. In this case, one of two air compressors could be switched to bus B and restarted,
or the 184 building diesel compressor could be started. The generic influence list was
assumed with the interface influence quality factor reduced to 0.3 because of potential
confusion due to an instrument air loss. A SLI analysis was performed as follows:

SLI Analysis of Tl1ER

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product

procedures 30 0.25 0.5 0.13
training 50 0.42 0.8 0.34
interface 30 0.25 0.3 0.08
crew .10 0.08 0.7 0.06

120 0.61

An available time of 60 min was assumed using the information obtained from the
phenomena analysis team. The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TRC was used since no
actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by using ORCA and
are as recorded above.
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Table 6.3-7, cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

ProbabilitY Esrim;ues 
Event Description Mean 5th 95th 

4 TllER Oper.uors (all to reinstate instrument air 0.0001 0.0005 0.0000009 -

This failure accounts for failure to restore instrument air faults that initiate a plant trip. 
There is considerably less for the operator to do now that backup air compressors, have 
been installed that automatically start on a major air loss. There was also a lot of 
uncertainty as to whcthcrany loss of air scenario could be severe enough to tiillyintenupt 
the primary to secondary cooling function and therefore lead to the ac!Uation conditions 
for ECCS. The leading candidate for air train A loss was a. momentary loss of ac power 
bus A. In this case, one of two air compressors could be switched to bus B and restarted, 
or the 184 building diesel compressor could be started. The generic influence list was 
assumed with the interface influence quality factor reduced to 0.3 because of potenti,aI 
confusion due to an instrument air loss. A SU analysis was, performed as follows: ' 

SLI Analysis of TIlER 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 

procedures 30 0.25 0.5 0.13 
training SO 0.42 0.8 0.34 
interface 30 0.25 0.3 0.08 
crew .10 0.08 0.7 0.06 

120 0.61 

An available time of 60 min was assumed using the information obtained from the 
phenomena analysis team. The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TRC was used since no 
actions at the N-Reactor are nIle-based. The results were obtained by using ORCA and 
are as recorded above. 
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ý Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probability Estimates

Event Descripdon Mean 5th 95th

5 V4R Operatr fail w rcover one of 1.0 -

seveal V4 valves that failed closed

The V4 valves are in a hot zone and credit cannot be assumed.

6 GSW2H33Q Operamo fail to bypass ECCS actuaton 0.0001 0.0008 0.000008
pe MCL-2

This failure accounts for failure to bypass ECCS when transient conditions and plant
system status allow it in MCL-2. The prototypical initiatoris T4, reactor mp. Operators
and the PRA staff were not certain at the time of this analysis whether plant conditions
would result in the necessary two signals for ECCS. In any case, if ECCS inadvertently
acutated, the operators could merely turn it off. The only credible scenario seems to be
the inadvertent opening of a V4 valve, which should be covered in the LOCA scenarios.

Whareverthe resolution of the circumstances of the event, its failure is a slip, i.e., a failure
in carrying out a chosen procedure, and was assessed accordingly. A basic failure
probability of 0.001 (the screening value for slips) was adjusted by 0. 1 to account for the
safety awareness associaed with ECCS. The resulting product, 0.0001, is taken as the
mean estimate for the probability estimate. This point estimate is assumed to be
lognormally distributed with an error factor of 3, yielding the 5th and 95th bounds.
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Table 6.3-7, cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

Description 

Operar.ors fail to recover one of 
several V4 valves thal failed closed 

Pmb3.bUitY Estimates 

Mean 5th 95th 

1.0 

The V 4 valves are in a hot zone and credit cannot be assumed. 

, 6 GSW2H33Q Operar.ors fail to bypass feeS aaualion 0.0001 0.0008 0.000008 
per Ma.-2 

This failure accounts for failure to bypass ECCS when transient conditions and plant 
system status allow it in MCL-2. The prototypical initiator is T 4, reactor trip. Operators 
and the PRA staff were not certain at the time of this analysis whether plant conditions 
would result in the necessary two signals for EeCS. In any case, ifECeS inadvertendy 
acutat~ the operators could merely tum it off. The only credible scenario seems to be 
the inadvenent opening of a V 4 valve, which should be covered in the LOeA scenarios. 

Whaceverthe resolution of the circumstances of the event, its failure is a slip. i.e., a failure 
in carrying out a chosen procedure, and was assessed accordingly. A basic failure 
probability of O. 00 1 (the saecningvalue for slips} was adjusted by 0.1 to account for the 
safetyawareness associated with ECeS. The resulting product, 0.0001, is taken as the 
mean estimate for the probability estimate. This point estimate is assumed to be 
lognormally distributed with an error factor of 3, yielding the 5th and 95th bounds. 
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Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probabiliy Fstirnartes

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

7 V3R Oper=ors fail to recover one of several 0.4 0.7 0.1
V3 valves tUa= failed closed

This failure accounts for failure to restore open one or more V3 valves to obtain sufficient
flow for ECCS cooling. The cutset definition was insufficient at the time of this analysis
to assure whether the general fault in the V3 valves was recoverable. However, if so,
these valves are accessible in a minute according to operators. Doubling this estimate
and subtracting from the 10 miin time to core damage estimate leaves 8 miin to decide and
implement the manual opening of the valves. Implementation time was assumed to be
3 more min, leaving 5 min for the decision to be made. The generic influence list was
assumed with the procedure quality factor reduced to 0.3, since there was no explicit
contingency for this recovery, and with the training quality factor similarly reduced. A
SLI analysis was performed as follows:

SLI Analysis of V3R

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product

procedures 10 0.08 0.3 0.02
training 50 0.42 0.3 0.13
interface 30 0.25 0.7 0.18
crew 30 0.25 0.7 0.18

120 0.51

The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TRC was used since no actions at the N-Reac:or are
rule-based. The results were obtained by using ORCA and are as recorded above.

I
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Table 6.3-7, cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

Description 

OperalOl'S fail to recover one of several 
V3 valves that failed closed 

ProbabiIity Estimi1tes 
Me3l1 5th 95th 

0.4 0.7 0.1 

This failure accounts for failure to restore open one ormore V3 valves to obtain sufficient 
flow for ECCS cooling. The cutset definition was insufficient at the time of this analysis 
to assure whether the general fault in the V3 valves was recovenble. However, if so. 
these valves are accessible in a minute according to operatOrS. Doubling this estimate 
and subtracting from the 10 min time to core damage estimate leaves 8 min to decide and 
implement the manual opening of the valves. Implementation time was assumed to ~ 
3 more ~ leaving 5 min for the decision to be made. The generic influence list was 
assumed with the procedure quality factor reduced to 0.3, since there was no explicit 
contingency for this recovery, and with the training quality factor similarly reduced. A 
SU analysis was performed as follows: 

SLI Analysis of V3R 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 

procedures 10 0.08 0.3 0.02 
training 50 0.42 0.3 0.13 
intcrf"ace 30 0.25 0.7 0.18 
aew 30 0.25 0.7 0.18 

120 0.51 

The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TRe was used since no actions at the N-Re3c:or are 
rule-based. The results were obtained by using ORCA and are as recorded above. 
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Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probabilily Estimates

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

8 TLX2023R Opators fail w r=Lize hat 0.3 05 0.08
ECCS has not been acuzazd when
the level =Lsmias were miscahlbrazd

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate ECCS when it is needed but would
Nnot occur because the level transmitters were grossly miscalibrated high and not noted

(GLX2023U). The prototypical initiator is T4, reactor aip. Operators and the PRA staff
were not certain at the time of this analysis whether plant conditions would result in the
necessary two signals for ECCS. The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI
analysis performed as follows:

SLI Analysis of TLX2023R

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product

procedures 30 0.27 0.5 0.14
training 50 0.45 0.8 0.36
interface 20 0.18 - 0.7 0.13
crew 10 0.09 0.7 0.06

110 0.69

An available time of 5 min was assumed (the other category in the timing table) because
the need for ECCS would be so unanticipated. The <4,3.2,1.68> dual lognormal TRC
was used since no actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by

using ORCA and am as recorded above.
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Table 6.3-7, cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

Event Description 

8 TI.X2023R OperalCrs fall to r=1ize dw 
ECCS has not been aawu.cd when 
the level transmiae:s wc= misC31ibmed 

Probabiliet Estimates 
Me:m 5th 95th 

0.3 0.5 0:08 

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate Eees when it is needed but would 
not occur because the level transmitters were grossly miscalibrated high and not Doted 
(GLX2023U). The prototypical iniriatoris T 4, reactor trip. Operators and the PRA staff 

were not certain at the time of this analysis wh~ther plant conditions would result in the 
necessary two signals for ECCS. The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI 
analysis performed as follows: 

SLI Analysis of TLX2023R 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 

procedures 30 0.27 0.5 0.14 
training SO 0.45 0.8 0.36 
interface 20 0.18 - 0.7 0.13 
crew 10 0.09 0.7 0.06 - -110 0.69 

An available time of 5 min was assumed (the other category in the timing table) bec:luse 
the need for EeeS would be so unanticipated. The <4, 3.2, 1.68:> dual lognormal TRC 
was used since no actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by 
using ORCA and are as recorded above. 
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Table 6.3-7
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probabilirv Fsrimates

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

9 TLOSPR1 Opertors fail wo manually amac e
ECCS during loss of station power-
ECCS wa bypassed prioly

0.009 0.03 0.0004

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate ECCS during a loss of ac power
when it is needed but would not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and not
noted (XOP3H33V). The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI analysis
performed as follows:

SLI Analysis of TLOSPRI

Influence

procedures
tranng
interface
crew

Rank

30
30
30
10

100

Norm

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.10

Quality

0.5
0.8
0.7
0.7

Product

0.15
0.24
0.21
0.07
0.67

An available time of 5 min was assumed (the other category in the tining table). The
<4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TRC was used since no actions at the N-Reactor are rule-
based. The results were obtained by using ORCA and are as recorded above.
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Table 6.3-7 
DetaHed Human Failure Events 

Probability Esrirn3tCs 
Description 

Opemms fail to manually acmare 
ECCS during loss of swiOR power
ECCS was bypassed priorly 

0.009 

Sth 9Sth 

0.03 0.0004 

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate Eees during a loss of ac: power 
when it is needed but would not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and not 
noted (X0P3H33V). The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI analysis 
performed as follows: 

SLI Analysis ot TLOSPRI 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 

procedures 30 0.30 0.5 0.105 
training 30 0.30 0.8 0.24 
interface 30 0.30 0.7 0.21 
crew 10 0.10 0.7 0.07 - -100 0.67 

An available time of 05 min was assumed (the other category in the timing table). The 
<4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal TRC was used since no actions at the N-Re:tctor are rule
based. The results were obtained by using ORCA and are as recorded above. 
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Table 6.3-7, cont.

Detailed Human Failure Events

Probability Estimates

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

10 TLOSPR2 Operaors fail to restore ac power dam

This failure accounts for failure to restore some source of ac power during a loss of bus
A or both bus A and B. The activities are too sequence specific to conduct a funl-blown
task analysis of such a scenario. Since the plant data is so extensive, this should be used
to estimate the recovery failure event.

11 GLX2023U Opaaors calibrate fe ECCS level 0.0001 0.0008 0.000008
acnwon signal too high

This failure would occur during routine maintenance or shut down activity. This action
has high safety awareness and is noted in training. The procedures call for the operators
to return the ECCS back to operable mode on startup and test and this is checked off by
a second operatr. A THERP approach was used to quantify this failure. A basic failure
probability of 0.001 (the screening value for slips) was adjusted by 0.1 to account for
the safety awareness and check. The resulting product, 0.0001, is taken as the mean
estimate for the probability estimate. This point estimate is assumed to be lognormally
distributed with an e==or factor of 3, yielding the 5th and 95th bounds.
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Table 6.3-7. cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

ProbabilitY Estimjltes 
Event Description Mem 5th 95th 

10 TLOSPR2 Ope:r3rors (ail to resrore ac power 

This failure accounts for failure to restore some source of ac power during a loss of bus 
A or both bus A and B. The activities are too sequence specific to conduct a full-blown 

task analysis of such a scenario. Since the plant data is so extensive. this should be used 
to estimate the recovery failure event. 

11 GLX2023U Operarors cal.ilnte the ECCS level 
acDWiOD signal too high 

0.0001 0.0008 0.000008 

. This failure would occur during routine maintenance or shut down activity. This action 
has high safety awareness and is noted in training. The procedures call for the operators 
to return the ECCS back to operable mode on startup and test and this is checked offby 
a second operator. A nmRP approach was used to quantify this failure. A basic failure 
probability of 0.001 (the screening value for slips) was adjusted by 0.1 to account for 
the safety awareness and check. The resulting product. 0.000 1, is taken as the mean 
estimate for the probability estimate. This point estimate is assumed to be lognormally 
distributed with an error factor of3, yielding the 5th and 95th bounds. 
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Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probabilirv Estimates

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

12 L3H33R Operators fail to Mali= at
ECCS has not been acmazed when
left prorly in bypass mode

0.3 0.5 - 0.087

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate ECCS when it is needed but would
not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and not noted (XOP3H33V). The
prototypical initiator is a large LOCA. The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI
analysis performed as follows:

SLI Analysis of T3H33R1

I

Influence

procedures
t-aining
interface
crew

Rank

30
50
20
10

110

Norm

0.27
0.45

0.18
0.09

Quality

0.5
0.8
0.7
0.7

Product

0.14
0.36
0.13
0.06
0.69

An available time of 5 min was assumed. The <4,3.2,1.68> dual lognormal TRC was
used since no actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by using
ORCA and are as recorded above.

6 - 57
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Table 6.3-7, cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

Description 

Opc:racors fail co realize that 
ECCS has not been acawed when 
left priody in bypass mode 

Probability Estimates 
Me:m 5th 95th 

0.3 0.5 - 0.08" 

This failure accounts for failure to manually actuate ECCS when it is needed but would 
not occur because it was bypassed during shutdown and not noted (XOP3H33V). The 
prototypical initiator is a large LOCA. The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI 
analysis performed as follows: 

SLI Analysis of T3H33Rl . 

In£luence Rank Norm Quality . Product 

procedures 30 0.27· O.S 0.14 
training 50 0.45 0.8 0.36 
interface 20 0.18 0.7 0.13 
crew 10 0.09 0.7 0.06 

110 0.69 

An available time of -5 min was assumed. The <4, 3.2. 1.68> dual lognormal TRC was 
used since no actions attheN-Reactor are rule-based. The results were obtained by using 
ORCA and are as recorded above. 
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Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

Probabiitry Esdrmae•s

Event Description Mean 5th 95th

13 LHLR Operatos fail to rearin the high-lift 0.3 0.5 - 0.08
ECCS pumps when they fail to st•art
autwmaticaUy

This failure accounts for failure of the operators in their verification role, e.g., MCL-2
or ERG B. The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI analysis performed as

-- follows:

SLI Analysis of T3H33RI

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product

procedures 30 0.27 0.5 0.14
" .trinig 50 0.45 0.8 0.36

interface 20 0.18 0.7 0.13
crew 10 0.09 0.7 0.06

110 0.69

The generic available time of 5 mrin was assumed. The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal
TRC was used since no actions at the N-Re.actor are rule-based. The results were
obtained by using ORCA and are as recorded above.
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Event 

13 LHLR 

Table 6.3-7. cont. _ 
D~tailed Human Failure Events 

Description 

Operaw1'S fail u;; restart me high.litt 
ECCS pumps when they fail to stan 
automalic31ly 

Pmbabi1ity Esrimjues 
Me3Z1 5th 95th 

0.3 0.5 - 0.08 

This failure accounts for failure of the operators in their verification role, e.g., MCL-2 
or ERG B. The generic influence list was assumed and a SU analysis performed as 
follows: 

SLI Analysis of T3H33Rl 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 

procedures 30 0.27 0.5 0.14 
training 50 0.45 0~8 0.36 
interface 20 0.18 0.7 0.13 
crew 10 0.09 0.7 0.06 -110 0.69 

The generic available time of 5 min was assumed. The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal 
TRC was used since no actions at the N-R~tor are rule-based. The results were 
obtained by using ORCA and are as recorded above. 
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0 Table 6.3-7, cont.
Detailed Human Failure Events

Plrobabilit Esriimates
Mean 5th 95thEven: Description

14 BACKUP Operators fail to restart or configre
manually a piece of equipment that should
have operated automatically

0.3 0.5 0.08

This failure accounts for failure of the operators in their verification role, e.g., MCL-2
or ERG B. The generic influence list was assumed and a SLI analysis performed as
follows:

SLI Analysis of T3H33R1

Influence

procedures
training
interface
crew

Rank

30
50
20
10

110

Norm

0.27
0.45
0.18
0.09

Quality

0.5
0.8
0.7
0.7

Product

0.14
0.36
0.13
0.06
0.69

The generic available time of 5 min was assumed. The <4, 3.2, 1.68> dual lognormal
TRC was used since no actions at the N-Reactor are rule-based. The results were
obtained by using ORCA and are as recorded above.
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Table 6.3-7. cont. 
Detailed Human Failure Events 

ProbabilitY Estimates 
Even: Description Mean 5th 95th 

14 BACKUP Oper:1lOrs fail to restart or configure 0.3 0.5 0.08 
manually a piece of equipment that should 
have oper.ued auconwically 

This failure accounts for failure of the operators in their verification role, e.g •• MCL-2 
or ERG B. The generic influence list was assumed and a SU analysis performed as 
follows: 

SLI Analysis or T3H33Rl 

Influence Rank Norm Quality Product 

procedures 30 0.27 0.5 0.14 
training SO 0.45 0.8 0.36 
interface 20 0.18 0.7 0.13 
crew .12. 0.09 0.7 ..QM 

110 0.69 

The generic available. time of 5 min was assumed. The <4. 3.2. 1.68> dual lognormal 
"IRe was used since no actions at the N-Rcactor are rule-based. The results were 
obtained by using ORCA ~d are as recorded above. 
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6.3.3 Human Factors and Operatons Insights

The quantitative results section indicates a limited role for operators and other personnel in
the risk equation of the N-Reactor. Table 6.3-8 summarizes the ways in which the role of
operators at the N-Reactoris less than the counterpart role in the LWR environment. Several
acdons that are manual in an LWR are automated or not needed at all in the N-Reactor.
Without a recirculation ofECCS water, manual recirculadon is not needed. The PWR action
referred to as feed and bleed is automated. There seems to be no blowdown quandry that
operators may face as decisions and subsequent manual actions in both BWRs and PWRs.
Reactivity control is totally automated, except for possible backup of failed automatic
systems.

Table 6.3-8

Limited Operator Role in N-Reactor Risk

Missing Activity-by Design

no ECCS recirculation .
no core-spray and ECCS tradeoffs
no manual depressurization, I la ADS
no manual boranon of core coolant
no manual ECCS actuation during transients (feed & bleed)

Missing Activity-by Configuration or Site

little LOSP activities due to emergency diesels for ECCS

and low LOSP frequency
little concern (now) for loss of IA due to backup compressors

little'concern for ECCS due to multiple ECCS inlet and outlet
valves and multiple diesel pumps

little concern for service water interactions due to multiple,

linear service, raw, and circulating water system

I

1

The site or system configuration of the N-Reactor also reduces the operators' role. Loss of
ac power is historically very low and all losses have been less than 2 minutes in duration. The
diesel ECCS pumps also add redundancy to diesel generated power. Instrument air loss has
been effectively corrected and the simple, linear configuration of the support water water
systems has apparently all but eliminated service water-like transients. Redundancy is also
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no core-spray and ECCS tradeoff's 
no manual depressurization, Ala ADS 
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valvC',s and multiple diesel pumps 
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The site or system configuratio.n of the N-Reactor also reduces the operators' role. Loss of 
ac power is historically very low and all losses have been less than 2 minutes in duration. The 
diesel ECCS pumps also add redundancy to diesel generated power. Instrument air loss has 
been effectively corrected and the simple.line3l' configur.uion of the support water water 
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P? greater in the N-Reactor, particularly the V3 and V4 valves, as well as pumps, steam
generators, and water sources.

There is in short little for the operator to do in credible off-normal conditions. The downside
to this situation is that were an accident to occur, the high incredulity of the operators might
delay or inhibit timely response to the conditions.

Table 6.3-9 examines other factors that seem to piay a role in the relatively low human
contribution to risk from the N-Reactor. Notable pluses include the exemplary training
program of plant operations, which includes routine and frequent use of the plant simulator.
A notable minus is the fact that the N-Reactor has not yet implemented a functional-
symptomatic-oriented emergency procedure system as has the LWR community. This seems
easily correctable as described later.

The following provides some more detailed insights by item. Following this discussion,
Table 6.3-10 summarizes.

6.3.3.1 Functional s'vrntom-based nrocedures. A scheme can easily be devised to
maximally use the procedures currently available at the N-Reactorin developing a procedure
system that is also safety function, symptomn-based. The scheme would emulate the
Westinghouse system which has been approved by the NRC. Current N procedures can
provide the source material for Optimal Recovery Guidelines (ORGs). Functional
Restoration Guidelines (FRGs) may have to be developed from scratch. The system would
recognize that trip is not an "emergency" condition for the N-Reactor as has been adopted in

--- the LWR community.

6.3.3.2 Prceur. An obvious difference in the N-Reactor from LWRs is in emergency
procedures. The LWR community, in response to TMI, has developed function-symptomatic
procedures to mitigate all initiators, with special emphasis on inadequate core cooling. The
N-reactor, to date, only has Emergency Response Guidelines that are event-symptomatic.
The events covered in the ERGs were not designed based on risk considerations. However,
procedures exists for loss of ac power and for ECCS actuation events which have risk
significance. Other event response is covered in the operational procedures for specific
systems. These system procedures zre well documented and include the contingencies that
may arise in accident conditions. However, there seems to be no formal mechanism in the
procedure base to account for multiple failures, as can occur in an off-normal incident, or to
prioritize the actions of operators, as do the LWR function-symptomatic procedures. The
procedures, for example ERG B, are also too time specific in their mandate. People are
notoriously poor time estimators and such actions would be better cued by symptoms.

Conversations with the head of the N-Reactor procedure group revealed that function-
symptomatic procedures are to be developed in the near term. This provides the N-Reactor
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gre3ter in the N-Rc:u:tor. particularly the V3 and V4 valves. as well as pumps. ste:un 
generators. and water sources. 

There is in short little for:he operator to do in CTCdible off-normal conditions. The downside 
to this situation is that were an accident to occur, the high incredulity oCthe oper.ltors might 
delay or inhibit timely response to the conditions. 

Table 6.3-9 examines other factors that seem to playa role in the relatively low hUIIWl 
conttibution to risk from the N-Reactor. Notable pluses include the exemplary £r:tining 
program of plant operations, which includes routine and frequent use of the plant simulator. 
A notable minus is the fact that the N-Reactor has not yet implemented a functional
sympromatic-oriented emergency procedure system as has the L'WR community. This seems 
easily correctable as described later. 

The following provides some more detailed insights by item. Following this discussion, 
Table 6.3-10 summarizes. 

6.3.3.1 Functional symptom-based procedures. A scheme can easily be devised to 
maximaJIy use the procedures currently available at the N-Reactorin developing a procedure 
system that is also safety function. symptom-based. The scheme would emulate the 
Westinghouse system which has been approved by the NRC. Current N procedures can 
provide the Source material for Optimal Recovery Guidelines (ORGs). Functional 
Restoration Guidelines (FRGs) may have to be developed from scratch. The system would 
recognize that trip is not an "emergency" condition for the N-Reactor as has been adopted in 
the L'WR community. . 

6.3.3.2 Procedures. An obvious difference in the N-Reactor from L WRs is in emergency 
procedures. The L WR commurJty, in response to TMI. has developedfunction-symptomaric 
procedures to mitigate all initiators, with special emphasis on inadequate core cooling. The 
N-reactor. to date, only has Emergency Response Guidelines that are event-symptomatic. 
The events covered in the ERGs were not designed based on risk considerations. However. 
procedures exists for loss of ac power and for ECCS actuation events which have risk 
significance. Other event response is covered in the operational procedures for specific 
systems. These system procedures m'C well documented and include the contingencies that 
may arise in accident conditions. However. there seems to be no formal mech:mism in the 
procedure base to account for multiple failures, as can occur in an off-normal incident. or to 
prioritize the actions of operators. as dCl the L WR function-symptomatic procedures. The 
procedures. for example ERG B. are also too time specific in their mandate. People are 
notoriously poor rime estimators and such actions would be better cued by symptoms. 

Conversations with the head of the N-Reactor procedure group revealed that function
symptomatic procedures are to be developed in the near tenn. This provides the N-Re:tcror 
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Table 6.3-9
General Assessment

Pluses Minuses

Operational Factors

slower time constant no recirculation in long-term cooling
greater redundancy once-through contamination
greater diversity incredulity once-through supply
near passive GSCS
earlier trips
minimal operators role

Procedural Factors

training above average little risk perspective
simulator highly used no functional/rule-based procedures

time-specific actions
remote control facilities

Sequential Factors

no LOSP concern
no small LOCA concern
no loss of service water concern

with a unique opportunity to directly factor both lessons learned from the LWR procedure
development and the risk assessment of the N-Reactor into the new procedures. This could
result in procedures superior in their basis to those found in most LWRs.

Maintenance procedures are found in the Maintenance Practices manuals. These documents
clearly specify system operation under all possible modes including emergency and identify
system interactions and equipment limits of operation. This documentation is on par with
analogous documentation in LWRs.

6.3.3.3 TInes of sequences. The project has not identified any potential for Chernobyl-like
event initiators.

4
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Table 6.3-9 
Gener:al Assessment 

Pluses 

Operational Factors 

slower time constant 
greater redundancy 
greater diversity 
near passive GSCS 
earlier trips 
minimal Operators role 

Procedural Factors 

training above average 
simulator highly used 

Sequential Factors 

no LOSP concern 
no small LOCA concern 
no loss of service water concern 

Minuses 

no recirculation in long-term cooling 
once-through conwlunation , 
incredulity once-through supply 

little risk perspective 
no functional/rule-based procedures 
time-specific actions 
remote contrOl facilities 

with a unique opportUnity to directly factor both lessons learned from the L WR procedure 
deVelopment and the risk assessment of the N-Reactor into the new procedures. This could 
result in procedures superior in their basis to those found in most L WRs. 

Maintenance procedures are found in the Maintenance Practices manuals. These documents 
clearly specify system operation under all possible modes including emergency and identify 
system interactions and equipment limitS of operation. This documentation is on par with 
analogous documentation in L WRs. 

6.3.3.3 Types of sCQJlences. The project has not identified any potential for Chemobyl-li1ce 
event initiators. 
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Table 6.3- 10.
Summary of Insights

Procedures. A function-oriented emergency procedure system should be implemented
and would be easy to implement by adding functional rules to the current procedures and
reorganizing and repackaging. For example, some functional symptomatic rules for
ECCS already exist and these probably can be minimally modified to accommodate the
adequate core cooling function, emulating the feed and bleed rules in PWRs.

Training. Training materials and simulator exercises should incorporate the PRA's
risk-significant sequences, where they differ from the exercises normally provided. A
risk perspective needs to formally imbue N-reactor raining.

Success Criteria. The success criteria of the V4s and V3s should be determined with
confidence. The PRA is conservative relative to these according to operators and trainers.

System Interactions. The N-Reactor is unusually redundant and diverse in its safety
and vital systems (compared with LWRs). At the same time, the plant is simply
connected. The result is that system interactions that have risk potential in LWRs, such
as loss of station power or loss of all service water, do not seem to pose the level of risk
in the N-Reactor.

Risk Perception. There seems little potential for operator diagnostic or decisional
conflict as is the case in LWRs. However, the extra redundancy of the N-reactor may
impose a negative factor on operational risk management, namely, incredulity. A severe
core challenge would be quite outside the currents bounds on operator beliefs were it to
occur, which could cinse some delay or error potential in their responses.

There does not appear to be any sequence type that places an undo time or resource load on
at. N crew in responding to an initiator at 100% power. This is due in part to the large volume
of water held in the steam generators and to the heat capacity of the graphite. There seem to
be no operator actions that involve conflict in objectives as have been idendfied in LWRs.
The general accident time constant seems to range from many minutes to hours for most
sequence classes and thus should be conducive to successful operator response and recovery.
The fact that the Columbia river is the ultimate source of water and tha't this contingency is
planned for in procedure and system configuration meai that conflict and limits in resources
is not a problem at the N-Reactor.
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Table 6.3-10 . 
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Procedures. A function-oriented emergency procedure system should be implemented 
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6.3.3.4 F:ilures during-normal oeration. The Chernobyl event has called attention to
activities in normal operation that might have unusual risk significance. This is not typically
the case for LWRs. The HRA examined the N-Reactor unusual event database and reviewed
the Soviet analysis of Chernobyl.

Normal activities do not seem to have more human reliability impact than is typical for
LWRs.

6.3.3.5 Trainin . What the N-Reactor may lack from the human factors perspective relative
to emergency procedures may be made up in the next three topics.

The training documentation including system descriptions and training course notes
reviewed so far indicate that the training at the N-Reactor is on par or superior to training in
LWRs. All documentation down to maintenance practices includes information about a
system's operation, mission, contingencies, interactions with other systems, and equipment
descriptions.

Training includes extensive use of the simulator (see later subsection) and includes reviews
of plant experience and recent problems. The training of operators at the N-Reactor seems
to be exemplary.

6.3.3.6 ControIlrom. The control room of the N-Reactor is a large horseshoe divided by a
floor to ceiling partition. This latter fact may make incident response management and I
coordination difficult and hinders communication.

The controls and instrumentation are often of quite old design (as pointed out by the
operators). However, the control panels eye quite modem. All major systems are mimiced
on eye level wall panels in back of their controls and can thus assist identifying operable and
inoperable equipment. Two computer based operator aids assist in identifying the symptoms
of an ongoing event and assessing system status. Much of the I&C associated with non-
operational equipment has been removed from the control mom in post-TMI reviews of the
control room.

The control panels from a hum.,n factors perspective are on the whole on par with those in
LWRs.

6.3.3.6 ,Sim, ta•,a. The N-Reactor has its own simulator which is virtually identical with the
control room. Fidelity problems are at a minimum, although sequence fidelity cannot be
maintained for a long duration scenario. The simulator is used in operator training and
requalification regularly. The availability and willingness to use a simulator has always
shown benefit in LWR PRAs. In this case, the N-Reactor is far superior to LWRs that do not
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. - have their own simulator. There is an eagerness by the training people to incorporate the PRA
sequences into the simulator. This would widen the N-Reactor advantage.

6.3.3.7 Crew Factors. The crew of a N-Reactor control room shift includes four certified
operators, three on the consoles and one to go where needed. There are typically two other
operators available to aid in an incident and a supervisor manages the crew. This crew
structure is larger than a typical LWR crew. The arrangement of the control room probably
calls for one more operator than in an LWR but this still leaves an exnta 2-4 operators at the
N-Reactor. This crew redundancy should prove beneficial in most risk scenarios.

Crew experience levels have been historically long at the N-Reactor and the operators have
typically better education levels than in LWRs. This uend may be diminishing as the long-
termeirs come to retirement but is a possible advantage as long as it persists.

6.3.3.8 Access. The plant is surprisingly clean, uncluttered, and accessible for an old plant.

-The need for communication between the remote control facilities and the main cont'ol room
may play a role in some risk scenarios but this cannot be ,etermined at this point. Most major
equipment is in a locked room and this may play a role when recovery is considered. On the
whole, the N-Reactor seems to be on par with most LWRs relative to equipment access.

6.3.3.9 S.mna -The human factors relative to the N-Reactor seem to compare favorably
with LWRs,. The significant weakness is a lack of integated function-symptomatic
emergency procedures which will soon be corrected. The significant uncertainty is the
relationship of normal activities to the N-Reactor risk, vis-,I-vis Chernobyl

I
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6.3.3.9 Summm. The human factors relative to the N-Reactor seem to compare favorably 
with L WRs" The significant weakness is a lack of integrated function-symptomatic 
emergency procedures which will soon be corrected. The significant uncertainty is the 
relationship of normal activities to the N-Reactor risk. vis-i-vis ChemobyL 
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From: Probabilistic Risk Assessment 21364-88-GAC-136
Phone: 6-4173 Vitro/1100 G3-03
Date: May 16, 1988
Suoiect: LOSS OF SEAL INJECTION WATER AS FAILURE OF THE PRIMARY

COOLING PUMPS

To: G. R. Armstrong

cc: J. E. Kelly G3-03 - w/o att.
S. E. Lindberg G3-03 - w/o att.
T. B. Powers G3-03 - w/o att.
M. D. Zentner G3-03
Source Document File/LB

This memo is being written to describe our decision not to include "loss
of seal injection water" as a failure of the primary cooling pumps
(PCP). Attached to this memo is an analysis done that supports our
decision. This will also be described.

There were two important reasons for this decision: (1) The conclusions
of an analysis done by a consulting engineer to the Technology Section
of what was UNC Nuclear Industries in an informal document states the
following:

"The evaluation of a loss of external seal water
injection pressure shows that the seals should be
adequately cooled and lubricated by the primary loop
outleakage. With the exception of the leakage of
radioactive primary loop water to drain, no
significant operational risk or change in the
integrity of the primary pumps (or loop) appears to be
coupled with a loss of external seal injection water."

However, this report was never released with a formal company document
number. In addition: (2) The dominant failures of the seal injection
water system are the same as the dominant failures of the high pressure
injection (HPI) system. Both systems have the identical makeup system.
The only other PCP seal cooling failures involve the failures of certain
valves to remain open. No valves are required to change position. So
even though loss of seal water wasn't modeled, no dominant failures of
the mitigating system were excluded.

It is our best engineering judgment that exclusion of the "loss of seal
water" as a failure of the PCP was an appropriate decision.

G. A. Coles, Senior Engineer

Attachment - I
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This memo is being written to describe our decision not to include "loss' 
of seal injection' water" as a failure of the primary cooling pumps 
(PCP). Attached to this memo is an analysis don~ that supports our 
decision. This will also be described. 

There were two important reasons for this decision: (I) The conclusions 
of an analysis done by a consulting engineer to the Technology Section 
of what was UNC Nuclear Industries in an informal document states the 
fo11 owi n9: 

"The evaluation of a loss of external seal water 
injection pressure shows that the seals should be 
adequately cooled and lubricated by the primary loop 
outleakage. With the exception of the leakage of 
radioactive primary loop water to drain, no 
significant operational risk or change in the 
integrity of the primary pumps (or loop) appears to be 
coupled with a loss of external seal injection water." 

However, this report was never released with a formal company document 
number. In addition: (2) The dominant failures of the seal injection 
water system are the same as the dominant failures of the high pressure 
injection (HPI) system. Both systems have the identical makeup system. 
The only other PCP seal cooling failures involve the failures of certain 
valves to remain open. No valves are required to change position. So 
even though loss of seal water wasn't modeled, no dominant failures of 
the mitigating system were excluded. 

It is our best engineering judgment that exclusion of the "loss of seal 
water" as a failure of the PCP was an appropriate decision. 

A~~ 
G. A. Coles, Senior Engineer 

Attachment - 1 
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The tI ,---ctcr p5 2:.ry loop j-i;i,;ip! provide c,..olant , o-r 'o the r.• ,c.tr ru.-l ;.d

cct to cc.-:tý.-in the priar; cr')l.] nt. C,Lu'.::.. u] tLhe po :.:-y'o r ij ut Ih!:otih

the Shaft is preventcd during nornal operation by Lhe injecLica of. cool

demineralized "o from an extoril.,:py"•, ,nto a groovc-1, Ibrcikr'o-.-., hu-hing

as n-mbl' with a do:.nstream mechanical face seal. The major portion uf Lhe

injection water provides coolant and water lubricant for the outer breakdotn

bushing and floods the mechciical seal as it passes to drain. Since 'he ýual

injection water is nominally at a higher pressure than that at the pump

impeller eye, a small part of the flow passes into the primary loop through an

inner section of the breakdown bushing assembly, thus preventing outleakage of

the radioactive primary loop water. Upon loss of pressure in the check-valved

injection water sour, e, the primary pump impeller inlet pressure will act to

supply primary loop water which can flow to drain through both the inner .,,d

uter breakdo;n bushings in series.

PLRPOSE

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of the loss of the

external seal water, injection source upon the operation of the primary loop

p3u1ps, and the primary loop integrity.

CONCLUS ICINS

The evaluation of a loss of external seal water injection pressure shows that

the seals should be adequately cooled and lubricated by the primary loop

outleakage. With the exception of the leakage of radioactive primary loop

water to drain, no significant operational risk or change in the integrity of

I
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The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of the loss of the 

external seal water, injection source upon the operation of the primary loop 
pumps. and the primary loop integrity. 
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The evaluation of a loss of external seal \'later injc:ction pressure shows that 
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outleakage. ~Jith the exception of the leakage of radfoa(;tive primary loop 

water to drain, no significant operational risk or chang~ in the integrity of 
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the pri:mary pumps (or Icnp) appears to he couplcd viith a loss of ext:!rn, I seal
injection water. The seal leakage to drain rni'y increase slirjitly due Lu the
higher temiperature and loc.;or viscosity of Lhe l.'ip fluid.

In th0 h;ipoLtitical event of a cc-nplcte r,.oval of Lihc scal '.:2tcr injecticn
supply piping •nd check valve, the mechanical zeal .:otild rceive u.aly a miall

amount of steam coolant. The mechanical seal -. Id f,iil .l:...st fi,...ir.iatfly
due to friction and lack of coolant. The starved break:do;.n bshings wo:uld
fe'l caly if excessive misalignment or shaft vwhirl %..ere to ov-rco:ne the

exikting 10 mil clearance and cause excessive dry rubbing.

A bushing seizure due to a loss of bushing clearance can occur only Lder
conditions of slow buildup of heat. .Under a condition of ;apid surface
heatlnj characteristic of severe bushing rub, the clCdrance of the solid shaft
inner gland will increase. Under similar thermal conditions, the clearance of
the sleeved shaft outer gland will decrease; the gap decrease being due to
thermal growth of the :iaft sleeve.- During an outer gland seizure, the shaft
sl3eve could slip relative to the shaft or the stationarybushing could $shear:

its retaining bolts.

In the hypothetical event of L primary pump shaft seizure, the pump drive
coupling will shear at a torque two orders of magnitude below that required
yield the pump pipe and foundation thus separating the turbine motor drive
unit inertia, constituting 99% of the seizure energy, from the stoppage

C process. The pump impeller key will also shear at a slightly higher torque
thus separating two-thirds of the remaining torsional energy. The pump shaft
will separate by boltshear from a seized bushing at a torque an order of
magr.itude below that required to yield the pump support. No significant risk

to the physical integrity of the primary loop is envisioned in the event of a
seal bushing seuzure.

RE CO.;1. ENAT 101

The primary loop pump seal water supply Is not crucial to the safe op3ration

of the primary F:imps or loop. Backup or reserve seal water supply systems
should be considered only to avoid outleakage of radioactive primary loop

fluid.
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The influ-nr.e of the loss of external injccLion cooling u:atcr cn the

pcrcormar, c of the primary Ic.p seals ai;• the conscqurInccs of seal failure or

seiture on Ic:p safety involve t'..:o majur eval•atic:is: (a) UIh dii-Oct Cft'C.Lt

of the loss of itijecticn ;.,:itcr on the scal lil'e ý.r.: (b) tCe pontrlrtial

violation of primary loop ".1tcgrity in the cvcnt of seal ?...hhij scizu.

A. The 9,-coved "brcfikdo.Wn" bushing is arranged so that the high prcssure
injection w:ater normally divides and flows from the point of injection

inward into the pump impeller eye and outw,.,ard into low pressure drain.

Bushing geometries and flow computations are-described in AppendUx I. At

100°F and 1660 psia injection su:'ply, the injection flow under normal

operating conditions is computed to be:

Computed Flow MIeasured Flow
:er seal, Appendix I per seal, Reference 12

cfs cfs

To impeller eye 0.03 0.03
To drain 0.11 0.09

Total injection 0.13 0.12

Ratio D 4.2 3.3

Measured values for ten seals (5 pumps) are provided for comparison. The

differences appear to be relatively small considering the uncertainty of

in-place bushing clearances and the flow models. As shown in Appendix II,

the drain outlet temperature of the injection flow would not be expected

to be greatly affected by the pump housing temperature.

If the injection flow were to be stopped so that the seal bushings would

receive flow from the pump impeller eye at 1600 psia, the flo-w to drain

off the primary fluid was computed in Appendix I as 0.09 to 0.21 cfs,

depending upon the loop temperature. This represents only a minor change
_-- S
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Computed Flow Measured Flow 
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cfs cfs 
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Total injecti on 0.13 0.12 

Ratio Drain 4.2 3.3 Eye 

Measured values for ten seals (5 pumps) are provided for comparison. The 

differences appear to be relatively small considering the uncertainty of 

in-place bushing clearances and the flow models. As shown in Appendix II. 

the drain outl et temperature of" the injection f10\'1 \·:ould not be expected 

to be greatly affected by the pump housing temperature. 

If the injection ~low "/ere to be stopped so that the seal bushings would 
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in the usual flo-- to drain, alLhouLyh the drain tc:.-pCratu,- 11ay be 4000F

.rlthcr than 120 0F. The flow revcrsal in the inncr bushing during tl.e.

transitien fro:n the norial injection siipply to Lth i;;i:ellcr eye as the

flowi source %:as cowipu'".d 6: occur its <10 rn scc. ror c.n iiistantancotrs

injdecticn stoppvge.

The possibility of rupture .ir the scal injccticn line ',',.s also considvcd

using the t,:• phase flow models of Appendix Ill. As ,12scribeJ in

Appendix Ill, the inner bushing flowa increases until it is limitcd by

s:.turated critical flow at the inner bushing exit into the injecticn

pcrt. Critical Flow at the injection port opening provides a calculatLJ

b_:kpressure of 160 psia which is then availdble to provide two Liaase flow

Lthrough the outer bushing. The resultant drain flow, while small in

magnitude, would prevent complete dryout of the bushing zone, although it

would be doubtful that the mechanical face seal would survive.

The bearing coolant appears to be sufficient to maintain a satisfactory

bearing temperature in the event that only 4000F bushing leakage is

available (see Appendix III).

In sunmary, there appears to be little increased risk to the pump

. operability upon stoppage of external seal injection flow.

B. While the foregoing results do not provide bases for concern, the

potential for violation of the primary loop integrity which would be

associated with a seal system seizure was examined. The mechanical seal

will fail by crumbling ý f the carbon face without significant torque being

applied to the pump housing. The grooved breakdoinm bushings could

conceivably rub and melt in such a manner that a high friction torque

could be introduced into the pump housing.

Risk to the pump housing integrity would be expected if an torque were

applied which would yield the welded pipe connections and/or the

foundatici bolts. Appendix IV com.putations indicate that indicate that

the torque limits attributable to the pipe connections and the foundation

bolts would be esticated as would be estimated as 3.5 x 106 lb ft and

2.1 x 106 lb ft respectively.
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in the usu.ll (lo~-1 to drain, illthouyh the dr.lin lC:;lfJ(;f·.1lul'\! Il1.lY be 400 F 

r.:thcr than 120°F. The (10',1 revcr~tll in the inncr uushillg \luring tl.a· 

tr oJ liS, i t i 0:1 f l'o:n the no n~a 1 i nj cc ti on ~ IIIJP 1 Y lo lite il;IP~ 11 cr eye "s the 

flo~'1 source I:as COhlpU~' :d~J occur ill < 10 rn ~cc. for en illst.:lnt.~ncOllS 

i nj ~c t i C:1 S tOP!)'ige. 

-
The possibility of ruptul'C .If the $cal inje:cticn lillc '.:,1S Jl~o consic!l.l·cd 

u$ing the t~::J phuse flo\"l models of Appendix III. As (l~scr1bE~ in 

Appendix III, the inner bushing flow increases until it is limited by 

s :.turated critical flow at the inner bushing exit into the injecticn 

pert. Critical flOl'/ ':-It the injection port opening provides a calculc~tLJ 

b~.:kpressure of 160 psia \':hich is then available to provide b/o p!J.ase flo\., 

through the outer bushing. The resultant drain flow, \·:hile small in 

l!iagnitude, would prevent complete dryout of the bl.!3hfng zone, although it 

.... ,ould be doubtful that the mechanical face seal \':ould survive. 

The bearing coolant appears to be sufficient to maintain a satisfactory 

bearing temperature in the event that only 4000F bushing leakage is 

ava i1 able (see Append ix II 1). 

In summary, there appears to be little increased risk to the pump 

operability upon stoppage of external seal injection flow. 

B. Hhile the foregoing results do not provide bases for concern, the 

potential for violation of the primary loop integrity which would be 

associated with a seal system seizure was examined. The mechanical seal 

will fail by crumbling: f the carbon face \·/ithout significant torque being 

applied to the pump housing. The grooved breakdo\·m bushings could 

conceivably rub and melt in such a manner that a high friction torque 

could be introduced into the pump hOUSing. 

Risk to the pump housing i nt~grity \'/oul d be expected if an torque were -

applied \·:hich \'."Juld yield the \,/elded pipe connections and/or the 

foundatic~ bolts. Appendix IV coolputations indicate that indicate that 

the torque lfmits attributable to the pipe connections and the foundation 

bolts \'/ould be estimated as \'/ould be estimated as 3.5 x 10
6 

lb ft and 

2.1 x 106 lb ft respectively. 
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Tite total inartia of the pur.:p and drive turbie train is in exccss of CO ;

lb It 2 (sce Appendix V). lh-,evcr, if the ducckuraLion torque provided
ly a ji-,.,1irng s2izure %:ere 1,, excecd 105 lb ft, Appendix IV cc.=;putations

indicdA,: , hat the pujmp shal,. coupling and -,ubsCeucntly the pu:,;p ih::pellcr

;:zuld zpifrate frc..- the shaft by key shear failures ln-,'ving cnly tho .hert

inertia of 31 lb ft 2 to be ducelcr.tM.

The maximumn torque %;'hich the shaft may exert through a seized bushing Gito

the pump housing ,:oul I be limited to that required to 1hear the bushing

flan(e bolts, 2 x 105 lb ft per Appendix IV, a value w-hich is at least

an order of magnitude less ihan required to yield the pipe or foundation

bolting. Failure of the bushing bolts iwould'allow the bushing tý-mrave

axially in the housing, if it were not fixed to t-he shaft by the seizure.

However, a "free" bushing may move only a few inches bNfore being

constrained by other pump housing components; therefore, an enlargement of

the leakage opening could not take place.

The potential for seizure during a postulated dry rub appears to be quite

small. The grooved surfaces would allow considerable galling and melting

of the interface to occur before significant radial interference and high
friction torque would be expected from the resulting near products.

Further, as shoai in Appendix V1, a rapid, localized heating such as might

be postulated for a bushing rub will tend to open rather than close the

bushing clearance.
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r:le lol~l .ina,.tia. of the pur.:;J ",nd drive tut"lJjllc trolin is in cxcc~s. of ~JOO 

lb ttZ {sec Appendix V}. IIm~evcr, if thc tkcch:rollion tOI"que pl"ovhfcd 

by a h!.~.hin~ s~izure \·:~rc tIl exceed 105 lb ft, I\ppendix IV CC'.i:putoltioIlS 

irl(Jic.d.l~ that the rump shafl. cOllpling ilnd r;ubscqucntly thc pU:1;jJ lr::pcllcr 

\'::uld ~\:l'rlrat~ f"c .. I tile ~h.:lfl uy key shcJI" failul"cs lr,,",','ing cnly the ::h.:'t 

inertia of 31 lb ft2 to bc d~celcr,~tcd. 

The r!!llximum torque \·;hich tile' shaft may cxert through a seized bll~hirlg Colto 

the pump housing ~':::>ul r be limited to that required to <;hcar the bshing 

flanse bJits, 2 x 105 lb ft p~r Appendix IV, a value \':llich is at least 
an order of masnitude less ihan required to yield the pipe or foundation 

bolting. Failure of the bushing bolts l':ould-allOl" the bushing t~-mJve 

axially in the housing, if it were not fixed to the :ihaft by the seizure. 

However, a IIfree ll bushing may move only a few inches b~fore being 

constrained by other pump housing ca~ponents; therefore, an enlarg~~ent of 
the leakage opening cou 1 d not take pi ace. 

The potential for seizure during a postulated dry rub appears to be quite 

small. The grooved surfaces 'lIQuid allow considerable galling and melting 

of the interface to occur before significant radial inter'ference and high . 
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APPENDIX I

7

Cc~uu:;o,: ctisiiuG ri.ow

The tt;o 9roovcd brca;:dc'..1 bushings in the scal asscmbly ,ere arr*:-.r', !o Ulat
the hiGh pressure injection can divide anud flow in'.:-.rd iiFto thre i.:p-2llur cye

and outward into a low pressure drain. The gcc:::eLrics of thesec bushings w.'re
taken as nominally (Rfcerence 1):

Bushing

Inner
ZC) Cuter

Di &meter
Inch

7
7

Length
I nch

4.15
9.25

Diametral Clearance
Inch.

0.025
0.02

The grooves appeared to be about 0.08 x 0.08 inch square, six per inch of

length and located on both the stationary and moving surfaces. The nominal

shaft speed of the pump is 3600 rpm.

(2)
Tao and Docnovan carried out an extensive study of flow through rotating,

ssmooth bushing clearances. They show that the leakage characteristics of a

-mnooth gland may be characterized by a friction factor relationship.

f =__CenRen

C = 170, n = 1.03

C = 0.316, n = 0.21

Re <2000

R e z2000e

This friction factor includes the en-trance and exit losses; the Reynolds

number, Re, being based upon the diametral clearance.

The pressure drop through the gland is shown to be increased in the turbulent

regime by rotation of the inner '.ishing surface. This increase over the

non-rotating case is derived as:
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Thc t\;:) groQv(!d bl'ca~:c!c·.,:1 b~~hinCJs ill lhe SCJl usscauly l:rc \1tT<l:j~d ::0 lhclt 

tile high Pl'C$~u("e injection Ctln divide .:mJ flo'.'1 in"::~.n.J into tlrc il::j/Cllcr" cye 

~nd outl·:ard into a 1m-I pressurc J"ilin. Thc gcc:::cLf'ies of these bu~hill~s \':~I'e 

taken as nominally (Reference 1): 

Di a:neter Length Oiamctral Cleclr~i1c~ 
Bushing Inch Inch Inch. 

~-. 

Inner 7 4.15 0.025 
Cuter 7 9.25 0.02 

·The grooves appeared to be about 0.08 x 0.08 inch square, six per inch of 

l.ength and located on both the stationary and moving surfaces. The nominal 

shaft speed of the pump is 3600 rpm. 

Tao and Ocnovan(2) carried out an extensive study of flow through rotati n9 J 

bushing clearances. They show that the leakage characteristics of a 
'-.. 
, smooth . 
~sinooth gland may be characterized by a friction factor relationship • 

. 

f =..£... 
C = 170, n = 1.03 Re <2000 

f:!' n • Re C = 0.316, n = 0.21 Re ~2000 

This friction factor includes the entrance and exit losses; the Reynolds 

number, Re , being based upon the diametral clearance. 

The pressure drop thro~gh the gland is shown to be increased in the tur~Jlent 

regime by rotation of ~he inner ~.·Jshing surface. This increase over the 

non-rotat i ng case is der; ved as: 
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,ap 1 Utu + -

,.'hrc gU is the tangential surface velocity of Lhe ii;ncr Lushing and J is

the axial flo-,, velocity.

Th2 ,,flu:nca of clearance eccunLricity is to ;ncrcase tL,.: flo;w by .•s !,:!Ich as

2GX. Uo;'cvcr, since the eccentricity is not U-:o,-n, •he ctiputations in this

report have been based on a cotcentric gland.

Schneckenberg(3) has compared grooved bushings containing square grooves

ranging fro.n 0.1 to 1 nmn size with non-grooved bushings. His data indicates

that the grooved bushings provide about twice the pressure loss as sribth

C- bushings of the same clearance when the flow is turbulent. Schneckenberg's

snmoth bushing results show lower relative values of f than Tao and Donova,,'s;

the latter authors attribute the variance to a difference in inclusion of the

entrance and exit los ses.

Injection water is supplied at about 1 00° F. During normal operation, the

pump will be filled with fluid of about 4000F. The temperature of the fluid 4
will depend upon the rotation shear, flow work, and heat transfer from the

bushing. The viscosity of the water is low so rotational shear work will be

-* neglected. The flow energy temperature increase may be found from the flow

work:

QYCp aT =ApQ

Therefore,

AT000 {1Q..44) ..

P 624 3 0-F per 1000 psi pressure dropYT p (62.4)778
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t:!1::r'c Ut is the tJn~cntial sUI-filCC \'elocity of the il~ncr Lu~hin9 und V is 

the ilxi:ll flo'," velocity. 

Tr.~ i~f1u::ncc of cleill'~nC(! cccl!ntricity is to ;/1c:rcJ~c t:.,~ flo~1 uy ~s h;lll:!l as 

3GX. l:o~.'c·/cr, $ince the eccentricity is not k/:O\',~, Lhe c;1.;'pulations in tids 
report have been based on a cOllcentr i c 91 and. 

SChneckenberg(3) hilS cornpal-ed grooved bushings containing square yr'ooves 

rrlnging frc.ll 0.1 to 1 mn size \·lith non-grooved bushings. His data indicJtes . . 
that the grooved bushings provide about twice the pressure loss as sm~bth 

bush i ngs of the same cl earance \'/hen the f.low is turbul ent. Schneckenberg' s 

smooth bushing results show lower relative vlilues of f than Tao and Donova,,'s; 

the latter authors attribute the variance to a difference in inclusion of the 

en tr~nce and exi t 1 as s~s. 

Injection water is supplied at about 100°F. During nonnal operation, the 

pump will be filled with fluid of about 400 0F. Tile temperature Of the fluid 
will depend upon the rotation shear, flow work, and heat transfer from the 

. bushing. The viscosity of the water is low so rotational shear \'lark \,,';11 be 

negl ected. The flow energy temperature increase may be found from the flow 

work: 

Q 'Y CpA T = ApQ 

Therefore, 

=: 3°F per 1000 psi pressure drop 
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f heat transfer rrori the shaft ý.nd the tuu:hing slc..ve to the injcction r lo;

c ai:alyzed in Appendix 11: The injection fluid tc:npcrature rin'es about
2.0F and the shaft temperature at the drain cnd of the bushing Lppioichcs
tha fluid tc-:pcrturc value. The f-lid LL -)crature in the btuihing may thus bi
Cca,.sid::rtd to ")e ie-latively unrizcncd for ccm,:yut•ti cC; ptirposes.

The conditions of operational inLerest in tie cc•,'.tatiuv:i uf I ure:

Case 1, 1:ornal Operation

Pump housing temperature, 100 0 F. Irrneller, eye pr-..sure, 1600 psia;

injection pressure, 1660 psia; drain discharge pressure, 60 psia.

Case 2, Normal Operation

Pump housing temperature, 4000°F. Impeller pressure, 1600 psia; injection

pressure, 1660 psia; drain discharge prcssure, 60 psia.

•Case 3, Zero Injection Flow

Pump housing temperature, 100 0 F. Impeller eye pressure, 1600 psia; drain

4ischarge pressure, 60 psia.

&,ase 4, Zero Injection Flow

Pump housing temperature, 400 0 F. Impeller eye pressure, 1600 psia; drain

uischarge pressure, 160 psia.

Case 5, Open Injection Port

Pump housing temperature, 400 0 F. Impeller eye pressure, 1600 psia;

injection port opening pressure, 14.7 psia; drain discharge pressure, 60 psia.

I
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hcut trcHlsfcr frcr.1 the shaft \.nd thc bu:hing slc~ ... e to t.he inj.;;ction rlo~'1 

al:Jlyzc-j in J\~pendix II: Thc injcction fluid tc:npcrJturc rf~~s ~hout 

of ~nd the shaft temperature .:t thc ~rcl in end of the uu ~h in!] i;pp,'o;lchcs 

th~ fluid tC:-::PCI·~tlJrc value. Tlte (llliu tL·;lcro:tut''C in UIC l:'J':hin~ r:1.,y tll:Js be 

cC:I~id=n.:cJ to ',e "cltlti'.'~ly 1,;1I':I.:n:;cd for c.Cl:lput.,tiC;l p~lI·pO!:C5. 

Thc conditions of operational inLet"cst in tjle cc~~"'t.1ti(.':1 ')( ilij'.1 ure: 

Case 1, r:or;:'!al Op~rution 

Pump housing temperature, 100°F. Irr.re11 er, eye pr\..;sure, 1600 psia; 

injection pressure, 1660 psia; drain disch~rge pressure. 60 psia. 

c 
C4se 2, Normal Ooeration 

~.. -: 

,: ..... 

Pump housing temperature, 400oF. Impeller r:'ressure, 1600 psia; injection -. 
pressure, 1660 psia; drain discharge pr\'ssure, 60 psia. 

Injection Flow 

Pump housing temperature, 100°F • .Impeller eye pr"essure. 1600 psia; drain 

G4scharge pressure, 60 psia. 

&t=se 4, Zero Injection Flo\'/ 

rump housing temperat!Jre, 400°F. Impeller eye pressure, 1600 psia; drain 

li ischarge pressure, 160 psi a. 

Case 5, Open Injection Port 

Pump housing temperatu're, 400°F. Impeller eye pressure, 1600 psia; 

injection port opening pressure, 14.7 psia; drain discharge pressure, 60 psia. 
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1. lýULnrrnal expansion.

2. The single phase fluid propertics

Tc.,ipercture

Ccnd i L ion

Startup 100
Operation 400

in the bu.h in:js are:

Density

lb/ft 3  10

62
53.6

1'. i ct, s i ty
-5 It?

0.74
0.17

3. 1Mlartinelli-Nelson( 5 ) and Levy(6) conditions of the tw*o-phase and

critical flow. Appendix III describes the specific relationships.

4. Tao and Donovan(2) turbulent flow mo.del with a multiplier of two to

account for grooves.( 3 ).

5. The pressure flow equation for each bushing is:

fL V2  0. 632 -C
1

= = LL P where f -- or

h(O (Reyl

D 1+n
v2 -n = *h

Y L
AP

nand
C V

Q Af V

When the tv.- bushings act in series,
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2. ihc ~ingle I'ha~c fluid propcrties in tIle bt/,,:hinJs JI'C: 

CC:10 it ion 

S ti:rtup 
Operation 

T(;;"pcr~tun~ 

OF . 

100 
ilOO 

Dens ity 

1 b/ ft 3 

62 
53.6 

'!~,:clJ')ity 
-5 2 10 It ./ sec 

0.74 
0.17 

:--

3. Hartinelli-Nelson(5) and levy(6) ~onditions of the t\·:o-phase and' 
critical flow. Appendix III describes the specific relationships. 

4. Tao and Oonovan(2) turoolent flo\'1 m:Jdel \'/ith a multiplier of t\":o to 
account for grooves.(3). 

5. The pressure flow equation for each bushing is: 

4lP = fh. p_zy2 where 
°h 

o l+n 
yZ-n = ~.h ~p nd y r :rna c v 

\·lhen the b:o bushings act in series, 
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+7 - li outer
(r h /inner a ilr/P t X APinner + APout.

'aiid

I:nnouter o
& innor Li\11) K

L~t ( \3

2-n = 2q )hi Dhi
i y L.

APt

CT

Q = AN Vi

,6. The surface tangential velocity of the 7 inch diameter pump shaft surface

- at 3600 rpm is 110 fps.

Case 1, Normal 100OF Injection Flow (isothermal)

GI and

Inner
Outer

Total

fl./Dh

17
37

Flo-.d (no rotation) Flow (rotation), cfs

0.0444
0.1223

0.1667

0.0266
0.1109

0.1335

A-189
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~p L (0Il )1: "(/\ )2-n , outer = -.£ --1 --1. 
~fJ. L. D

J 
A 

·1nncr 1 \ 10 0 

v.2- n = f9. 
1 Y 

Chi (chi)n 
L. v 

1 

Q = Af . V. 
1 1 

: .... 

The surface tangential velocity of the 7 inch diameter pump shaft surface 
at 3600 rpm is 110 fps. 

Case 1, Normal 1000 F Injection Flow (isothermal) 

~ Gland 

Inner 
Outer 

Total 

17 
'37 

Flo':1 (no rotation) 

A-IS9 

0.0444 
0.1223 

0.1667 

Flow (rotation), cfs 

0.0266 
0.1109 

0.1335 
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C;ý-e 2, m 0GO::.•I (%0 F Injection Flow. (isuthcr'.al)

(.

Gi cnd

Inner
Outer

Total

fL/0h

11
rL/;

Flow-- (no ,'otaticn)

0.0573

0.1576

0.2149

Flow (rotat;oi), cfs 4

0.I 01 5
0. V1'83

0.1L^52 8

Case 3, 100 0 F from Impeller Eye, No Injectic Flow (isothermal)

A

fL/Dh

74

Flow (no rotaLi'on) Flow (rotati=), cfs

Total 0.1066 0.0879

Case 4' 400OF from Impeller Eye, No Injection Flow (isothermal)

(Back pressure at saturation, 247.31 psia, since critical flow is restrictive

at low;•er pressure.)

fL/Dh Flow (no rotation)

0.1338

Flow (rotation), cfs

Total 41 0.1184

Case 5, 400OF from Impeller Eye, Open Injection Tube (isenthalpic)

The leakage through the injection port is determined by critical flow back

pressure, at 247.31 psia saturation, at the inner bushing exit. The bushing

leakage flow of 8868 lb/ft 2 /sec. establishes a critical flow of 3104
lb/ft 2 /sec and critical pressure of 160 psia at the one-inch diameter'

injection opening. Only a small amount of steam, 0.3 lb/sec., wuill be driven

to the 60 psia drain by the 160 psia pressure at the injection supply cavity.

I

I
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C~~e 2, 1:~J/'i::al 1.'J0oF Injection Flu',i (isulhcn:1al) 

Glen::! 

Inner 
Ollter 

Total 

11 
(. J 

F1 0':/ {nJ 1'0 tat i C:l ) 
----.. -

0.0573 
0.1576 

0.2149 

Flo;, (rotilt;O:1~. cfs 
._-----

0.0::5 
().1~B3 . _ .. _-
() .1028 

C.lse 3, lOOoF from Impeller Eye, r~o Injcctic Flo'," (isothcl'riI.ll) 

Fl m'/ (no rot a ~ron) Flow (ro tat iG:l ), c f s 

Total 74 0.1066 0.0879 

Case 4; 4000 F from Impeller Eye, No Injection Flo\'/ (isothermal) 

(Back ptessure at saturation, 247.31 psia, since critical flow is restrictive 

at lowe r pre s s ur e • ) 

Flow (no rotation) Flow (rotation). cfs 

Total 41 0.1338 0.1184 

Case 5, 4000F from Impeller Eye, Open Injection Tube. (isenthalpic) 

The leakage through the injection port is determined by critical ftow back 

pressure, at 247.31 psia saturation, at the inner bushing exit. The bushing 

leakage flow of 8868 lb/.ft2/sec. establishes a critical flow of 3104 
lb/ft2/sec and critical pressure of 160 psia at the o.ne-:-inch diamete,~ 
injection opening. Only a small amount of steam, 0.3 lb/sec., ,·,ill be driven 

tCJ the 60 psia drain by the 160 pSia Pl"cssure at the injection supply cavity. 
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S11[AFT-'U-Si11:G rLoMI
I UI' IRAT U:.E

Tha flowa of the injection coolant through the cutor L .- hitig to ,;rain acts Lo

cool the shaft and heat the fluid. If the shaft bushings are trintcd as a

fin, the axial heat loss rate is:

dq= -,k A d2 T
dx s S 2

where the radial temperature gradient of the :haft is negl:cted. The rate of

I-eat loss into the fluid is:

SPw h (T - Tf) = Af UYCp d-

The Reynolds analogue provides a relationship between the heat transfer

cbefficient and the velocity.

.f

h UC p8P 2 /3

and

SP•UYCp f (T - Tf)
dx 8 pr2 /3 p 3

Identifying B = T - Tf, tv.o differential equations may be formed.

A-191
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,",l'l'rr:oIX II 

S I /tiFT - r; US 1m: G r L 0:-1 _a __ 

The flo';1 of th~ injectil)n coolilnt thrl)ush thc l;;.Jte:r I. .:,;Ilillg to I;,..:lin .:cts t.o 

cool the shaft "r:d hcat the fluid. If the shaft b'J~hings olt'e tn~:ltd .:IS a 

fin, t.he axial heat loss rate ;s:(8) 

:--

\!d),ere the radi a 1 temperature gradi ent of the ':haft ; s neg1 :!cted. The rate of 

heat loss into the fluid is: 
-'. -.. ~ 

Y 
dTf 

= pwh. (T - Tf ) = Af U Cp dx 

Reynolds analogue provides a relationship between the heat transfer 
....... 
'cO:!fficient and the velocity. 

and 

Identifying e = T - Tf! b .. o differential equations may be fonned. 
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dTf
dx

Pf
A fSP r2/-7(T - Tf) -

f(T - Tf)Y
2D h P r M---

,, 4
Af
P

w

d
d

7 hlp
_A2T

a VI f -f dO

X2kSA dx 2  2DPr2/3d

d2 e + f do hPw 0

dx 2  20hPr 2 / 3  x A

f d _ _ f

20Pr2/ 3  d' A5  ks 2DP'
3  0

h r 
r

the factors rhay be determined 
for the case of

or

d2
dx 2

÷

The relative maonitude of

100OF flow into the outer bushing:

f = 0.08

Oh = 0.02 inch

L = 9.25 inch

/ r = 2.74Pr

Q = 0.1223 cfs

A = 0.35 ft 2 ,As YIP = 7265 sec/ft 2

ks I

A-192

dT
f 

. P f 
\'I ax = ~3Pm {T 

. f. r 

, 0 ,,'f ~ -.. ,"Icr(; h = 

:.-.-

or 

d2 f d !L 'YC..e. f 
dx2 + 20 P 2/3 ax - As KS 20 p2/3 h r h r 

= 0 

The re 1 ati ve magnitude of the factors may be determined for the case of 
1000F flew into the outer bushing: 

f = 0.08 

0h = 0.02 inch 

L. = 9.25 inch 

p2/3 = 2.74 r 

Q = 0.1223 cfs 
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A -- f _8 
.8

2011hPr 2 73 f. •icd B. ft.

AccrCding Lo rcfercnce 8, a solution mr•y be takcn as:

O .C I x + .C2 x
0 = C1 e + C2 e "

for v.wich it may be sX.j%..n that:

Mt =A

-1
+1

I LA]

-A ++2, z00- 2
2 - ft.

e-. 0 at x =0

-of at x -L

then

e. _ _ _ _ _2

-1 )

1-e feoe M2L [e-M2(L-x) -e 1-(.L-x)]I + fe"M IL LeMix -. eM2X1 I
-A

si nh [ (L - x+

A
Z (L -x)

,* _eOe efe sinh[r2l-x

sinh[•.L...J

If, the foregoing A and 0 values are inserted,. it may be seen that e 8 0 for

Xsmall values of ý.L. Therefore, .ef -o 0.

A- 193
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A : f :: 8
f 
.l! ., ml 

20 p 2/3 t. 
It r 

flccctcting ~o Reference 8, a solutio, ri1'.y be tJkcn ;lS: 

H x r·' x 
o::Ce 1 +Ce 2 -1 2 

for \.::1i eh it may be s; .J\·.n th at: 

A[ ~J H = '2 -1 !. VI" A 
-A 0 0 = 300.2 
2" ! '2 ' ft. 

:--

e:: a 0 at. x :: a 

= a f at x = L 

then 

-A x'' ~ (L - x)· . [ :l 
,c'" a 0 e 2 sinh [~( L - x) ] + afe sinh ¥J = ~----------~s~i~n-h-[--~~L:-3~~--~------------~ 

. If, the' foregoing A and 0 va lues are inserted,. it may be seen that a .... a for 
x S::1a 11 va 1 ues of [. Therefore, ·af .. O. 
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The t-::L.cr tc'eratUre inay be found by

T
Out

Tinf
0 1

.h rc-i t6e frrcroing

Tfout - Tfin
1 1 e-DL fr 2 - A + ] e 2

> -O. 0.03 .0
+-A

-- " for the reference values

Tf = 117.2 0 F for T lOf0F arid eo = 3000""Tout Tin

As a result, it may be concluded that the axial resistance to heat transfer of

the shaft is very high relative to the ability of the injection flow to carry

the heat away. The shaft temperature approaches the water temperatur:. at the

discharge end of the bushing seal.

The heat carried away by the seal water is.

QY (T = (0.1223)(62)(1)(17.2) 130Btu
QC f in Tout) 10sec .

In the event that the leakage fluid is of a higher temperature, the maximum

discharge temperature and the local shaft temperature would not be expected to

exceed the saturation temperature associated with the drain back pressure.

If the injection water were to be 400°F, the shaft at the drain end of the

outer seal would approach that temperature value and the oil lubricated

bearing -ould be required to carry away the heat conducted into the bearing.

A-194
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The l-:;:l.cr tc.:~percltllra r~.~'J be found ,by 

i::lid't, ~rc::l t:-.e rl')rc:~oing 

f or the ref erence va 1 ues 

260 _ 
-:> ---=0 - O. OS 6

0
' 

1 +-A 

= 117.20F for T f. = 100°F and eo = 3000 F 
1n 

; ..... 

As a result, it may be concluded that the axial resistance to heat transfer of 

the shaft is very high relative to the ability of the injection flo,., to carry 

the heat a\,/ay. The shaft temperature approaches the \·:ater temperatur:~ at the 

discharge end of the bushing seal. 

The heat carried away by the seal water is: 

QYCp (Tf . - Tout) = (0.1223)(62)(1)(17.2) = 130 ~!~. 
1 n • • 

In the event that the leakage f~uid is of a higher temperature, the maximL'm 

discharge temperature and the local shaft t~~perature would not be expected to 

exceed the saturation temperature associated with the drain back pressure. 

If the injection water \':ere to be 400oF, the shaft at the dl"ain end of the 

outer seal \':ould approach that temperature value and the oil lu~ricated 

bearing \·:auld be required to carry a\·:ay the heat conducted into the be~ring. 
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'ssume that the bcaring receie.cs 4 n3l./m::in. of 118°F oil •aL 1.CG.0 P:c i f i

"4vity and 0.42 Stullb F specific heat.(9 If the oxial tc;nperatur, of

the 7 inch diam:ter stc•l shaft drops to the bearing cil tempcrature in 2ý

incies, an cquilibriu- bciring tc:.pcrature mcy be cc.:iputcd by a heat balIance.

.1-cjectiiig bcaring fricLiun,

.QYCp b- Tb) = L's (Ts - Tb)

or

QYC Ls

(Ts " Tb) = A b bin

w;h ere 
.

k ApLS 4 (o.1 3 3 7)o.C-,6.4)(02.
4 2)(6n) - 15.03

s s 
(30)(0.27) 6

The equilibrium bearing temperature is

1.0 s~3 (118) -.- 400-13.9o

Tb 15.U3 = 135.59+F

ihich is well within the allowable 2000 F oil operation limit.

A-195

~~U;:ie' that the lic~ring rccci ';cs 4 ~ill.I::iin. of l1SoF oil ~vity Cln~ 0.42 Stu/lboF specifiC hcat".(9) If the uxiCll 7 inch d'\lm~tcr ~tcal shaft (.!tops to the be\l\'ing ell temperuture i n~has. an cqu i lib.-i"Cl beu,"i n9 tc:operotur<! OI.y be c",,,:,,,tcd by a heat ba ],nce;' 
r:~'j 1 cc t i 119 beur-l r.~ f d eli un, 

or 

:--

\':here 

1he equilibrium bearing temperature is 

Tb = 15.031~~6~) +\ 400 = 135.59
0
F 

~:hich is ",ell within the allowable 200°F oil operation limit. 
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A.M'C..DIX III

l.:O P!HASE F1.O;1 IN i USG

The tb..o phase flow comui:atins .:ere c~rrid out .i-i Hit' pU;.;Ctric

cot re l at ions,

/P TP1:• and r2

of Reference 5 and the sonic relations of RefcrorLce 6. A method %.:hich allow

the multipliers of Reference 5 to be applied to the cc.mbined single and two

phase characteristics of the bushing was developed as follows:

lipP - + ap + r G p

T A 2V 2 g- i d

where APW19 is the single phase loss characteristic which takes :-lace in an

L, portion of the channel L.

A. fL 1 G2

h

and

fL2 G' P TPF

7~0 0h 2g &P 0 /

L Li + L2

Rearranging,

A-196
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T::O P!f,'\SE fLOH Ii: eIJSlw:G ----

The l\:o phll!je rlO\,1 CC7a;:~l:clti(jns \·:Ct"C C~iTiC.'J out !J~i:;a iil('J fl·i1·";;.iCtriC 

carre 1 at i cns t 

of Reference 5 and the senic relations of Refcrence 6. A method \':!11Ch allm'l ._-
the multipliers of Reference 5 to be: applied to the cc:nbined single and blO 

phase characteristics of the bushing \':as developed as follo\'ls: 

G2 
~PT = ~Pla + IlP 2(;J + r 2 9 = Pi - Pd 

\.:here IlP
1f1 

is the single phase loss characteristic \':hich takes :-lace in an 

Ll portion of the channel L. 

and ,. 

~earranging. 
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r 2  G2 _.

+ - -o2

Since %P1q . Pi - Ps and APT -AP! = Ps - Pd v.hcre Ps is the

saturation pressure, the iscnth.alpic pr-es ure-flc.. re l ,-tic.n for Cie total

chznn-2l lz.gth b,:cc:iics,

P. P + -s ii1 + 2r 2Y]G2

\Z(eIP (A h 4l'0 r

In the event that the flow V s entered the channel in a t..,o phase state, the

f!g5egoing relationship may be utilized to establish the losses from a psuedo

upstream sturation point.

P.p'S i

(A'PTP F +O

Ps - Pd
(PTP F)0 oo

L = Ld -Li

4.terf ore,

Ps - d

('PTP F
A S-* )d

r~dr 2  G
4 + 2Y fr " .-

Th ý'4 PTP F /4 PTPF)

the state conditions at the inlet andThe subscripts i and d refer to

discharge end of the channel.

P i " d = (Ps Y -1I +Dh

A-197

Since \Pl~ = Pi - Ps Jnd ~PT - tlP 1CJ = Ps - Pd i·;:,crc Psis the 
saturation pi·eSSiJI·e, tile iscnth.11pic p,·cs!:lli-c-flc:·, rcl.;Uc:\ {or UIC totJl 
ch~nn~l l::lgth b,:cc:ncs. 

P. - P 1 S 

In the event thclt the flow t; 3 entered the channe 1 jn a bo:o phase statp.. the .. _-fe5egoing rel ationship may be uUlized to establish the losses from a psucdo 
upstream s~turation point. 

., -.~ ... 

T.Rerfore. -, 

Ps - Pd 
{APTPF\ 

.'\ AP 0 ~ 

• 

The subscripts i and d refer to the state conditions at the inlet and 
di schar-gp. end of the channe 1. 

=(P -?) s 1 
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!:.:-cnsist1. :':-icS if' ULi Mi.Wtinelli-".Islsn rn.ulLiplicrs rn:y L.:;asional ly lead
r~n:real solutions of G %;,hcrc th p'.c:ie cdo lenULh Li is la1rgo relative to L.

In tha-t case, the tvo phsc rellatiorw-hip may be ZIpSro:U;:,tcd by tlhe li:.it
cc:'d ition

P Pi = [ fL (~d P TP
kdPpf/0%-dx + 2 2i']

Ps - Pd= ( d ) dx +223

f~dG 2
- fd dTPF) dx + 2y(rd - r 2i1)1

N

-P [f ( ) +v t 211 (y2d - yi
Luh dP v

G2

and

When the loss

sections, the

the unit mass

AP 0 : f-/ hh

P [dP ~ dP.~
d= 7 dP Po )ave 0ad

characteristics of the flow channel take place in various cross
individual losses must 'e normalized to the section for which
flow is referenced.

) A2 2g't

.2a f 1  fbL ( A
G a l, a a [+Lbý 'nb' aT2gY D0 f aL a\0/b)(

+ KI+!b (A+ a -K a VA+-j
4

A-198
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~ ..... ~. 

L:~:cns ; s t.~ ::~ ics i 11 tile :";,w tf II~ 11 i - f!l: 1 !;(;n r::~ II i ~ 1 i crs r::.:y 

r.o:'I"eal s"lutions of G \":hcl"c (he (l'.c:lldo lcn~Lh L. is l.w9c relative tool. 
o 1 

I:1 t:li:t c~sc, the "t\-;o f=!lSC rel c1tiordlip may be '::f'pt'O:dl;t,.tcd by tllC 1 twit 
,c;~d it ion 

and 

p - P. s 1 

P _ P = [L fLd (dPTPFj" , 
s d On 0 dP dx + 2 

o 

When the loss characteristics of the !low channel take place in various cross 

sections, the individual losses mllstle normalized to the section for which 

the unit mass flow is referenced. 
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RPb
( Di An
V11a 

b
= \~.b a/

fb

fa

Lb Dha

La Uhb
A( a

1-b (Dha\ ! (Aa
L - (!A
La \D0hb) \b/

In the case of the bushing where A = ,TRDh and Ra = Rb,

f/ 2 Lb 2 Lfb b ha (Aa b ha

a Ca 'Dhb ~A b, L h hbj

3

\ ! '. ,

I •

A-199
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:.nd 

I 

In the case of the bush i ng \·/hel~c A = iiRDh and R a = Rb, 

.A. • .. .. 

-, 
J "'" 
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AITPE ;,)I X IV

STFri:CTiU OF C"c•;"'".'."NJS

Th. sL-crngth of the -L...p huuzitg to 1'clist Scizurc tOr'1 is d.-pcocioft upn
the connecting pirps Znd foundation. The cvc,.npco%.nts in ',U. {;,'ive Laivl i..

capable of transmitting inertial tc:%:ue to .he L ;":;p shaft only 'Lo the 1h•it of

the strengths of the co,.tling keys or bolting. Th. h impeller and the turbine

pony motor drive will decouple from 'Uhe shaft and the shaft from the se-al

-JI.ing -:hen these fasteners fail. Thereby, the maximum torques ,'Ihich may be

,.pplied to the pump shaft and thence to the pump'iousing are limited..yba

J.) Zastener strength rather than a deceleration value.

The yield strength will be used in the following computatio;.s as a criterion

for fil're.

Pu!.3 Hous;ig Pipe Connections

The housing is welded to an inlet and an outlet pipe of 24.5 inch O.D. and

21.375 inch I.D. If the yield strength of the material is taken as 35,000

- psi, the reaction torque is:

T 2 (35,000) W (24.54 - 21.3754)
p I 2y 1 64 12.25

= 3.54 x 10 lb. ft.

The pump footing base plate may be tipped around one edge to lift and fail

three 2½"-4 UNC bolts. Assuming a base tipping arm length of 5.75 ft., a

non-graded bolt strength of 33,000 psi and bolt thread area of ".716 inch2 ,

the base reaction torque is

A-200

. ~-', 
,-

I\FPC;.H x IV 

Th~ ztl'cngth of til.:! ~:.:;,:p llUIJ!:illg to j'c<;io;t ~eiZt:I",!:! ton:{:~ is c.:.'pclHf~nt u;:"n 

the c~llnccting pir~s .:nr1 fOt;:Hlution. The Cl':::pcn"';ilts in ti,;? ,;t'ivc ~"olin ""e 

c~pi!ble of tr".lnsmittir.g inertiill tc;";:;ue to~hc P!';::P !:haft only \~o the 1 il:1it of 

the strengths of the cOI·.)lin9 I~cys or bolting. T:i~ i~pcller ilnd the tui"l)ine 

pcny motor dri ve \·Ii 11 decoupl e frc;n tl:e ~hcl ft .:nd the !:iha Ft fl'om tile sc:} 1 

'··:..;.:iling ~':hen these fasteners fail. Thereby, the maximum torques \:hic:h mily be 

tpplied to the pump $haft and thence to the pump"housing ilre limitea:.b:y a 

r~ :astener strength rather than a deceleration value. 

--' 
" 

The yield strength \,,111 be used in the fo11o\'ling co:nputatioi.s as a criterion 

for f Jl ~re. 

Pu~~:o Hous; 119 Pipe Connecti ons 

The housing is \·,elded to an inlet and an outlet pipe of 24.5 int:l 0.0. and 

21.375 inch 1.0. If the yield strength of the material is taken as 35,000 

psi, the reaction torque is: 

. 
Tp = 20' ! = L (35,000) rr (24.5

4 
- 21.375

4
) 

y c 12 64 12 .25 

6' = 3.54 x 10 lb. ft. 

The pump footi n9 base plate may be ti pped around one edge to 1 ift and f ai 1 

three 2~1J-4 UNC bolts. , Assuming a base tipping ann length of 5.75 ft., a 

non-graded bolt strength of 33,009 psi and bolt thread area of '.716 inCh2, 

the base reaction torque is 
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Tb 3La A :5. 75(3)(5.75)(33,0!:o,( ./.6)

2.12 x 106 lb ft.

T + Tb = 5.66 x 10 lb ft.

%I .

The base plate bolts ,ould be c-:ncctc:d Lo fail herore Lhe :i;-.:s

stresscd.

Pump p- 11 •,.l.--Shaft Key

The impeller key, 0.75 inch wide x 7" length witb rounded ce;ds, coup.les the 7

inch diameter shaft to the impeller. Assumi:*g a UNS G 10500 CD steel materi-1

af 84,000 psi yield strength, the torque required to initiate shear failure is:

T. =TAR AR = 84,000 (w(0.75)2 + 7(0Q75) 7Ti T3 /3 (40 242÷ (T

= 80.5 x 103 lb ft.

Pump Drive 'oupling - Pump Shaft Key

Thre pump shaft-drive coupling key is located on a tapered section of 5.75 inch

average diameter. The key is 1 inch wide x 6.25 inch length. Assuming UNS G

fO500 CD steel, the failure torque is:

Tc = 84, 000 (1) 6.25 (5.75) = 72.6 x 103 lb ft.V T4 "

Ti + Tc = 153.1 x 10l3 b ft.

Due to the large inertia of the drive train, the pump drive coupling key

failure torque would be exceeded at a deceleration considerably below that of
the impeller key, although under very rapid deceleration, both keys could be

failing simultaneously.
A

A-201
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Tb 3loy Ab:S.15(3)(5.75)J3tO~::1(1.nfi) 

= 2.12 x 105 lb ft. 

ihe u.:l.~e pl':ite bolts \,:Juld be c~:~cctcd Lo fail hefore Lhe :d;·;~s ~·:~rc :-ully 

strcssc.,j • 

Pump !!;:p~ 1 he. '-Shuft f~cy 

The impeller key, 0.75 inch \·:ide x 7" length \·,itb rounded (nds, coupJes the 7 --inch diameter sh.1ft to the impell~r. Assumi:'g a UNS G 10500 CD steel materLl 

Cf( 84,000 psi yield strength, the torque required to initiate shear failure is: 
...... 

= 80.5 x 103 lb ft. 

Pump Drive '.ouoling - Pump Shaft Key 

The pump shaft-drive coupling key is located on a tapered section of 5.75 inch 

average diameter. The key is 1 inch wide x 5.25 inch length. Assuming UNS G_ \ 
1'0500 CD steel, the fail ure torque is: 

T = 84.000 (1) 6:25 (52~5) = 72.5 x 103 lb ft. 
c .[3 

Ti + Tc = 153.1 x 103 lb ft. 

Due to the· large inertia of the drive train, the pump drive coupling key 

failure torque vlould be exceeded at a deceleration considerably belm'l that of 

the.: impeller key, although under very rapid deceleration, both keys could be 

~ failing simultaneously. 
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0(ttcr SLe l .jushin- .-n Fl,'.nU2_ Blts

refcrcnce 1 sho'.:S the bushing to be f-.stcncd to the pu:;p housing .yý WeI ve

1-inch diarnrter bolts of ASTII A-19.1, positioncd arurd fan 11-in ch'die-. detcr

bolt ciirle. C,,.:,si(ldrioq a class 2 bolt of CQO,CO psi yield rn•,h, the

-b-uhiii turquc .piicci to siher the bolts is: -

T 12 A b 12  ,000 ' 11 199.5 x 10' lb ft.T f : 1 A •- : ./.-3 4 2.4

A-202

·>O:·;::f,,~·:·;::::'~~-"i~t};:;~~:::~··~;·-·~:~:-}~.~~~:~t?c" -~:~?~;;::::~?;~r:~~~:~':'/ .: ·r!1.}·g0'~f~~'f~1P:7J;'0~!! .. 

r.cfc.rcnce 1 sho~':s tlj(~ ~u$hir.g to be f,~stcnl.:d to' the pu:;;p 

l-inch rliarn~tcr bolts of I\STI11\-191, ro~itioncd ~rcllr.d ~n ll-ir1'ch?dic::-nctcr· 

bo1t cirr.1c. C,;::sid~ri'l~ J clr.ss ? bolt of 00,('''0 psi ;,'icld ~LI"I:!1~lh. thc 

/;:J~i1ill:J turcl'Jc h .. ·:~dli.;1 to !;i:eur tilC bolts ic;: 

Tf = 12 A Db = 12 S ro, 000) 1T 11 log 5 x 103 1 b ft b 2 r:;- if 24 = . J • • 

., 3 

;---
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A~ILINDIX V

PU ,':•. - U:?* 'M: IVE

I,,R FRIPL C, .,,ACTF..I:STICS

The pumrp and pu:.,p drHvC "•ertia val'res provided by 20f~rc..c 10 .e is,.d

for the purpose of this study as follo'..:s.

Pump shaft, 7 inch 0 x 52 inch + 6 inch 0 x 22 inch + 5 inch D x 10 inch

Is = 30.7 lb ft. 2

,3ump rotating element (w.;et), impeller and seal parts

= 87.4 lb ft. 2

Pump half coupling, spacer and extension shaft
1 ce = 430.6 lb ft.2

Steam turbine, pony motor and shaft plus overage

I tp = 8772 lb ft. 2

_Total system inertia

I T = 9321 lb-ft. 2

As shown in Appendix IV, the drive train will separate by shear of keys at

various dece'erations. 'If the shaft were to seize completely the maximum

momentary deceleration of the turbine motor drive would be:.

Tc (coupling key) -72.6 (32.2) -0.25 rad
it I ce + Itp - 2

The maximum momentary deceleration required to separate the impeller from the

shaft would be:

A-203
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p u:·-:, - r u::" . n:n VE 

rr:ERTIN .. Cil'\lt.\CrCtISTICS 

The pu~i' clnd p~;.jp c1rivc ·ncr·tia vJl'!es pi-o'lidcd by :::cf("l"c".~c 10 \.,:,c ti..:·Ii~,:d 

for the pUt'pose of this study ,1S fol1o'::s. 

Pump shaft, 7 inch 0 x 52 inch + 6 inch 0 x 22 inch + 5 inch 0 x 10 inch 

Is = 30.7 lb ft.2 

dump rotating element (\·:et). impeller and seal pilrts 

:: . Ii = 87.4 1 b ft. 2 

Pump half coupling, spacer and extension shaft 

I 430.6 lb ft.2 ce = 

Steam turbine. pony motor and shaft plus overage 

>... I tp = 8772 lb ft. 2 

Total system inertia 
-"- _ 2 

IT - 9321 lb· ft. 

:--

~ 
As shown in Appendix IV, the drive train will separate by shear of keys at 

various dece"'erations. "If the shaft \':ere to seize ccmpletely the maximum 

rr,~mentary deceleration of the turbine rootor drive \,,'Ould be:. 

.. Tc(coupling key) 

at = Ice + ltp 
= -72.6 ~31.:.ll = -0.25 rad 

92 2 sec2 

The maximum momentary deceleration requil'ed to separate the impeller fl-om the 

shaft waul d be: 
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secI

If the seizure torque were to iitcrcase fwrthcr, Lhe rMaxiimru n:omentary

dcceleration of the no;.'separatcd shart -t .hc point of bu-Phing bolt shear

s:zuld be

Tb(bolt) -1 395
A - ;79.5- x :01(32.2) = 209 x 103 r,.d

O s .,J 
sccl
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IA % jPrf;DjX V I~/

C US If I ING C L EP, X E

DlURING A P~UB HEAT IREL EASE

The increase in intternil r,.'Ji:us of a Ly11in410 ulf bore 2b -.rid QJ of .c f1i,2.r
pressure Pi.

ao bpi

bpi

0

+.v (13)
+

where b <<1
z

(I + v)

T:;e decrease in ra-.ius of a shaft of radius b and core hole r.dius a is

E i b2/
where a <<1

-The thermal expansion of th• shaft will be a function of the temperature

-distribution produced by the heat input. The increase in the b radius is:

Sit= berb = [- bf 2 a.fb1aerdr -ebi]

a

The heat input to produce the temperature distribution relative to an initial

uniform temperature is:

Qi f fb vcpe2urdr = 2I Cp
a

fab &6 rdr

Sit - ba. -i - j0-bi .
R e (p (b23 

ad2

**Reference (13), pg. 370, plane secticais w:her'e Ez -constant and
zd - 0.
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Trll2 increase in int.t:!r:Hl rtJi,,,;s of \l ~ylil1dl.:l· ur bore 2b .. lld fJ of ~c I!i,,:"r 

pre~s!Jre Pi. 

bp. [c~ J 
(13 ) 

0'0 = 1 + 
T c2 _ b2 

bp. ;--. 

1 (1 + \)) \·,here b «1 ::~ t; -C 
" .... ' 

.. T:~e decrease in ra~ius of a shaft of radius band core ho 1 e r ::.d ius a is 
" .. 

$i -bp. [b2 + .2 -v] = 1 
To b2 _ a2 

1 

bPi 
11 + \.1 ) \'Ihere a «1 .,'. ~ 

c i ,- . b 

_The thenmal expansion of the shaft will be a function of the temperature 

._distribution produced by the heat input. The increase in the b radi!Js is: 

** 

The heat input to produce the temperature distribution relative to an initial 

unifonn temperature is: 

~e rdr 

**Reference (13), pg. 370, pl ane secti C;lS \'~ilere Ez = constant and zd = O. 
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'Simiilarly, the incrcase in.-the radius of the outcr cylY 1r • u• e to hoat input

at b may be written

art = hErb = ba . j A8rdr -O

a r d 00c= 2m.c::b
Q0 = 2.xPbc 0 1 AbrdrO

I p (C (c 2 - b2 ) 2

The net change (increase) in the bushing gap may. be found by superpesition
Ag =% a -i + UOt " Iit

Sb pi C2 b2 + + a 1 - /,t - as -

C bb - a )+I bcpACbb

If the transient is short th heat input should be localized -nd eqt illy
distributed into the shaft and cylinder and the temperatu-.e change of the
interface should be the same. The gap change thus becomes

gi [,c2+ b + b + a2]+ ~ F b
where

Qo Qi 7rb f 9 dt

A-0
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'Sir:iilarly, the incn:JSC in·thc rJdius of the oute,- cyli::j·:r 

at b may bc \-jr i ttcn 

a t = hE b (J r 

c 
= ba [--L_ f ~'\e nk - ~o, J 2 - 2 )0 

C b b 

.lr:d bfC 

<lOrdr Qo = 2 rrvCp 

(lot = b~ 
[ 00 ] -.1 e bo 

iTvc
p 

(c2_ b2) 

The net change (increase) in the bushing gap ma~ be found by superpesition 
:.--

.1g = 00 - °i + dot - 0it 

= b [21. [c
2+ b2 + b2+ a2l + a f:.l- (~- A)+ AS bi -AS bo 

E c2_ b2 b2_ a2 lnvcp ~ _ b b - a 

If the transient is short the heat input should be localized :-l1d eqlllly 

distributed into the shaft and cylinder and the temperatu;-e change of the 

interface should be the same. The gap change thus becomes 

~ = t [c
2

+ b
2 + b2~a2]+ 2~8.cp r/ b

2 
- 1 i] c'- b

2 b'- a2 b2_ 
... 

where = 1Tb ft . Q = Q- = ¥ 9dt a 1 a 
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I
(c2 - b2 ) (b2 - a2 )

This clap equation shou.s the ueo:-ietries in v.hich a sk;or-t rub can closc vs e'pcn

the gap. U!here the ID surface of the gp is part of the shft, a* n, arid

i--icre Ur00 hushing ecc:.:etry satisfies C 2b, the gap .:i 11 icr'rlse ,ir::s a

rub. U!hcre th1e ID surf cce of the gap is forned by a sleeve or hollo. shaft

the tendency will be for the ID .ezve to expand outt.,:ard from l:ie shaft. lThe

inner br'eakdov.n bushing to the ia,:pe I1er eye is pIrt of the shat ard its gzp

will become larger w.;ith a heatup. The outer breakdoi..n bush',.g to the

mechanical seal contains a sleeved shaft. It di•,ansions a,.:

6.752 2
qc and a 6.375 with 1-2(b2- a2) 0.5858
7 7 c2 .a2

-h, fore, the outer ')reakdown bushing gap maybe expected to di;minish as a rub

occurs. If the clearance should disappear, an interface pressure would be

generated by subsequeni, heating. H is this pressure which increases the heat

.l ease rate and thus causes seizure.

The expansion of the inner breakdown bushing during seizure heating will tend

t-o free it from the shaft. It should be able to shear its retaining pins with

only a small torque. In the worst case.

WP #4220A

j

A

.. ~4 444
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[
1_2(b

2
_ a?'l } _~Z __ tL 

c - a 

This ~.1p eq'Jation shol:s t.he ~,cc:il(:trics in I"hi<.;h u sLort rllb c.:tn clo!:c \'5 n;')cn 

the gJP. t:here the 10 sur'face of the a"il is PJI~t of the !:;h,1ft, a' '= I), arid 

\';;ICt'C th(' 00 !::Jshing !1c~:.:dry satisfies C 2b, the gJP ~:ill illr.rf'ase (;I/I'i::y a 
rub. l!he,-e the ID surf~ce of tile gilp is formed by J sleeve or ho11c','1 slt.1ft 

the tendency \"Ii 11 be for the 10 ~ ~ c~ve to expand cut'::.:lrd from ~ :IC $haft. T:ie 

inner bn:tlkdo\',n bushing to the i:::peller cye is P~t-t of tile shalt .1r.:.1·its g.:p 

hlill become 1 arger \'r'i th a heatup. The ou ter br~akdo\':n bu 5h :,~g to the 

mechanical seal contains a sleeved shaft. It diiilensions a,~: ; __ 

o 

£ =.q and a = 6.375 with 1-2(b2- a2) = 0.5858 
') 7 b 7.0 c2• a2 

-1'h(; fore, the outer '.)reakdown bushing gap maybe expected to di::linish as a rub 

occurs. If the clearance should disappear, an interface pressure \'/ould be 

.generated by $ubsequeni. heating. H is this pressure \':hich increases the heat 

~release rate and thus causes seizure • 
.: " 

The expansion of the inner breakdown bushing during seizure heating will tend 

-10 free it from the shaft. It should be able to shear its retaining pins with 

only a small torque. In the worst case. 
-.:> 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Today's industries have inherent risks that in great part are due to the actions of people in

normal operation and maintenance and, of course, in emergency operation. The nuclear power

plant industry has estimated risk due to human action or inaction at 50 to 70%; offshore

petroleum drilling hazards apparently arise in some 70% of the cases from human causes; pilot

judgment is attributed to at least 50% of the fatalities from commercial air travel.1

These human-contributed risks can be understood, assessed, and roughly quantified using

techniques of human reliability analysis (HRA), where human reliability is the probability that
- some human action(s) is performed successfully in a specified time SAIC has played a large

role in the development of HRA techniques, in pariclular, in the integration of several

techniques into a systematic approach that can be used in conjunction with probabilistic risk

assessment (PRA), control room and operator aids design review, human factors analysis, plant

availability assessment, and other special reliability and risk studies.

This document presents the integrated, systematic HRA approach used by SAIC, the
>" background of HRA and the particular techniques used, a "procedure" for conducting an BRA,

and the limitations and issues associated with the use of HRA.

1 ~.4
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2.0 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Human reliability analysis is an offshoot of the analysis of human performance in an industrial

setting, which in turn, is one of the many human factors concerns in industry. The roots of
HRA can probably be traced back to the beginnings of the Industrial Revolution but HRA began
to evolve into a discipline in the 1950's. Under the auspices of industrial engineering and

behavioral psychology, initial efforts were made to investigate the influences of the human being
in the performance of tasks.2

At the time, there was very little in the way of human factors data and also no accepted human
performance theories or models. The realization of this led to a research project which produced

a workable collection of human reliability figures known as the AIR (American Institute for
Research) Data Store in 1962.3 In 1964, several approaches to quantifying human performance
were developed using the AIR Data Store.4 A noticeable missing factor in these quantification

schemes was a systematic approach to the classification of human performance in various tasks.
-- " Classification structures based on behavior were attempted by several people, among them

Berliner.5

The Berliner development allowed for tasks to be decomposed into elements from a behavioral
perspective (see Table 2-1, which is reproduced from Woodson),6 with the intention that this, in
turn, would enable a more accurate application of data (what little was available at the time) to

specifichuman actions. These data schemes begat the successful and consistent application of
"task analysis" to human performance analyses but did not induce improvements in data
collection. In this same time frame, the human performance model problem was being studied
by Swain and his collaborators. His early work7 was later refined into the well-known
Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THRP).

In the late 1960's, analysts recognized the need to account for the situational influences on task
actions as well as the elements of human behavior. Altmans, in particular, described the
combination of situational ana behavioral influences in terms of a molar, or data cell
classification scheme. This data cell concept was enhanced by Meister? in 1969 with a
description of equipment operation functions in terms of "task units" comprised of the
equipment operated and the action of operation. Identifying the appropriate units to be
quantified using reliability techniques is still an issue. Additional data banks arose, but most
consisted of data reliant upon human judgment to determine the relative influence of task
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Table 2.1
Berliner Classification of Tasks

Processes Activities Specific Behaviors

Perceptual searching for and detect
receiving information inspect

observe
read
receive

survey

Identifying objects, actions, discrinate
and events identify

locate

Mediarional Information processing calculate
categorize
compute
encode
interpolate
itemize
tabulate
translate

Problem solving and decision analyze
making calculate

crhoose

compute

pln

Commun, ications advise

commnq c.ate
dirct
indicate
infrmm

squeit
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Table 2-1, Cont.
Berliner Classification of Tasks

Processes Activities Specific Behaviors

Motor Simple, discrete tasks activate
close
connect
discomect
hold
jmn
lower
move
press
raise

Complex, continuous tasks align
regulate
synchronize
track
tunsport

parameters on human reliability. The Sandia Human Error Rate Bank (SHERB),' 0 however,
was created with the intent of using actual human performance data to be collected and codified

on a continuing basis. As the 1970's began, much of the new work in human reliability data
and analysis field was initiated by studies funded by the military. The Navy held seminars on
human reliability in 197011 featuring presentations by A. Seigel and A. Swain, both of
whom contributed heavily to HRA development during this time. Design of systems and

equipment accounted for human body specifications using three source books resulting from
military studies: VanCott and Kincade's Human Engineering Guide, 12 the Bioastronautics Data
Book,13 and the MIL Standard of Human Engineering Design Criteria.14

The 1975 Reliability and Maintainability Symposium1 5 exhibited examples of HRA models
.which had been extended to different applications earlier in the 1970's. These proceedings
included a paper on the Siegel, Wolf, and Lautman efforts to produce "a set of stochastic, digital
simulation models for simulating the performance of the human component in man-machine

systems..." In the same proceedings, Swain and Guttmann described the application of THERP
to the nuclear power plant environment. This paper was a brief overview of the work that they
had performed for the Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400.' 6 Estimates of human reliability
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were produced using basic estimates of human task performance during normal and high stress

situations modified by the environs and other "performance shaping factors".

Then, an event occurred in 1979 which greatly influenced the perspective of the nuclear
community concerning human reliability in nuclear plants. In March, the incident at Three Mile

Island (TMI) occurred, placing nuclear power into an unflattering spotlight, yet forcing the

industry to recognize much more directly human fallibility. The report1 7 resulting from the

President's Commission charged with review and assessment of the accident, found that
"inappropriate operator action" resulting from training and procedural deficiencies, failure to

learn from previous incidents, and deficient control room design caused the TMI accident.

-•-A workshop was convened that December to discuss human factors and nuclear safety. This

first "Myrtle Beach Conference" brought together representatives from engineering,

psychology, reactor operation, and HRA. One of the priority research areas identified from

Myrtle Beach I was for a "systematic, consistent, and reproducible approach for the quantitative
evaluation of the reliability of the human component in the system".1 An initial draft of the

~ documentation of THERP was available at the conference, which included one such approach to
HRA.

A solution to the human performance classification problem resulted from a "model" created by
-J-ens Rasmussen and published in RIS0-M-2240.1 9 Figure 2-1 shows the model. The model

was a compilation of ideas from the information and cognitive sciences that represented the
mechanisms a person uses in going from noticing an indication of an off-normal event to acting
on it. This model included sufficient cognitive steps to lend insight into the kinds and causes of

errors across the spectrum of process plant tasks.

The Rasmussen taxonomy followed the Berliner classification in that it began with a perceptual
process, split into detection, observation, and identification, and ended with a motor process he
called execution. Communication was not explicitly modeled. However, the mediational
process was split into interpretation, evaluation, task definition, and procedure fom ulation.
Several "shortcuts" to the complete trail from detection to execution were recognized. These

included a "reflex", or release of a preset response, that connected the execution of the response

directly to the detection of a need to respond. Another shorcut was a task recognition

connection from identifying the system's state to choosing a well-known, specific procedure to

I
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Figure 2-1. Rasmussen's Model.

handle the state. This model and its resultant taxonomy has become the de-facto standard for

analysis of human and system interactions in the nuclear industry.

A recent variation is due to Embrey.20 His system to classify operations tasks is depicted,
slightly modified, in Figure 2-2. What Rasmussen called rni& '.- ! behavior is split according
to whether there is a diagnostic element, as in fault management during off-normal incidents. If
diagnosis or decision making is needed but no rules are available to assist the activity, then
operators must act based on deeper, more fundamental knowledge. Skills include pattern
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recognition and actions that are manual, well-trained, well-known, and practiced frequently.
Otherwise, rule-based behavior is elicited.

A second Myrtle Beach conference was held in September 1981. A working group was
specifically set up to examine the state-of-the-art in human performance analysis. Swain's,
THERP models, a cognitive-oriented model of Moray, the Operator Action Tree (OATS) model

of Wreathall, and a HRA approach of Hannaman were reviewed.21 The "ideal" model, it was

agreed, would combine the features of all the types, by basically enhancing the use of a

cognitive model with a top-down systems engineering approach. This model should be

verifiable, meaning that the process used to derive the human reliability estimates could be

reproduced, thus showing the model to be internally consistent. In addition, the needs of users

.. from both the systems analysis and the human factors analysis perspectives needed to be

addressed by providing access to information from either an equipment or behavioral

standpoint. At that time, it was agreed that THERP provided acceptable data for certain -

situations but that some cognitive modeling was necessary to provide insight into operator

behavior, especially in off-normal process conditions. The OATS model was recommended as

an interim bridge from THERP to the necessary cognitive-oriented model. Notably,

however, the PRA Procedures Guide, NUREG/CR-2300, 22 adapted THERP as its only

recommended HRA approach in 198 1.

Proponents of the need to model cognitive influences on human performance saw the process

man-machine interface as a complex information system, as depicted in Figure 2-3.3 A

time reliability correlation (TRC) concept was adopted to model the needed time to pass and

process information. This amounts to a "model" of the thinking time effects on human

reliability, a strategy used as early as 1969 in Britain24 .2 and 1979 in the U.S.3A27 The

NRC-sponsored Integrated Reliability Evaluation Program developed a correlation to be used in

accounting for operator recovery from failed equipment;s and the industry also began to use

TRCs to model recovery." Efforts of Fragola of SAIC and those of Wreathall in the

development of OATS, compiled research on the time reliability correlations. A synopsis of this

work appeared in NUREGICR-3010 in November 1982.30 Swain, too, adopted a time

reliability correlation to be applied to the initial diagnosis needed to choose the correct procedure
at the beginning of an off-normal event.31 This "nominal diagnosis model" was documented in

Chapter 12 of the final version of the THERP handbook in August 1983. The approach
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presented below uses time reliability correlations extensively and was developed in conjunction ;.

with the PRAs of Oconee-3, McGu ire- 1, the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. Catawba- 1, Crystal -•

River-3 plants.

During this effort to develop classification and quantification techniques, an often overlooked

ingredient in HRA was attacked. In the nuclear climate since TMI, most human reliability work

was undertaken in support of a plant's probabilistic risk assessment. It was not self-evident,
however, just how the HRA should be integrated within the PRA effort. WASH-1400 had
built system failure models down to the component level and then included generic events to

account for human-induced failure modes. In this approach, the HRA was considered an
independent adjunct to the PRA (not unlike other parts of the PRA).

However, TMI and other significant "precursors" to accidents showed that actions by operators

can propagate effects throughout an accident's sequence of events. Thus, HRA considerations

need to be factored into PRA at a much "higher" level than that of equipment components. The

Oconee PRA initiated the nuclear utility industry efforts in integrating ERA and PRA. The

Electric Power Research Institute later funded a program to synopsize these efforts being

developed ad hoc in all subsequent PRAs. The result was an approach called the Systematic

Human Action Reliability Procedure (SHARP),32 released in interim form in June 1984. The

-•" integration issue continues to be investigated in the draft IEEE Guide on the subject

Human reliability analysis is still a research and development activity. However, the last twenty

years or so have resulted in HRA evolving into a credible and useful discipline that can be

applied to risk analyses, hazard analyses, experience database development, and the

development of computer-based systems that supplement or substitute for human expertise. in

fact, as automation of process control continues, new problems relative to human enors arise.33

With the advent of so-called expert systems, decision making may be automated, taking human

expertise out of the control room altogether. What implications will spin off this new wave of

man-machine systems are only beginning to be recognized.?'
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3.0 HRA AS PART OF A RISK ANALYSIS

Risk is a chance that some event will occur. Typically, the term "risk" is used when the events

of concern can lead to harm or loss rather than benefit. The potential harm or loss is the hazard.

Risk analysis identifies, specifies, and (sometimes) quantifies the risks from a process

technology. There is necessarily a great deal of uncertainty associated with assessing risks and

significant risk reductions often come from decreased uncertainty, e.g., increased awareness.

A risk analysis involves many elements, as depicted in Figure 3-1. Basically, however, the
elements can be grouped into (1) a model of the events that can lead to a specified but general

risk, e.g., risk from different kinds of fire, (2) models of the consequences or effects of the
events, e.g., property damage from various kinds of fires, and (3) techniques and data used to

quantify the risk. Human reliability analysis provides models of events that are primarily due to
human actions or inaction, often called errors, analyzes their e!ffects, ani quantifies their impact.

I I

CCDF (risk curve)

Supporting Logic

Figure 3-1. The PRA Process.
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The leftmest diagrams in Figure 3-1 represent the way in which certain sequences of events are,.-
identified that can lead to specific damage states, e.g., kinds of fire. System reliability models,
are used to logically decompose and analyze the identified sequences. Together, these diagrams

represent a model of the events and their consequences. The unquantified PRA thus consists of .

a list of initiating events; some way to represent sequences that could arise from the initiator if
further failures occurred, such as an event tree; some way to model subsequent failures, such as 2
fault trees; and some way to bin, i.e., aggregate, the sequences and model their consequences.

The rightmost diagram then represents the quantification of the risks into an overall risk curve
which has consequences decreasing in probability of occurrence. This quantification requires
data and techniques to combine data or estimate quantities for which there are insufficient data.

There are many risk analysis structures; this one was borrowed from the PRA of Oconee
Nuclear Station, Unit 3.35 The HRA supports a PRA in each of the levels depicted. Human

events can contribute to the initiation or prevention of damage states and to the mitigation of the

consequences of these states. Thus, HRA is integral to a full risk analysis.

A
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4.0 ISSUES

There several technical problems in trying to assess human reliability in a risk setting and
because HRA is a controversial, fairly new discipline, each problem is at issue in the HRA

community.3 The major issues seem to be:

1. the relationship between the mechanisms of behavior and the reliability of
behavior,

2. the susceptibility of human performance to a myriad of influences, from
in~adequate beliefs to physiological stresses, and

3. the potential for widespread propagation of undesired effects from relatively
simple errors.

Surprisingly little is known about people and why they do what they do. Psychology is a
century old as a science and is yet splintered into dozens of "schools", from behaviorists to

existentialists to cognitivists to psychoanalysts. However, the primary categories of behavior

are probably fairly securely known. They include perception, diagnosis, memory, decision
making, and action. This categorization was adapted by Jens Rasmussen of Denmark's RIS.

National Laboratory into a stimulus-cognition-response model that traced the process people use

~*as they act in response to an indication of something wrong. The result was a taoomy19 that
is rich enough to identify most error modes and many of the error mechanisms in process task

-~performance, including emergency operation.

Table 4-1 draws from the Rasmussen taxonomy and other ideas to depict an error classification

Table 4-1

Human Error Taxonomy

1=M~dQ MechnismsC&se

mistakes misdecon stotype fioation misladi ii=
slips misdiagnois short-= distr n

faulty decision forgeting lack of knowledge
faulty pl recognition faults uncuwinty
faulty acfom ttime s

faulty assumption excemive foince
misidetification of physical inc iion

afternatie bhum variability
h unuidW=cipwe sid effect
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scheme that includes two error types (slips and mistakes), several modes (based on the

Rasmussen model), many mechanisms of error, and many proximal (nearest) causes of error.

The basic categories of behavior, according to Rasmussen,37 are skills, rule-based behavior,

and knowledge-based behavior. Skills are highly practiced activities that require little, if any,

conscious thinking or monitoring. Rules are pretried sequences of skilled acts, often taking the

form of condition-action associations. Rules are an explicit form of knowledge that is inferred

from experience or training or implemented in procedures. Rules are less highly practiced than

skills, because they are less frequently used and more complex. Rules probably require

extensive conscious monitoring, if not "thi'king". Knowledge-based behavior, as Rasmussen

conceives it, consists of interpretation, analysis, and other general (high level) and (often)

N, conscious activity, necessitated by uncertainty or novelty in the circumstances at hand.

Knowledge-based behavior is seldom practiced (because it cannot be in any specific way) and is

at root what most people mean by "thinking".

The passing from skills to knowledge in behavior is analogous to the old distinction between

"know-how" and "know-why". In hazardous technologies, high-risk events are induced by

people while operating predominantly in the skill or rule regimes; handling the event, however,

needs rules and knowledge predominantly. For example, maintenance is typically a know-how

activity, whereas emergency diagnosis is a know-why activity. It is reasonable to believe that
the reliability characteristics of know-how (skills and most rules) and know-why behavior

differ. Just how and how much is at issue in HRA; that it is a significant issue for risk analysis

was demonstrated for the nuclear industry by TM.

Equipment performance characteristics are known to be influenced by environmental factors.

The U. S. Department of Defense has spent considerable resources in trying to understand and

quantify these influences as reflected in the reliability-oriented MIL standards and handbooks.

Human behavior is not only more wide ranging than is equipment behavior but is, for that very

reason, more susceptible to the environs, which includes the world within. The crew of the

Titanic believed they were unsinkable and thus failed to take precautions that would have been

normal on lesser vessels. The Air Florida pilot believed he could takeoff from Washington,

DC's National Airport, even knowing that ice coated the wings, and killed seventy-eight people

as the result of extreme self-deception. 3 ' Even minor things lead to accidents, as an Eastern
Airlines L-101 I plane crashed into the Everglades while its whole crew was below the cockpit

attending to an indicator malfunction." Transportation is a process deemed so routine that we
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"know-how" and "know-why". In hazardous technologies, high-risk events are induced by 

. people while operating predominantly in the skill or rule regimes; handling the event, however, 

needs rules and knowledge predominantly. For example, maintenance is typically a know-how 
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the reliability characteristics of know-how (skills and most rules) and know-why behavior 

differ. lust how and how much is at issue in BRA; that it is a significant issue for risk analysis 

0'- was demonstrated for the nuclear industry by TMI. 

Equipment performance characteristics are known to be influenced by environmental factors. 
The U. S. Department of Defense has spent considerable resources in trying to understand and 

quantify these influences as reflected in the rellability-oriented MIL standards and handbooks. 

Human behavior is not only more wide ranging than is equipment behavior but is, for that very 
reason, more susceptible to the environs, which includes the world within. The crew of the 

Titanic believed they were unsinkable and thus failed to take precautions that would have been 
normal on lesser vessels. The Air Florida pilot believed be could takeoff from Washington, 

DC's National Airport, even knowing that ice coated the wings, and killed seventy~lht people 
as the result of extreme self-deception.3• Even minor things lead to accidents, as an Eastern 
Airlines L-IOll plane crashed into the Everglades while ics whole crew was below the cockpit 
attending to an indicator malfunction.39 Transponation is a process deemed so routine that we 
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only think of it when we read grim headlines. Yet the simple influences of normal behavior can
yield "an error with sad consequences"'' in process facilities just as well.

While simple influences seem to affect actions once intended, human cognition seems to be
more affected by its own limitations. Planning behavior in abnormal settings in piloting has

been shown to vary with the urgency of time and the occurrence of unanticipated events. 41

Planning is an effort and is a resource that must be allocated according to the circumstances.

Studies of failure diagnosis show that diagnostic performance varies with time but-not
one-dimensionally. Maintenance troubleshooting seems to degrade as some bound of
complexity is reached.42 Time-to-diagnosis in experiments also relates to the number and kind
of failure events and the strategy used by the diagnostician. 43 Conflict between different goals

• creates hesitancy, a kind of cognitive lockup, and has been noted in nuclear power plant
simulator exercises and in anecdotal reviews of actual events.

The issues of HRA are not just some academic exercise but represent one element in people's
trying to manage, use, and survive their technology. The next section outlines a procedure for
performing a human reliability analysis in the context of a risk analytis.

r
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5.0 THE HRA PROCEDURE

There is a natural tendency to try to proceduralize an activity in order to stabilize its use and
warrant its results. This why process plants have test, maintenance, and operational

procedures. This is also why there are efforts to proceduralize HRA.

5.1 AN OVERVIEW

As can inferred from the Section 4 discussion, PRA places certain requirements on HRA:

1. all risk significant human events must be identified,
2. these events must be synthesized into the PRA models, and
3. these events must be quantified with probabilities.

Each PRA/HRA has attempted to meet these requirements, but often in an unsytematic, peculiar
way. However an HRA is performed, there are certain steps that have to be followed. Figure
5-1 depicts these steps. This process is similar to that drafted for an IEEE Guide on HRA and is

also much like that developed by SHARP32 and that offered in the PRA Procedures Guide.22

54.1.1IiilAa

The initial effort in an HRA is to become thoroughly familiar with the plant, its systems,

processes, and activities. This effort is best performed coincidentally with the initial system
analysis effort. As the event sequences evolve, they must be examined for places in which the
modeling of the higher level human events is required. Recoveries can be identified at this

stage, but are best left until the candidate dominant event sequences are better known. Human
events that leave equipment inoperable prior to the sequence initiator can generally be modeled in
the fault trees, which should be reviewed as they become available. The recommended
approach is that the human reliability analyst be familiar enough with system modeling to make
the HRA and fault tree/event tree development an integrated effort.

5.1.2 Intion

There are recorded instances of operators sitting on equipment controls and inadvertently

actuating them. A dropped annunciator light bulb initiated a serious incident at the Rancho Seco
nuclear plan't."
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It is clear that there is no way- to predict, much less assess, all human-caused events that could

have some impact on risk. However, it is possible to classify human events, with the help of a

taxonomy such as Embrey's, and then roughly "account for" the classes. A classification

scheme tailored for risk analysis is presented in Section 5.2.

Integrating BRA within PRA is no trivial matter. The integration effort is not mentioned in the
PRA Procedures Guide and NUREG/CR-1278. This effort often dictates which models

and techniques are needed to assess and quantify the human events identified. For example,

the style in WASH-1400 was to model human events at the level of the component affected by

the event. This led to the fractured, task analysis approach of early THERP. Later PRAs have

incorporated global diagnostic events in the PRA event amees or top logic of the event trees. This
C) results in a more holistic approach and is why quantification is often performed using TRCs.

This is why integration is a key early step in the process depicted in Figure 5-1. Generally, the

integration step is performed best by someone who has PRA, particularly system analysis, and

HRA expertise, or else a team approach is recommended. PRA considerations lead to the

identification of human events and BRA considerations lead to adjustments in PRA models in an

interactive, iterative manner. The classification scheme used to identify events also aids in the

synthesis step, as will be discussed later.

A human event often includes several error modes or mechanisms and must be represented by

some logic structure, such as an event tree. This representation must be compatible with the

system representations used in the rest of the PRA. The representation effort ends at the level

for which data or quantification techniques can quantify its most basic elements.

5.1.3 Quantitative Screening

All human events that are included in the PRA structures are screened, i.e., assigned a

conservative estimate for their probability of occurrence. This screening process is part of the

first quantification stages of the PRA's system analysis and is used solely to bound the PRA

analysis to only those sequences of potentially significant risk. Slips (see Section 5.2),

wherever they are incorporated in the PRA, are screened based on general patterns from the

THERP process described in Section 5.3.2. Mistakes are screened by using the time reliability

correlations described in Section 5.3.3, by choosing !lhe five minute value for the appropriate

correlation. The strategy for quantitative screening is depicted in Figure 5-2. All human

events that survive screening, Le., are part of candidate dominant accident sequences, are then
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Figure 5-2. Quantitative Screening Strategy.

considered risk significant and quantified in detail. Racovery events are adjoined to risk
significant sequences, whenever recovery is a credible possibility, and are always quantified in

detail

5.1.4 Daid antific2tion

Once the human event has been identified, represented, screened, and found risk significant,

information is gathered on the situation in which the event is postulated to occur. A
specification of those direct influences on the event's reliability is made using human factors
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5.1.4 Detailed Quantification 

Once the human event has been identified, rep~sented, screened, and found risk significant, 
information is gathered on the situation in which the event is postulated to occur. A 
specification of those direct influences on the event's reliability is made using human factors 
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F techniques, systematic judgment techniques, or by applying procedures described in various
quantification techniques.

A technique that will best apply to the relevant influences and failure mechanisms is chosen, as
discussed in Section 5.3. Actual application of the technique is usually straight-forward and is
shown by examples in Section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.

5.1.5 Recovery Analysis

The approach presented considers recovery activities even if they are not supported by
procedures, since any failure in recovery usually means the realization of the risk of concern.

' Also, recovery is the area in which HRA can account for emergcncy preparedness and other
recovery activities that evolved post-TMI in the nuclear industry. A sequence that is recoverable
is of less risk than a similar one that offers no opportunity for recovery. If a sequence is
recoverable, then its recovery analysis results in another iteration through much of the.
PRA/HRA process, including system as well as human modeling and quantification. The
detailed quantification step is always required.

5.1.6

This HRA process has two potential stopping rules: (1) no more risk significant human events
can be identified, or (2) no more risk significant human events have credible recovery options.

. At this point, if not earlier, the whole analysis must be thoroughly documented including, at a
minimum, event identification, assumptions, and quantitative results. A sample event record
sheet is depicted in Table 5-1, which is a guide to the kinds of information required for each
human event identified.
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Table 5-1
Human Event Record Sheet

Event Designator Event Type

NDXOVERH Recovery

Event Description

The crew fails to realign equipment following recirculation hardware failures.

INFLUENCES

Test performed? N/A fl =
Multiple trains? N/A f_ =
Other PSFs? N/AF3
Hesitancy? no

Rak NbrmCw ank Qualit Podulct

Display adequacy 10 0.06 70 4.2
Procedure adequacy 40 0.24 30 7.2
Team effectiveness 20 0.12 80 9.6
Communication effectiveness 10 0.06 80 4.8
Workload 40 0.24 30 7.2
Training adequacy 50 0.29 70

53.3

SLI 0.53

QUANTIFICATION

Basic probability = 0.01
Available time 20 miit.

CALCULATION

zero hesitancy and a SLI - 0.5 means that the final probability is - equal to the basic
probability

FINAL PROBABILITY =

Lower bound = 0.004
Upper bound = 0.04
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5.2 A CLASSIFICATION

The principal strategy in reliability analysis is to decompose failure events into meaningful units

for which there are data to base an estimate of some reliability characteristic. The purpose of

classifying failure events is to uncover the units of reliability and to form the basis for collecting

or understanding data. This classification should be based on physical principles, e.g., failure

analysis, or at least, observation. The greater the foundation for the classification, the greter the

predictive power and credibility the classification holds.

For HRA to emulate this strategy (which has only been partially achieved for hardware), some

foundation must be used as basis for a classification. An ear=y classification scheme, used in

•'4-ERP, was to categorize all human errors (events) as either commissions or omissions. This

assumed that there was some underlying procedure or way of doing a task, and if a step was left

out, it was an error of omission, and if a step was otherwise performed incorrectly, it was an
__error of commission.

Although this scheme partitions errors, it has no relevance to the mechanisms or causes of

errors. For example, a person could just as easily commit an error as to omit a step because of,
isay, a lapse in attention.45 There would be no reason to expect a difference in any reliability

parameter based on this distinction.

An alternative, used in most PRA/RA studies recently, is to partition human behavior into two

rmain categories - the higher level, so-called cognitive processes of decision making and

diagnosis, and the lower level cognitive control,4 Le., perception and the execution of action.

This distinction is also sometimes referred to as being between cognition and subcognition. 6

In simpler terms, one level thinks abouit the situation and decides what to do, the other level

recognizes the situation or carries out the decision. This distinction matches the know-how and

know-why scheme and suggests that skills arc subcognitive, knowledge-based behavior is

cognitive, while rules are some mixture of the two.

Granting this distinction in human behavior, human errors too are of two kindsf7 - mistakes

and slips - where a mistake is a cognitive error and a slip is a subcognitive error. Also, since
slips, or their behavioral basis, are more mechanized, i.e., routinized, practiced, and

I subconscious, they should have different reliability characteristics from mistakes. Slips are not

(as) time dependent, are more structural, and arise as faults in an intended protocol or
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procedure. Mistakes are mom• time dependent (it takes "process" time to think up an appropriate
response to a novel situation), less structura, and have little to do with protocol or procedure.

This distinction is admittedly speculative; however, it has a robustness, exhibited in Table 4-1,
not possible in the THBRP classification. It is also consistent with the findings in the cognitive-
sciences and the age old categories of behavior.' 8

PRA also induces taxonomic considerations on HRA. A PRA considers three main time phases:
the time prior to the initiator, the time from the initiator until plant conditions degrade severely,

e.g., loss of adequate core cooling in a light water reactor, and the time after degradation of

U-) conditions. An operator's role changes in each of these tim-. periods: from normal maintenance
and operation, to incident management, to emergency response. This spectrum also seems to
fairly well coincide with the skill, rule, and knowledge spectrum.

The BRA taxonomy suggested by these observations consists in

1. failures in routine activities, called latent events,
2. failures in incident management, called rule-based events, and3. failures in emergency response, called recovery events.

Failures in routine activities are called latent because many of such errors leave equipment lying

in wait, i.e., inoperable but unneeded as yet. Failures in incident management are rule-based
because most of the effort in designing off-normal procedures focuses on "anticipated" process
conditions about which knowledge can be extrapolated and response can be formalized. The
really severe conditions that seldom arise but cannot be ignored require considerable recovery of
equipment or finding alternatives among resources. These conditions are typically too
unpredictable or unlikely to expend much effort to proceduralize an extensive response to them.

Each of the three event types can include either slips or mistakes as error types. Thus, the
event's occurrence in time relative to the off-normal initiator is a situational dimension and the
error type is a behavioral dimension. These are not independent dimensions, however. Since
actions in routine activities are prescribed by supervision or work order, there is little
opportunity for mistakes and slips dominate. During off-normal conditions, awareness is
heightened, more than a single person is around, and time is usually forgiving. Thus, slips are
not going to go unrecognized or uncorrected, and diminish in significance. Mistakes, however,
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can occur due to confusion, uncertainty, hesitation, or lack of knowledge, and the effects of

mistakes may be universal and persisting. Thus, although latent mistakes and recovery slips are

possibilities, they should not be as likely as latent slips or recovery mistakes and evidence from

real events seems to verify this.

The human failure event taxonomy that results can be depicted in the "decision' tree of Figure
5-3, which shows six categories. This taxonomy integrates easily into a PRA and is consistent

with Embrey's taxonomy (Figure 2-2).

The strategy, then, is to restrict the identifying and modeling to all classes except latent mistakes

and recovery slips. However, the techniques described in Section 5.3 generally apply to slips

-, and mistakes in any regime. Further, since the effects of slips do not usually propagate

u•iassisted by other failures beyond the component(s) affected, they can be be incorporated into

fault tree models. Mistakes, because of their propagative potential, are best incorporated above
the system fault tree leveL Recovery events are tacked on the end of the dominant sequences for
which they apply. In this way, the classification effort supports the synthesis effort. Table 5-2

depicts the classes of human failure events that typically result in significant error types.

Tabie S-2
Human Failure Classes Of Significance

Slip Mstake

Latent event fault trees not usually modeled

Rule-based event fault trees fault uees
or event trees or event rees

Recovery event not usually modeled separate recovery events
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5.3 DETAILED QUANTIFICATION

A quantitative risk analysis requires estimating the probability of human failure events. Either
data specifically appropriate to the event, of which there is woefully little, or a technique to make
a direct or indirect estimate of the probability is needed. Three kinds of techniques are popular
in nuclear power plant HRAs: a task-analytical approach such as THERP," time reliability
correlations (TRC),32 or a method that structures expert judgment of such events, such as the
Success Likelihood Index Methodology (SLIMV). 49

Choosing one or a combination of techniques is a critical Step in the HRA process shown in the
schematic in Figure 5-1. The choice depends on the failure modes and mechanisms that

c dominate the human event as represented. The choice of the techfique directs the analyst in
identifying the characteristics of the sequence, task, and human behavior that need to be factored
into the quantification. TrHERP and SLIM can accommodate numerous influences, whereas a
TRC approach may only need the timing characteristics of the the sequence and the kind of
behavior that the event represents, e.g., rule-based. After specifying the failure modes and
mechanisms and the dominant influences on them, the techftique allows a relatively
straight-forward calculation of a point estimate of the probability of the modes or the total event.

>"- Some guidance relative to the quantitative uncertainty that should be associated with the estimate
- is also provided.

... 5.3.1. TheQuanification Ap rach

Human failure events are quantified according to the following steps:

1. Human events are (usually) identified only in those classes indicated by Table 5-2.
This includes latent events as contributors to component unavailabilities and may
include human contributors to initiators, if initiators are modeled rather than
quantified directly from data. Slips may or may not be included in rule-based
events. Recovery failures are usually attributed only to mistake. Event specifics
are identified by informal or formal interviews of operators and plant staff or
observations in simulator exercises, whenever possible.

2. The events are represented and incorporated into the PRA structures either directly
or indirectly in a logic structure similar to the Operator Action Event Trees
(OAE')," as an adjunct to the PRA structures. An OAET is depicted in Figure
5-4 that represents the scenarios related to a reactor coolant pump seal LOCA. The
figure also shows how a sequence timeline can be integrated with an OAET and
the most likely human failure modes identified.
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5.3.2. Ouagnifving slips

In Table 4-1, slips are meant to correlate to the failure modes of "misdetection" and "faulty
actions". However, in a process plant, which is fitted with considerable instrumentation and-

annunciators, misdetection is not usually credible as a mode of failure. Thus in most cases, a
slip is an action that is not as intended.52 In other words, the situation has been diagnosed and
the decision or plan made, both successfully (otherwise there was a mistake). All that is left is

for the person to do what was meant to be done. Slips occur all the time in everday activities
(and may be thought hilarious by the perpetrator if inconsequential). Slips also occur regularly

in routine process plant activities.

A prototypical slip can occur when a maintainer is returning a piece of equipment to service and

fails to leave it in the proper state. For example, both auxiliary feedwater valves at TMI were

apparently left closed following maintenance, which rendered a vital safety system unavailable.

In the case of a slip, there is no situation to respond to and planning is specified by procedure,

policy, or work order. It is fair to assume, then, that the only cognitive element is that of

control, i.e., carrying out of all steps of the plan. There are so many mechanisms of slips that
THERP assumes that each step of a particular procedure is a candidate for a slip (i.e., an

omission or commission). However, the likely candidates for slips in a control room seem to

be:

1. Stereotype capture, i.e., a familiar, more frequently performed task uses some of
the same steps as the intended task, and in the first case of deviance, the operator
slips into the old task rather than continuing what is called for in the required task,

2. Spatial reversals, e.g., two controls are adjacent and the wrong one is manipulated
because of a lapise in attention (or a deviation from stereotype), and

3. Time reversals, where the sequencing of manipulations is critical and the order is
incorrect, again due to a lapse.

Assuming that the mechanisms of slips are limited, only one instance of a slip per task is

modeled, which is the first difference from THERP. A review of the estimates for task element
probabilities in Chapter 20 of NUREG/CR-1278 (THERP) shows a range from 0.0003 to

0.003 for most of the types of situations relevant to process activities. Thus, a simple strategy
is adopted of using the log-median of the bounds, 0.001, as a basic probability for any slip;
0.0001 for a slip that leaves redundant equipment inoperable. This is the screening strategy
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mentioned previously. There is some argument for the fact that current equipment failure data
includes human failure contributions and often a PRA does not opt to model latent slips at all.

THERP, then, allows the basic estimate to be adjusted by so-called performance shaping factors
(PSF) based on situational, task, or behavioral influences. For example in maintenance, there
may be a check off policy and a PSF should give credit for this (denote this factor by f,). The
possibility of human engineering deficiencies can also be accounted for by a PSF, f2, e.g., both
valve operators for two trains are adjacent or reversed or otherwise could induce a reversal slip.

Table 20-22 of NUREG/CR-1278 suggests that f, should be 0.1 if the checking is independent
.• of the manipulation. If a human engineering deficiency exists, thes f2 could be greater than 1.0,

say, 5.0. The net result for the slip, then, would be:

event probability = basic probability * f, * f2 = 0.001*0.1*5 =0.0005.

This simplified THERP approach may be used for slips whether they are latent, rule-based, or
recovery events. The approach can be formalized as depicted in Figure 5-5. A basic probability

-. is chosen first (0.001 above, for example). Then three factors are chosen. Factor f, accounts
for the testing performed, with a factor of tw credit given to normal surveillance and another
factor of ten credit given for effective functional testing of the comp^nent or tain. Factor f2 is a
general performance shaping factor (PSF) to account for stress or other influences. Factor f2 is

generally greater than 1.0 to account for the negative effects of the influence. Factor f3, 0.1,
accounts for the latent failure of equipment in redundant trains, e.g., where the equipment may

be located adjacently. In any case in which a factor is not judged relevant, its default value is

1.0.

The product of the three factors with the basic probability produces the final point estimate of the
probability of a slip. THERP typically assumes error factors (i.e., of the uncertainty of the

estimate) that range from 3 to 30. A log-median of 10 is used here; this implies that the order of
magnitude of the point estimate so derived is accurate with a confidence of 90%, Le., the order
of magnitude of such estimates can be estimated reasonably well.
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P=basic probability

Figure 5-5. A Process for Estimating the Probability of Slips.
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5.3.3. Quantifying mistakes

A mistake is one of the failure modes - misdiagnosis, faulty decision, or faulty planning. If

the strategy exhibited in Table 5-2 is correct, then these failure modes matter most in a process

environment only when the process has deviated from normal or desired conditions, i.e., in an

abnormal or emergency event. There is a large literature in the decision sciences but most of it

attempts to discover optimum decision strategies, i.e., how decisions ought to be made. When

decision science looks at decision making as it is actually performed, it is often qualitative and
set in routine, everday circumstances,,5 which has little direct bearing on response to off-normal

process plant events.

, It is known, however, that diagnosis and the decision making of a kind needed in off-normal

response is influenced by available time, perceived time (or the pace or urgency of events),

uncertainty, complexity, and goal conflict. There have also been studies of simulated events.
that show that the response performance of crews of operators to off-normal events as

dis'Aibuted in response time. In fact, response times seem to fit lognormal distributions well.U0

P Anecdotal reviews of actual events show that individuals involved in diagnosis and decision

: making often exhibit hesitancy. Hesitancy can be due to uncertainty in the conditions present,

thus inhibiting or failing to allow diagnosis, 55 or can be due to uncertainty as to which goals to

pursue when in conflicLt6M The fact that relatively clear procedures exist for these conditions

shows that process plant operators are human and not automatons. Diagnosis and decision
making is the critical and dominant human behavior in an abnormal or emergency situation.

Nuclear power plants have attempted to eliminate or minimize the role of diagnosis and decision

making by introducing so-called symptom-oriented emergency procedures. These procedures

contain "rules" of the form:

IF symptoms S1, S2 1 ... , Sn exist

THE execute actions A1 , A,, ...,A.
AND do so without hesitation.

In most cases, the symptom set is kept small and each sypmtom is clearly indicated in the
control room. The action set is one or two simple manipulations of controls also in the control

room. Of course, it is the mandate represented by the "and" clause in the rule that is not so clear
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cut. In fact, no such clause is written in the procedures; it is merely the intent of the rule that it
be followed without hesitation. Conflict or complexity or uncertainty of any source can,
introduce hestancy in the heat of a real event.

Integrating these ideas, the model of process control mistakes has the following characteristics:

1. Time is a dependent variable; the probability of successful diagnosis or decision
making (D&D) increases with available time. Available time is defined as the time -

from a clear indication for the need to act in a specified way until the time action
would not produce the intended result (the point-of-no-return), minus the time it
would take to implement the decision.

2. Crew effects are aggregated, i.e., the failure probability estimates are for an
anticipated crew, such as in NUREG/CR-1278, Table 18-2, not for any

,' individual.

3. Conflict, complexity, or other knowledge-based uncertainty is a prime influence
- -~on the reliability of a D&D performance. This influence is explicitly factored. The

presence of rules is explicitly factored.

4. Other influences, such as the quality of procedures, the adequacy of the
instrumentation and controls, and the adequacy of training, can be systematically
factored into the quantification using SLIM, or some other subjective
judgment approach.

5. Slips are not usually dominant when D&D is necessary, and time is forgiving or
-- multiple crew memrbers will be present to notice and correct slips. In cases in

which slips are judged to be significant, the simplified THERP approach can be
applied to misactions and the THERP annunciator model (Chapter 11 of

- NUREGICR- 12278) can be applied to misdetections, if postulated.

6. Early, incorrect action based on inadequate D&D (sometimes also referred to as
commission errors) is assumed to be correctable, in principle. The likelihood of
the error is subsumed in the TRC value. Its effects are not modeled unless they
would change the course of the sequence radically.

Mistakes are modeled by means of a family of lognormally distributed, time reliability
correlations derived from the work cited previously. There are two pairs of curves in the

family. One pair is to be applied to nile-based mistakes, i.e., misdiagnosis or faulty planning or
decision making when guided by the kind of rules specified above. One curve in this pair is to

be used when hesitancy is not an important influence; the other curve is to be used when
hesitancy is dominant. The second pair of curves is applied when general diagnosis must be
used to decide on a course of action in the absence of rules. This most often will be the case for
recovery events. Again two curves are used to recognize hesitancy or its insignificance.
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Table 5-3 gives the probabilities for the four curves for several useful times. The curves are

complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) of lognormally distributed response
times. Each curve is mathematically characterized by a median response time, m, and a ineasure

of uncertainty called the error factor, f (unrelated to human error). These parameters are

indicated in Table 5-3 as <m,f> at top of the table. The curves are plotted on I og-probability

Table 5-3
Time Reliability Correlation Values

General
Diagnosis & Rule-based Rule-based Recovery

jTime Recoverv w1o hesitancy with hesitancy
(min) <4,3.2>1 <2,3.2> <2,6.4> <4,6.4>

5 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4
10 0.1 0.01 0.08 0.2
20 0.01 0.0006 0.02 0.08
30 0.002 0.00006 0.008 0.04
60 0.00006 0.00002 0.001 0.008

1 <mf> stands for a lognormal distribution with median response time of m and an
error factor of f.

paper in Figure 5-6 to render the curves as straight lines. The recovery curves have the same
e7 median response time and the rule-based curves also have identical medians. The hesitancy

curves have the same error factors as can be seen by their parallel slopes, as do the
non-hesitancy curves. The details of the derivation of the curves are included in Appendix A.
The general diagnosis curve is a logpormal fit of the TRC used by THERP to apply to the
diagnosis used to choose the approriate procedure. THERP did not include other curves,
particularly for rule-based activity.

Lognormal CCDFs do not terminate at some lower probability, although probabilities that are
interpreted as human failure rates cannot meaningfully decrease without limit. The probability
of unrecovered slips, even with multiple crew present, will serve as a lower threshold. That
probability is on the order of 0.0000001 and is used as a border in Figure 5-6. It has become
standard practice to truncate failure probabilities generated by TRCs at 0.0001 or 0.00001 or to
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truncate the available time at about an hour, as an intermediate screening process. Then only if a
sequence event is risk significant and long term will lower numbers be generated.

The quantification system described so far depends on thr=e factors: available time, the potential
for hesitancy, and the error type. Other factors, such as the adequacy of the control room's
instruments and controls, the applicability of procedures, the communication of the crew, etc.,
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can influence the estimated probability of a human event. One way to factor in these influences

is to use the Success Likelihood Index Methodology as an interpolation device. Each curve can

be "adjusted" by success likelihood indices or a point estimate can be obtained by using such an

index to interpolate between two curves in the family. For example, interpolation using SLIM

can provide an estimate when hesitancy is of some significance level between negligible and

dominant.

The SLIM process is based on the evidence from psychology that people are reliable in ranking
and weighting factors related to familiar events. Using multiattribute theory. Embrey49

synthesized a calculus to generate a SLI based on people's judged ranks and weights for
influences on an event. The calculus is depicted in Table 5-4. The SLI is then logarithmically

Table S.4
SLI CALCULUS

1. Choose influences appropriate to specific event and situation.
2. Rank influences as multiples of the least important for given situation,

which is set to "10".
3. Sum the rankings of all influences and normalize rankings to this sum,

i.e., divide each rank by the sum.
4. Assess each influence's quality, i.e., its position in a spectrum of

possibilities from best (100) to worst (0). Note that "worst"
means "worst licensable" not "worst conceivable".

5. Compute the "dot product" of the ranking and quality vectors.
6. Normalize this result, by dividing by 100.
7. This result is the success likelihood index (SI) which can be

entered into a technique that call for it.

proportional to the objective probability. The result is that a SLIM calculation requires a success

likelihood index and two "anchor" probabilities that correspond to two known SLIs. There is

no obvious way to generate the anchors, except in those unusual cases when data is available.

Thus, the TRCs can be used to provide the anchors. The next section provides an example of

the use of SLIM with TRCs to produce point estimates of human events.

The two examples discussed next provide one event that is rule-based and the other that is a

recovery event.
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5.3.3.1 Feed and bleCe. NUREG/CR-1278 includes an example analysis of the failure to use-
feed and bleed, i.e., high pressure injection primary cooling, to recover from a total loss off

steam generator feedwater (pp. 21-1 through 21-14). This is an instance in which a recovey
action was added to the B&W procedure that was to be used in case of a loss of feedwater. This
was a fix, in about 1981, interim to the implementation of the B&W Abnormal Transient
Operating Guidelines, which are rule-based in the manner described previously.

The qualitative analysis in NUREG/CR-1278 is clearly incorrect There is no reason to assume,
as was, that operators will fail to notice that emergency (auxiliary) feedwater pumps fail to start
given a loss of main feedwater. Instead, the reliability issue relates to the decision to give up on

restoring ser4noam cooling (at least as the first option) and to use feed and bleed. This decision

C'. presents the plant operators with a conflict, namely, using feýd and bleed will guarantee a long,
costly shutdown and bring untold NRC personnel into the event followup. So the question is: i
how long will the crew delay the unpreferred option in trying to obtain the preferred option?
There are also plant-specific perturbations on this dilemma. Some plants, like Davis-Besse, -

have suspect feed and bleed capability, and plant operators may be unlikely to resort to feed and !
bleed even in a situation in which they should.1 Other plants may have such highly redundant ,
secondary feedwater systems that a total, unrecoverable loss is considered incredible by

operators. The result could be that they delay feed and bleed initiation too long. Still other
plants have relatively low reliability EFW systems but more than adequate HPI and their crews.

may actually be "feed and bleed happy", ie., they may resort to feed and bleed too o,:ickly or in
inappropriate situations. All of these perturbations have been observed in actual plant settings.

PRA typically estimates that the time from the compelling signal for feed and bleed (loss of
subcooling margin and initiation of a rise in core temperature, according to most HPI rules) to
the time of significant core damage is on the order of 30 to 60 minutes. The two recovery TRCs i

in Figure 5-6 give a range of failure probabilities of 0.04 to 0.008 when hesitancy is present and
0.002 to 0.00006 without hesitancy present If interviews with operators and operations staff
reveal that hesitancy is not a problem for a particular plant, the TRC for rule-based action
without hesitancy can be used. Otherwise, if hesitancy cannot be ruled out but is not great,

SUM can be used to interpolate betweA the two curves.
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Assumen, that in feed and bleed (F&B), the significant influences are identified in interviews with
operations personnel to be:

1. the training awareness of the action (denoted as training),
2. the clarity of the procedurai quidance relative to the act (procedure),
3. the belief that secondary cooling - auxiliary and main feedwater-

can be recovered (belief),
4. the lack of a direct indication of the need to act (I&C).

These are assessed according to the procedure listed in Table 5-4.

Assume further that the influences denoted "I&C" and "procedure" are found to have least

C) impact on the act, that "training" has 3 times the impact of these cwo, and that "belief "has 5
N. times the impact of "I&C' and "procedure". These are normalized in the second column of

Table 5-4. Finally, ass•,me it is found that the quality of each influence, as measured by 100 for
the best licensable and 0 for the worst licensable, is as in column three. (Note that "belief" in
this context is a contraindicating influence, i.e., the stronger the belief in the recoverability of
secondary cooling, the more likely not to use F&B.) The dot product is the sum in the fourth
column and when normalized, yields a success likelihood index of 0.4. The results are listed in

>' Table 5-5.

Table 5-$
A SLI Calculation

Influence Rank Normed-rank OuWlity Product

training 30 0.3 60 18
procedure 10 0.1 70 7
belief 50 0.5 10 5
I&C A2 0.1 90 9

100 39

SLI = 39/100 - 2A.

To obtain the two anchor probabilities, the data of Table 5-5 can be used. Suppose first that
hesitancy is of negligible influence. Then the rank of "belief' would be zero (i.e., "belief'
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would not be in the list) and the ranks and qualities of the three other influences would remain
the same. However, their normed ranks would double, since "belief' made up 50% of the
original total normed ranks. The dot product that zero hesitancy would yield is twice the sum of;
the other three influence products, or 68. Thus, -the SLI to associate with this situation without
hesitancy is 0.7. If hesitancy is dominant among influences, on the other hand, then the dot
product is solely the quality of "belief', or 10. Thus, the SLI to associate with this situation
with hesitancy is 0.10.

Putting this together, for 30 minutes, a SLI of 0.4 yields a failure probability of 0.0007. For 60i

min, the failure probability is 0.0001. These values are quite optimistic compared to the values

assuming dominant hesitancy, 0.008 for 30 min and 0.001 for 60 inn. If there were reason to :.

-" assume that the feed and bleed "rule" really was not effective as a rule, as may have been the

r-I case for Davis-Besse, then the recovery curve with hesitancy could be used. In this case, the,

failure probability for 30 mini would be assessed at 0.04 and at 0.008 for 60 min.

A residual issue is what to do with the other failure modes assessed for failing in feed and bleed

recovery as depicted in Figure 12-2 of NUREG/CR-1278. These modes can be dismissed

based on their low assessed probability. One exception is the dominant mode: failure to verify

EFW pump start, assessed at a probability of 0.0016. However, since the example gives no

credit for the Shift Technical Adviser nor anyone in the Technical Support Center, and because

the loss of subcooling margin is so intimately associated with loss of EFW, this mode should be •

' dropped or the numbers that account for redundancy lowered.

5.3.3.2 ..WST.Refil., Another event that can be identified in the PRA of a PWR is not

rule-based. Many sequences, both LOCAs and transients, may evolve so that the ECCS is

needed to maintain primary inventory and/or cool the core. Eventually the initial source of water

- referred to as the borated water storage tank (BWST) in some plants - will deplete. There are

two strategies to continue from that point. One is to depressurize the primary system and go

onto decay heat removal (DHR) cooling (it is termed differently in different plants), whik A a
closed-loop system that recycles the primary inventory. This is the preferred option since it is

self-contained and uses equipment in an alignment that is also used in other normal operational

modes. The problem is to depressurize and cool down sufficiently fast that enough water is left

in the primary to use DHR. If this is not possible, e.g., for most LOCAs, then the crew can get

water in a recirculation mode from the reactor building sump, a collector of water when lost

from the primary system. If faults were to occur in the DHR or recirculation equipment (much %
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of which is common to each function), then an alternative recovery could be to refill the BWST
with water from other interconnected systems. The problem is that this recovery (1) is not
specified by rule, (2) may take an hour or more to implement, and (3) its need may evolve
without early indications.

One solution is to give no credit for recovery, a solution practiced in several PRAs. However,
interviews with operators in some plants reveal that they are aware of the interconnections that
would allow BWST refill and are aware that the implementation would take an hour or more.
Thus, they themselves do not consider the ref'il a viable option for LOCAs, because of the short

time available in which to try to refill. However, for some variants of steam generator tube
rupture (SGTR) scenarios, the time estimated in which the depressurization process can succeed
is long, up to 12 hours. Since depressurization is initiated immediately in response to an
SGTR, this would give more than sufficient time to implement the refill. Moreover, the SGTR

recovery strategy is to get to conditions that allow DHR as soon as possible, because
_ recirculation will not be available in an SGTR (the water being diverted out of the rupture rather.

than into the sump). As a result, DHR will likely be initiated many hours before the

point-of-no-return, in this case the depletion of the BWST and its initiation wilU "discover" faults
in the DHR equipment in time to feed to the sump or refill the BWST.

The probability for this event can be estimated by using 1.0 as the upper value (i.e., a SLI of
1.0) and letting 0.008 (from the recovery with hesitancy TRC) represent a SLI of 0.9.

Assuming a SI of 0.4 is computed for the event, the resulting probability would be 0.1; a SLI

of 0.8 would yield 0.01. Plant-specific information would be required to compute a relevant
SLI.

In any case, a means to assign non-unity probability to the failure of this and other recovery

actions is available.

I
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The HRA approach presented is admittedly speculative yet no more so than techniques already-
widely used in HRA and PRA. The approach has the strength of carrying out a program begun
in NUREG/CR-1278 to its logical conclusions. Te result is a robust enough accounting of.
many, if not all, of the elements in the mission of operating a process facility. This approach, in
various stages of development, has been used in five PRA human reliability analyses and is

offered as an interim solution to a real and important problem.

There are several limitations to this approach and there are areas that need further investigation.
These are touched on as a conclusion to the HRA approach presented.

6.1 LIMITATIONS

The basis of human behavior will always be a controversial area. Twenty five hundred years of
studying human nature in the western world have seen little progress in understanding why -ve

do what we do. The classification schemes used to identify human malfunctions are little more
than could have been expected of the Aristotelean Greek tradition; many of the monumental

problems impeding the development of artificial intelligence, decision analysis, and the
automating of process control today were first discussed in the time of Plato.34

The fit of human performance to probabilistic quantificaon is tenuous at best. Clearly, from a
perspective of pwdictability, human-induced. high-risk events will remain stchastic. Yet thde

is no evidence that the mechanisms and capabilities that underly human performance an in any
way random. Randomness is often but a guise for ignorance, whether that inorance can be
removed or not. Prctionen of HIA barely more than guess at the probabities they tM -

even though systematically and with reasons.

6.2 FUTURES

Despite the inherent limlaons of4 HRA, it has led to an WmWndAnl of human puforn•an
that has demonstrably l1. to rsk reduction. 8Sl are would se most ripe for
investiption dhi would enhance de HA stase-of-tf-art
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many, if not all, of the elements in the mission of operating a process facility. This approach, in': 
various stages of development, has been used in five PRA human reliability analyses and is •• -

offered as an interim solution to a real and important problem. 

There are severallimitation5 to this approach and there are areas that need funher investigation. 
These are touched on as a conclusion to the HRA approach presented. 

6.1 LJJMrA nONS 

The basis of human behavior will always be a controversial area. Twenty five hundred yean of 

studying human nature in the western world have seen little proaress in understandina why ',ve 

do what we do. The classification schemes used to identify human malfunctions are little mo~ 
than could have been expected of the Aristotelean Greek tradition; many of the monumental 

problems impedina the development of artificial intelli,encc, decision analysis. and the 
automatin, of process control today were fint discussed in the time of Plato. 34 

The fit of human performance to probabillitic quantiflcation is tenuoul at best Clearly, flOm I 

penpectiYe of predictability, human-induced, biah-rilk even. will .. main stocbudc. Yel there 
is no evidence that the IMChaniaru and capabillua chat UIldcrly human pedOft1WlCe IN in any 
way random. RandolllMll il on-a but I lulu f« ipor&nce, whether dw iporaftct can be 
removed or DOt. Pnctid.ollerfi of HRA baS, more than ...... It the pIObabWda the, .... -
even thoulb 'Y'''ldellly .. wich NIIOftI. 

6.2 FUnJRES 

Dapice tM inbe .... , limifldon, of HIA. it ........ to ......... tancU.na of ltv .... ~ 
that baa demonstrably lod to rilk red.Uon. .. .......... would ...... ..,.. ripe tor 

invatipdon chit would enhance ... RItA 1WI.of .... ... 
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Surprisingly, no study by the nuclear industry or its regulators has eamined all major incidents
in nuclear power plants for their insights or implications relative to the hurML factor. Individual

events have been examined 17",' 56 7 but no integrated effort has been made to see what people
do in a nuclear accident and whether this matches what -RA suggests they do.

Similarly, a study of long-term, low probability events, which dominate maritime accidents and
are prevalent in oil drilling accidents and are conceived as important in a nuclear setting too,

could help understand the role of plant recovery teams and various contingency resources, such
as technical support centers and evacuation plans, that have evolved mostly post-ThM. The role

of contingency training, i.e., the information relative to plant system connectivity and

interaction, that is usually an informal part of training if at all should be examined for its

,v effectiveness in emergency preparedness and response. Hesitancy d&ring decision making, due

.. to goal conflict or other sources of uncertainty, has been observed in real events5 6,4 and
simulated exercises and its systematic study could go far toward understanding human reliability

characteristics under unanticipated conditions.

Of course, efforts will continue to develop taxonomies and techniques for use in HRA in the
nuclear industry. However, HRA should and will infiltrate the chemical and petrochemical

process industry, where risks are not hidden by rarity and overall costs can exceed those found
- in the nuclear industry. One study effort that could have immediate payoff is the human

. factoring of the hazard analysis and loss prevention techniques already used in the process
industries, e.g., HAZOP or MORT. Qualitative HRA would integrate easily with these

qualitative approaches, including the classical human factors reviews and the newer error
analysis techniques used in HRA.

The human element in risk from our technologies will always be dominant. RA can help
understand and contol this risk and the approach presented is but an interim step in what may

come.
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Appendix A
Numerical Considerations for TRCs

The numerical basis for a time reliability correlation is somewhat complicated but not relevant to

the basic concept development. For completeness, this basis is described in this appendix.

All TRCs are assumed to have a lognormal underlying distribution, as do many of the

distributions in HRA and PRA and the work cited in reference 30. This distribution family

ranges from time zero up, which a response uime should range over, and is specified by two

parameters, usually a median time, m, and the ratio of the 95th percentile time to the median,

called the error factor, f. Thus, a lognormal distribution can be denoted by <m,f>. The
o correlation between time and probability can be expressed as:

. m*f**(z,.,/1.645)
where

is the time correlated to probability p
nm is the median response time
f is the error factor
* is multiplication
** is exponentiation

z 1. is the normal standard variate for probability 1-p
1.645 is the normal standard variate for 0.95.

The normal standard variate zj1 p can be found in 5 place normal distribution tables. Thus, a

TRC can be developed from an estimate of the median time to respond to a specified type of

event and an estimate on the spread of such estimates.

The history of the use of TRCs is provided in Section 2. The basic TRC used here is a

lognormal fit to the nominal diagnosis curve in reference 31. The fit was made by preserving

the probabil.ities for 10 and 60 minutes from the NUREG/CR-1278 curve, since it takes two

points to specify m and f for the lognormal. The result is a <4,3.2> curve that was applied to

general diagnosis, e.g., recovery actions that were not rule-based. Another result is that an
<mf> form has two parameters to tweak to get other curves. The rule-based curve arose by

halving the m (which was completely arbitrary). The hesitancy curves preserved m but

doubled f.

The curves from references 30 and 27 are compared in Table A- I to the TRCs used here.
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SLIM) can be integrated with the TRC concept as
using the procedure in Section 5.3.3. This index

sistent with the index computed. The Table A-2

The Success Likelihood Index Methodoiogy (
follows. Assume a SLI has been estimated
needs two probabilities with known SLIs con

parameterizes the process.

Table A-I
Comparison of Time Reliability Correlation Curves

27872 General Rule- Rule- Recovery
12781 In CR Out Diagnosis & Based with hesitancy

Time Recovery
(min) <4,3,2>- <2,3.2> <2,6.4> <4,6.4>

t':'-

5
10
20
30
604

0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001

1.0
0.25
0.1
0.05
0.03

1.0
1.0
0.25
0.10
0.03

0.4
0.1
0.01
0.002
0.00006

0.1
0.01
0.0006
0.00006
0.00002

0.2
0.08
0.02
0.008
0.001

0.4
0.2
0.08
0.04
0.008

1 NUREG/CR-1278, reference 31.
2 NUREG/CR-2787, refc"ence 28.
3 <mf> stands for a lognormal distribution with median response time of m and an error

factor of f.
4 Some curves terminate at around an hour (as does 2787); others continue.

The bounding probabilities Pu and pL can be taken from the TRCs for rule-based or recovery
actions, where the upper probability is from the curve used when significant hesitancy is
involved. The SLIs su and SL can be chosen as 1.0 and 0.0 if desired. This shortens the

process by assigning U-Pu and L=pL and using equation (3) directly.

In the feed and bleed example in Section 5.3.3, the 30 minute values for rule-based action are
0.008 and 0.00006, with and without hesitancy, respectively. It was calculated that a S11 of
0. 1 and 0.7 should be associated with these numbers.
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The Success Likelihood Index 1\.fetbodoiogy (SLIM) can be integrated with the TRe concept as . 
follows. Assume a SLI has been estimated using the procedure in Section 5.3.3. This index 

needs two probabilities with known SLIs consistent with the index computed. The Table A-2 

parameterizes the process. 

Table A·I 
Comparison of Time Reliability Correlation Curves 

27872 General Rule- Rule-
12781 

Time 
InCR Out Diagnosis & 

Recov~ 
Based 

Recovery 
with hesitancy 

(min) 

5 
10 0.1 
20 0.01 
30 0.001 
6Q4 0.0001 

1.0 
0.25 
0.1 
0.05 
0.03 

1.0 
1.0 
0.25 
0.10 
0.03 

1 NUREG/CR-1278, reference 31. 
2 NUREG/CR-2787, ref~rence 28. 

<4,3,2> 

0.4 
0.1 
0.01 
0.002 
0.00006 

<2,3.2> <2,6.4> <4,6.4> 

0.1 0.2 0.4 
0.01 0.08 0.2 
0.0006 0.02 0.08 
0.00006 0.008 0.04 
0.00002 0.001 0.008 

3 <m,f> stands for a lognonnal distribution with median response time of m and an error 
factor off. 

4 Some curves terminate at around an hour (as does 2787); others continue. 
I 

The bounding probabili~s Pu and Pt. can be taken from the ~Cs for rule-based or recovery 

actions, where the upper probability is from the curve used when significant hesitancy is 
;.nvolved. The SUs Su and sL can be chosen as 1.0 and 0.0 if desired. This shortens the 

process by assigning U.Pu and L-Pt. and using equation (3) directly. 

In the feed and bleed example in Section 5.3.3, the 30 minute values for rule-based action are 

0.008 and 0.00006, with and without hesitancy, respectively. It was calculated that a SU of 
0.1 and 0.7 should be associated with these numbers. 

A··258 
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Equations (1) and (2) thus look like:

0.008 - U**(l-0.1) * L**(0.1) U**0.9 * L**0.1

0.00006 - U**(1-0.7) * L**(0.7) = U**G.3 * L**0.7

and solving for U and L yields: U=0.02 and L=0.000005.

Then equation (3) becomes:

p U**(l-x) * L**x =(0.02)**(1-0.4) * (0.000005)**(0.4)

= 0.0007

as reported in the example.

Table A-2
SLIM Interpolation Process

Computed SLI, x
Target -bability, p

Probability Pu is the upper bound on p and corresponds to a SU, su

Probability PL is the lower bound on p and corresponds to a SLI, sL

PL and pu with their SI~s can be used to derive the probabilities that

correspond to S1140 and SLI= 1, denoted U and L, respectively, by:

(1) PL = U**(1'sd) * L**sL

(2) PU - U**(l'su) * L**su

From U, L, and x, the desired probability, p, can be derived by:

(3) p - U**(l-x) * L**x

A-259
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Equations (1) and (2) thus look like: 

.. 
0.008 - U··(1-0.1) • L··(O.I) B U··0.9· VII·OJ 

0.00006 11& U··(1-0.7) • L**(O.7) = U""~O.3 • L··O.7 

and solving for U and Lyields: U=0.02 and L=O.OOOOOS. 

Then equation (3) becomes: 

p == U··(l-x)· L·*x =(0.02)**(1-0.4) * (0.000005)·*(0.4) 

= 0.0007 

as reported in the example. 

TableA-l 
SLIM Interpolation Process 

,....... Computed SU, x . 

1Lar.getpr.vbab~~,p 

Probab~ty Pu is the upper bound on p and corresponds to a ru, Sv 

Probability PI.. is the lower bound on p and corresponds to a SU, sL 

PI. and Pu with their SUs can be used to derive the probabilities that 

correspond to SU=O and SLI= 1, denoted U and L, respectively, by: 

(1) PL = U·*(l-SV· L*·sL 

(2) Pu - U··(l-su)· L*·Su 

From U. L, and X. the desired probability, p, can be derived by: 

-
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